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EXECUrIVE SUMMARY
This Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) describes and evaluates the
environmental impacts of the Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV) project. The EIS
identifies the effects of the proposed action on the environment as well as
the economic and social structure of the community and the State. Proposed
measures to minimize adverse effects are discussed and alternatives to the
proposed actions and their environmental impacts are presented.
A brief overview of the EIS and the conclusions reached is provided in
this Executive Summary. To assist the reader in finding detailed infor-
mation in the EIS, the organization of this summary will follow the same
general subject order as the EIS, dealing with the physical (geology,
hydrology, air and noise), biological. and human (health and safety, land
use, socioeconomics, cultural, and aesthetics) environments. The order of
appearance does not indicate an importance or ranking.
INTRODUCTION
The Hawaiian people have enjoyed and utilized the benefits of
geothermal resources for centuries. Early Hawaiians used the heat from
fumaroles on Kilauea's summit for heating and cooking. Over 100 years ago,
King Kalakaua made inquiries about the use of geothermal resources for
generating electricity. The use of the power of the volcano for electri-
city production. now referred to as geothermal energy, has become a
reality. The Hawaii Geothermal Project (HGP) , located one-half mile south
of the PGV power plant location. has demonstrated the technical feasibility
and reliability of commercial geothermal operation in Hawaii. HGP Well
Abbott (HGP-A) drilled in 1976 and the associated 3 megawatt (MW) power
plant have been generating electricity since 1981.
The PGV project consists of a 25 MW (net) geothermal power plant and
supporting wellfield facilities. The project is located on the Island of
Hawaii in the Puna District, approximately 21 miles southeast of the city
of Hilo. The 25 MW of electricity produced will be purchased by the Hawaii
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Electric Light Company (HELCO) to provide electricity island-wide. A power
transmission line will be needed to transmit power to the HELCO energy
grid. Environmental studies for the transmission line are being prepared
by HELCO and no information regarding the transmission line is included in
this EIS.
The SOO-acre project area is in an area designated as a geothermal
resource subzone. within the Kapoho Section of the Kilauea Lower East Rift
Geothermal Resource Subzone. The PGV project is located in the same geolo-
gic zone as the HGP-A facility. The PGV power plant. wellpads and associ-
ated structures will occupy only 17 surface acres of the SOO-acre site.
DESCRIPTION
Geothermal power production uses geothermal steam to drive a steam
turbine. which in turn rotates an electrical generator and produces elec-
tricity. Geothermal fluids are produced by wells which tap a geothermal
reservoir. The fluids are separated into two components. brine and steam,
at the wellpad. The brine is collected and reinjected into the geothermal
reservoir. The steam is collected and sent to the power plant steam
turbine. Geothermal fluids contain hydrogen sulfide gas (H2S) which must
be contained due to the objectionable odor and possible health impacts
associated with exposure to the gas.
The geothermal reservoir is maintained by heat emanating from
intruding dikes and possibly from localized secondary magma chambers associ-
ated with Kilauea Volcano. The summit of Kilauea is approximately 25 miles
west of the project site. Geothermal fluids are found at depths greater
than 4.000 feet beneath the ground surface and are above 6000F in
temperature.
Up to six wellpads are currently expected to be required over the
35-year life of the project. Currently there are two wellpads located
on-site and four additional sites have been selected. As many as four or
-
..
..
..
••
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five wells may be located at each wellpad. Each wellpad contains a rock
muffler, separator, and associated valves and piping for production of the
geothermal fluids.
Geothermal wells for the project are identified as either production
or injection depending upon the performance of the well. Each production
well is anticipated to have an average flow rate of 90,000 pounds per hour
(lb/hr) of steam deliverable to the power plant. Injection wells will be
those wells with marginal production. The injection wells will be used to
reinject fluids generated in the operation of the PGV wellfield and power
plant. Two liquid streams will be reinjected into the geothermal reser-
voir, brine and process fluid. Makeup (replacement) wells will be drilled
as required to maintain full plant output when the production or injection
capability has declined below acceptable levels.
Geothermal fluids will be separated into brine and steam fractions at
the wellpads and then transported from the wellpads to the power plant
through gathering systems. These piping systems are designed to withstand
the thermal. pressure, dead and seismic loads which may be encountered.
The gathering lines will follow the shortest routes from the source to the
power plant destination typically following road alignments. The pipelines
will be insulated to conserve heat.
The brine gathering system collects the brine from each wellpad before
it is reinjected into the geothermal reservoir. The anticipated brine
injection rate is 280 gallons per minute (gpm). A surge pond is available
for short-term discharge of brine if there is a problem with the injection
system.
Geothermal steam is collected and delivered to the power plant. The
PGV power plant consists of two steam turbine-electric generator sets and
the associated support equipment. Each turbine-generator set is capable of
operating independently with each supplying a net of 12.5 MW to the HELCO
grid. The total steam requirement for the PGV project is approximately
540.000 lb/hr.
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The geothermal steam enters the turbine at approximately 155 pounds
per square inch absolute (psia). and after performing work. exits at approxi-
mately 2 psia. Upon exiting the turbine. the geothermal steam enters the
surface condenser where it is cooled and condensed. The condensed steam is
sent to the cooling tower to replace water which is lost to evaporation.
Naturally occurring gases in the steam do not condense and are removed by
steam ejectors. These noncondensable gases contain H2S and must be treated
before release to the atmosphere.
A turbine bypass system is provided to route the steam around the
turbine to the surface condenser during a turbine upset condition. The
bypass system allows the noncondensable gases containing the H2S to be
handled in the same manner as when the turbine is operating. Should the
condensing system be unavailable the steam is routed to the steam release
facility.
H2S abatement begins in the surface condenser when the steam exits the
turbine. Over 99 percent of the H2S in the surface condenser stays in the
noncondensable gases and is removed by the steam ejectors. The nonconden-
sable gases are compressed and sent to an absorber where they are combined
with a portion of the cooling water removed as blowdown. The pressure in
the absorber (215 psia) dissolves the H2S in the blowdown. The blowdown
containing the dissolved H2S (called process fluids) is subsequently rein-
jected into the geothermal reservoir. A maximum of 0.5 lb/hr of H2S may
not dissolve on the blowdown. This H2S is returned to the cooling tower
and vented with the nitrogen and hydrogen which also do not readily
dissolve in the blowdown.
The reliability and availability of the reinjection process will be
enhanced through appropriate redundancy of mechanical equipment. The
operating parameters of the reinjection process such as pressure. tempera-
ture and flow rate will be closely monitored. and will provide an early
warning in the event of a malfunction or change in the reservoir
parameters.
..
.'
..
..
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A backup H2S abatement system. a burner/scrubber system. is included
in the PGV design. This system will incinerate the noncondensable gases.
burning the H2S to sulfur dioxide (S02). The S02 is then scrubbed out of
the gases with sodium hydroxide (NaOH). converting the S02 into nontoxic
sulfites and bisulfites.
The steam condensate from the surface condenser. containing less than
1 percent of the H2S. is injected into the cooling water return line.
Oxygen in the cooling water provides a natural oxidation of the H2S to
sulfites. The gases which did not dissolve in the absorber and other vent
gases are also sent to the cooling tower. The total H2S emissions from all
of these sources will not exceed 4.0 lb/hr under all normal operations.
The steam release facility is employed when the condensing system is
not available. In such an event. the steam is automatically diverted to
one of two rock mufflers located near the power plant. The rock mufflers
are constructed of heat resistant reinforced concrete and filled with lava
rock. Steam entering the steam release facility is sprayed with water to
desuperheat the steam and then treated with NaOH and hydrogen peroxide
(H202) to remove the H2S. Following chemical treatment. the steam vents to
the atmosphere.
ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
The following paragraphs provide a brief description of the physical.
biological. and human environments in the vicinity of the project. Environ-
mental resources that are rare or unique in the region or the project site
are emphasized.
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
The PGV project site is located in the Lower East Rift Zone (LERZ) of
the Kilauea Volcano. This is one of the most active volcanos in the world.
and lava flows occurred in the LERZ as recently as 1961. The geothermal
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reservoir heat is believed to be maintained by the very high heat flow
within the rift as well as localized secondary magma chambers located below
the reservoir.
The geotheI'lllal reservoir is largely separated from the overlying
aquifer by a relatively impermeable seal which is 1.500 feet thick. This
seal is sufficient to maintain the heat and pressure generated within and
below the geotheI'lllal reservoir. The seal is locally broken by fractures
and faults which provide conduits for relatively small quantities of
geothermal fluids to migrate upwards.
The site area is characterized by small lava shields. cinder and
spatter cones as well as numerous fissures. vents and other minor eruptive
features. The project site is underlain by basaltic aa and Pahoehoe lava
flows and associated ejecta. Lava flows in the area are highly vesicular.
permeable and are often fractured.
The high permeability of the lava flows allows almost all
precipitation to rapidly percolate into the subsurface. An average of
about 120 inches of precipitation falls on the site annually. and
percolates into the ground. This percolation results in a significant
infiltration to the groundwater. The only standing body of water known to
exist in the Puna area is Green Lake. near Kapoho. The lake exists as a
result of an ash layer which seals the permeable soil and prevents the
water from percolating downward.
Groundwater in the Hawaiian Islands typically follows the Ghyben-
Herzberg principle where a lens ,of fresh (basal) water floats on. and
displaces. denser saltwater. This lens of basal water progressively
thickens from the coast to the center of the island. The mechanisms which
control groundwater occurrence in the ERZ area are more complex than the
Island as a whole.
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The chemistry of Hawaiian groundwater varies greatly with location.
The main groundwater aquifer beneath the PGV site occurs at a depth of
approximately 600 feet and extends to approximately 2.500 feet below the
surface. The high recharge rates. coupled with the permeable nature of the
rocks containing the aquifer result in high groundwater flow velocities.
As a result of the leakage of geothermal fluids into the overlying
groundwater aquifer. groundwater above and downgradient of the geothermal
reservoir has been chemically and thermally contaminated. There is no fresh
water within ~r downgradient of the immediate site region. Sampled water
in the PGV site region is characterized by temperatures ranging from 1000
to 199oF. chloride to magnesium ratios of 18 to 3200, silica content of 24
to 105 part per million (ppm) and total dissolved solids (TDS)
concentrations of 762 to 11,700 ppm.
Reinjection of brine and process fluids into the geothermal reservoir
should extend the life of the reservoir by replacing some of the liquid
supply and assisting in effective heat transfer. The great volume of
fluids within the geothermal reservoir and the largely effective overlying
seal are sufficient to contain the relatively insignificant volume of
fluids reinjected. Reinjection will not impact any fresh drinking water
sources because the aquifer over the geothermal reservoir is contaminated
already and the geothermal fluids are returned to the reservoir that they
originated in.
Groundwater wells in the Pahoa area have been drawing high quality
water for many years. Groundwater in this area occurs at an elevation of
about 15 feet above mean sea level.. This groundwater is recharged from
upgradient toward Mauna Loa and represents the only fresh water in the area
surrounding the site. The groundwater in the Pahoa area is largely
separated from the groundwater beneath the site by structural grain of the
LERZ which acts as a partial barrier to lateral groundwater migration.
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The regional climate. site meteorology and basel~ne air quality have
been determined. Long term weather data are available from the National
Weather Service station at the Hilo Airport. In addition. PGV has con-
ducted meteorology and air quality monitoring studies in the Puna region
since 1981.
The Hawaiian Islands lie within the trade winds belt. These winds
generally flow from the northeast on the Island of Hawaii. The climate of
Hawaii is greatly influenced by the trade winds. Trade winds are prevalent
80 to 85 percent of the time from May to September. From October to April.
the trades are prevalent 50 to 80 percent of the time and this is the
period of time when most major storms occur. The sky at Hilo is cloudy 203
days per year on average. and rain showers are frequent.
The wind flow at the site is from the north to northwest during the
daytime (trade wind influence) and from the west at night. The westerly
flow at night stems from downslope flows. The average wind speed for all
hours is 7.4 miles per hour. Ambient air quality studies at the site were
performed to determine the background levels of H2S. The results of these
studies indicate that the background level of H2S is below 0.010 parts per
million by volume (ppmv) 98 percent of the time.
An environmental noise survey was conducted at the PGV site to
determine the current background noise levels during weekday periods. These
ambient noise levels were measured for 24-hours at four locations during
September 1986. Half of the monitoring locations were located in the
residential properties located south and southwest (0.5 and 1.0 miles) from
the PGV site. The other two monitors were located on the PGV site.
The background noise levels were determined to range from 34.2 dBA to
53.2 dBA. The high background noise resulted from wind noise and moderate
to heavy rainfall. Noise from the HGP-A facility was just barely audible
at the PGV on-site monitors and was inaudible at the two residential
monitoring sites.
•
.'
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BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENJ
The wellpad and power plant locations are situated on scrub vegetation
and fallow fields. The dominant vegetation is introduced (non-native)
weedy species and abandoned papaya orchards. Much of the area within 1
mile of the power plant is covered by either the 1955 lava flow, fallow
fields or Metrosideros forests.
A total of 240 plant species were found during a 1984 survey of the
area within 1 mile of the power plant. A listing of these species is
included in Appendix C. One candidate endangered plant species
(Tetraplasandra hawaiiensis) was found within the i-mile study area. Three
rare species of Cyrtandra and a Bobea species (possibly Bobea timonioides.
I
which is a candidate endangered species) were also identified. No rare or
endangered plant species occur on the wellpad and power plant sites.
Eleven bird species were observed within a i-mile radius of Puu
Honuaula during a 1984 study. Two of the species are native: the Hawaiian
hawk and the lesser golden plover. The Hawaiian hawk is on the Federal
List of Endangered Species. Its breeding area encompasses most of the
Island of Hawaii.
Four field studies of the Hawaiian hawk have been conducted between
1984 and 1986 in connection with the PGV geothermal project. The studies
have shown that the hawks use the project area around Puu Honuaula for
hunting. No nests have been found on Puu Honuaula. The nearest nest is
located about 1 mile east of the project site.
HUMAN ENVIRONMENT
The 1984 population in the Puna District was 16,530. It was the third
most populous of the Island's nine districts. Hilo is the Island's primary
city with about 40 percent of the population concentrated around it. In
1980, 43.2 percent of Puna's population was Caucasian. 19.2 percent was of
Japanese ancestry, 16.7 percent were Filipino, and 15 percent were native
Hawaiians.
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Proportionally more Puna workers were engaged in manual occupations
(for example agriculture. craft and repair) in 1980 than the Island as a
whole. Puna has comparatively higher unemployment rates and lower median
family income than other parts of the Island. The Puna district has long
been a major sugar-producing area. However. in late 1984 Puna Sugar
Company ceased operations. As a result approximately 15.000 acres of sugar
production were abandoned and 485 jobs were lost.
In a recent survey. 84 percent of Hawaii residents favor geothermal
development. Even in the eastern part of the Big Island. the vast majority
(78 percent) of the residents favored geothermal development.
The Puna District was an important religious and culturd center in
ancient times. The priest Paao established his line of priesthood in Puna.
Puna has played an important role in Pele (the volcano goddess) history.
belief and worship. According to folklore. numerous places in the area are
important to Pele. and Pele' s home is in the fire pit of the Kilauea
volcano.
No archaeological resources have been found within 1 mile of the
project site. A reconnaissance survey of the area was performed in 1984.
Land use near the site is residential. geothermal. and recreational.
Six subdivisions are located within 2 miles of the PGV project site. A
field survey in 1986 indicated that only two homes were within 0.5 mile of
the power plant and ten additional homes were between 0.5 and 1.0 mile from
the plant. Two other geothermal projects are in the vicinity of the PGV
project site: HGP-A power plant and the Barnwell geothermal exploration
wells. The HGP-A plant is a 3 MW demonstration facility (discussed
previously). Two wells were drilled by Barnwell Geothermal. Inc. but both
were nonproductive and drilling has been suspended. Lava Tree State Park
is 1 mile northwest of the plant site. It is unique in its interesting lava
molds of trees which stand among ohia trees and fern growth.
..
..
..
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The three major highways in the area are Highway 130 (Keaau-Pahoa
Road), Highway 132 (Kapoho Road) and Highway 137 (Puna Coast Road). Highway
130 runs through the center of Pahoa. The State Department of Transpor-
tation has proposed construction of a Pahoa Bypass Road, which would carry
through-traffic around Pahoa's urban area.
Existing traffic levels at the intersection of Highways 130 and 132
(approximately 1 mile west of the power plant) are between 2,000 and 3,600
vehicles per day. Kapoho Road and Pahoa-Pohoiki Road border the project
site. Pahoa-Pohoiki Road is the current access road to the site, but
Kapoho Road will be the future site access road since Pahoa-Pohoiki Road
has a blind left turn into the site.
BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
The PGV Geothermal project provides both the State and the Island of
Hawaii with a number of beneficial aspects and assists in meeting a number
of goals. The project is anticipated to:
o Decrease dependence upon imported petroleum products and reduce
capital outflow for oil payments.
o Diversify Hawaii's economic base.
o Ensure that the Island of Hawaii will continue to have a
sufficient energy supply.
o Provide increased employment opportunities. and personal income.
o Increase pUblic revenues and capital expenditures.
o Provide a dependable, efficient and economical source of energy.
o Increase the energy self-sufficiency of the Island of Hawaii.
o Develop an alternate, renewable energy source which is indigenous
to the Island.
o Further the State program to develop further information on the
commercialization of geothermal energy.
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POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
The proposed action will have a variety of impacts on the environment.
The following discussion provides a synopsis of the probable and potential
impacts and also the measures which will be taken to mitigate the impacts.
Unavoidable Adverse Environmental Impacts are discussed in the next
section.
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT - IMPACTS AND MITIGATIONS
GEOLOGY
There are no significant geological impacts associated with the
construction and subsequent operation of the PGV power plant. The impacts
of concern deal with the natural hazards associated with the seismicity and
volcanism in the site area and the possible damage which such activity
might cause to the PGV facilities.
Impact: Earthquake damage to the facility might result in failure of
equipment or piping.
Mitigation Measures
o Design critical equipment to the higher Seismic Zone 4
requirements even though the State of Hawaii only requires Seismic
Zone 3 designs.
o Add flexibility to the piping design. For example, piping will be
designed for expansion due to thermal and pressure conditions.
with allowance for average fissure widths.
o Develop emergency procedures that include shutdown and
depressurization of pipelines in the event of seismic damage.
Impact: Volcanic activity (i.e. lava flows) might damage facilities and
piping.
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Mitigation Measures
o Locate major facilities on elevated ground.
o Place wellheads in cellars that can be filled with cinders in the
event of a lava flow.
o Employ deflection barriers around threatened wellpads and
pipelines.
o Continue to work closely with the U.S. Geological Survey and the
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics to ensure early warning of
impending volcanic events.
o Develop emergency procedures that include shutdown and
depressurization of pipelines in the event of high volcanic risk
HYDROLOGY
There should be no appreciable impacts to the aquifer system as a
result of reinjection of brine and process fluids into the geothermal
reservoir. Natural leakage of reservoir fluids into the overlying ground-
water aquifer will continue to chemically and thermally contaminate this
water source. The reinjection of fluids into the reservoir will help
to replenish some of the extracted resource and should not affect the
natural contamination of groundwater resources which is already occurring.
Therefore, no mitigation measures are necessary to control or alleviate
potential groundwater contamination with respect to the reinjection
process.
Impact: Potential of water contamination from drilling fluids which are
discharged to sumps on the wellpads or lost into subsurface cavities during
drilling.
Mitigation Measure
o All drilling fluids and additives which are used in any PGV
drilling operations are not indicated to be toxic at the level of
usage that will occur.
o Toxicity tests of drilling fluids previously placed in the Wellpad
A sump show no EPA toxicity levels.
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Impact: Potential for geothermal fluids to migrate upwards from the
geothermal reservoir along the wellbore.
Mitigation Measure
o Seal the wellbore physically with casing and cement before
drilling into the geothermal reservoir.
o Utilize casing design. materials and cementing operations and
procedures specifically designed for geothermal well conditions in
Puna.
Impact: Potential for silica precipitation in the lines causing problems.
Mitigation Measure
o Maintain a relatively high above-ground temperature in the brine
(>300oF)
o Minimize above-ground residence time (less than one hour)
o Use conservative assumptions for silica concentration (1500 ppm)
AIR qUALITY
A number of different air emission impacts exist. Among these, the
principal concern stems from the presence of H2S in the geothermal steam at
the PGV facility. In addition. the presence of particulate matter and
trace elements in the steam as well as criteria pollutants emitted from
construction equipment cause minor air quality impacts. Impacts and
mitigations are separated into two broad categories: construction!
decommissioning emissions and plant operating emissions.
Emission calculations and air dispersion modeling of pollutant
emissions were conducted to determine maximum ground-level concentrations
(GLC) for various operations. Results of these analyses indicated that H2S
GLC's will be less than the proposed State incremental and ambient air
quality standards (AAQS) for the proposed regulated operations. Maximum
Total Suspended Particulates (TSP) GLC's will not exceed the State 24-hour
AAQS for all operations. Trace elements and radon-222 concentrations will
not exceed ambient level goals and EPA guidelines.
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Impact: Criteria pollutant. H2S. and fugitive dust emissions during
construction. well drilling. short-term venting. testing and workover
operations.
Mitigation Measure
o Conduct regular maintenance of construction equipment and drilling
rig engines to prevent undue discharges of criteria pollutants
(Carbon monoxide. hydrocarbons. nitrogen oxides. sulfur dioxide.
and total suspended particulates). Criteria pollutant emissions
from these engines do not exceed the significant levels defined in
the Hawaii Air Pollution Control Rules (Chapter 60. Title 11).
o Control fugitive dust from construction operations by sprinkling
exposed soil in the construction area with water. TSP emissions
are below the significant levels and mercury (Hg) concentrations
from the dust emissions will be below the ambient level goal of
30.01 ug/m .
o Employ mud drilling techniques to reduce H2S and TSP emissions
from wells during drilling operations to a negligible level.
o Inject NaOH and H202 into the separated steam to control H2S
emissions by 95 percent during well flow testing operations.
o Use water injection and chemical treatment to control H2S
emissions by over 95 percent during well workover operations.
o Perform certain operations (well venting. pipeline cleanout) only
during proper meteorological conditions and with proper
notifications.
Impact: H2S. TSP. trace element. and radon-222 emissions during power plant
operation
Mitigation Measure
o Use conservative safety factors for design of process facilities
and related piping.
o Monitor H2S levels during all phases of the project.
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o Use a noncondensable gas abatement system which reinjects H2S into
the geothermal reservoir as the primary abatement system. This
system was selected based upon BACT analysis. H2S emissions
during normal operation are reduced by 99 percent using this
system
o Install a backup system (burner/scrubber) for H2S control when the
primary system is unavailable. The backup system controls
emissions by 99 percent.
o Ensure that the primary or backup abatement systems will be
available more than 97 percent of the time.
o Control cooling tower drift to 0.005 percent of the circulating
water flow rate by use of demisters. Concentrations of trace
elements (Arsenic. boron. magnesium. manganese. and mercury) and
radon-222 in the cooling tower drift are below ambient level
goals.
o Design the process plant equipment with automatic instrumentation
and controls to minimize the possibility of a rupture disk event
resulting from a process upset.
o Use NaOH and H202 injection at the power plant rock muffler to
control H2S emissions by 98 percent during steam stacking
operations (state-of-the-art rock muffler design).
NOISE
A number of different noise impacts exist. The most significant noise
levels will be generated during short-term operations such as well venting.
flow testing and pipeline cleanout. Less significant noise impacts occur
during plant construction. well drilling. well workover. and normal plant
operations. Impacts and mitigation measures are divided into two broad
categories: construction operations and power plant operations. Decommis-
sioning impacts and mitigations are equivalent to those for plant
construction.
Impact: Noise generated during plant construction. well drilling. well
workover and short-term venting operations.
..
-
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Mitigation Measures
o Set equipment backup alarms at minimum legal limits.
o Reduce drill rig noise during well drilling and well workover
operations by using residential-grade exhaust mufflers. placing an
acoustic enclosure around drill rig engines and other noisy
mechanisms. and silencing engine radiator air inlets and outlets.
o Use silencers and/or enclosures on auxiliary equipment used during
well drilling and workover operations (diesel generators. pumps.
compressors. etc.)
o Employ steam vent muffling system when steam is encountered during
well workover operations.
o Use rock mufflers to control noise during flow testing operations.
o Schedule short-term operations. well venting and pipeline
cleanout. for daylight hours only and notify the public prior to
such operations.
Impact: Noise generated during power plant operation. steam stacking
episodes. and rupture disk events.
Mitigation Measures
o Acoustically insulate selected pipes and valves. and steam
ejectors.
o Use rock mufflers to control noise during steam stacking.
o Connect pressurized steam outlets to rock mufflers. where
possible.
o Design power plant layout to shield residents from cooling tower
noise.
o Specify that quiet fans. motors and baffles be used for the
cooling towers.
o Insulate and/or enclose the turbine-generator.
o Muffle or baffle ventilation openings to turbine building
o Schedule major maintenance for daylight hours only.
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BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT - IMPACTS AND MITIGATIONS
The two principle potential biological impacts are the safety and
preservation of the native Hawaiian hawk population, and rare or endangered
plant species.
Impact: Potential for agitation/disturbance of the Hawaiian hawk
Mitigation Measure
o Limit disturbances near Puu Honuaula
o Minimize air emission by reinjecting geothermal fluids into a
subsurface zone
o Install noise-reducing equipment and insulation materials
o Monitor the activities of the Hawaiian hawk, and its nesting
locations
o Schedule drilling and venting around the hawk's breeding season if
adverse effects are observed •
Impact: Potential for disturbance of rare and endangered plant species.
Mitigation Measure
o Site wellpads and power plant in areas where rare and endangered
plant species have not been found
o Minimize grading of project site to approximately 17 acres of the
500-acre site
o Limit disturbance on Puu Honuaula and the adjacent Puu where the
majority of the rare and endangered species have been found
o Minimize air emissions by injection of process fluids into a
subsurface zone
o Continue to study plants in the vicinity of the project to insure
plants will not be adversely effected.
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HUMAN ENVIRONMENT - IMPACTS AND MITIGATIONS
The human environment may be impacted by the project in a variety of
ways. Possible impacts include areas such as health and safety of the
public and workers at the facility. energy self-sufficiency. aesthetics of
the area. traffic patterns. land values. employment. and economic
well-being.
Impact: Potential for release of radon. arsenic and other trace elements
from geothermal fluids
Mitigation Measure
o Establish a baseline level for radon. arsenic and other trace
elements of concern.
o Monitor plant operations to determine actual exposures.
o Monitor the plant equipment and surrounding catchment water for
any buildup in arsenic and other elements of concern.
,
o Sample produced geothermal fluids for concentrations of these
elements entering the facility
Impact: Potential for accidents during transportation and handling of
hazardous materials
Mitigation Measure
o Transport hazardous materials (NaOH and H202) in accordance with
all Federal (DOT) requirements.
o Schedule deliveries to avoid peak traffic periods.
o Minimize the quantity of chemicals used at the PGV geothermal
power plant through use of the reinjection process.
Impact: Visual views of the facility
Mitigation Measure
o Minimize ground disturbance to project site
o Revegetate graded areas with native trees and plants shortly after
construction to block views of the facility
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Shield site lighting in accordance with regulations
Paint buildings, structures and pipelines with earth-tone colors
to blend with the vegetation
Remove we11pads. power plant and associated equipment from the
site after project decommissioning
Revegetate the project site after decommissioning
Impact: Potential for a decrease in the housing values of homes closest to
the project
Mitigation Measures
o Inject geothermal fluids into a subsurface zone so that the odor
associated with hydrogen sulfide (rotten eggs) will not be
incurred, and air emissions will be minimized
o Insulate selected pipes and valves, construct acoustic enclosures
around drill rig engines, use residential-grade exhaust mufflers,
silence engine radiator air inlets and outlets, and schedule loud
maintenance activities during daylight hours
o Landscape and revegetate project site to minimize views of the
facility
Impact: Potential for a slight increase in area traffic
Mitigation Measure
o Designate Kapoho Road as the main access road.
o Construct a right-hand turn lane into the site to alleviate
hazards associated with slowing vehicles entering the site.
o Schedule construction vehicles and any particularly hazardous
deliveries to travel and arrive during periods of light traffic.
o Encourage the construction of the Pahoa Bypass Road.
..
..
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UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
Most of the potential adverse environmental impacts of the project are
mitigated throughout the life of the project. Some impacts cannot be
completely mitigated or avoided. Most of the unavoidable impacts occur
only throughout the 35-year life of the project. These impacts include:
o Minimal alterations to topography
o Controlled quantities (within regulatory limits) of air emissions
during well drilling. well flow testing. steam stacking. well
venting. construction. and power plant operation.
o Controlled discharges (within regulatory limits) to subsurface
zones during well drilling.
o Temporary commitment of 17 acres of land for the power plant and
associated wellfield.
o Temporary visual changes in the immediate area of the project.
o Controlled noise (within regulatory guidelines) during
construction. well drilling. well testing. steam stacking. well
venting. plant operation. and decommissioning.
o Increased traffic during construction/decommissioning.
ALTERNATIVES INVESTIGATED
Alternatives considered included the "no-action. delayed action.
alternative energy sources and alternative sites as well as alternative H2S
control technologies for emissions from the power plant.
The "no-action" alternative was examined and eliminated because this
alternative would require that the increased power demand be met by fossil
fuel power plants. This goes against the stated objective of reducing the
amount of petroleum imported and increasing the use of renewable natural
resources.
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The delayed action alternative is not preferred because the demand and
required time frame for additional electrical power has been forecast by
HELCO. The State has an active conservation program, which helps to delay
the need for new power sources. However, potential increases in population
and tourism may overshadow the savings from conservation. The time for a
power plant to be constructed and begin operation is sufficiently long that
delays in project schedules may ultimately result in a shortage of power
for consumers. Geothermal energy will provide the power needs projected by
HELCO in the most economical and environmentally sound manner.
Eleven alternative energy sources were investigated to determine their
possible substitution for geothermal energy in the PGV project. The alter-
natives included: fuel oil. coal. nuclear energy, hydroelectric, wind,
biomass, municipal solid waste. solar thermal energy, photovoltaic. ocean
thermal energy conversion and ocean wave energy. The small scale of the
project (25 MW) eliminated some technologies since they are not practical
at this small capacity. Other technologies are not presently available for
commercial application. A number of the alternatives are suitable for peak
power production but do not have the capability of baseload power
production.
A comparison of the emissions produced by fuel oil. coal, biomass
(wood) geothermal and municipal solid waste determined that geothermal
power presented the lowest criteria pollutant emission rates. Based upon
the low emissions, technical feasibility, and relatively low production
cost of electricity from geothermal power, the geothermal alternative was
determined to be the best alternative energy source.
Alternative sites may· exist. but the selected site is within a
designated geothermal resource subzone and has known geothermal resources.
Within the selected project site, the currently determined power plant and
wellpad sites were selected on the basis of topography, minimizing visual
and noise impacts to the surrounding neighbors and minimizing impacts to
the ecosystems. Additionally, preference was given to sites which were
covered with aa lava rather than Pahoehoe lava due to structural concerns.
Potential lava flows were also considered in selecting the sites.
...
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Within the process design. an analysis was performed to determine the
Best Available Control Technology (BACT) for control of H2S emissions.
Seven alternatives were examined including Burner/scrubber system.
Stretford process. LO-CAT process. Claus-SCOT process. Selectox/CI process.
Clinsulf process. and the reinjection process. The process which proved to
have the lowest overall emissions and also the lowest abatement cost per
ton of H2S handled is Reinjection.
UNRESOLVED ISSUES
The issues which remain unresolved are (1) the actual characteristics
of the geothermal resource over the life of the project. (2) the ability to
comply with noise guidelines for particular activities. (3) the availabi-
lity of the electrical transmission line to connect the PGV power plant to
the HELCO grid. and (4) the specific regulatory standards and permit
conditions for the facility.
CONSISTENCY WITH LAND USE PLANS. POLICIES AND PERMITS
LAND USE LAWS
The PGV geothermal project is consistent with Hawaii Land Use Law
(Chapter 205. Hawaii Revised Statutes) since the project is situated within
the Kapoho Section of the Kilauea Lower East Rift Geothermal Resource
Subzone. Subzones are areas of significant geothermal potential where
geothermal exploration and production is encouraged.
HAWAII STATE PLAN
The geothermal pro j ect supports and furthers the State's primary
economic objective. that of developing and diversifying Hawaii's economic
base. A major goal of the State is to increase energy self-sufficiency. A
second energy goal is to achieve dependable, efficient, and economical
statewide energy systems capable of supporting the needs of the people. The
PGV project supports the State's major energy goal of increasing energy
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self-sufficiency. Simultaneously, it is consistent with developing a new
energy source and meeting the energy demands of Hawaii. Although 25
megawatts is a small percentage of the State's energy needs, it is
significant for the Island of Hawaii. Construction of the PGV facility is
a step in self-sufficiency for the Island of Hawaii and for the State.
HELCO has forecast an increase in energy needs for the near term on the
Island of Hawaii. The PGV facility development is scheduled to meet this
increase in energy demand.
STATE ENERGY FUNCTIONAL PLAN
The PGV project is consistent with DBED's 1984 Energy Functional Plan.
One of five areas of concern addressed in the plan is alternate energy
resource development. The objective is to promote alternate energy
technologies through commercialization in order to shift demand from
petroleum to indigenous renewable resources. The Functional Plan states:
"Hawaii's near-total dependence on imported petroleum, spiraling oil
prices, the net outflow of dollars for oil payments, and the political
unrest of major oil-producing nations threaten local economic
stability and the ability to serve energy needs over time. Support
and assistance for private sector activities to develop local energy
resources will reduce dependence on the world oil market, improve the
State's balance of payments, and thus promote economic development,
and increase the number and diversity of employment opportunities."
COUNTY GENERAL PLAN
The General Plan articulates several goals and policies that relate
directly to the PGV project:
o The County shall strive towards energy self-sufficiency
o The County shall encourage the development of alternative energy
resources
o The County shall encourage the expansion of energy research
industry
I""
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balance between the development
and the preservation of
o The County shall ensure a proper
of alternate energy resources
environmental fitness
o The County shall strive to ensure a sufficient supply of energy to
support present and future demands
PERMITS
Permits are needed from the Hawaii Department of Health, State
Department of Land and Natural Resources, State Department of Labor and
Industrial Relations and from the County .. The most significant permits are
the Authority to Construct air permit. the Geothermal Resource Permit. and
the Underground Injection Control permit. The complete list of permits is
provided in Table 13-1 of the EIS.
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SECTION 1
IH'IRODUCl"IDlf
This Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is an informational document
prepared in accordance with Chapter 343, Hawaii Revised Statutes (HRS), and
Title 11, Chapter 200 of the Hawaii Department of Health's Environmental Impact
Statement Rules. A Draft EIS was submited to the Hawaii County Department of
Planning in August, 1987 for review and public comment. As a result of the
comments, some sections have been revised, expanded, and/or clarified. (See
Section 18 for comments and responses.) This document is the final EIS.
The project that is covered by this EIS is the Puna Geothermal Venture
(PGV) project. The Hawaii County Department of Planning has not determined
that the PGV project requires the preparation of an EIS; however. PGV decided
to prepare an EIS in order to assure a complete understanding of the
environmental aspects of the project.
The EIS identifies the effects of the proposed action on the environment as
well as the economic and social structure of the community and State. Proposed
measures to minimize adverse effects are discussed. The EIS also presents
alternatives to the proposed action and their environmental impacts.
This introduction defines the PGV project. states the purpose and need for
the project, describes historical and recent geothermal power development in
Hawaii, and discusses the organization of the EIS.
1.1 PROJECT DEFINITION
The proposed project is a geothermal power facility consisting of an
electric power plant and supporting wellfield facilities. It is located on the
Island of Hawaii in the Puna District. approximately 21 miles southeast of the
City of Rilo (See Figure 1-1).
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Figure 1-.1 PROJECT SITE LOCATION
1-2
The power plant uses geothermal steam to drive a steam turbine-generator
and produce electrical power. A detailed and a general site plan of the
facility is presented on Figures 1-2 and 1-3 respectively. Figure 1-3
delineates the project boundaries. The PGV facility is designed to provide 25
megawatts of electricity to the Hawaii Electric Light Company's (HELCO's)
energy grid system for island-wide use. To ensure delivery of 25 megawatts.
the power plant is designed to handle a gross capacity of 30 megawatts. The
excess capacity will be utilized by the power plant for internal energy
requirements and transmission line losses.
The project is located on approximately 500 acres within the Kapoho Section
of the Kilauea Lower East Rift Geothermal Resource Subzone. The project site
area was designated as a subzone by a 1984 Hawaiian law (Act 151). Geothermal
Resource Subzones are areas where geothermal exploration and production are
encouraged.
The project lies along the Lower East Rift Zone of Kilauea Volcano. The
Rift Zone is one of the conduits for lateral migration of magma from the
holding chamber beneath Kilauea's summit caldera. The geothermal resource is
maintained by heat emanating from intruding dikes and possibly from localized
secondary magma chambers associated with Kilaueea Volcano. Geothermal fluids
are found at depths greater than 4,000 feet beneaath the ground surface and are
above 6000F in temperature.
A power transmission line will be needed to transmit power to the HELCO
grid system. Environmental studies for the transmission line are being pre-
pared by HELCO; no information regarding the transmission line is included in
this EIS.
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Thermal Power Company (TPC) will be the operator of the PGV project. The
project itself is a joint venture between TPC and AMFAC Energy, Inc. TPC has
an extensive background in geothermal power production. Over 25 years of
experience has given TPC a wealth of technical and practical expertise which
will be utilized in the PGV project. TPC is an industry leader in the produc-
tion of electrical power from geothermal resources.
1.2 PURPOSE AND NEED
The purpose of the PGV power plant project is to supply electrical power to
help meet a need on the Big Island that HELCO forecasts. This forecast pro-
jects the need for substantial new capacity by 1989 and an additional increment
by 1991. The PGV power plant will be constructed in two phases to be consis-
tent with the utilities phased energy demands. The project is consistent with
both State and County goals to increase Hawaii's energy self-sufficiency,
reduce its reliance on imported oil, and develop renewable energy resources. _
1.3 GEOTHERMAL POWER IN HAWAII
The utilization of the natural heat sources present in Hawaii's volcanos is
not a recent idea. The Hawaiian people have used geothermal resources
throughout their history for a variety of non-electrical purposes. The
earliest use of geothermal resources was by Hawaiians who used the Kilauea
summit fumaroles for cooking and heating. Today, Hawaiians continue to utilize
and study direct use applications of the resource.
Over 100 years ago, in September of 1881, the last King of Hawaii, King
David Kalakaua, made inquiries about the use of geothermal resources for
electricity (N.Y. Times, 1881). King Kalakaua and several of his close
advisors paid a visit to the celebrated scientist and inventor Thomas A. Edison
in his New York quarters. King Kalakaua was introduced by Mr. George Jones,
proprietor of the New York Times. Mr. Jones met King Kalakaua in Vienna,
during the King's trip around the world, and had offered to set up a meeting
with Mr. Edison. The King was interested in Mr. Edison's electric light and
the possibility of using it to replace the kerosene lamps being used in
Honolulu.
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The King was reportedly impressed by Mr. Edison's plans to sell power as
well as light. and Mr. Edison was questioned about the possibility of using
submarine cables to transmit electricity. Kalakaua's party inquired about the
practicality of using the "volcano that burns a thousand million tons of coal a
day" to put "boilers on top of the volcano and get power enough to supply this
(the United States) country." The King's Attorney-General, when answering a
question about the source of coal for the islands, commented that "we build
great hopes on that volcano" (N.Y. Times. 1881).
Honolulu eventually received its electricity, but it was not from volcano-
produced electricity transmitted by submarine cables. The concept of using the
power of the volcano for electricity production. now known as geothermal
energy, has only been actively pursued in recent years.
The vision of Hawaii's king can be seen in the practical side of the
harnessing of nature's gift of geothermal power. The ideas of Hawaii's last
king can now bring increased benefits in energy supply security. Although the
PGV geothermal facility is not discussed in the simple terms that King Kalakaua
used, the basic concept is the same.
Geothermal heat was first explored for commercial use in Hawaii in 1961,
when four test holes were drilled in the Kilauea East Rift Zone by a private
company. Twelve years later, a research well was drilled at the Kilauea summit
to a depth of 4,141 feet. The temperature of fluids at the bottom of the well
was 2750F, and there were indications of much higher temperatures at greater
depths. At approximately the same time, the University of Hawaii started an
exploration program for a second exploratory well. Based on factors such as
numerous shallow warm-water wells in the area, geophysical anomalies, and land
availability. a 6,540 foot well was drilled in 1976 in the Lower East Rift
Zone. This well is named, Hawaii Geothermal Project - Abbott (HGP-A). The
HGP-A well was developed between 1976 and 1981 and has the distinction of being
the hottest well in the United States, with a measured bottom hole temperature_
of approximately 676oF. A 3 megawatt power plant was constructed in 1981
adjacent to HGP-A and has been operating continuously since then. The HGP-A
facility established the technical feasibility of commercializing geothermal
resources on the Big Island and demonstrated the reliability of
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operation. The federal government was the owner of the well and plant until
late 1986, when ownership transferred to the State of Hawaii. HELCO has been
the operator of the facilities since 1982. In early 1987, TPC announced the
signing of an agreement under which it will become the operations and mainte-
nance contractor for the HGP-A power plant. Use of the HGP-A plant will enable
long-term flow tests on existing nearby exploration wells. TPC will not become
the owner, and has not assumed operating control yet.
1.4 ORGANIZATION OF EIS
This EIS is comprised of an Executive Summary and 19 sections. Documents
and surveys that cannot be obtained through normal channels have been filed
with the Hawaii County Planning Department and the Office of Environmental
Quality Control. Persons wishing to review the details of such documents
should contact one of the two agencies.
Section 2 of the EIS describes the power plant and wellfield, and discusses
the project's key power processes, and pollution abatement processes. It is
the most informative section with regard to the details of the project. It
does not contain extensive discussion on the environmental setting. environ-
mental impacts, or mitigation measures. Those topics are addressed in Sections
3 through 12.
The bulk of the EIS (Sections 3 through 12) describe the environmental
settings in the vicinity of the project site and within the site; the probable
and potential impacts of the PGV facility on the environment; and the miti-
gation measures that either have been taken or will be taken to minimize
adverse environmental effects. Environment is defined broadly in the EIS to
mean humanity's surroundings as it is in the Department of Health's Environ-
mental Impact Statement Rules (Section 11-200-2). It refers not only to the
physical environment, such as water quality, air quality, noise, human health
and safety, and biological resources, but also to economic and social
conditions, including historical and aesthetic resources.
-
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Section 13 discusses the consistency of the project with State and County
plans and policies. It also includes a list of the permits and approvals that
are required for the construction and operation phases of the project.
Section 14 presents the alternatives to the proposed action. It discusses
in length the alternative pollution control abatement systems. It also dis-
cusses alternative power sources, alternative geothermal site locations, and
describes the no-action/delayed action alternative.
Section 15 identifies what resources are irreversibly or irretrievably
committed to the project. It specifies the probable unavoidable adverse
environmental impacts. The section also describes the short-term and long-term
environmental effects and trade-offs.
Section 16 lists the unresolved issues related to the project. Section 17
is comprised of a list of organizations and persons that have been consulted
during preparation of the final EIS.
Section 18 presents the public comment letters received by PGV on the
Draft EIS that was published in August. 1987. PGV's responses to the public
letters are also reproduced in Section 18.
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Section 2
DESaUPl'IOH OF 'mE PROPOSED ACrIOH
This section provides an overview of the Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV)
project. It describes the geothermal fluids underlying the site. the
geothermal wells (production and injection). wellpad facilities. power plant
systems. and power plant structures. The section summarizes the potential
environmental impacts, the proposed pollution abatement technology, and other
planned mitigation measures. In particular, Section 2 describes the essen-
tially closed-loop production. utilization and reinjection systems for the
geothermal fluids. This section also highlights the three basic phases of the
geothermal project: construction. operation and maintenance, and decommis-
sioning. The subsequent sections in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
more fully discuss the various aspects of the facility. its potential impacts
on the environment. and proposed mitigation measures.
2.1 LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES SUBZONE
The project is located on approximately 500 acres of the Kapoho Section of
the Kilauea Lower East Rift Geothermal Resource Subzone. In 1983. the State of
Hawaii legislature mandated the designation of geothermal resource subzones in
which geothermal exploration and development could be considered by appropriate
State and County permitting agencies. (Chapter 205, Hawaii Revised Statutes
(HRS)). The subzones are defined as areas of significant geothermal potential
where the positive economic and social benefits of the development outweigh the
potential negative environmental and social impacts. Only those areas
designated as geothermal subzones may be used for exploration, development and
production of geothermal resources.
The project area. however. was designated as a subzone by Hawaiian
legislation. Act 151, signed into law on May 25, 1984 established three areas
(one of which is the PGV project area) as geothermal resource subzones since
the land owners of these areas had obtained State geothermal mining leases and
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developers of the lands had been issued County special use permits for
geothermal development (Department of Planning and Economic Development (DPED),
1986).
The project will be developed on approximately 600 acres (Tax Map Key
3-1-4-01: portions of 2 and 19) of the 816-acre sublease from the Kapoho Land
Partnership (KLP). The sublease includes both surface and geothermal rights.
KLP holds the surface rights to the parcel and has obtained a State of Hawaii
Geothermal Resource Mining Lease (R-2) , which includes the rights to the
geothermal resource. It was necessary for KLP to obtain a State geothermal
lease for the property, because the State of Hawaii claims ownership of the
geothermal resources. KLP's State lease was assigned to PGV.
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE
The Puna geothermal resource is situated in the East Rift Zone of Kilauea
Volcano. Kilauea Volcano is one of the world's most active volcanoes. The
summit is located in the eastern portion of the Island of Hawaii, approximately
26 miles west of the project site. The East Rift Zone is an underground
conduit for lateral migration of molten basalt originating from beneath
Kilauea's crater. Well drilling data indicate that the Puna geothermal
reservoir is a very high-temperature (over SOOoF) , two-phase (vapor-liquid)
resource. one of the hottest in the world. The reservoir is believed to be
maintained by very high heat flow within the rift made move effective by a
relatively impermeable seal which inhibits significant venting. A conceptual
model of the Puna geothermal resource is shown on Figure 2-1.
The East Rift Zone is characterized by a dike complex some 6 to 16 miles
wide at depth. Dikes within the complex increase in number with depth.
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The heat energy of the Puna geothermal resource is maintained by these high-
temperature dikes and a suspected secondary magma chamber thought to be located
beneath the geothermal reservoir. The top of the reservoir occurs at a depth
of about 4,000 feet below ground surface.
The relatively impermeable seal which overlies the reservoir extends
upwards from the 4,ooo-foot depth to approximately 2,500 feet below the
surface. A zone of vigorous groundwater flow extends from the top of the seal
to the water table which is at a depth of approximately 600 feet below ground
surface. This groundwater occurs in highly porous and permeable basalt layers
that contain additional secondary fracturing.
The seal is relatively impermeable; nevertheless, leakage of geothermal
,
fluid into the groundwater does occur. This leakage takes place where the seal
is locally broken by geologic structure. The geothermal fluid escaping from
the reservoir is sufficient to completely alter the fresh water character of
the overlying groundwater system. Existing groundwater in the vicinity and
down gradient of the site is both chemically and thermally contaminated.
Four productive geothermal wells have been drilled into the geothermal
reservoir: HGP-A, Kapoho State 1 (KS-1), KS-2 and KS-1A. HGP-A was drilled by
a consortium of government agencies in 1976 and was the discovery well for the
Puna Geothermal Resource. The associated power plant was developed between
1976 and 1981 as a research and demonstration project by the federal government
and the State of Hawaii. The HGP-A facility is capable of generating approxi-
mately 3 megawatts (MW) of electricity. The HGP-A well has demonstrated the
use of the geothermal resource as a source for electrical generation. KS-1.
KS-2, and KS-1A were drilled by PGV subsequent to HGP-A.
GEOTHERMAL FLUIDS
Geothermal fluids have been chemically characterized through samples
obtained from the four wells within the vicinity of the project area. The
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geothermal fluid chemistry varies from well to well and sample to sample.
Table 2-1 lists the ranges of· the chemical composition. When the fluids reach
the surface and are flashed. the majority of the dissolved minerals remain in
the brine and any gases remain in the steam fraction.
Noncondensable gases (NCG) are associated with the flashed steam fraction.
The observed composition of the NCG in the steam fraction is presented in Table
2-2. The design NCG content (3.500 parts per million by weight (ppmw» is the
sum of the maximum measured content in Well KS-1A of carbon dioxide (C02),
nitrogen (N2) and hydrogen (H2) plus the maximum measured content of hydrogen
sulfide (H2S) in the well with the highest H2S content (KS-1). These gas
contents were adjusted to increase the H2S to 150 percent of the maximum
measured content in KS-1A by reducing the amounts of the other constituents to
maintain.the total of 3.500 ppm(w). This is a conservative design basis for
the critical component. H2S.
Radon gas is a naturally occurring component in geothermal fluids. and
measurements of radon gas have been used to study groundwater and geothermal
reservoirs. The level of radon-222 identified in the PGV geothermal fluids
range from 749 to 3,010 picocuries per liter of condensate (pCi/l). The level
of radon content measured for HGP-A is 1.030 pCi/l (Cox, 1980).
2.2 GEOTHERMAL WELLS AND WELLFIELD FACILITIES
WELLPADS
Up to six wellpads are currently expected to be required over the 35-year
life of the project. Currently two wellpads are located on-site (A and B).
Four additional wellpad sites (labeled C, D. E and F) were selected on the
basis of proximity to the power plant. and current knowledge of reservoir
extent, optimal drilling targets. directional drilling experiences and rein-
jection needs. The Steam Gathering and Fluid Handling Systems Process Flow
Diagram is shown on Figure 2-2. The wellpad locations may be revised. as
additional drilling. production. reinjection. and other information becomes
available. to obtain an optimal wellfield with a low surface area requirement.
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Table 2-1
GEOTHERMAL FLUID CHEMICAr9oMPoSITIoNCOMPOSITE DATA a
Brine(b) Steam (b)Condensate
Element (ppm)(w) ) (ppm(w»
Na 600 - 10,000 0.17
K 123 - 2.700 0.1
Ca 40 - 920 0.1
.. <
Mg 1 - 2 <0.1
Fe <1 - 8.4 0.06
Mn <1 - 8.6
B 4 - 11 <0.6
Br 40 - 80
I <20
F 0.2 - 0.9 •
Li 1 - 9 <0.01
Cl 925 - 21,000 <2
NH3 <0.01 - 0.1 0.12 ,S04 (c) 9.2 - 24 13
Hg <0.001 - <0.06
As 0.09 - 0.4 <0.01
S= (d) 6 - 100 ..
Total Alkalinity S,10 <10
HC03 o - 18 0CD 0 0 ..Si~2 420 - 1.600 0.7
TSS 70
TDS(e) 2.600 - 36,000 16
pH S,5 - 6.6 3.6
Conductivity 3.100 - 67.000 120
(mho/em)
Density 1.03
(a) Composite data from three wells on the PGV site (KS-l. KS-1A. and KS-2)
and the HGP-A well.
(b) Wellhead pressure (WHP)-166 psig; Wellhead Temperature (WHT) = 36SoF
(c) Concentration high due to oxidation of S= to S04'
(d) Concentration low due to oxidation of S= to S04'
(e) TDS = Total Dissolved Solids
..
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Table 2-2
NONCONDENSABLE GAS CO~9SITION
COMPOSITE DATA a
Observed
Content Design
in Steam(b) Composition
Element ppm(w) ppm(w)
CO2 250 - 1.042 956
H2S 800 - 1.300 1950
NH3 (c)
Ar 6 - 13
N2 10 - 700 582
CH4 (d)
He <0.009
H2 11 - 140 12
--------- -------------
Total NCG 1.500 - 2.200 3500
(a) Composite data from three wells on the PGV site (KS-l. KS-1A. and KS-2)
and the HGP-A well.
(b) WHP = 155 psig: WHT - 3680 F
(c) Below Detection Limit «1.5 ppm NH3 in KS-1A)(d) Below Detection Limit «0.2 ppm CH4 in KS-1A)
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The existing and proposed wellpads measure approximately 400 by 300 feet and
may accommodate up to four or five wells each.
Each wellpad will contain a rock muffler. a separator and associated
piping. Wellheads will be placed about 30-50 feet apart for optimization of
pad space and to allow adequate room to access each wellhead during future
workover operations. The wellpad rock muffler will provide noise abatement
during well testing. Connections for a portable H2S chemical abatement unit
(consisting of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and hydrogen peroxide (H202) tanks.
injection pumps and piping) will be provided in the line from the wellhead to
each wellpad rock muffler. This chemical abatement unit will be moved to the
appropriate wellpad during well testing.
Wellpad Piping Subsystem
Each wellpad contains a wellhead piping subsystem. The subsystem begins
downstream of the master shutoff valves at each wellhead and includes
production. throttling. and isolation valves; a flow rate metering device with
orifice flanges and instrumentation required for local or remote monitoring and
control of each well. A rock catcher (rock particle separator) is installed
immediately downstream of each wellhead. The subsystem includes a moisture
separator that flashes the geothermal fluids into steam and brine fractions.
The system is protected against overpressure damage with passive rupture
disk safety devices. in accordance with the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) B31.1 Power Piping Code and applicable state regulations. A
rupture disk event is triggered by excessive pressure in the system and results
in the venting of steam to the atmosphere.
GEOTHERMAL WELLS
The current plan anticipates about 20 geothermal wells over the 35-year
life of the project. The current wellfield development plan anticipates the
following types and quantities of wells:
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Three of the four wells drilled into the geothermal reservoir to date are
on the project site: KS-1, KS-1A (on Wellpad A), and KS-2 (on Wellpad B).
Currently, KS-1 and KS-2 are suspended with cement plugs in their bores. KS-1A
is shut in and awaiting pipeline connection to commence a flow test to the
HGP-A plant. Some or all of these wells may be used for the PGV project.
Additional wells will be drilled from one of the six wellpads on an
as-needed basis only. The bottom hole locations will all be within the
"500-acre project area. The specific drilling target and wellpad location for
each well cannot be precisely determined with the limited reservoir information
available but will be specified in the drilling permit application which is
required by the Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR). Directional
drilling will be used to increase the potential bottom hole target area
without a corresponding increase in wellpad area. The bottom hole location may
be up to 1,500 feet from the wellhead. Drilling mud techniques will be used
during the installation of the wells.
All wells will be drilled to the depth of the geothermal resource
approximately 4.000 feet below the surface. Wellls will consist of 20-inch.
13-3/8-inch, and 9-5/8-inch diameter casings. The 20-inch diameter casing
provides hole stability and reduces the loss of drilling mud into fractures
near the surface. The 13-3/8-inch diameter casing extends from the surface
down to the cap rock at approximately 2.500 feet. A 9-5/8-inch casing will
extend from the surface to about 4,100 feet. A 7-inch perforated liner will be
installed from the bottom of the 9-5/8-inch casing to the bottom of the well.
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All casings are steel and the 13-3/a-inch and 9-5/8-inch casings are joined
with premium threaded couplings and cemented to ensure their structural
integrity. (See Figure 2-3 for a diagram of a typical well.)
Wells will be equipped with blowout prevention equipment (BOP). The safety
equipment will be capable of shutting in a well during drilling operations to
prevent uncontrolled release of geothermal fluids at the wellhead. Detailed
well drilling and well completion procedures are contained in PGV's well
drilling permit applications. Applications for the existing wells were
previously approved by DLNR as required by Chapter 183 of the HRS.
Applications will be submitted for all new wells. A special well casing
procedure, used earlier on the KS-1A well. has been designed and approved to
safely contain and produce the geothermal resources and to protect human
health. the groundwater. and other parts of the environment.
Production Wells
Each production well is anticipated to have an average flow rate of
90,000 pounds per hour (lb/hr) of steam deliverable to pipeline. Wellhead
pressures of flowing wells are expected to range from 160 to 180 pounds per
square inch. gauge (psigl with wellhead temperatures expected to range from
3700 to 3800F.
Injection Wells
Fluids generated in the operation of the PGV wellfield and power plant will
be reinjected into the geothermal reservoir (below 4.000 feet). The two fluid
streams to be reinjected are brine and process fluid. both of which are
liquids. The two separate injection systems have different handling require-
ments as follows:
Process Fluids Reinjection: Steam condensate and other collected liquids
will contact the noncondensable gases in an absorber and dissolve the H2S
..
...,
..
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and CO2 at elevated pressures.
pipelines to the process fluids
This liquid stream is transported through
injection well for return to the reservoir.
Brine Reinjection: Silica-laden brine recovered at each wellpad separator
must be quickly transported at high temperature through insulated pipelines
to a brine injection well for reinjection into the reservoir. Cooling of
the brine stream should be avoided as it may result in the silica ~
precipitating out of solution.
The use of marginal geothermal production wells is preferred over drilling
new wells for both process fluid and brine reinjection. Marginal production
wells contain less than desired steam flow or steam fraction. and. therefore,
are not efficient to use in producing electrical energy. It is likely that the
brines and process fluids reinjection location will change over time in or~sr
to maximize well utilization. "Hang-down strings" of special or coated solid
steel liners will be used to protect the premium 9-S/8-inch casing of the well
during its use as a process fluid injection well. These removable strings of
pipe are placed inside the larger diameter casing. Three injection wells are
required: one for process fluids: one for brine; and a standby which will be
used as a common spare.
The required drilling and well conversion permits will be obtained from the
DLNR and will comply with applicable regulations and permit conditions.
Makeup Wells
Individual geothermal wells may require replacement because the production
or injection capability of the well has declined to a point where its contri-
bution to the project is marginal. Makeup (replacement) wells will be drilled
to maintain full plant output throughout the life of the project. Abandoned
wells will be plugged with cement in accordance with procedures contained in
the well drilling permits.
..
"-~
..
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WELLFIELD GATHERING SYSTEMS
Gathering systems are the p1p1ng networks which collect the fluids from the
individual sources and then transport the fluids to appropriate downstream
processing units. Three gathering systems are used in the PGV design: steam.
condensate and brine. Each gathering system is independent of the other
systems. interconnecting only at the points where two streams are present; for
example. wellpad separators (steam and brine). low point drains (steam and
condensate). etc.
All pressure piping is designed in accordance with ANSI 831.1 Power Piping
Code. The piping systems are engineered for the stresses induced by thermal.
pressure, dead. and seismic loads, taking into account all planned system
operating conditions. Sufficient horizontal and vertical flexibility is
incorporated in the design to withstand ground movements along the rift ~xis,
in accordance with Seismic Zone 4 standards.
The external surfaces of the pipelines are covered with insulation and
painted dark green or gray in order to blend with the background vegetation and
reduce visual impacts. Vegetation will be encouraged around the pipelines to
further reduce the visual impacts.
Gathering lines generally follow the shortest route from the source to the
power plant destination. This practice minimizes the heat and frictional
losses during transit. However. the pipeline layout is dictated in part uy the
terrain. visual impacts, and existing road alignments. Pipelines will follow
road alignments. wherever possible. to minimize the ground disturbance during
installation and maintenance.
Steam Gathering System
Each wellpad separator discharges steam into the steam gathering system.
The steam gathering system then transports the steam to the turbine in the
power plant. The steam gathering system starts out as a single line from each
wellpad and then increases in diameter as wellpads are connected together.
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Pipeline diameters will depend upon both the amount of steam and the distance
over which the steam must be transported. The expected diameters are approxi-
mately 16 inches at the wellpad end and 24 inches at the power plant end.
In addition to the pipes and valves involved in the system. the steam
gathering system includes the moisture separators at the power plant. These
separators remove any entrained water from the steam going to the steam
turbine. (Any water droplets carried into the turbine can cause increased
<;;e3r. )
TIle steam gathering system pipelines are constructed of carbon steel.
Allowances will be made for corrosion and other forms of. long-term degradation
of the carbon steel pipes. The pipelines are insulated to conserve as much
heat as possible. Heat loss leads to condensation of part of the steam and
t~~refore less power production.
Steam gathering system pipelines will typically be supported from 2 to 4
feet above the ground. Actual heights will be determined by the terrain and
other pipeline design considerations. Steel pillars with cement foundations
will support the pipelines at appropriate distances to prevent sagging.
Thermal expansion of the pipe requires that expansion loops be used to prevent
damage to the pipes. These loops will be kept horizontal as much as possible.
but s'me vertical loops may be unavoidable such as at road crossings.
S+:'aam Condensate Gathering System
The steam condensate gathering system should not be confused with the power
plant condensate system. The condensate gathering system collects the steam
which condenses in the steam gathering pipelines. The steam condenses
continuously as heat is lost to the surroundings.
-~
..
The principal condensate collection points from the steam gatherings system
are the two moisture separators. In addition. the steam gathering lines will ~
have low points due to the terrain. Low point drains are required at these
positions to remove the condensate from the steam pipelines. These drains will
prevent the condensate from accumulating in the steam gathering system.
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The condensate gathering system pipelines are also constructed of carbon
steel but will be smaller in diameter than the steam gathering system pipe-
lines. Allowances will be made for corrosion and other forms of long-term
degradation of the pipes. The pipelines are insulated to conserve as much heat
as possible.
The condensate gathering system transfers the collected condensate under
pressure to the steam turbine condenser. In general. the condensate gathering
system will parallel the steam gathering system in order to reach all low point
drains and minimize distances.
Brine Gathering System
The brine gathering system is responsible for the transportation of the
brine separated in the wellpad separators. The brine gathering system
discharges the brine to the brine surge tank. from which it is pumped to the
brine injection well and reinjected. The pipelines used in the brine gathering
system will be smaller in diameter than the corresponding steam gathering
pipelines.
The brine gathering system will follow the same routing as the steam
gathering system. Again. the carbon steel pipelines will be insulated to
maintain heat. and painted to blend with the vegetation.
2.3 POWER PRODUCTION
The PGV power plant will be designed to provide 25 MW of electricity to the
Hawaii Electric Light Company (HELCO) energy grid system. The power plant will
be built with a gross capacity of 30 MW to deliver 25 MW of electricity to the
HELCO System. The excess capacity will primarily be utilized by the power
plant for internal energy requirements and transmission line losses. Actual
operating conditions will vary the amount of electricity generated by the
turbines. The power plant will consist of two units. each capable of
.
functioning independently and supplying 12.5 MW to HELCO. A flow diagram of
one of the power plant units is contained on Figure 2-4.
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TURBINE-GENERATOR SYSTEM
Electricity is generated in the power plant through the use of a steam
turbine coupled to an electric generator. The steam turbine is powered by the
energy in the high-pressure 155 psia geothermal steam. The steam turbine
converts the energy of the steam into mechanical work which is then used to
rotate the generator creating electricity. The details of the turbine-
generator during normal operation and upset conditions are provided below.
Steam Turbine
A steam turbine operates by removing the heat energy from the steam and
converting it into mechanical work. Steam is expanded to increase its
velocity. The high-velocity steam is then directed against a series of blades
in the turbine. The steam pushes against and rotates the blades. The blades
are connected to a central shaft which. when rotated. turns the generator.
Steam enters the turbine at approximately 155 pounds per square inch
absolute (psia) during normal operation and. after driving the turbine. exits
at approximately 4 inches of mercury absolute (2 psia). The steam leaving the
turbine flows into a heat exchanger where the steam is condensed. (The
condenser is described in a following subsection.)
The turbine bypass system is used to route the steam around the turbine
during a turbine upset condition. (The turbine bypass system is described in
more detail in a subsequent subsection.) The instrumentation and control
equipment associated with the turbine and all of the auxiliary subsystems are
tied into the turbine shutdown controls. This gives the plant operators a
warning of problems which could damage the turbine or associated equipment.
Turbine controls will automatically open the bypass valves. close the turbine
inlet valves and shut down the turbine in case of a turbine trip. The phrase
"turbine trip" refers to an event where a turbine shutdown is triggered by one
of the many safety monitors on the turbine or its auxiliary systems. Examples
of items which could cause a turbine trip are low lubricating oil pressure.
high bearing temperatures. high vibration. etc.
..
..
..
..
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Figure 2-4
Standard industrial steam turbines will be modified as needed to accommo-
date the special characteristics of the Puna geothermal steam. Turbine control
and isolation are provided by control and stop valves in the main steam line.
positioned just upstream of the turbine.
The turbine manufacturer is responsible for providing the necessary auxili-
ary systems (such as lubrication. shaft sealing. cooling. etc.) for turbine
operation.
Turbine Bypass
The turbine bypass subsystem can bypass up to 100 percent of the plant
inlet steam around the steam turbine if the turbine is not operating. The
bypassed steam is directed to the condenser. The noncondensable gases
contained in the bypassed steam are handled in the same manner as when the
steam turbine is in operation. The turbine bypass system operates during plant
start-up. part-load operation. turbine-generator trip. and shutdown. Water
consumed during bypass operation will be supplied from the cooling tower basin.
rainwater. or excess steam condensate.
The turbine bypass allows a full-load turbine trip without diverting flow
to the steam release facility. Upon initiation by a turbine-generator trip
device. the turbine bypass valve(s) open and the steam flow bypasses the
turbine and proceeds directly to the condenser.
Each unit of the power plant can continue to handle full bypass flow for at
least 24 hours while the cause of the trip is analyzed to determine the length
of time needed for repair. If corrective actions can be completed within a
reasonable period of time. the turbine bypass continues to operate until the
plant can be restarted. If a longer outage is required or the turbine bypass
is not functional. the steam will be diverted to the steam release facility for
chemical abatement. (The release facility is discussed later in this section.)
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,Electrical Generator
The generator converts mechanical energy to electrical power. The gene-
rators are coupled to the main turbines which supply the mechanical energy.
The power plant will contain two generator units. The generators are inner-
cooled by air. which is in turn cooled by water through internal heat
exchangers. Protective devices will guard against overcurrent. overvoltage.
loss of field. and fluctuation in frequency. Power circuit breakers will serve
the generators.
Start-Up Turbine-Generator
A start-up steam turbine generator unit that produces power for essential
electrical services during plant start-up will be used. The start-up unit is
capable of powering one cooling tower fan. one cooling water circulating pump.
the brine and process fluids injection systems. heating. ventilating and air
conditioning (HVAC). and emergency lighting. The start-up generator will also
be available for emergency situations. Steam discharging from the start-up
turbine will be chemically treated in one of the power plant rock mufflers.
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
The power plant will contain numerous electrical systems. Major electrical
equipment includes: the main power. auxiliary. station service. and current
and potential transformers; generator circuit breakers; high-voltage switch-
gear; load centers; motor control centers; and station batteries.
The generators will have a main power transformer to boost the generator
voltage level to the required 69 kV transmission level. The main power
transformer will also function to reduce off-site power to auxiliary loads when
the generators are not operating. An auxiliary transformer in each generator
will reduce the generator output voltage to supply power to the circulating
water pumps and station auxiliary transformers. The station service trans-
formers further reduce the voltage for in-plant use.
.'
..
..
-
II'
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Switchgear at the load centers and motor control centers is designed to
funnel some of the generated power to meet in-plant electrical requirements.
A small emergency diesel-generator unit will be installed that can produce
power for essential electrical services at the PGV site, if needed. The power
that would be generated from the diesel-generator would be sufficient to
support one firewater pump, one air compressor, the battery chargers, the HVAC
system, control room systems, steam release facility H2S abatement system and
emergency lighting.
CONDENSING SYSTEM
The power plant condensing system handles the condensation of the steam
exiting the turbine or turbine bypass. Several systems are included in the
condensing system, such as the steam condenser, the condensate handling
subsystem, the cooling towers, and the steam release facility. The last item
I
is only employed when the condensing system is not available.
Condenser
The steam from each turbine exhausts into a heat exchanger which condenses
the steam. The heat exchanger is referred to as either a shell and tube
exchanger or a surface condenser. Both of these terms are descriptive of the
type of exchanger used. The shell and tube name refers to the passage of the
cooling water through tubes (or small pipes) while the steam passes through a
larger-diameter "shell" which surrounds the tubes. The cooling water reduces
the temperature of the steam, causing it to condense on the surface of the
tubes, hence "surface condenser."
The pressure in the condenser is about 4 inches of mercury absolute
(approximately 2 psia) at full turbine load and with cooling water at the
design temperature of 850F.
The steam condensate drains from the top of the condenser into the hotwell
in the bottom. The hotwell is essentially a holding tank at the bottom of the
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condenser in which condensate is collected and maintained. The condensate is
pumped from the hotwell to the cooling tower recirculation lines by the con-
densate subsystem. I"
Condensate Subsystem
Steam condensate is removed from each condenser hotwell by one of two
condensate pumps. Each condenser requires one pump for normal operation; the
other pump is on standby. The pumps will most likely be vertical can-type
pumps. High and low-level instrumentation in the hotwell starts and stops the
pumps. The pumps discharge the condensate into the cooling water recirculation
lines.
The instrumentation and control equipment associated with the condensate
subsystem is tied into the shutdown controls of the steam turbine. This
arrangement provides a safety function so. that a warning is given to the plant
operators if a problem develops which could damage the turbine or downstream
equipment. If the problem is serious or cannot be readily corrected. a turbine
trip is automatically initiated. stopping steam to the turbine and shutting it
down. The steam is automatically diverted to the power plant rock mufflers in
this event.
Cooling System
Cooling water leaving the surface condenser is hotter than the water
entering the condenser and. therefore. must be cooled before it may be reused.
The cooling water is cooled by dissipating the heat to the atmosphere through
evaporation. The device which actually cools the water is the cooling tower.
A cooling tower functions by forcing ambient air to flow through a cascading
sheet of water. As the air contacts the water. heat is transferred to the air.
thereby cooling the water.
Two cooling tower units. each consisting of two cells. are required. Each
cooling tower unit can cool approximately 15.300 gallons per minute (gpm) (or
30.600 gpm total for both units) of circulating water from 1050F to 850F. The
cooling tower design is based on ambient temperatures of 940F dry bulb and 730F
Of'
..
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wet bulb. Meteorological data indicate that these conditions will not be
exceeded more than 2.5 percent of the time at the project site. Tower outlet
temperatures. therefore. will be below 850F for 97.5 percent of the time.
Evaporation loss to the atmosphere at design conditions will be approxi-
mately 420 gpm per cooling tower. Design drift loss through the tower stacks
is 0.005 percent of the circulating water flow. or less than 380 lb/hr.
Makeup water for the cooling tower comes from the condensate subsystem.
Cooled water collects in the basin under the cooling tower and then flows
to the circulating water pump structure. This structure is located at one
corner of the cooling tower and houses the pumps for both units. The cooling
water pumps send the water to the turbine building. through the condensers. and
back to the cooling tower.
The mineral content of the condensed steam is very low as previously
discussed. The evaporation of water from the cooling towers increases the
concentration of the minerals in the remaining water and. if additional water
were not added. the cooling water would eventually cause scaling problems. The
continual addition of condensate will offset the water lost to evaporation and
help maintain the total dissolved solids within acceptable levels. To prevent
the solids from increasing to more than about five times the condensate
concentration. a purge stream (called "blowdown") will be removed from the
basin. Additional condensate must be added to the cooling water system to
balance the amount of blowdown removed. Cooling tower blowdown will be piped
to an absorber and subsequently delivered to the process fluids injection well.
STEAM RELEASE FACILITY
The steam release facility is employed when the surface condenser is not
available. In such an event. referred to as steam stacking. automatic control
valves divert the steam to one of the rock mufflers located near the power
plant. The rock mufflers are constructed of heat-resistant reinforced concrete
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and filled with lava rock. The mufflers are designed to dissipate the steam's
acoustic energy. thereby reducing the noise associated with a steam release.
Each muffler is designed to handle 100 percent of the total plant steam flow.
Steam entering the steam release facility will be treated with NaOH and
H202 to remove a majority of the H2S. Based upon state-of-the-art rock muffler
design (Dames and Moore. 1984) and current experience. 98 percent removal of
the H2S is anticipated for the NaOH and H202 treatment system. Storage tanks
will be provided for the treatment chemicals. Injection pumps will meter the
chemicals into the steam line. Water will be injected to desuperheat the steam
prior to the chemical injection so that the necessary chemical reactions can
take place.
It is estimated that the steam release facility will be used roughly 3
percent of the time. or approximately 263 hours per year during unscheduled
outages. These outages could be caused by malfunctions in either the cooling
system. condensers. condensate subsystem or the noncondensable gas removal
system.
NONCONDENSABLE GAS REMOVAL SYSTEM
The steam entering the surface condenser from the turbine will contain the
noncondensable gases which do not condense with the steam. These gases contain
the majority of the H2S. CO2, N2 and H2 and must be removed from the condenser.
The pressure in the condenser is too low to allow the gases to flow under their
own pressure; therefore. a vacuum system must be used.
The noncondensable gas removal system that will be used at the PGV facility
is expected to be a steam ejector vacuum system. These systems are highly
reliable. have no moving parts. and are capable of handling the volume of gas
expected. Any vacuum system which is capable of maintaining the surface
condenser pressure at. or below. 4 inches of mercury (approximately 2 psia) and
moving the volume of noncondensable gases present is suitable. Maintenance of
the condenser pressure is a prerequisite for 99 percent removal of H2S.
..
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The principle behind steam ejectors is that high-pressure steam is admitted
to a nozzle which increases its velocity. The high velocity creates a vacuum
as the nozzle discharges the steam into a cone pulling the vapor from the con-
denser. The velocity of the steam mixes the vapor and steam and carries the
mixture into a a water-cooled condenser which removes the steam from the
mixture.
Two stages of steam ejectors are used in the noncondensable gases removal
system. The second stage ejector discharges to a compressor which pressurizes
the gas to approximately 200 psig and sends it to the gas absorber. as
described later in this section.
AUXILIARY SYSTEMS
Auxiliary power plant systems
concerned with power generation.
air system. service water system.
and the HVAC system.
Compressed Air System
refer to systems that are not primarily
The main auxiliary systems are the compressed
makeup water system. fire protection system.
Compressed air is required for instrumentation. control. and plant main-
tenance (service air) requirements. Compressed air is distributed throughout
the plant at 100 psig from a central compression system that includes air
compressors. desiccant-type dryers. and dry-air storage tanka.
Service Water System
Service water is required for drinking water. sanitation. occupational
safety. and chemical mixing. Normal usage during operation is estimated at
200 gallons per day. A water line will supply potable water from the County
water main. Part of this water is utilized in emergency showers and eyewash
stations which are provided in areas where exposure to chemicals is likely
(e.g .• chemical mixing area. power plant rock mufflers).
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Makeup Water System
Makeup water is the replacement water which
ation and other losses from the cooling system.
water will be the steam condensate. If needed,
County water. and trucked-in water can be used.
Fire Protection System
is needed to offset the evapor-
The primary source of makeup
rain catchment water. piped-in .......
..
The fire protection system will be designed in accordance with National
Fire Protection Association standards and may include the following:
o Fire protection water supplies. pumps and controllers. yard mains,
hydrants. and valves
The cooling tower basin is the primary source of water for fire suppres-
sion. Each of the two basin sections stores approximately 125,000 gallons of
water. Firewater pumps for the entire plant will be available. The pumps will
be electrically driven. with emergency power for one pump available from either
the start-up turbine generator or the emergency diesel-generator. Water loops
around the plant will provide the main coverage for all buildings and enclo-
sures. Hose stations will be strategically positioned around the turbine
building.
o
o
o
o
An automatic wet pipe and fusible link sprinkler system over the
operating bay. storage areas. the turbine lube-oil reservoirs, diesel
generator fuel tank, and oil-containing areas of the switchyard
A wetdown system at the cooling tower
Automatic fire protection system for electrical systems
Portable extinguishers with backup water hoses in the control room
..
•
-
-
...
The control room. motor control center, and electrical equipment rooms will
be protected with an automatic fire protection system. Carbon dioxide (C02) or
..
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halon fire extinguishing equipment may be used in these areas to prevent water
damage. If CO2 is selected. water hoses would also be installed in the event
that the CO2 fails to extinguish the fire. Portable extinguishers will also be
provided in the control room.
HVAC System
Air conditioning will be provided for the electrical equipment and control
rooms. The system will be designed to prevent heat buildup and maintain a
positive pressure in the rooms. The air conditioning unit includes a sealed
refrigeration system and coil. outside air supply duct. and an air distribution
fan. The turbine-generator building will be ventilated.
2.4 POLLUTION ABATEMENT AND HAZARD CONTROL
The principal pollution abatement systems are described in this subsection.
The primary abatement for H2S is reinjection into the geothermal reservoir.
Reinjection is essentially a closed loop disposal system since the fluids are
returned to the same geologic zone from where they originated. This subsection
also describes some of the steps used to mitigate noise impacts and potential
geologic hazards at the site.
POLLUTION ABATEMENT SYSTEMS
All geothermal fluids produced from the reservoir (steam. noncondensable
gases and brine) will be processed to reduce hazardous emissions. The fol-
lowing subsections describe the primary and backup H2S abatement systems. as
well as cooling tower emissions. brine disposal and solid wastes.
Noncondensable Gas Abatement System
The primary noncondensable gas (H2S) abatement system is reinjection. and a
schematic diagram of the system is shown on Figure 2-5. The primary abatement
system treats the H2S that remains in the vapor phase in the surface condenser.
More than 99 percent of the H2S is expected to remain in the vapor due to the
operating conditions in the condenser based on computer modeling. The division
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Figure 2-5
PRIMARY ABATEMENT-REINJECTION
of H2S between the vapor phase (>99%) and the liquid phase «1~) is called
partitioning. The HGP-A power plant. which utilizes a well that produces steam
of chemical composition similar to wells on the project site. has obtained
similar partitioning. (The remaining 1 percent dissolves in the condensate and
is discussed under cooling tower emissions).
The primary abatement system removes the noncondensable gas stream from the
condenser. compresses it to approximately 200 psig and sends it to an absorber.
The absorber mixes the noncondensable gases with the blowdown water from the
cooling tower. The H2S and CO2 in the noncondensable gas stream dissolve in
the water while the other components (nitrogen and hydrogen) do not dissolve in
the water. Based upon the calculations of absorber performance. the maximum
amount of H2S which does not dissolve in the water is 0.6 lb/hr. The gaseous
components which do not dissolve in the water pass through the absorber and are
sent to the cooling tower where they are vented to the atmosphere with the
cooling tower air.
Process fluids consist principally of the cooling tower blowdown with the
dissolved gases and lesser amounts of liquids from the condensate gathering
system and moisture separator. The liquids are collected and pumped into the
process fluids injection well. eliminating the need to discharge any process
fluids to the surface. A similar system is employed for noncondensable gas
abatement at Coso Hot Springs geothermal facility in California. Liquid
reinjection is performed routinely at geothermal facilities around the world.
The average process fluid reinjection flow rate during normal plant operation
is about 280 gpm.
A pilot demonstration of the absorber has been selected to receive funding
from the DBED to test the efficiency of the system. The tests will also
provide useful information to the final design of the system. Reliability and
availability will be enhanced through appropriate redundancy of mechanical
equipment. The injection well will be protected with a hangdown string inside
the 9-6/8-inch casing. The operating parameters of the reinjection process.
such as injectate chemistry. pressure, temperature. and flow rate, will be
closely monitored. This procedure will provide information on the efficiency
of the process as well as an early warning in the event of a malfunction.
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Backup H2S Abatement
In the unlikely event that the primary abatement system has an upset or
shutdown, a backup H2S abatement system will be utilized. The backup system is
a Burner/Scrubber system that incinerates the H2S into sulfur dioxide (S02) and
then scrubs the noncondensable gases with sodium hydroxide converting the S02
to nontoxic sulfites and bisulfite compounds.
If the backup system is not functioning, the power plant will shut down and
steam will be diverted to the steam release facility (rock muffler) and chemi-
cally abated with sodium hydroxide and hydrogen peroxide. .'
Cooling Tower Emissions
The steam condensate stream from the main condenser, containing less than 1
percent H2S, is directed to the cooling tower. (The remaining 99 percent was
discussed under "Noncondensable Gas Abatement.") It is estimated that the
total amount of H2S from all sources (noncondensable gas absorber vent,
condensate. brine surge drum, etc.) which are vented to the cooling tower and
emitted will not exceed 4 pounds of H2S per hour under worst-case design
criteria. Oxygen, dissolved in the cooling water, will oxidize most or all of
the H2S to sulfites under normal operating conditions, thereby resulting in
nondetectable air emissions of H2S. In all normal operating cases. H2S emis-
sions would be less than 4 lb/hr. H2S emissions from the cooling tower are
discussed in detail in Section 5.
The water droplets making up the cooling tower drift contain dissolved
solids and noncondensable gases in the same low concentrations as the circu-
lating water. The design of the cooling tower limits the drift loss to less
than 0.005 percent of the circulating water flow, which is less than 380 lb/hr
for each generating unit. This drift has a maximum of about 400 ppm TDS. The
water droplets evaporate in the air or fall to the ground within a few hundred
yards of the cooling tower, where they either evaporate or percolate into the
ground.
..
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brine tank
If the
short-term
Brine
Brine from each wellpad separator is collected and brought to the brine
reinjection well through pipelines adjacent to the steam lines. The pipelines
are sized according to the expected volume of flow. The total volume of fluids
is anticipated to be 280 gpm; however. future wellfield development will
determine the exact quantity. The lines are insulated to retain heat. and the
above-ground residence time of the brine is kept to a minimum in order to
minimize silica precipitation.
The brines will be combined in a level-controlled. pressurized
where an injection pump will drive the fluids into the reservoir.
injection wells or pumps fail. a surge pond will be available for
discharge.
Solid Waste
The only solid waste that will be produced at the PGV facility is sludge
accumulating in the cooling tower basins. The sludge consists of sulfite.
iron. and bacterial growth. The sludge will be tested for hazardous
characteristics and disposed of accordingly. It is expected to be a
nonhazardous waste and will be removed periodically from the cooling tower
basins and placed in a wellpad sump for evaporation. The solids that remain
will be periodically covered with soil on-site. If the sludge proves to be a
hazardous waste. it will be transported and disposed of according to applicable
hazardous waste regulations.
Noise
Anticipated noise levels have been calculated for the construction. opera-
tion and maintenance. and decommissioning phases of the project. Decommission-
ing noise levels will be similar to construction noise levels. except that no
drilling will ocCur. The noise levels produced by the project will not endan-
ger the public health of nearby residents or the wildlife in the vicinity.
Adherence to Hawaii guidelines on geothermal noise will generally be assured.
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Noise affects hearing only when noise levels exceed 70 dB! for extended
periods. Noise from the facility will be substantially below this level. The
only potential sources of noise that could exceed 70 dB! are either short in
duration or highly improbable. such as well venting, pipeline cleanout. or a
rupture disk event. Noise levels associated with these sources could range
between 50 to 80 dB! at 1 mile .and between 75 to 125 dB! at 50 feet.
Well venting will consist of two events of up to 4 hours each per well.
Pipeline cleanout is a one-time event lasting about one hour prior to pipeline
usage. The public will be notified in advance of both events. The other
sources of high noise levels are all very unlikely events. ! rupture disk
event would require less than 2 hours to correct.
The following mitigation measures are planned during construction:
o Employ mud drilling rather than air drilling techniques
o Build an acoustic enclosure around the drilling rig engines and as-
sociated mechanisms
...
o Install highly effective exhaust mufflers on portable generators, air
compressors, and other construction equipment.
Several steps will be taken to reduce normal operation noise levels. These
steps include:
o Insulating pipes. valves, and equipment
o Enclose eqUipment in structures
..
o Install silencers on pressurized steam outlets
o Purchase quiet fans and motors
More information about project noise levels may be found in Section 6.
..
-
..
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GEOLOGIC HAZARDS
The East Rift Zone has two types of potential geologic hazards: volcanic
and seismic. The risks posed to engineered structures and installations can be
significantly mitigated by appropriate procedures in facility siting. design.
and operation. A detailed description of potential geologic hazards and
planned mitigation measures is presented in Section 3.
Potential volcanic hazards consist of lava eruptions. lava flows. ash
falls. splatter falls. and their associated surface disruptions. The risk
associated with these hazards has been greatly reduced by locating the plant
site and new wellpads on high ground to avoid lava flows in the low areas.
Quickly constructed berms or blankets of volcanic cinders will be utilized to
protect the lower wellpads and key elements of pipelines from lava flow. Each
wellhead in low ground will be protected from lava flow by timely full closure
of the master valves and by burying the cellar and wellhead with insulating
cinder piles.
Potential seismic hazards are generated by earthquakes and include ground
motion. ground ruptures. and subsidence. The strength and duration of motion
from the strongest projected earthquake that might impact the Puna project area
can be largely mitigated by appropriate design. Critical components of the
site (e.g .• cooling tower. abatement equipment. above-grade pipe supports) will
,
be constructed to comply with the most stringent (Seismic Zone 4) seismic
building requirements. even though the project area is officially in a Seismic
Zone 3.
Fluid pipelines are the structures most vulnerable to disruption from
geologic hazards. This risk can be minimized by appropriate design of the
piping system to allow flexibility and movement. Automatic shutoff of the
power plant can take place under extreme conditions. and pipeline damage will
be repaired in the shorte~t practical period of time. Close coordination is
planned with the Hawaii Volcano Observatory. the Hawaii Institute of
Geophysics. and State and County officials to further reduce risk and ensure
timely warnings of impending geologic hazards.
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2.5 POWER PLANT STRUCTURES
The power plant will be designed and built using modular construction
methods. The exact location and dimensions of the structures required for the
power plant will be determined with detailed and engineering design completion.
The preliminary design includes two main structures: the main turbine gen-
erator building and the two adjacent cooling towers. (Shown on Figure 2-6).
Several smaller structures and buildings. including an administration building.
control building. machine shop. warehouse facilities. transformers. and chemi-
cal tanks, are also included in the design.
BUILDINGS
The turbine-generator building is the largest structure on-site, approxi-
mately 50 feet wide by 180 feet long. The height is not set yet, but the
highest point is in the main turbine bay. where the need for an overhead crane
requires at least a 30-foot ceiling. The structural steel side walls and roof
framing are covered with aluminum siding and roofing. The structure will be
painted to blend with the surrounding area.
The support buildings are adjacent to the turbine-generator building. They
contain the control room. electrical equipment room, maintenance room. battery
room. administration offices, and lavatories.
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
All structures are of steel frame construction. The structures and major
equipment rest on footings. Minor equipment is placed on slab floors or
mounted on walls. Anchors will secure all equipment to foundations, mounting
pads. or surfaces. All structures, foundations. and footings will be designed
to support all applicable loads.
FOUNDATION DESIGN
A slab foundation will be provided for the turbine-generator building, with
footings for each column. The turbine-generators will be supported on a
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Figure 2-6 POWER PL.ANT ARRANGEMENT
reinforced-concrete foundation that sits within this slab. The main condensers
will each sit on their own separate foundations. The outdoor electrical trans-
formers will be mounted on concrete foundations.
COOLING TOWERS
The cooling towers are positioned to maximize access to wind flow. The
current design calls for two adjacent cooling towers to be built each
approximately 75 feet long by 75 feet wide by 40 feet high. Each tower is a
two-cell mechanical induced-draft unit. A reinforced-concrete basin. lined
with a protective coating, lies below each structure. The plumes from the
cooling towers are not normally expected to be visible since the temperature in
the area is warm and humidity is average. On cool days with high humidity,
which is rare in the project area. the water vapor emitted from the towers will
tend to condense and will be visible as white plumes (see Section 12).
CIRCULATING WATER PUMP INTAKE STRUCTURE
The circulating water pump intake structure is located on one side of the
cooling tower basin. Each unit will have a full-capacity pump, and there will
be a common standby. Two firewater pumps can draw water from the basin.
SITE DRAINAGE
The high porosity of the volcanic soils and rock in the site area results
in rapid percolation of rainwater. Concrete pads and berms are provided to
contain possible spills in areas where chemicals are handled. Catch basins.
culverts. ditches, and berms are provided for drainage control where necessary.
ROADS AND FENCING
Primary access to the site will be afforded by the existing farm road off
Highway 132 (Kapoho Road). The access will be upgraded to handle heavy
construction equipment. A right-hand turn lane will be constructed on the
highway to mitigate possible traffic congestion. A secondary entrance will be
afforded by the current entrance on Pahoa-Pohoiki Road, although this entrance
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will not normally be used and will not be upgraded. Final engineering plans
will be provided to the County. DLNR. and the Department of Transportation
before the roads and associated improvements are constructed.
A six-foot-high chain-link fence. topped with barbed wire. will be in-
stalled around the power plant boundary and each of the wellpads. A gate at
each entrance to the site will restrict unauthorized access.
2.6 CONSTRUCTION
The development schedule for the wells. wellfield facilities. and power
plant shows that the first unit is scheduled to be in commercial operation by
the end of 1989 and the second unit by the end of 1991. (Figure 2-7).
Wellfield drilling and development is scheduled in two increments to
support the two generating units. Drilling time for the wells to supply each
unit will be approximately 8 to 12 months. Wells will be drilled 24 hours per
day and will take approximately 60 days to complete.
A well flow test will be conducted on each production well after drilling to
determine its individual steam producing capacity. The testing procedure will
include a minimum period (2 tests of 4 hours each) of vertical venting
(unmuffled) to clean the wellbore of rock particles. This will be followed by
a flow test to measure mass flow rate. brine to steam ratio.
temperature. and fluid composition. The duration of the flow test will vary.
ranging from 2 to 20 days. Initially. well testing may require up to 20 days;
however. testing durations are anticipated to decrease as wells are added and
reservoir experience increases. Wells may be flowed continuously or
intermittently during the test period.
Noise abatement and chemical abatement will be employed throughout the well
test. Noise will be controlled through the use of the wellpad rock muffler. A
portable H2S chemical abatement unit will be connected to the rock muffler
inlet piping prior to testing. The abatement unit will inject NaOH and H202 to
control H2S emissions. This system was used successfully during exploration.
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The total project construction time for start-up of the first unit is
estimated to be 18 months after the start of site preparation activities.
Construction of the second unit is anticipated to begin six months after
completion of the first unit and is also estimated to take 18 months. Site
construction activities will be restricted to daylight hours.
Site construction presents employment opportunities for skilled and un-
skilled labor. Approximately 23 people will be needed during construction.
Estimated peak employment at the site during construction may be up to
100 persons. Most of the construction work is anticipated to be accomplished
by local contractors and the local labor force.
A temporary construction yard of about 6 acres will be located next to the
main entrance road to the plant. off Highway 132 (shown on Figure 2-1). The
construction yard will be fenced. The fence will be removed at the end of con-
struction and the growth of natural vegetation encouraged.
Visual impacts will be mitigated throughout the construction phase by use
of low-impact paint schemes and landscaping with native plants. Cut-and-fill
slopes. as well as any uncovered level areas. will be seeded or planted with
native vegetation when construction is complete. Landscaping will be performed
around the wellpad and power plant. and paint schemes will be used to blend in
structures with the surrounding environment.
Removal of all structures from the construction yard site. the fence
surrounding the site and surplus materials will take place after construction
is completed and growth of natural plants will be encouraged.
2.7 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
The operational life of the PGV facility is estimated to be 35 years. The
power plant and wellfield will be operated in a manner that protects human
,
health and the environment. The facility staff will operate equipment. oversee
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production. and respond to emergencies. An important part of the operational
phase of the project is regular monitoring and maintenance of both the power
plant and the wellfield.
STAFFING
Approximately 19 employees will be required for operation and maintenance
of the facility. Most. if not all. of the employees will be from the local
area.
The power plant and wellfield will operate continuously seven days per
week. Qualified operators will be on-site at all times when the plant is
operating. Routine maintenance is conducted by workers during the normal
daytime work shift. If either of the plant's two units is out of service or
operating at a reduced output due to malfunction. the maintenance work will
continue 24 hours per day. seven days per week. until full power output can be
resumed. If both units are operating at approximately full power. the
maintenance work will be done by one shift per day. five days per week.
MONITORING AND MAINTENANCE
Operation of the facility necessitates the monitoring of wellfield and
power plant equipment and periodic maintenance.
Wellfield Monitoring
All wellheads will be equipped with temperature and pressure gauges on the
well casing below the master valves. Flow from each well is measured by an
orifice flow meter in the line downstream of each control valve. Flow
indication will be local. and operation of the flow control valves will be
manual. The control valves at the steam release facility will have air-piston
operators that respond automatically to signals from the plant control room or
upon sensing overpressure in the steam pipeline. The H2S abatement system at
the steam release bypass will operate automatically when steam is vented.
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Wellfield Maintenance
Wellfield maintenance will generally be performed without shutting off the
flow of steam from any well. When this action cannot be taken or is unsafe.
maintenance work for the wellfield will be phased so that the fewest possible
number of wells will be shut in and that wells will be shut in for a minimum
time. Remedial drilling of wells. called well workover. is usually needed for
proper wellfield maintenance. Well workovers are anticipated every two to five
years for each well.
Power Plant Monitoring
The power plant is designed with a computerized automatic control system
that will require a minimum number of personnel to operate the plant. The
plant operator will perform prestart checks and manual valving. monitor the
,
plant during operation. and periodically inspect the equipment. The two power
plant units will be operated from a single control room. Control systems will
operate automatically to prevent injuries to plant personnel or equipment.
Standby equipment will start automatically to avoid tripping a turbine-
generator unit during normal operations. An independent. self-contained
control system will be provided for each generating unit.
Power Plant Maintenance
Scheduled maintenance will be conducted for each generating unit at
intervals of one to two years. as needed. Thorough maintenance procedures.
such as turbine disassembly/inspection and condenser inspection/repair. will be
conducted during these planned outages. These scheduled maintenance periods
will require approximately three to four weeks for each unit and will be
coordinated with HELCO to ensure the maintenance of a reliable power system.
Appropriately sized maintenance crews will be engaged around the clock.
seven days per week during this time. Work crews will work 8- to 12-hour
shifts.
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PLANT START-UP AND SHUTDOWN
The start-up turbine-generator will receive steam from the wells when the
plant is first started.. This generator provides a sufficient amount of power
to start the equipment needed to bring the main turbine onstream. Steam from
the start-up turbine is sent to a rock muffler.
One or both of the main turbines may be started once the cooling tower.
cooling water pump and any other necessary equipment are started and operating
normally. Steam flow will initially be sent to the condenser through the
turbine bypass. allowing all downstream equipment (such as the noncondensable
gas removal and process fluid injection systems) to be started and operating
before flow will be introduced to the turbine. The steam flow will be
gradually increased to the working level of one turbine. and the flow will be
gradually shifted from the bypass to the turbine. The second turbine will then
be started in a similar fashion.
Plant shutdowns will be handled in a similar. but reverse. fashion depend-
ing upon the cause of the shutdown. The diesel generator instead of the
start-up turbine may be used during shutdown if the start-up turbine will not
be available. The wellfield will be shut in only in the case of emergencies
and long-term outages. Shutting down wells and returning them to service is
generally minimized in geothermal operations around the world because it can
cause damage to the wells and/or reduces their expected life.
EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN
An emergency response plan for the project's well drilling and testing
activities has been prepared and was approved by the County. It contains the
details of procedures and chain-of-command that apply in the case of an emer-
gency. Similar emergency response plans for construction and plant operations
will be prepared prior to plant start-up and training will be provided, when
required. Section 9. Public Health and Safety, contains an outline of the
construction and plant operations plans.
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2.8 DECOMMISSIONING
Decommissioning refers to the shutdown of the wellfield and removal of
structures and equipment at the end of the useful life of the project.
Economic and resource conditions will dictate when the facility should be
decommissioned. The facility is currently expected to have a 35-year life,
after which the plant and wellfield will be decommissioned. The site will then
be returned to its natural state. The following steps will be taken during the
decommissioning:
o Structures and piping will be removed.
o Dry or abandoned wells will be plugged with concrete. wellhead
equipment and casing removed to below grade, well casing capped. and
the surface restored.
o Roadways will be abandoned to the extent agreed upon with the
landowner.
o The site will be regraded to approximate original contours, and the
project area will be seeded or planted with natural vegetation.
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Section 3
This section describes the geology. soils. and seismic and volcanic risks
of the project area. This presentation is based on a review of available
published and unpublished reports and maps. geologic field visits and
discussions with experts on the project area. The geothermal reservoir for the
Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV) project site is located in a geologic region
known as the Lower East Rift Zone (LERZ) of the Kilauea Volcano. The existence
of magma in subsurface conduits within the LERZ provides the heat source for
the geothermal reservoir. The presence of this magma warrants careful evalua-
tion of volcanic and seismic risks based on historical records pertaining to
eruptions, land movements. and faulting.
3.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
REGIONAL GEOLOGY
The PGV project site is located near the eastern tip of the Island of
Hawaii in the LERZ (Figure 3-1). This region is on the eastern flank of
Kilauea Volcano. the southernmost of five volcanoes that make up the Big
Island. Kilauea is one of the world's most active volcanoes. Recent and
current activity is manifested by lava flows originating near the caldera area
on the East Rift Zone (ERZ) that flow south-southeastward toward the ocean.
The ERZ is one of the conduits for subsurface lateral migration of basaltic
magma from the holding chamber beneath Kilauea's summit caldera. Magma moves
within the ERZ from the summit holding chamber to either erupt offshore or to
storage in secondary chambers within the LERZ (Moore. 1983). Volcanic
eruptions (lava flows) in the LERZ have occurred as recently as 1961. Other
flows have occurred in 1960. 1955. 1840 and 1740.
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The rift zone is expressed at the surface as a linear belt. 1 to 2 miles
wide. consisting of linear and open fissures. faults. small grabens, pit
craters, cones. and vents related to numerous volcano-tectonic events. These
events have produced variations in lava flow type. topographic expression, and
basalt morphology. Variations of this type often occur during the course of a
single eruptive event. This range of eruptive expression suggests that changes
in magma supply occur between and during eruption episodes. A single eruption
phase will often exhibit variable crystal composition. lava flow type (e.g .• aa
and pahoehoe). and constructional effects.
Throughout its length. the rift is topographically a constructional ridge
some 150 to 1.500 feet above the adjoining terrain. except in its lowermost and
farthest east portion. Here the ridge disappears into a low-lying area
consisting of a series of grabens and spatter deposits (Moore, 1983). This
marked topographic change corresponds to the structural intersection of the
east-northeast trending rift zone with a north-northwest trending transverse
fault. This transverse fault is further expressed by transverse trending
spatter cones (e.g .• Kiapu) and by topographic suggestion of a left-hand
displacement in the LERZ as shown on Figure 3-1. Initial geothermal develop-
ment activities were focussed on the area around this structural intersection.
Underlying the surface expression of the LERZ is a subsurface.
5- to 15-mile wide dike complex. This complex is thought to consist of an
aggregate of closely spaced. parallel to subparallel. vertical to steeply
dipping dikes. The top of this complex is thought to vary at approximately
8.000 feet below the surface. These dikes intrude a sequence of layered Mauna
Loa and Kilauea lava flows. Temperatures in close proximity of this complex
are reported to be above 1.000oF and. in some locations. may even approach
1.goooF. the melting point of basalt (Furumoto. 1978). The dike complex is the
primary heat source for the Puna geothermal system. Mineral differentiation
within lavas suggests the existence of local magma chambers beneath portions of
the LERZ where storage and partial cooling of the magma take place. These
magma chambers may provide a supplemental heat source for the geothermal
reservoir.
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LOCAL AND SUBSURFACE GEOLOGY
Major topographic features in the PGV project area are shown on Figure 3-2
and include four aligned prehistoric cones: Puu Honuaula. the unnamed puu
immediately to the southwest of Puu Honuaula. and the spatter cones to the
northeast of Puu Honuaula. These cones. together with the two surface breaks
associated with the 1955 eruption (Figure 3-2), are in line along a northeast-
southwest trend. This line of cones, breaks and eruptions probably represents
a fissure or vent failure zone. Other topographic features in the site area
include Puu Pilau and a number of cracks and minor eruptive features. The
project site is underlain by basaltic aa and pahoehoe lava flows and associated
ejecta from three main eruptive episodes: the Puna Volcanic Series. Historic
Member. and Prehistoric Member.
Three eruptive events that represent the Prehistoric Member have occurred
in the project region. The oldest events include the cinder and spatter cones
of Kiapu. which is estimated to have erupted at least 1.500 years before
present (BP). These features are located immediately to the southwest of
geothermal well HGP-A. Spatter cones and lava flows of the Puu Kii fissure are
dated at approximately 750 to 1,000 years BP and are exposed northeast of the
project site. The Puu Kii flows are overlain to the south by flows from Puu
Honuaula. which erupted an estimated 500 to 700 years BP.
The Historic Member is represented by flows of the 1700 and 1955
eruption. The 1700 flows erupted from fissure zones along both the northern
and southern boundaries of the rift in the southern Puna District. The most
recent lavas at the aite erupted in 1955 from a discontinuous .!l! echelon
fissure system that longitudinally transects the project area. Flows from this
event covered the southern portion of the project site (Moore. 1981; Moore.
1986).
Surficial basalt flows of the type common in Hawaii are highly vesicular.
permeable and often fractured. The site area's subsurface is composed of
layers of these subaerial flows with intercalated layers of tuffaceous material
and minor soils to a depth of 1000 to 1800 feet below present sea level
~,
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(Slemmons et al .• 1981).
from subaerial lava flows
This is the approximate depth at which a transition
to submarine flows occurs. Submarine flows are more
dense than subaerial flows and exhibit pillow structures and fracture porosity.
Both types of basalt layers in the Puna subsurface profile have large com-
pressive strengths due to the high density of basalt (up to 2.7 grams per cubic
centimeter). interconnected fractures and vesicles. and lack of significant
soil development. Fluid within the pore spaces of these rocks plays an
insignificant role in overall substrata support.
Soils of the Keaukaha. Opihikao. and Malama series cover approximately
76 percent of the project site. while bare lava flows cover the remainder of
the site. The Keaukaha Soil Series is present in the western section. south-
west of Puu Honuaula. The soil is generally thin. ranges in depth up to 8
inches and overlays pahoehoe lava bedrock. It is very dark brown and mucky
with a moderate to fine subangular blocky structure. The soil is highly
permeable and strongly acidic. Runoff is minimal. and the erosion potential is
slight. The Opihikao Soil Series is the most predominant soil type found in
the western half of the site. Thick organic soils constitute this series.
which are permeable with a slight erosion potential. The upper 3 inches are
very dark brown. mucky. and friable with a medium to fine subangular blocky
structure. The soil overlies pahoehoe lava bedrock and is strongly acidic.
The Malama Soil Series extends across the center of the site to the northeast
of Puu Honuaula. It consists of well-drained. extremely stony organic soils.
ranging up to 1 foot in thickness and is underlain by aa lava flows. The upper
3 inches are very dark brown. contain extremely stony muck. and is underlain by
fragmental aa lava. Runoff is minimal and the erosion potential is slight
because the soil has a high permeability.
VOLCANIC AND SEISMIC CONDITIONS
Volcanically and/or tectonically active areas have associated levels of
risk to property and life. Kilauea Volcano (and its associated rift zone) is
one of the most seismically active areas in the world. The potential hazards
associated with volcanism and seismicity can be largely mitigated with proper
risk evaluation. planning. and structure design.
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The most significant potential hazards associated with the LERZ include
earthquakes. surface deformation. lava flows. eruptions and subsidence
associated with faulting. The zones of overall relative risk from volcanic
hazards were estimated and locations approximated relative to each of the five
volcanos by the U.S. Geological Survey (Figure 3-3). The project site lies
within an area that may be subject to high risk due to volcanic hazards
(Mullineaux and Peterson. 1974).
Earthquakes
Earthquake activity in the LERZ has been attributed to two distinct
mechanisms:
o Tectonically-related faulting such as that which has occurred in the
Hi1ina Fault Zone on the south flank of the ERZ.
o Volcanically-related movements which are common in the ERZ and are
especially concentrated in the northern middle ERZ and Kapoho areas.
The maximum historical magnitude for volcanically-related earthquakes on
the ERZ is about Ms ,. 6.0. This type of earthquake is caused by magma movement
in the shallow subsurface. Volcanically-related earthquakes represent the most
frequent activity within the ERZ. but are of generally lower magnitude than
tectonic earthquakes. High acceleration. displacement and velocity may occur
along the LERZ. but only with a few high-frequency movement cycles of short
duration (Slemmons et. a1 .• 1981). This type of motion is likely to cause only
minor structural damage to engineered structures (Slemmons et. a1 .• 1981).
The relief of stress and strain by tectonically-related faulting. such as
the type which occurs on the Hi1ina Fault System to the southwest of the site.
results in potentially higher magnitude earthquakes than volcanically-related
activity. The Hi1ina Fault Zone is the only prOXimal source of significant
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earthquake damage of this type. Movement along this fault resulted in the
Kalapaua earthquake of 1975 (Ms .. 7.2). Smaller earthqUakes occurred in 1954
(Ms = 6.5), in 1951 (Ms .. 6.5 and 6.9), in 1929 (Ms = 6.5) and in 1868
(magnitude unknown). A maximum credible earthquake of about Ms .. 6.75 with an
epicenter within 15 miles from the project site may occur within the next 40
year period and should be assumed for planning purposes (Slemmons et. al.,
1981). Little structural damage occurred associated with these historic
earthquakes and accelerations rarely exceeded 0.4g despite their relatively
large magnitudes. An acceleration of 0.22g was recorded at Hilo for the 1975
earthquake (Ms = 7.2). The magnitudes of earthquakes and resulting ground
motion which can be expected at the project site are well within the range that
can be mitigated through siting and appropriate design.
Surface Deformation
Surface deformation in the LERZ consists of ground swelling and horizontal
extension associated with magma intrusion. This determination is often accom-
panied by fissuring and possibly normal faulting. Available data suggest that
such deformation occurs prior to volcanic events including eruptions. magma
intrusion at depth. and renewed eruptions during lengthy phases of activity.
The broad arching. uplift and tilting that accompanies magma intrusion and
extrusive events is not o~ sufficient magnitude or acceleration to constitute a
significant hazard to property. Direct influence from fissuring and faulting
are the chief threats to property. Sixteen individual fissure systems have
been identified in the site area. The majority of these systems have formed sg
echelon fissures which are indiVidually straight and parallel to the rift.
There is an estimated 5 percent probability of damage to the primary structures
within a given 40-year period using calculations based on the average width of
the fissures (1 m), the width of the zone liable to fissuring (3.000 m), the
frequency of occurrence (1 in 40 yr), and the dimensions of the engineered
structure. Linear structures such as pipelines will have greater likelihood of
surface damage. There is an approximately 60 percent probability of a linear
fissure of average width 1 m intersecting a 2.000-foot length of pipeline
trending normal to the rift zone within the 40-year life of the project
•
.'
..
..
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(Slemmons et al., 1981). Engineering practices, design, emergency response
procedures and rapid repair of damaged areas will minimize any potential
impact. If imminent danger to pipeline or other engineered structures exists,
the facility can be shut down until the danger diminishes or until repairs are
effected.
Volcanic Eruptions
Potential volcanic hazards consist of lava flows and ash falls, splatter
falls, and their associated surface disruptions. Lava flows are of greatest
concern for engineering and siting purposes. The risk of the site being
overrun by lava from a vent located outside the project area is largely a
function of topography. Lava flows from vents or fissures located uprift of
the project site would most likely flow away from the site in the trough
between Puu Kiapu and Lava Tree State Park. Flow may be directed between Puu
Kiapu and Puu Pilau or Puulena Crater as shown on Figure 3-4 if ponding or
,
damming should occur. Review of historical eruptive events shows an average
lava thickness of approximately 18 feet with a range of 37 feet to a few feet
(Slemmons et. al., 1981). The project site is situated on relatively level
ground at an elevation of over 40 feet above the surrounding terrain. Lower-
lying structures including three wellpads and associated pipelines will be at
somewhat greater risk; engineered deflection berms and/or enclosed well heads
can be used to greatly mitigate this concern. If an imminent threat of lava
flow inundation of project facilities were to arise, production wells could be
shut in and the plant shut down while emergency response procedures were
enacted. Restriction or shutdown of surface access to the site from lava flow
incursion is extremely unlikely due to deflection and other early warning and
protective measures which would be utilized as part of the emergency response
plan. However, should surface access to the site be cut off by lava flow.
helicopter access would be employed to evacuate the main plant.
Hazards from eruptive vents or fissures which erupt in close proximity to
the project site include ash falls, other ejecta and surface rupture. There is
no instance in the historical record of a new eruptive fissure occurring over a
previously existing fissure. The 1955 eruption was the last to occur in the
site area and broke the ground surface at both ends of the Puu Honuaula chain
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of cones. outside the previous zone of weakness rather than within it. The PGV
power plant was sited on high ground between two prehistoric cones to minimize
the effects of potential volcanic eruption. Close coordination with the U.S.
Geological Survey and the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics will be maintained to
allow for possible early warning of eruptions and evaluation of preparatory
measures.
SUBSIDENCE
Subsidence due to geothermal fluid withdrawal is not a significant concern
in the LERZ. The zone at which geothermal fluid is withdrawn is composed of
dense pillow basalts with interconnecting fracture and vesicle porosity. This
rock type and the subareal flows above it are self-supportive. Fluid removal
from the pores and fractures of these rocks will not affect their compressive
strength. Reservoir formations with largely clays. sands or other sediment-
dominated media are where subsidence has occurred on the mainland due to fluid
removal. Removal of fluids from these formations lowers the mass volume of the
unit resulting in a loss of compressive strength.
Four natural causes of subsidence are generally identified and should be
addressed for the geothermal project:
o Settling of the island as a whole
o Downward movement of discrete blocks as a result of subsurface withdrawal
of magma
o Relative downward and outward slumping of discrete blocks along the margins
of the islands
o Local small-scale collapse of lava tubes.
Subsidence on a regional scale has been estimated to occur at a rate of
approximately one foot per century. This type of subsidence does not signi-
ficantly affect either lives or property and will pose little threat to the
project site.
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Settling of blocks because of magma withdrawal occurs in and near calderas
and along rift zones. The maximum likely subsidence which could occur in the
site area over the expected life of the project is on the order of a few feet.
Subsidence related to magma withdrawal in the site area would likely happen in
elongated blocks approximately parallel to the trend of the rift. Subsidence
blocks are commonly bounded by faults that reach the surface.
The expected potential downward movement of the site area. on the order of
a few feet due to magma withdrawal. will be accounted for in construction
design. Plant and wellfield design will follow the specified Uniform Building
Code. National Building Standards. and seismic zone specifications. Critical
power plant structures will be built to Seismic Zone 4 specifications. which
are greater than that required by the State of Hawaii. Any damage resulting
from significant subsidence or differential subsidence related to magma
withdrawal would be addressed and corrected in a timely. efficient and
professional manner.
Relative subsidence due to slumping of blocks occurs along the coastal
margin of the island where discrete normal. listric faulting associated with
magma intrusion occurs. and steep. unstable. natural or constructional slopes
occur.
Neither of these two situations exists in the vicinity of the project site.
The closest significant slump block occurs approximately 10 to 15 miles
southwest of the site along the Hiliua Fault Zone.
Lava tubes occur sporadically on the Island of Hawaii. These tubes are
small and random and should not pose a significant threat to the operation and
safety of the geothermal project. Other hazards. such as falling rock frag-
ments. volcanic fumes. and Tsunamis. are much less serious and pose little
threat to the project site.
"
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3.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
The primary geological impacts on the project site consist of two types:
construction impacts and operation impacts. Construction impacts are impacts
on the topography. surface geology. and soils associated with earthwork and
excavation activities during the clearing and construction phase. Operation
impacts are ground changes related to wellfield production and injection
activity.
CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS
Grading. grubbing. and stockpiling of soil. cinders. and rock will be
required at the project site to support the planned activities. These
alterations could change surface drainage. The impact will be minimal since
the ground alterations planned are limited in scope and ground percolation
rates are high.
Removal and disruption of soils during clearing and construction could
result in changes to the soil structure. density. and moisture content. These
changes could potentially increase erosion and alter groundwater percolation
rates and vegetative support. These effects are considered negligible at the
project site because the soils are poorly developed. generally have rapid
percolation rates. and are not very susceptible to erosion.
OPERATION IMPACTS
Experience with geothermal developments worldwide shows that. in certain
regions. a relationship exists between geothermal wellfield development and
increased seismicity and subsidence. Increased seismicity is of magnitudes
less than 4.0 on the Richter scale when it does occur coincident with geo-
thermal development. Such levels of seismicity are minor events compared to
the November 1976 earthquake (Ms = 7.2). the largest in recorded history in the
southern Puna District. No damage was reported in the Pahoa and Kapoho areas
as a result of this earthquake. Seismic events. which are caused by changes in
the hydrologic and tectonic balance in and around the geothermal reservoir. are
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not of a sufficient magnitude to cause significant surface damage. Seismic
effects are not considered a significant environmental concern for this
project.
Subsidence due to geothermal production is not expected in the project area
because the dense. basaltic lava flows and dikes that make up the rock of the
geothermal reservoir are self-supporting and because the reservoir is located
at depths greater than 4000 feet.
3.3 PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES
Grading activities during construction will cause minor surface changes
within the project site. These activities will be kept to a minimum. in order
to maintain natural topography. Construction vehicles will be limited to those
areas under development to minimize soil disturbance. On-site materials will
be used for fill to reduce the need for imported construction materials when
possible. Excess earth unsuitable for use in construction will be stockpiled
and stabilized according to building regulations to avoid any increased erosion
potential. The planned surface changes will not result in significant impacts.
Fluid pipelines have the greatest vulnerability to disruption from geologic
hazards. Judicious and timely on-site field evaluations are required to
minimize wellfield disruptions and environmental impacts. Shutdown of the
wells and power plant will take place under extreme conditions. Wellfield
damage will be repaired in the shortest period of time possible. Close
coordination is planned between the Hawaii Volcano Observatory (U.S. Geological
Survey) and the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics to further reduce risks and
ensure timely warnings of impending geologic hazards.
EARTHqUAKES
Abatement of potential earthquake damage is primarily achieved through
proper design of the engineered structures. The maximum predicted acceleration
due to ground movement is 0.4g (at 4 Hz). Critical structures will be designed
to withstand movement of this magnitude plUS a 10 percent safety factor.
II;
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Critical equipment will be designed to Seismic Zone 4 requirements. Zone 4 is
the highest seismic level and exceeds the State of Hawaii Zone 3 requirements.
The turbine will be automatically shut down until evaluation of the cause can
be obtained if abnormal vibrations occur within the turbine generator system.
SURFACE DEFORMATION
Broad ground movements associated with magma intrusion do not pose a
significant threat to property or life. Fissuring or faulting, as they occur
within the LERZ, are commonly ~ echelon and parallel to the rift axis. The
estimated probability of a ground rupture affecting the building structures at
the PGV site is estimated at 5 percent over a 40-year period. The probability
of ground rupture affecting piping, especially longer segments oriented
perpendicular to the trend of the rift zone, is higher than that of primary
structures. Several factors combine to mitigate any threat of damage to
pipelines: Pipelines are built to withstand a wide range of thermal expansion
resulting in a large element of built-in flex; pipelines and other structures
will be built to strict seismic standards of safety; pipelines will be designed
to accommodate projected average fissure widths as defined by Slemmons et al.
(1981) with no damage. Should any sudden seismic event exceed piping design
allowances and result in damage, emergency response procedures would include
shutdown and depressurization of affected pipelines within one hour. Repairs
will be conducted in a timely and efficient manner whenever needed. The plant
can be shut down while an evaluation of the damage is made and repairs are
effected if damage is found to be a serious threat to either life or property.
VOLCANIC ERUPTION
Abatement measures which will be used to minimize volcanic hazards include:
o Major facility structures located on elevated ground in a previous zone of
weakness
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o Wellheads placed in cellars that can be filled with cinders in the event of
a lava flow
o Deflection barriers constructed around the wellpads and pipelines
o Close and continued coordination with the U.S. Geological Survey and the
Hawaii Institute of Geophysics to ensure early warning of impending
volcanic activities
..'
SUBSIDENCE
The dense. basaltic lava flows and dikes that make up the substrata of the
geothermal reservoir are self-supporting; the top of the reservoir is nominally
at a 4.000-foot depth. These factors make subsidence due to geothermal produc-
tion highly unlikely. Natural subsidence will be largely abated by proper
design to include Seismic Zone 4 standards. and construction and building
orientation. Power plant design will provide for leveling correction of the
turbine and adequate end thrust bearings to further mitigate uneven and
moderate ground movement.
..
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Section 4
This section discusses surface and subsurface hydrology, as well as the
injection impacts on shallow and deep aquifer systems. The material provided
in this section identifies the potential effects that the PGV operation may
have on groundwater.
4.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
The Puna geothermal reservoir is ,located in the southeastern portion of the
Island of Hawaii within the Lower East Rift Zone (LERZ) of Kilauea Volcano.
The area is characterized by vesicular. young subaerial basalt lava flows and
high annual rainfall. The very high permeability of the lava flows allow rapid
percolation of almost all the precipitation into the subsurface.
The typical occurrence of groundwater in the Hawaiian Islands follows the
Ghyben-Herzberg principle where a lens of fresh (basal) water floats on, and
displaces. denser saltwater. This lens of basal water progressively thickens
from the coast to the center of the island. Rift zones of Hawaiian volcanos
impose two major modifications on the Ghyben-Herzberg principle. First, the
abundant faults and dikes within the rift zone result in basal water occurring
at higher elevations and to greater depths than otherwise predicted. Second.
the strong structural grain imposed by rifts and the impermeable nature of the
associated dikes causes groundwater. both upgradient and within the rift, to
flow primarily parallel to it. These conditions occur in the vicinity of the
project site in the LERZ.
The geothermal reservoir is largely separated from overlying strata and
groundwater by a 1500 foot thick. relatively impermeable seal. Some leakage of
fluids from the Puna geothermal reservoir into the overlying shallow and
intermediate depth groundwater aquifer system is documented. Consequently, the
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high volume of fresh water that should exist within this aquifer has been
chemically and thermally altered by the geothermal fluid leakage. As a result
of this leakage. no fresh water is present within the immediate project site
region.
Reinjection of the brine into the reservoir has the benefit of replacing
reservoir liquid supply and assisting in effective heat extraction. The brine
reinjection process should extend the life of the producible reservoir.
Process fluids reinjection into the reservoir has the advantage of avoiding
potential hydrogen sulfide (H2S) air quality impacts. Reinjection will not
impact any fresh drinking water sources both because there is no geothermally-
unaffected groundwater in the project site area and because the relatively
small volume of process fluids and brine are being returned to the same
environment from which they were taken.
SURFACE GEOTHERMAL MANIFESTATIONS
The reservoir is believed to be maintained by very high heat flow within
the rift generated by partially or fully penetrating dikes and possibly by
localized secondary magma chambers. This heat process is made more efficient
by the overlaying seal that inhibits significant venting. The reservoir is
confined to the rift. except where faults and/or fractures allow lateral exten-
sion into nonrift areas. Where the overlying relatively impermeable seal is
locally broken by faulting or fracturing. leakage of geothermal fluids to areas
above the reservoir occurs. A cross section of the geothermal reservoir is
shown on Figure 4-1.
Tremendous heat flux is generated by the rift zone environment; never-
theless. no mar~ed geothermal surface manifestations (e.g .• Yellowstone type)
are present in the LERZ. Several hot springs discharging along the southeastern
Puna coast appear to be related to geothermal leakage in the rift.
'it..
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Figure 4-1 CONCEPTUAL L RESERVOIRGEOTHERMAOF THE PUNAMODEL
Isolated steam vents that exist within the rift are more closely related to
recently active fissures. The lack of surface manifestations of the geothermal
reservoir is attributed to the relatively impermeable seal above the reservoir
and a vigorous, high volume, cool groundwater system which "hydraulically
masks" the geothermal reservoir.
FLUIDS INJECTION
The project's wellfield development plan provides for the subsurface
disposal of geothermal brine and process fluids (noncondensable gas dissolved
into steam condensate) through reinjection into the geothermal reservoir.
This procedure is a virtually closed system whereby the majority ,of extracted
geothermal fluids are returned to the geothermal reservoir beneath the rela-
tively impermeable seal. Reinjection of fluids into the subsurface is a well-
established practice in the geothermal and oil-gas industry throughout the
world. Hydrogen sulfide and other gas abatement through absorption and
injection is being utilized or has been demonstrated in a number of geothermal
fields. Readily available technology will be utilized in the PGV project.
Geothermal brine and process fluids (i.e., noncondensable gases dissolved under
pressure into cooling tower water) will be separately reinjected into the
geothermal reservoir below the seal. Reinjection of geothermal brine into the
reservoir should help to conserve the reservoir's heat and water balance,
thereby prolonging the life of the geothermal resource. Reinjection of process
fluids should eliminate otherwise potential environmental concerns such as air
emissions of hydrogen sulfide or the handling of treatment chemicals. The
groundwater aquifer system that overlies the reservoir will not be further
impacted by the injection process because of the relatively impermeable seal
that separates the two, the relatively small volume of injectate. and because
the aquifer system is already degraded by natural leakage (Figure 4-1).
..
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SURFACE HYDROLOGY
No known surface drainage (runoff) exists in the FeV site area. The only
standing body of water known to exist in the Puna area is Green Lake near
Kapoho. The unweathered. highly permeable lavas and well-drained soils that
comprise the site region allow much of the high volume of rainfall to percolate
to the water table. The surface runoff that occurs elsewhere on the Island of
Hawaii fluctuates considerably with variations in rainfall. The largest
streams are located on the northeast (windward) side of the island in areas of
high rainfall. These areas are often underlain by cemented tuff units which
inhibit downward percolation of rainwater.
GROUNDWATER HYDROLOGY
Due to the lack of surface runoff in the site area. a large percentage of
rainwater is available f~r recharge to the aquifer system. Rainwater perco-
lates readily through the highly permeable overlaying rock and reaches the
water table which is located at a depth of approximately 600 feet below ground
surface. An average of about 120 inches of precipitation falls annually at the
site. resulting in a rec~arge rate of 5.080 acre-ft/yr/mi2. Recharge loss due
to evapo-transpiration is estimated to be about 30 inches. leaving about 4.440
acre-ft/yr/mi2 to infiltrate to groundwater (Weiss Associates. 1983).
Regional Groundwater Occurrence
Based on occurrence. groundwater aquifers on the Island of Hawaii fall into
three general categories:
1. Basal (fresh) water floating on salt water (Ghyben-Herzberg lens)
2. Water perched on relatively impervious soil or rock formations
3. Water confined by dikes
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The majority of the groundwater aquifers outside the ERZ follows the
Ghyben-Herzberg model of fresh water (from rain recharge) floating on denser
salt water (ocean water). This model. shown on Figure 4-2. approximates many
island aquifer systems throughout the world. The general principle on which
the model is based states that the elevation of the fresh water table (termed
"basal water") above Mean Sea Level is 1/41 of the total thickness of the fresh
water aquifer. Groundwater wells in the Pahoa area draw from high-quality
basal water that fits this model. Water levels in these wells are approxi-
mately 15 feet above MSL. which suggest a total aquifer thickness using the
Ghyben-Herzberg principle of 615 feet in the Pahoa vicinity north of the LERZ.
The Puna District. except for the area within the East Rift Zone (ERZ). is
underlain by predominantly basal water.
Recharge waters can accumulate as perched aquifers of varying significance
where impermeable or semi-permeable layers (usually ash or other tuff units)
are encountered above the main groundwater aquifer. Where these layers inter-
cept cliffs or sea walls. waterfalls can occur as is found at Waipio Bay.
Perched aquifers are virtually unknown in the Puna area and are considered to
be of only minor significance as a source of usable groundwater. An ash
formation occurs in the vicinity of Kapoho Crater where the only standing body"
of water (Green Lake) is found. This ash formation forms a perched aquifer
system which partially feeds a drinking water well at Kapoho Crater.
Groundwater within the ERZ is affected by the dike system that character-
izes this rift feature (Figure 4-2). Groundwater affected by the dike system
is at generally higher elevations than the basal water outside the ERZ. The
individual dikes of the ERZ act as relatively impermeable barriers to trans-
verse water migration and cause the dominant flow direction to be parallel to
the rift. These conditions have resulted in a groundwater aquifer system that
does not follow the Ghyben-Herzberg model. The composition of fluids within
the geothermal reservoir,in the PGV project area represents much fresher water
than would be predicted by the Ghyben-Herzberg principle. Fresher water occurs
at depths far greater than predicted by the Ghyben-Herzberg principle. Ground-
water to the north of the rift zone is at somewhat higher elevations than
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A. Schematic cross-section from the rift zone of Mauna Kea through the East Rift Zone of Kilauea showing the
distribution of fresh water and salt water (modified after Stearns and Macdonald, 19461. Two types of ground
water occurances are illustrated: dikecontroled and basal water within and outside the rift zone, respectively.
Only two water chemical categories are shown.
B. The Ghyben-Herzberg Principle showing the lens of fresh (basal) water floating on salt water Imodified after
Stearns, 1966).
Figure4-2 GENERALIZED MODEL OF THE GEOHYDROLOGIC SETTING OF THE
EAST RIFT ZONE
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elsewhere outside of the rift zone. suggesting that the rift may be producing a
damming effect. Water quality data across the rift also suggest that ground-
water circulation is restricted. The dike-confined groundwater within the LERZ
eventually discharges to the basal supply outside of the rift through faults
and/or fractures.
Regional Water quality
The chemistry of Hawaiian groundwater varies greatly with location.
Although the surrounding sea significantly influences shoreline groundwater
chemistry. inland groundwater quality is controlled by aquifer type. soil
cover. surface land usage and recharge-discharge rates (Imada. 1984). On the
Island of Hawaii. the high net groundwater recharge and basal discharge to the
ocean result in minimal rock/water interaction and a further seaward seawater/-
fresh water interface than would otherwise be expected.
The density difference between fresh and salt water allows migrating fresh
groundwater to float on salt water. However, tidal fluctuations and other head
variations tend to create a zone of mixing near the interface which results in
a transition zone between fresh and saline water. These conditions add to
variations in TDS concentrations of the groundwater with location and depth.
Groundwater quality. inland from shore areas (mixing zones) and away from
areas of geothermal influence. is generally very good on the Big Island. Wells
in the Pahoa area have been producing high quantities of excellent quality
drinking water for many years.
Local Groundwater Occurrence
j."
•
...
The mechanisms controlling groundwater occurrence in the Puna area are more
complex than the Island as a whole. Groundwater resources in this area occur
in both dike-confined and unconfined aquifers. Dike-confined aquifers are
aquifers that are highly influenced by proximal dikes: either in water table "
elevation, flow direction. or both.
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The dikes within the LERZ control the water table elevations. flow
direction. and to some extent. the quality of groundwater at the PGV site area.
The main aquifer beneath the site area occurs at a depth of approximately 600
feet below grade. Groundwater within the LERZ flows roughly parallel to the
rift to the northeast. except where structural leakage of this water to the
southeast occurs. According to lmada (1984). groundwater to the south of the
LERZ flows at relatively high velocities to the south. Groundwater to the
north of the rift (i.e .• the Pahoa area) flows sub-parallel to the rift to the
northeast. Generally. flow occurs perpendicular to topographic contours.
except where dikes and faults within the rift affect flow.
The permeable nature of the rocks containing the aquifers in the LERZ area.
coupled with high recharge rates. results in high groundwater flow velocities.
The volume of water that is contained in. and moves through. the local aquifer
system (depths of 600-2.500 feet). is extremely large. Mean groundwater
residence time within the LERZ. shown by oxygen and hydrogen isotope concen-
trations (~180 and 3H [tritium]. respectively) is on the order of a few years
(Kroopnick et. al .• 1978). This short residence time coupled with high annual
rainfall confirms the existence of a vigorous groundwater flow system. The
volume and dynamic nature of this aquifer system. along with the natural
chemical makeup of the water. are important factors in evaluating any impact
that a reinjection process may have on the system.
The only known exception to high aquifer permeabilities in the LERZ is
found near Kapoho Crater. The flow velocities which exist within the ash layer
of this area are certainly much less than surrounding rock types. Evidence
suggests that. due to the high groundwater table in this area (which exists
primarily because of the low topographic elevation of this portion of the
LERZ). volcanic eruptions and/or lava flows were more water-influenced at the
time of this ash formation. This factor produced more explosive eruptions in
the area due to expanding gases and. therefore. more fine-grained. tuffaceous
material fell on the paleolandscape. One well (Kapoho shaft) produces water
from the aqUifer in this vicinity. This well probably draws water from both
the tuffaceous rock (that which Green Lake is "perched" upon) and the
surrounding. more permeable aquifer.
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Local Groundwater Quality
The ERZ acts as a divide for groundwater salinity. Chloride concentrations
north of the ERZ are relatively low, while concentrations greater than 1000
parts per million (ppm) are common within, and south of. the ERZ (Davis and
Yamanaga. 1968).
Cox and Thomas (1979) conducted a chemical review of approximately 400
groundwater samples in the State of Hawaii and have determined three parameters
which define the chemical and temperature characteristics of geothermal water
(groundwater affected by geothermal influences): temperature in excess of
840F; chloride to magnesium (Cl/Mg) ratios greater than, or equal to, 15; and
silica content exceeding 30.85 mg/l depending on locality. Groundwater data
for samples collected from various deptha in the LERZ region generally show
that TDS and temperature increase significantly with depth in the aquifer
system. TDS and temperature values for samples collected from deptha of about
2000 feet (eg., at the HGP-A well) were found to be approximately three times
higher than for samples collected near the water table at depths of about 600
feet (eg., at the KS-l well). This depth relationship is expected. given that
the source of the chemical and thermal contamination is located directly below
the groundwater aquifer.
Iovenitti (1986) classified groundwater near the top of the aquifer system
in the southeastern portion of the Island of Hawaii into three types:
geothermal, fresh and mixed (Figure 4-2) on the basis of more conservative
temperature and chemical criteria than those proposed by Cox and Thomas (1979).
Geothermal groundwater is defined as having two of the following three
characteristics: a total dissolved solids content equal to or greater than
2.000 mg/l; a temperature equal to, or exceeding, l00oF; and/or (Cl/Mg) ratio
in excess of 15. The Federal maximum tolerance limit for TDS in drinking water
is 1000 ppm. while 500 ppm is the recommended level. The term "geothermal
water" was chosen because of the profound effect that leaking geothermal fluid
has had on the chemistry of this water. Fresh groundwater is defined as having
two of the following three characteristics: a total dissolved solids content
..
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of 600 mg/l or less. temperature not greater than 84oF. and/or a (Cl/Mg) ratio
less than 16. Mixed groundwater is defined on the basis of location and has
characteristics intermediate to fresh and geothermal groundwater.
As shown on Figure 4-3. geothermal groundwater is encountered in the
vicinity and downgradient of the major structural break of the LERZ (transverse
fault). Sampled groundwater in the area was found to have temperatures ranging
from 100 to 199oF. Cl/Mg ratios of 18 to 3200. silica content of 24 to 106 ppm.
and TDS concentrations of 762 to 11.700 ppm. This chemical signature is un-
doubtedly caused by leakage of geothermal fluid from the reservoir below.
Figure 4-1 shows the relationship of the geothermal reservoir to the overlying
"cap" rock and aquifer system. Leakage occurs where faulting allows geothermal
fluids. which are under great temperature and pressure. to escape through the
impermeable seal. Upward leakage of geothermal fluid into the shallow sub-
surface is most likely occurring along the transverse fault as shown on Figure
4-3. The upwelling fluid migrates laterally following the topography to the
sea as it reaches shallower depths. Two plumes of geothermal groundwater have
been identified. One plume flows parallel to the rift. progressively interac-
ting with meteoric water recharge (from rainfall) to form the mixed groundwater
region at Kapoho Crater. The other plume. being unconfined by the structures
of the rift. forms a relatively broad plume discharging as warm springs and
seeps along a portion of the southern Puna coast.
The only "fresh" water known to occur in the LERZ area depicted on Figure
4-3 is found north of the LERZ (recharged from the Mauna Loa area) and south of
the rift in an area southwest of the project site. Fresh water is the only
groundwater type considered suitable for human consumption based on temperature
and chemistry.
The fresh water occurrences are either outside the rift zone or upgradient
from the transverse structural break area. All groundwater areas within the
rift or downgradient to the south of the transverse break are geothermally
affected.
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Mixed groundwater is located within the rift zone near Kapoho Crater. This
water type lies hydrologically downgradient of the upwelling geothermal fluids
and is quite possibly a mixture of fresh (possibly recharge from Green Lake).
geothermal and sea water. Water from the Kapoho shaft near Green Lake contains
elevated TDS concentrations (of the calcium magnesium sodium bicarbonate type)
without the temperature signature evident further up-rift. The high bicar-
bonate nature of the water is reported by Imada (1984) to be of volcanic
origin. This water approaches the low-quality end of drinkable water and is
considered of limited use. Continued pumping in this area will probably draw
increasingly from the seawater and geothermally altered water which surrounds
Kapoho Crater.
4.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS
No surface water drainages exist at the site: however. clearing and
construction activities may create minor surface water drainage. These
activities are not expected to affect the occurrence of groundwater.
Minor spills of oil. gasoline. and other materials may occur during routine
clearing and construction. Procedures will be implemented to minimize such
accidental spills. and mitigation measures will be established.
Drilling fluids ("mud") will consist of a nontoxic mixture of fresh water.
bentonite and sepiolite clays. biodegradable detergents. and special additives
used to control pH. viscosity. flocculation and foaming. These nontoxic
drilling fluids will be discharged to unlined sumps under normal drilling
operations and will percolate into the groundwater. In addition. some loss of
drilling fluid in the subsurface during drilling is expected. Toxicity tests
of drilling fluids previously placed in the Wellpad A sump show no EPA-defined
toxicity levels. Arsenic. lead and mercury were among the metals measured in
these 1985 tests. Neither wellbore fluid losses while drilling or drilling
sump residues are expected to approach toxic levels or to contaminate the
existing geothermally-contaminated groundwater in the project area.
-
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Geothermal brines will be discharged to a rock muffler at the test site
during well flow testing. The rock muffler will discharge to an unlined sump
and the brines will percolate into the most shallow, naturally-degraded ground-
water. The small volume of geothermal brine relative to the very large volume
of existing degraded groundwater will result in an insignificant impact.
Geothermal reservoir fluids will be precluded from migrating into the
overlying groundwater system by sealing the wellbore with casing and cement
before drilling into the geothermal reservoir. Casing design requirements,
casing materials, and cementing operations and procedures established for
geothermal wells will be used on this project (Nicholson, 1984 a, b, c).
Drilling permit requirements will be stringently enforced and maintained.
PGV is very interested in obtaining background information pertaining to
underlying formations and water quality. Well drilling logs are required by
the State of Hawaii,during drilling. These logs will include such items as the
composition of the "mud", well bore resistivity, drilling rates and speeds. It
is anticipated that a compilation and analysis of the data will assist in
further characterizing the "groundwater zone." In addition, water semples will
be collected at the water table and analyzed to determine chemical and physical
characteristics.
OPERATION IMPACTS
The power plant. production wells. brine injection well, and process fluid
well operation will not impact surface hydrology. They are cased in steel and
cemented throughout the more shallow, unproductive depths.
The power plant and production well operations will have minimal impact on
site groundwater. Operation of the geothermal wellfield will include the
reinjection of fluids consisting of brine and process fluids. The geothermal
brine and process fluids will be returned to the geothermal reservoir from
which they came by reinjection below the 4,OOO-foot level and will not be
expected to have an impact on groundwater (Figure 4-1).
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The relatively small volume of brine being reinjected into the geothermal
reservoir is expected to be reheated quickly by the high temperatures pre-
vailing in the reservoir environment. This process will help to prolong the
life of the project by resupplying some of the finite resource. Brine
reinjection will have an insignificant impact on leakage of geothermal fluids
to the overlying groundwater aquifer(s).
The noncondensable gases. consisting primarily of CO2 and H2S. will be
combined with the clean blowdown water in an absorption vessel at a pressure of
about 200 pounds per square inch (psi). This pressure is required for the H2S
and CO2 to dissolve into the blowdown water and remain in solution. The
calculated compressive force which will exist at the minimum reinjection depth
(4.000 feet) is 1.600 psi. These engineered and calculated values show that
all but trace amounts of the H2S and CO2 gases. once combined and dissolved in
the blowdown water. will be in solution with the blowdown water and will remain
in solution after being reinjected into the geothermal reservoir. If bubbling
of the gases occur within the reservoir. the great depth. overlying impermeable
seal. and high iron content of the host rock will help to ensure that no
harmful gas (i.e .• H2S) reaches the surface.
Silica precipitation is a potential concern in any system which handles
brines containing high concentrations of silica and dissolved salts. There are
three main factors which will be used to minimize silica precipitation from the
brine in the piping and reservoir of the project site:
o Maintain a relatively high temperature in the brine (>3oooF) .
o Minimize above-ground residence time (less than one hour).
o Use conservative assumptions for silica concentration (1600 ppm) .
r.
.'
Past testing has shown that if temperature is maintained and above-ground
residence time is kept to a minimum. even when supersaturating conditions are
present. no appreciable silica precipitation occurs. Silica precipitation in
the geothermal reservoir should not pose a significant threat due to the very ~
high temperature of the reservoir environment (600oF). However. should silica
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precipitation threaten the efficiency of the injection process. alternate
injection well siting or above-ground treatment methods would be employed.
Aboveground treatment may include dilution. chemical treatment or the utili-
zation of a straining system while maintaining high temperature and short
residence time. The subject of silica precipitation kinetics is difficult to
assess without extensive field tests. A period of close chemical. physical.
and efficiency monitoring will follow initial start-up of the injection
process.
Kindle. et a1. (1984) have developed methodology to calculate silica
precipitation rates (scaling) in above-ground piping. Using these methods to
calculate potential silica scaling rates at the Puna site suggests that a
maximum build up of about 2 mm!yr could occur. An allowance for this buildup
will be provided for and mitigated through appropriate piping design. Should
silica scaling progress to the point of significantly restricting piping
diameters. pipes would be cleaned periodicall~ by chemical or mechanical means.
The total volume of the process fluids injectate will be approximately 240
gallons per minute. This small volume should be insignificant when combined by
reinjection with the high volume of the reservoir fluids. In the event that a
malfunction occurs or a determination is made to temporarily stop process
fluids reinjection. the process fluids will be rerouted to a surface abatement
system.
No fresh water exists beneath. or downgradient of. the project site.
A petition to amend the Underground Injection Control (UIC) line was
submitted on June 10. 1986. to the Hawaii State Department of Health (DOH).
This amendment proposes to move the UIC line to the north of the LERZ. thereby
reclassifying the geothermally affected aquifers beneath. and downgradient of.
the site as exempt and non-underground sources of drinking water (USDW). The
evidence presented in this EIS is based. in part. on the petition. Underground
injection is regulated by Chapter 340E in the Hawaii Revised Statutes; Title
11. Chapter 23 of the DOH Administrative Rules; and by Federal standards
contained in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR; 40 CFR 122 and 146). A
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public hearing on the UIC permit will be held once appropriate data have been
filed. Processing time needed for permit approval is estimated at 6-9 months.
UIC permits are granted for 5 year terms and are continuously enforced and
monitored.
The closest source of groundwater currently providing limited use is near
Kapoho Crater in the LERZ. The following factors minimize the risk of
impacting on the groundwater in the Kapoho area:
o The intended depth of process fluid reinjection and natural abatement of
H2S by the iron (Fe) containing water and substrata
o The indicated groundwater dispersion pattern which directs large amounts of
groundwater to the south
o The three-mile distance between the project site and the Kapoho Shaft
o The insignificant impact that reinjection should produce in the site area
o The overlying relatively impermeable seal which restricts upward migration
of fluids within the geothermal reservoir
•
o The relatively small volume of injectate compound to the fluids naturally
existing within the reservoir and the "closed system" nature of the "
extraction and reinjection process
4.3 PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES
CONSTRUCTION
Clearing and construction activities will be limited and are not expected
to significantly affect surface drainage or erosion. Facility construction is
not anticipated to have any adverse effects on the surface hydrology.
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No adverse impacts on groundwater quality are expected to occur during
drilling. Nevertheless. the geothermal wells will be drilled according to
stringent Federal and State regulations designed to prevent discharge of
reservoir fluid. The wells will be cased and cemented at multiple depths
during drilling operations to prevent produced reservoir fluid from escaping
into the groundwater. Geothermal fluids tapped at lower depths will be
prevented from migrating upward in the we11bore by carefully controlling the
weight of the drilling fluid.
Precautions will be taken during storage and handling of petroleum and
chemicals to avoid accidental spills. Any accidental spill will be contained
and cleaned up immediately in accordance with site emergency preparedness
plans.
OPERATION
No adverse impacts are anticipated on surface or groundwater hydrology
during operation of the plant. Accepted procedures will be followed by all
maintenance. operating. testing. and management personnel during operation of
the geothermal wells. Strict adherence to geothermal development regulations.
including State of Hawaii Department of Health and Department of Land and
Natural Resources regulations. as well as permit conditions for design and
operation of production and injection wells will be maintained. Injection
wells will be monitored for operating parameters including pressure.
temperature. flow rate, annulus pressure. and chemistry of injectate. This
monitoring procedure will provide information on the efficiency of the
injection process as well as early warning in the event of a malfunction or
change in reservoir parameters.
Geothermal brines and process fluids will be reinjected back into the
geothermal reservoir system from which they were extracted. The relatively
small volume of injectate. the extreme depth of reinjection (greater than 4,000
feet). the existence of a relatively impermeable seal above the reservoir, and
the conservative nature of the reinjection process should result in no negative
impact. A petition for movement of the UIe line northward of the LERZ has been
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submitted and is being considered by the appropriate regulatory agencies.
Strict underground reinjection control regulations and guidelines will be
followed during construction and operation of the reinjection program.
DECOMMISSIONING
No impacts on surface or groundwater hydrology from power plant and
wellfield decommissioning are expected. Therefore. no mitigation measures will
be necessary. Geothermal wells will be abandoned and plugged in accordance
with regulatory requirements.
.,
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Section 6
The regional climate. site meteorology and baseline air quality in and
around the Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV) project site are described in this
section. Air emissions are controlled through a total reinjection concept to
minimize release of the hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and ~otal suspended particulates
(TSP) and tra~e elements from the facility.
The noncondensable gases are retained in an essentially closed loop system
and reinjected into the geothermal reservoir. These noncondensable gases are a
component of the geothermally produced fluid which separates from the brine and
flows through the power plant with the steam. The gases are evacuated from the
steam condenser • dissolved into the cooling tower blowdown in a contact
absorber, and subsequently reinjected back into the geothermal reservoir with
the process fluids. The major source of potential H2S emissions during normal
operation of the PGV Plant is the small fraction that may remain in solution
with the steam condensate. This H2S fraction may be released to the atmosphere
at the cooling tower. Total H2S emissions from the project are anticipated to
be at or below 4 Ib/hr. This quantity is less than one-half of the proposed
State H2S limit from a geothermal facility of this size. Short duration
release of noncondensable gases will occur during well testing, steam stacking.
and well venting. as well as from a rupture disk event.
5.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
REGIONAL CLIMATE
The Hawaiian Islands lie within the trade winds belt. The trade winds
(trades) are an outflow of air from the central North Pacific high pressure
region located generally to the north and east of the Hawaiian Island chain.
The trades flow is generally from the northeast on the island of Hawaii. The
Pacific High moves north and south with the sun; in summer, it is at its
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northernmost position and brings the heart of the trades directly across the
island. The local ruggedness of the terrain results in markedly different wind
flow patterns and local climates on the island.
The trades are prevalent 80 to 95 percent of the time in summer (May
through September). The trades are more northerly and are prevalent 50 to 80
percent of the time in average monthly values from October through April
(Ruffner. 1985). The trades exert a dominant influence on the general climate
of the Islands. Clear skies are rare on the east coast of Hawaii. as clouds
frequently form on the upslope sides of the mountains. The sky at Hilo is
clear from sunrise to sunset an average of 34 days per year. partly cloudy 128
days per year. and cloudy 203 days per year. Showers are frequent. varying
from sudden sprinkles to heavy downpours. The trades are generally constant
movements of mild marine air and the range of diurnal temperature change is
narrow. The days are approximately the same length throughout the year because
of the 21 degrees north latitude.
Major storms occur in Hawaii most frequently between October and March.
bringing heavy rains that are sometimes accompanied by high winds. The storms
may be generated by the passage of cold fronts moving to the east or southeast
or by low pressure regions of warm. moist air that produce clouds and
torrential rains.
Other smaller local air movements also occur and range in scale from a few
to many square kilometers. These movements are most commonly found on lands to
the south and west of the mountains in their aerodynamic shadow. The topo-
graphy is important in determining these local wind occurrences. Some of these
air flows occur diurnally and are either upslope/downslope flows or onshoreI
offshore flows. Both flows are driven by radiative thermal gradients.
The site of the PGV project is about 21 miles from Hilo. Hawaii. Long-term
climatic data are available from the National Weather Service (HWS) station at
General Lyman Field (Hilo Airport). Table 5-1. shows the climate normals.
means. and extremes for the Hilo Airport HWS data which are generally
comparable to actual measurements of meteorological conditions at the PGV site.
..
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TABLE 5-1
REGIONAL CLIMATE NORMALS, MEANS, AND EXTREMES
(SOURCE: RUFFNER, 1985)
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Temperature
oThe difference between the normal monthly mean temperature of 75.9 F for
othe warmest month. August. and 71.2 F for the coolest month, February.
illustrates the steadiness of the climate. The difference is a small annual
mean variation of 4.7oF. The record high temperature of 940F was recorded in
. 0
May 1966. while the record low temperature of 53 F was recorded in February
1962.
Precipitation
Precipitation is a function of elevation above mean sea level (MSL). The
average annual rainfall for the 1951 to 1980 base period at Hilo Airport was
128.2 inches. The mean annual rainfall can exceed 200 inches in the mountains.
The mean annual rainfall at the PGV project site was estimated to be 120 inches
for the 1931 to 1955 base period (RUffner, 1985).
Nearly 70 percent of the rain for the 1951 to 1980 base period at Hilo
Airport occurred during the cooler months (October through April). the Hoo-Ilo
season. Temperatures are slightly cooler during the Hoo-Ilo season when the
sun is in the south and the trades are less steady and more frequently
interrupted by stormy periods. The maximum monthly rainfall was 50.82 inches
in December 1954. The minimum monthly rainfall was 0.28 inches in December
1980. The maximUIII 24-hour rainfall was 22.3 inches in February 1979. No
occurrences of snow or sleet have been recorded at lower elevations.
Winds
Winds at Hilo average 7.1 mph. with a mean maximUIII month (February) average
of 7.7 mph and a mean minimUIII month (October) average of 6.6 mph. The annual
resultant direction of the winds is from the west-southwest. Monthly
directions of winds are from either the west-southwest or southwest. The wind
direction at Hilo is about 180 degrees counter to the expected trades flow.
This condition is attributed to the special situation at Mauna Loa where the
onshore flow is lifted to provide an upslope wind by day while a drainage flow
with a counter downslope wind develops at night and in the early morning hours.
•
..
..
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The drainage flow predominates (Ramage. 1978). Local terrain features tend to
define the wind flows and their influence predominates over the synoptic flow
of the trade winds. The wind flows specific to the project site are discussed
in the next subsection.
The ability of air in the surface layers to disperse contaminants varies
diurnally and seasonally. One measure of this dispersal capability is the mean
maximum mixing depth (MMD). MMDs can be estilllll.ted with the method of Holzworth
(1964) using the daily radiosonde observations and normal maximum surface
temperatures. Daily morning and afternoon mixing heights reported at Hilo
(Dames ~ Moore. 1984) indicate that afternoon mixing heights are higher (ave-
rage 6.420 feet) than mornings (average 4.144 feet) except for February.
Summer heights are higher than those in winter. A higher mixing height allows
greater dispersion of air pollutants which favors better air quality. Lower
pollutant concentrations would be expected in summer than in winter and during
daytime than at night.
SITE CLIMATE
PGV has conducted meteorology and air quality monitoring studies in the
Puna region since 1981. Observations IIIll.de at the Woods Site include wind speed
and direction. standard deviation of wind direction fluctuation (sigma theta).
temperature. relative humidity. precipitation. and insulation. The Woods Site
is located about 1.1 miles north of the power plant site. as shown on Figure
6-1. Recent meteorological data from the Woods Site is presented in Table 6-2.
Annual wind roses for the period of May 1981 to May 1982 are presented on
Figures 6-2. 6-3 and 6-4 for all hours. daytime hours and nighttime hours.
respectively (W. Burkhard. 1986). The wind flow is from the north to northeast
during the daytime and from the west during the nighttime. The nighttime
westerly winds derive from downslope flows. The north-to-northeast daytime
winds derive from the trades. The average annual wind speed for all hours is
7.4 mph with daytime and nighttime annual average wind speeds of 8.6 mph and
6.3 mph. respectively. The Woods Site meteorological data. which represent the
most complete information for the site. were also summarized for October 1982
to September 1983 (Dames ~ Moore. 1984). This 1982-1983 data set was used for
the air quality impact calculations.
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Table 5-2
WOODS SITE
MONTHLY METEOROLOGICAL DATA SUMMARY
Wind Precipitation(a) Relative
Temperature. of Prevail Speed. mph Inches In./Day Humidity
Mo!Yr Avg. Min. Max. Direct. Avg. Min. Max. Total Min. Max. Percent
Oct 87 74.3 70.0 76.6 NW 4.0 3.2 4.9 4.65 0 2.35 94
Sep 87 76.6 74.3 79.2 NW 5.0 3.1 7.2 4.06 0 2.32 95
Aug 87 75.9 75.4 80.2 NW 5.2 3.8 6.8 2.80 0 0.53 94
Jul 87 73.8 72.9 77.2 NNW 5.3 4.0 6.5 14.99 0.01 7.65 96
Jun 87 73.6 71.6 77.4 N 5.6 4.4 7.8 5.72 0 0.79 95
May 87 73.4 64.8 76.1 NW 6.1 2.5 9.3 6.90 0 1.86 93
Apr 87 69.1 66.9 74.8 WNW 6.0 4.5 10.0 6.32 0 1.65 88
Mar 87 68.4 66.6 74.3 NW 6.4 2.3 10.2 3.53 0 1.43 82
Feb 87 68.2 65.1 73.0 NNW 6.0 3.7 10.6 3.61 0 0.98 8;;
Jan 87 68.4 65.5 73.9 NW 6.6 3.2 13.6 5.46 0 2.05 93
Dec 86 68.9 65.7 69.4 NNW 5.3 3.2 10.6 3.90 0 0.52 88
Nov 86 72.3 67.6 76.6 N 6.1 4.2 9.3 19.64 0 3.71 89
(b) 71.9 64.8 80.2 NNW 5.7 2.3 13.6 81.58 0 7.65 91
(a) Possible malfunction of rain gage during measurement period. Rain gage
sensor cable replaced October 28. 1987.
(b) Average values for 12 months (November 1986 through October 1987).
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An annual wind rose summary of these data is shown on Figure 5-5. This
wind rose is very similar to that for the period of May 1981 to May 1982. shown
on Figure 5-2. The average annual wind speed is 6.5 mph. which is similar to
the value reported for the period of May 1981 to May 1982. The strongest
winds. 8.3 mph. are from the southwest. Daily mid-afternoon winds are stron-
gest (9 mph). and evening hour winds are the lightest (4.5 mph).
Measurements of wind direction variation yield estimates of the atmos-
phere's dilution capability or stability. Stability. which is a measure of
turbulence. is used to estimate diffusion of releases into the air. Stability
varies from category A (very unstable), B (unstable), and C (slightly
unstable), to D (neutral). E (slightly stable), and F (stable). Atmospheric
mixing and dispersion are greatest during unstable conditiona. which occur most
frequently during daylight hours. Table 5-3 shows the typical annual frequency
of each stability category at the site.
Table 5-3
FREQUENCY OF ATMOSPHERIC STABILITY CATEGORIES AT THE WOODS SITE
Category
A (very unstable)
B and C (unstable to slightly unstable)
D (neutral)
E (slightly stable)
F (stable)
Percent of Time
<2.5
25.0
>50.0
20.0
<2.5
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BASELINE AMBIENT AIR QUALITY
PGV and HGP-A monitoring stations include:
o Schroeder Site located about 1.6 miles south southwest of the power
plant site. Data collection began in March 1981.
o Hess Site located about 1.6 miles southwest of the power plant site.
Data collection began in July 1982.
o Gilman Site located about 0.9 miles west of the power plant site. Data
collection began in July 1982.
o Woods Site located about 1.1 miles north-northeast of the power plant
site. Data collection began in 1981. Comprehensive meteorological
data collection began in April 1982.
NEA. Inc. recorded ambient H2S concentrations for the Hawaii Department of
Planning and Economic Development (Dames ~ Moore. 1984). Data collected and
reported through 1983 for the first three sites and through August 1986 for the
Woods Site are shown in Table 5-4. These data indicate that H2S ambient levels
are below 0.010 ppmv (14 ug/m3) about 98 percent of the time. H2S levels
exceeded 0.020 ppmv (28 ug/m3) less than 1 percent of the time. The maximum
H2S level reported was 0.048 ppmv (67 ug/m
3) at the Schroeder Site. This site
is located southwest of the HGP-A well site. These H3S ambient levels can be
compared with the ambient i-hour standard of 139 ug/m (0.1 ppmv) proposed by
the Hawaii Department of Health (HAR. Chap 11-59).
Particulate matter (PM) has also been monitored using hi-vol samplers at
two locations in Puna. The first location is the Bishop Estates Leasehold.
about 3 miles southwest of the power plant site: the second is the visitor
center of Hawaii Volcanoes National Park about 13.2 miles northwest of the,
power plant site. Data from the Bishop Estates Leasehold showed that the 14
biweekly samples at each site between December 1982 and March 1983 averaged a
24-hour PM level of 20 ug/m3 at the leasehold. The highest value at the
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Table 6-4
ONE-HOUR AVERAGE HYDROGEN SULFIDE CONCENTRATIONS
IN THE HGP-A WELL AREA (1981-1983)
conce~~ation Number of Observations
Site Range (ppmv) 1981 1982 1983
Schroeder(a)
NA(b)0-0.01 4.464 6.476
0.011-0.02 233 226 0
0.021-0.03 26 12 0
0.031-0.04 2 6 0
0.041+ 2 2 0 Iii..
Total number of 4.726 6.720 NA
observations
Maximum H S 0.046 0.048 0.007concent~ation (ppmv)
Average H2S 0.0042 0.0044 0.0014concentration (ppmv) IjII>i
Gilman(c)
0-0.01 (d) 3.924 NA
0.011-0.02 4 0
0.021+ 0 0
Total number of 3.928 NA
-observations
Maximum H2S 0.016 0.008concentration (ppmv)
Average H2S 0.0030 0.0012
concentration (ppmv)
iM
Hess(c)
0-0.01 3.636 NA
0.011-0.02 90 0
0.021+ 0 0
Total number of 3.725 NA
observations
Maximum H2S 0.014 0.004concentration (ppmv)
Average H2S 0.0035 0.001concentration (ppmv)
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Table 6-4 (Cont'd)
conce~~ation Number of Observations 1986(£)Site Range (ppmv) 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985
Woods(e) 0-0.01 NA 6,633 3.612 NA NA NA
0.011-0.02 NA 0 0 NA 0 NA
0.021+ 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total number of NA 6.633 3.612 NA NA NA
observations
Maximum H2S 0.013 0.007 0.004 0.013 0.009 0.015
concentration
(ppmv)
Average H2S 0.0026 0.0019 0.001 0.0016 0.0018 0.0024
concentration
(ppmv)
(a) Data from May 1981 through September 1983 (missing June 1982 data).
(b) Data not available.
(c) Data from July 1982 through September 1983.
(d) Station not operating during this time.
(e) TPC has been monitoring H2S at the Woods Site continuously since 1981.Comprehensive data were ootained from April 1982 through August
1986(missing April 1983 data).
(f) Through August 1986 only.
NA = Data not available
Sources: Dames ok Moore. 1984; W. Burkhard. 1986.
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visitor center was 39 ug/m3. These PM values can be compared to the State of
Hawaii Ambient Air Quality Standard (AAQS) of 150 ug/m3 for a 24-hour period.
In addition to air quality monitoring. several local residential water
catchment systems have been sampled before and after unabated geothermal
discharges (venting) to the atmosphere. The analyses of these samples have not
indicated a significant impact on catchment water due to geothermal emissions.
Lead. arsenic and mercury are of particular concern for health reasons, but
concentrations in the samples were below detectable limits or showed no change
from baseline concentrations. Therefore, unabated geothermal discharges to the
atmosphere are not anticipated to significantly impact catchment water quality.
Copies of catchment water analyses are on file with the County.
5.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
The air quality impacts of the various phases of the proposed project are
evaluated in this subsection. The three phases that are considered include:
clearing and construction activities, operation of the geothermal power plant.
and decommissioning of the facility.
DISPERSION MODELING
The analyses of air quality impacts were based on recommendations specified
in the "Guideline on Air Quality Models" (U.S.EPA. 1986) as required by Hawaii
Administrative Rules. Title 11, Chapter 50, Section 17. Air quality impacts
were assessed by dispersion modeling techniques using the EPA approved models.
These models included ISCST, MPTER and COMPLEX I. ISCST is designed for
multiple point sources. area sources and volume sources with relatively flat
terrain. The model is also designed to account for aerodynamic downwash
effects of stacks and buildings. The model requires hourly meteorological data
as input to calculate the highest ground-level concentrations (GLCs) at
receptors. The GLCs may be calculated for averaging times ranging from 1 to 24
hours and for the entire year. MPTER is designed for multiple sources with
relatively flat terrain and land elevations no higher than the shortest stack
modeled. The model calculates highest ground-level concentrations (GLCs) at
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receptors for averaging times ranging from 1 to 24 hours and for the entire
period of meteorological data. The COMPLEX I model, which is designed for
complex (hilly) terrain, is similar to the EPA Valley model, but is more
sophisticated. This model requires hourly meteorological data for a year as
input to calculate the highest GLC for 1 to 24 hours as well as an annual
average GLC.
Meteorological data from the Woods monitoring site were used for the model
inputs. The data from February 1982 through January 1983 were reported as
3-hour averages. The data were reported as i-hour averages for each hour of
the day from February 1983 through September 1983. The designated "data year"
consisted of the 3-hour data of October 1982 through January 1983 combined with
the i-hour data of February 1983 through September 1983 to give 1 year of data
for October 1982 through September 1983. Each hour the 3-hour data was assumed
to be representative of the 3 hours. The models used require 24 observations
per day to correctly model for short-term (1- to 24-hour) atmospheric diffu-
sion.
IMPACTS OF CLEARING AND CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES ON AIR qUALITY
Clearing and construction activities include drilling and testing of the
geothermal wells as well as site clearing and construction of the power plant
and wellpads.
Well Drilling, Well Venting. Flow Testing and Well Workover
The atmospheric impact of wellfield construction will derive principally
from the rotary drilling rig emissions. Only one drilling rig will be on the
site at anyone time. It is anticipated that nine geothermal wells will be
required initially to provide steam and reinjection capacity for the power
plant. The first six wells will support the start-up of the first unit. Three
additional wells will follow for start-up of the second unit. Drilling time
per well is approximately two months. An additional eleven wells may be
drilled over the 35-year'life of the project.
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Drilling fluid (mud) is pumped down through the center of the drill pipe
during well drilling and comes back up around the pipe carrying the cuttings
produced by the drilling. Mud effectively prevents the discharge of air
contaminants from the hole. The estimated emissions for carbon monoxide (CO).
hydrocarbons (HC). oxides of nitrogen (HOx). sulfur dioxide (S02) and total
suspended particulates (TSP) from the drill rig engines during well field
construction are listed in Table 5-6. Emissions of H2S and TSP are listed on
Table 5-6 and will be negligible during mud drilling operations.
A well is vented directly to the atmosphere upon completion to clean the
well of dirt and debris prior to well testing. Two periods of up to 4 hours
each are usually necessary for well venting. Well venting is a one-time
activity that occurs when the well is first drilled. H2S emissions cannot be
controlled during well venting and are estimated to be 292.6 Ib/hr based on
150.000 Ib/hr steam flow and 1960 ppm(w) steam H2S concentration. H2S emission
rates during well venting are specifically exempted from meeting the proposed
State emission limits. provided that the State director of health is informed
and the public is notified. TSP emissions are estimated to be 43.1 Ib/hr for
well venting.
Flow testing consists of separating the liquid and vapor phases. and
measuring the flow rate of each phase. A portable chemical injection unit will
be brought to each wellpad rock muffler for H2S abatement. This method of
abatement will remove 95 percent of the H2S in the steam. Testing will average
up to 240 hours per well. The duration of testing may be reduced for subse-
quent wells as experience is gained on the wellfield. Flow testing is usually
necessary at completion of drilling and is normally performed only when a well
is first completed. Emissions and ground-level impacts of H2S and TSP during
well testing are presented in Table 6-6.
•
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Table 5-5
DRILLING RIG EMISSIONS DURING WELLFIELD CONSTRUCTION(a)
Emission
Item Grams/hour(b) Kilograms/day(e) Metric tons/year(d)
CO 188 4.50 1.37
HC 71 1.71 0.52
NO
x
1.030 24.72 7.51
S02 65 1.56 0.47
TSP 63 1.50 0.46
(a) Based on EPA document AP-42. Sppl. 14. May 1983. pp. 3.2.7-2.3. These
values pertain to oil well drilling rather than geothermal well drilling.
However. rigs are generally similar for oil and geothermal well drilling.
and these emissions are good approximations of the emissions for the
proposed project.
(b) Based on one drilling rig.
(c) Based on a 24-hour day.
(d) Based on a 10-month (304-day) period for Phase I (five wells),
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Table 5-6
WELL DRILLING. TESTING AND WORK OVER: ESTIMATED AIR POLLUTANT EMISSIONS
AND CORRESPONDING MAXIMUM AMBIENT CONCENTRATIONS
H2S TSp(a)Maximum Maximum
Estimated Incremental Estimated Incremental
Emissions Ground-Level Emissions Ground-Level ."
Per Well Conce~trations Per Well Concentr~tion.
Operation lb/hr m ug/m (ppmv) lb/hr m (ug/m )
Drilling(b) trace trace trace trace trace trace
Flow () 14.6 1.84 47(0.034) 43.1 5.43 63
Testing c !!'"
Well (d) 7.0 0.89 26(0.019) 34.5 4.34 50
Workover ..
(a) The emission rates of particulate matter (Y) were estimated from the steam
flow rate (X) according to the following equation: Y =0.00029 X - 0.42,
where X and Yare in lb/hr (Dames ~ Moore, 1984)
(b) Emissions of H2S and TSP from mud drilling are typically below detectablelimits.
(c) Impacts are evaluated on a per well basis assuming 150,000 lb/hr stream
flow, maximum H2S content of 1.950 ppm(w). 95 percent H2S removal bychemical treatment, and no control of TSP emissions.
(d) Impacts are evaluated on a per well basis assuming 150,000 lb/hr stream
flow. drill pipe flow restriction of 20 percent. maximum H2S content of1.950 ppm(w). 40 percent H2S removal by water injection. aaditional 95percent H2S removal by chem1cal treatment. and no control of TSP emissions.
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A well will typically require some remedial workover to improve flow rates
during its life time. The technique used for well workover is anticipated to
be air drilling. Air. instead of mud. is forced down through the center of the
drill pipe and comes back up around the pipe carrying cuttings produced by the
drilling. The time required for a well workover will normally range up to 120
hours per well. Water injection and chemical treatment will be used to control
H2S emissions during workover operations. Estimated H2S and TSP emissions and
ground-level impacts are presented in Table 5-6 for well workover operations.
MPTER and COMPLEX I were used to model H2S and TSP emissions from flow
testing and well workover operations. Modeling results for flow testing
indicate a maximum incremental l-hour H2S GLC of 47 ug/m
3 (0.034 ppmv) and a
maximum incremental 24-hour TSP GLC of 63 ug/m3. Well workover modeling
indicates a maximum incremental l-hour H2S GLC of 26 ug/m
3 (0.019 ppmv) and a
maximum incremental 24-hour TSP GLC of 50 ug/m3. Modeling results indicate
that maximum H2S and TSP GLC locations were generally found approximately 1 km
south-southwest of the PGV site. H2S emissions from geothermal wells during
testing and routine maintenance are specifically exempted from meeting the
proposed State emission limits. It is important to note that the GLC values
were obtained with worst-case assumptions and that the maximum GLC of 26 ug/m3
(0.018 ppmv) for well workover is below the proposed State increment of 35
ug/m3 (0.025 ppmv). Flow testing and well workovers will be short in duration.
which reduces the likelihood that the highest H2S GLCs would be attained.
The l-hour ambient H2S concentrations for flow testing and well workover.
assuming worst case bac~r~und H2S concentrations. will not exceed the proposed
State H2S AAQS of 139 ug/m. Maximum 24-hour ambient TSP concentrations will
not exceed the State AAQS of 150 ug/m3 for flow testing and well workover.
Modeling results indicate that maximum H2S and TSP GLC locations generally
occur 1 km south-southwest of the PGV site.
Clearing and Construction
Clearing and construction activities will impact air quality due to
construction equipment emissions, emissions from the general ongoing surface
activity. and pipeline cleanout emissions. These activities and the associated
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air quality impacts will be temporary. Table 5-7 presents equipment emissions
from clearing and grubbing activities. The principal equipment items are
listed. together with the estimated contaminant emissions. The schedule is
based on an 8-hour day. The total time required for site development including
excavation and backfill is estimated to be 5 months.
Power plant construction will include foundations and structures.
installation of turbine-generators. electrical switchgear. and support struc-
tures. The construction time is estimated to be 12 months and can begin
approximately one month after the start of site preparation. Estimates of
gaseous engine exhaust emissions from construction equipment used during power
plant construction are shown in Table 5-8. These emissions should not lead to
any air quality impacts exceeding the standards.
Fugitive dust emissions r8sult from heavy construction activities.
including building and road construction. land clearing. blasting. ground
excavation. and cut and fill operations. Fugitive dust emission levels vary
depending on the specific work in progress and the prevailing weather. Based
on work by Cowherd (1974) and EPA reports (AP-42. 1985. p. 11.2.4-1), a fugi-
tive emission factor of 1.2 tons/acre of construction per month of activity was
proposed. This emission factor relates to test data from a location with a
semi-arid climate and a precipitation-evaporation (PE) index of 50. The PE
index (based on Hilo Airport data) for the Puna area with its higher rainfall
is 202.
Applying the correction (f • 1/(202/50)2) and allowing for 12 acres of dis-
turbed area and 5 acres of temporary construction area. the corrected fugitive
emissions for heavy construction amount to about 2.500 Ib/month (1.135 metric
tons/month).
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Table 5-7
DIESEL EMISSIONS DURING CLEARING AND GRUBBING(a)
Pollutant Emissions (grams/hour)
Equipment .sa,
.!!f...- NOx S02 TSP
Bulldozer 335 106 2.290 158 75
Front-fB~ Loader 251 85 1.090 83 78
Cranes 376 143 2.060 129 126
Excavator 660 284 2.820 210 184
Total (grams/hour) 1.622.00 618.00 8.260.00 580.00 463.00
Total (kilograms/day) (c) 12.98 4.94 66.08 4.64 3.70
Total (metric Tons/year)(d) 1.43 0.54 7.27 0.51 0.41
(a) Based on EPA document AP-42. September 1985. pp. 3.2.7-2. 3.
(b) Based on two cranes.
(c) Based on an 8-hour day.
(d) Based on a 5-month (110 day) period.
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Table 5-8
DIESEL EMISSIONS DURING POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION (a)
Pollutant Emissions (grams/hour)
...9L HL NOx S02 TSP
-
335 106 2.290 158 75
251 85 1,090 83 78
376 143 2,060 129 126
660 284 2.820 210 184
1.220 396 6,920 412 232
lI'IJ'j
2.842.00 1.014.00 15,180.00 992.00 695.00
22.74 8.11 121.44 7.94 5.56
5.91 2.11 31.57 2.06 1.45
Equipment
Bulldozer
Front-fB~ Loader
Cranes
Excavacg,
Trucks
Total (grams/hour)
Total (kilograms/day)(d)
Total (metric Tons/year)(e)
(a) Based on EPA document AP-42. September 1985. pp. 3.2.7-2. 3.
(b) Based on two cranes
(c) Based on two trucks: one transit concrete mix truck and one water truck.
(d) Based on an 8-hour day.
(e) Based on 5-day weeks. 52 weeks/year (260 days/year).
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Cox (1981) reported mercury (Hg) concentrations in the soil ranging from
0.015 to 1.25 ppm(w). The corresponding mercury concentration would be less
than 1.88 x 10-4 ug/m3, assuming an upper limit of 150 ug/m3 for fugitive dust
concentrations. This value is well below the ambient level goal of 0.01 ug/m3
given by Cleland and Kingsbury (1977).
The region's average rainfall is greater than 120 inches per year with at
least 75 percent of the days at Hilo experiencing over 0.01 inch of rain. The
ground can still be damp and dust-free even on clear days. The climatic
conditions favor the control of fugitive dust during construction activities.
Pipeline cleanout is a one-time activity required prior to pipeline use.
Emissions from this activity cannot be controlled. TSP emission rates are
estimated to be 43.1 lb/hr and H2S emission rates are estimated to be 292.5
lb/hr. The process normally lasts 1 hour per pipeline and removes foreign
debris from the pipeline. The wellfield will contain six pipeline headers and
will require six cleanouts totalling approximately 6 hours. Pipeline cleanouts
occur prior to completion of the well distribution system and are exempted from
meeting the proposed State H2S emission limits.
IMPACTS OF THE POWER PLANT OPERATION ON AIR QUALITY
Small quantities of pollutants may be emitted from the cooling tower during
normal power plant operation and from the rock muffler during steam stacking.
Pollutants will also be emitted in the unlikely event of steam release through
the rupture disk system. The air quality impacts of the pollutant emissions
are analyzed below.
Noncondensable gas emissions from the power plant during normal operations
originate from the cooling tower and include CO2 and H2S. No measurable
quantities of boron, arsenic, or mercury have been detected in the steam
condensate by recent source tests of four wells in the area (KS~l, KS-1A, KS-2,
and HGP-A). TSP are also emitted. The analysis for the proposed project
focused on the ambient concentrations of H2S and TSP since these two pollutants
are the object of existing or proposed regulations. The analysis considered
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emissions of these pollutants from the cooling tower and from the steam release
facility (rock muffler) during steam stacking. Emissions of these pollutants
were also considered for abnormal occurrences including rupture disk event and
injection system failure.
ISCST was used to model rock muffler emissions during steam stacking.
fugitive emissions during plant operation. and surge pond emissions during
injection system failures. Aerodynamic downwash from plant structures was
included in modeling rock lIIUffler emissions. The fugitive emissions and
pond emissions were modeled as area sources. MPTER and COMPLEX I were used to
model the cooling tower and rupture disk emissions.
There are no federal AAQS for H2S. The Hawaii Department of Health has3proposed a 1-hour maximum ambient concentration of 139 ug/m (0.1 ppmv). The
State has also proposed a 1-hour H2S incremental concentration limit of 7
35 ug/m3 (0.025 ppmv). Table 5-9 presents results of the most recent model
calculations of H2S ground-level concentrations during normal operation and
steam stacking. Even assuming worst case background H2S concentrations. the
ambient and incremental H2S concentrations for normal operation and steam
stacking will be less than the proposed State H2S 1-hour ambient and 1-hour
incremental concentration limits. Current modeling results indicate that the
highest H2S GLC was located approximately 0.2 km north of the PGV site for
normal operation.
However. the second-highest H2S GLC for normal operation (8.6 ug/m
3 ) was
located approximately 2.7 km south-southwest of the site. Maximum H2S GLC
locations for steam stacking were located approximately 0.7 km south of the
site.
Upset occurrences are events which are expected to occur infrequently
during the life of the project. A malfunction or error may result in steam
pressure buildup in a pipeline and subsequent release of steam through the
rupture disk system. The estimated H2S emission rate is 292.6 Ib/hr for a
rupture disk event. Two hours per event is deemed sufficient time for an
operator to isolate and/or correct the problem. No H2S abatement would be in
place during ~hese 2 hours.
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Table 5-9
H2S EMISSIONS AND MAXIMUM GROUND-LEVEL CONCENTRATIONSFOR NORMAL PLANT OPERATION AND STEAM STACKING
Proposed State
Incremental l-Hour Proposed State
Maximum Incremental l-Hour
Emissions l-Hour GLC Limitations Maximum AAQS
Operation lb/hr m ug/m3 (ppmv) ug/m3 (ppmv) ug/m3 (ppmv)
Production 4.0 0.50 10.9 0.008 35 (0.025) 139 (0.10)
Steam Stacking (a) 21.3 2.66 18.2 0.013 NA NA
(a) Based on a maximum total steam flow rate of 540,000 Ib/hr, 1,950 ppm(w)
maximum H2S content, and an assumed value of 98 percent of H2S control bythe rock muffler system.
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The failure of a brine injection well or both brine injection pumps would
result in the brine being routed to a surge pond. The pond is capable of
handling approximately 48 hours of produced brine. The estimated H2S emission
rate is 1.0 Ib/hr from the pond during an injection system failure. The
production wells will be shut in if the injection system is expected to be
unavailable for a longer period.
Emissions of H2S during rupture disk events and injection system failures
are exempted from the proposed State H2S limitations.
TSP emissions and 24-hour maximum GLCs are shown in Table 6-10. This table
also shows the State of Hawaii's 24-hour TSP AAQS value of 160 ug/m3. Based on
current modeling results, the maximum TSP GLC locations were approximately 1.7
km southwest of the PGV site for normal operations, 0.7 km south of the site
for steam stacking, 1 km southwest of the site for a rupture disk event, and 1
km south-southwest of the site for an injection failure. The plant meets the
strict Hawaii AAQS in all cases for TSP since background TSP concentrations are
about 20 to 40 ug/m3 and modeling results indicate the maximum ambient TSP
concentration that could occur for steam stacking would be less than 88 ug/m3.
The impact of the cooling tower drift on ambient concentrations of trace
elements was estimated based on the trace element content of the steam conden-
sate. Results are presented in Table 6-11 for trace elements for which an
ambient level goal was reported by Cleland and Kingsbury (1977). The predicted
maximum concentrations of arsenic, boron, magnesium, and mercury at the cooling
tower are significantly less than the corresponding ambient level goals of
Cleland and Kingsbury (1977). No significant air quality impacts are expected
to occur due to trace element emissions from the cooling tower drift.
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Table 6-10
TSP EMISSIONS AND MAXIMUM GROUND-LEVEL CONCENTRATIONS
FOR NORMAL AND UPSET OPERATING CONDITIONS
Incremental
Maximum 24-hour 24-hour
Emissions GLC Hawaii AAQS
Item 1b/hr W Y.1J!3 Y.1J!3
Production(a) 0.010 -3 0.02 1501.3xl0
Steam stacking(b) 166 20 48.0 150
Well rupture(b)(c) 43 6.4 0.6 160
disk event
Injection fai1ure(d) 6.4 0.68 1.6 160
(a) Based on a drift loss rate of 0.005%. 1.200 ppm(w) of solid particles in
steam and 6 cycles of concentration in the cooling tower.
(b) The emission rate of particulate matter (Y) was estimated from the steam
flow rate (X) according to the following equation: Y = 0.00029 X - 0.42.
where X and Y are in 1b/hr (Dames t Moore. 1984).
(c) Based on maximum steam flow rate for one well of 160,000 1b/hr.
(d) TSP will remain in brine if brine injection system fails. Brine is routed
to a surge pond.
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Table 5-11
ESTIMATED MAXIMUM CONCENTRATIONS OF TRACE ELEMENTS
IN THE COOLING TOWER DRIFT
Maximum Concentration Ambient rSJel
Element
in Cooling To~er Drift(a) GoalS
ug/m ug/m
Arsenic 0.OOS9 0.005
Boron 0.19S0 7.400
Magnesium 0.OS86 12.000
Manganese 0.0010 12.000 iIi~;
Mercury < 0.0001 0.010
••
(a) Based on a drift loss rate of 0.006% of cooling water circulation rate. 5
cycles of concentration in the cooling tower, and cooling tower water
concentrations of 0.05 mg/liter arsenic. 2.52 mg/liter boron. 0.50 mg/liter
magnesium, 0.01 mg/liter manganese, and 0.ססOO8 mg/liter mercury.
(b) Source: Cleland and Kingsbury. 1977.
p'
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Air quality impacts of radon-222 were also assessed. The measured
concentrations of radon-222 in the geothermal steam ranged from 749 to 3010
pCi/liter of condensate. Based upon the maximum concentration (3010 pCi/l of
condensate). a total cooling tower air flow of approximately 11.300.000 pounds
per hour. and 540.000 pounds of steam per hour (for 30 MW) the radon
concentration in the cooling tower plume is 0.17 pCi/liter of air. When the
radon is dispersed in the air the ground-level concentration will be even less.
The maximum radon-222 ground-level concentration for steam stacking is
approximately 0.003 pCi/liter of air. Residential exposures to less than 4
picocuries per liter of air (pCi/l) are not significant according to EPA
guidelines. No activities or operations associated with PGV project would
result in radon ground-level concentrations approaching 4 pCi/l of air.
IMPACTS OF FACILITY DECOMMISSIONING ON AIR QUALITY
The work required for decommissioning and restoration of the site is
similar to that needed for the site development and plant construction phases.
The extent of the work will be limited to a shorter period of time and air
quality impacts will be equal to or less than those impacts described in the
subsection on clearing and construction activities.
5.3 PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES
CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS
Well drilling operations will be designed and managed to control leakage of
the geothermal fluid. H2S emissions will be negligible during drilling opera-
tions since a mud drilling technique will be used. H2S emissions during flow
testing will be abated by chemical injection. Planned well venting and pipe-
line cleanout operations will be scheduled for daylight hours and the public
will be notified. Atmospheric conditions will be considered in scheduling
these operations. Well venting will occur once per well and pipeline cleanout
will occur once per wellpad.
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Rotary drilling rig engine exhaust will be controlled by regular mainte-
nance to prevent undue discharges. Air contaminants during clearing and
construction will be emitted from the diesel engine exhaust of the construction
equipment. Regular maintenance of the engines will prevent undue exhaust
disc-harges. Fugitive emissions in the form of dust from heavy equipment
construction activities will vary daily depending on the equipment activity and
the weather. Fugitive dust emissions do not occur during rains. or when the
earth is damp. The region is quite rainy with over 0.01 inch of rain per day
on at least 75 percent of the days at Hilo. The exposed soil in working areas
will be sprinkled during dry periods to control dust. Open-bodied trucks
transporting dry materials will be covered. The temporary occurrences of
fugitive dust during construction will be insignificant.
POWER PLANT OPERATION IMPACTS
The principal atmosphere contaminants emitted during normal plant operation
are H2S released at the cooling tower and trace elements present in the cooling
tower drift. H2S is also emitted from the rock muffler during steam stacking.
Emissions of H2S will be controlled by the plant process equipment.
Geothermal steam from the wells will be sent to a separator for brine removal
and piped to the turbine generator. Turbine exhausts will flow to the
condenser where the steam will be condensed.
The power plant design will incorporate multiple safeguards to protect
public health. safety. and the environment against unexpected impacts. Non-
condensable gases will be separated. dissolved in the blowdown and reinjected
into the reservoir as a liquid during normal plant operation. A backup primary
H2S abatement system will be installed to control H2S emissions when the
process fluids injection system is unavailable. The backup system will be a
burner/scrubber which incinerates H2S to form 302, The 302 will be contacted
in a scrubber with caustic to form sodium sulfite and bisulfite. The H2S
emissions from the backup system will be no higher than emissions during
injection abatement. The liquid effluent from the scrubber is routed to the
process fluids injection well.
..
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Cooling tower drift will be controlled by demisters with a 0.005 percent
release efficiency based on the circulating water flow rate. The drift water
droplets, which contain dissolved solids and noncondensable gases in the same
low concentrations as the circulating water, will be released from the two
cooling towers. This small amount of drift will have no adverse environmental
effects.
All normal discharges will meet th~ concentration limits prescribed by OSHA
standards to protect employees as well as State and Federal AAQS to protect the
public.
The H~ abatement systems apply to normal operating conditions and
procedures. Uncontrolled release of geothermal fluids containing up to 1.950
ppm(w) of H2S may occur during a rupture disk. event. Steam flow will be
diverted into a rock muffler and H2S control equipment activated. It is
estimated to take two hours to isolate a rupture disk event.
FACILITY DECOMMISSIONING IMPACTS
Emissions from intermittent engine exhaust of heavy equipment will be
controlled by efficient engine tune-up and maintenance procedures. Particulate
matter from fugitive dust sources will be controlled by sprinkling surfaces as
necessary. Some of this dust will be controlled naturally since the site is in
an area of high rainfall. The decommissioning activities will last only a few
months and are not expected to have lasting impacts on the physical
environment.
METEOROLOGICAL AND AIR QUALITY MONITORING
The meteorological and air quality monitoring system will be kept in
continuous operation to ensure that all design and environmental criteria are
met. Meteorological monitoring will be conducted at two sites. H2S monitoring
will be conducted at four sites, and Radon-222 monitoring will be conducted at
one site as shown on Figure 6-1. Monitoring will be continuous and
measurements will be reported as i-hour average values.
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Meteorological monitoring will be conducted at the Woods Site and at the
proposed plant site. Meteorological monitoring at the Woods Site includes wind
speed. wind direction. wind direction fluctuation (sigma theta). temperature.
relative humidity. rainfall. and solar radiation. Meteorological monitoring at
the proposed plant site includes wind speed. wind direction. temperature.
relative humidity. and rainfall.
Continuous ambient measurements of H2S will be conducted at four sites:
Woods. Schroeder. Gilman. and the HGP-A fenceline site. Continuous ambient
measurements of Radon-222 will be conducted at the Schroeder Site.
In addition. periodic sampling and analysis of water catchment systems will
be conducted. ~
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Section 6
BOISE:
Existing ambient noise levels in and around the Puna Geothermal Venture
(PGV) project site are discussed in this section. Predicted noise levels for
pro ject construction. operation and decommissioning phases are presented.
Noise will be controlled by the use of effective mufflers and silencers,
acoustic insulation on selected piping and valves. quiet fans. motors, and
baffles for the cooling tower, enclosures for the turbine generator sets, plant
layouts designed to shield residents from significant noise sources, and
schedules that restrict loud construction or maintenance operations to daylight
hours.
6.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS
The area around the Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV) project site is a mixture
of light to dense vegetation, consisting of papaya orchards. woodlands. other
natural vegetation. and barren lava. Included in the PGV site are two volcanic
puu (hills), Puu Honuaula and an unnamed puu, which rise about 150 feet above
the surrounding land. Each Puu will have the effect of muffling the noise
associated with the PGV facility. The site is exposed to the normal northwest
trade winds. which blow nine months out of the year and frequently exceed
12 mph (Burgess, 1980) with gusts up to 20 mph. Several residential
subdivisions abut the PGV facility. These residential subdivisions include
Lanipuna Gardens (89 lots) to the southwest and Pohoiki-Bay Estates (14 lots),
Kapoho Estates (10 lots). and Leilani Estates (2,266 lots) to the southeast.
Residences in Lanipuna Gardens, Pohoiki-Bay Estates and Kapoho Estates will be
most affected by the various noises at the site since they are closest to the
plant site.
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NOISE ORDINANCE
Currently. no known noise ordinance with numerical limits is applicable to
the site. The County of Hawaii Planning Department has developed Geothermal
Noise Level Guidelines from a study of noise in the Puna District (Darby-Ebisu
and Associates. Inc .• 1981). The study was based on the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency noise criteria and may be applied to this project as the
basis for use permit conditions. These guidelines consider 55 dBA during
daytime (7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.) and 45 dBA during nighttime (7:00 p.m. to
7:00 a.m.) as satisfactory sound levels for residential areas.
The allowable noise limit for impact noise (noise of short duration.
typically less than 1 second. and caused by impacts of pipes. tools. etc.) is
10 dBA higher than the overall daytime and nighttime limits. The allowable
noise levels may not be exceeded more than 10 percent of the time in any •
20-minute period.
Typical noise level measurements are conducted with sound level meters
which measure sound pressure levels (Lp) in eight octave bands ranging in
frequency from 63 Hz to 8000 Hz. The definition of Lp is 20 times the
logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of the pressure of the sound (in
micropasca1) to the reference pressure (20micropasca1). The units of Lp are
decibels (dB). The A-weighting scale was developed for noise considerations to
represent the human response to sound encompassing a range of frequencies. The
human ear does not respond uniformly to sounds in all frequencies. being more
sensitive to sounds in the middle or speech frequencies (1000 Hz to 4000 Hz)
than to sounds in the low or high frequencies (E. T. Chanlett. 1973). The low
and high frequency components of a sound are negatively weighted with respect
to the middle frequency components to obtain a single value representing the
human response to sound containing a wide range of frequencies. The resultant
Lp is "A-weighted" and has the units of dBA. The A-weighted Lp is also called
the noise level.
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EXISTING SITE NOISE LEVELS
An environmental noise survey was conducted at the PGV site to determine
current ambient (background) noise levels during weekday periods. Two battery-
powered noise monitoring systems were used to measure the ambient noise levels
for 24-hour periods at four locations. The survey was conducted during early
September 1986.
Monitoring Locations
Four noise monitoring locations, chosen in conjunction with Bill Burkhard
of Alpha Micro Systems, were used in this survey and are shown on Figure 6-1.
Two of the locations were on residential properties located south and southwest
at approximately 0.5 and 1 mile. respect!vely. from the PGV proposed power
plant site. These residence locations are:
o Brees Station, lot 54, Lanipuna Gardens, Lauone
o Gilman Station. residence, Kaupili Street
The two remaining monitoring locations were on the PGV site, one at
Wellpad A and the other at Wellpad B.
Noise Descriptors
The noise descriptors (L90 and Leq) used for the purpose of the survey are
defined below:
o
o
L90 is the A-weighted sound pressure level that is exceeded go percent
of the time. The specified time period is 1 hour. The Lgo is commonly
used as an indicator of the ambient (background) noise level.
L
eq is the equivalent sound level. which is the energy average of the
A-weighted sound pressure level. The specified time period is 1 hour.
The energy average is the constant noise level for an hour that has the
same average energy as the actual fluctuating level during the hour.
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Summary of Results
The background hourly Lgo and Leq A-weighted sound pressure levels measured
during a nominal 24-hour period at each monitoring location are tabulated in
Table 6-1. Background noise levels during the survey period on and around the
PGV site range from L
eq values of 34.2 dBA (7 p.m. at Brees Station) to 53.2
dBA (5 a.m. at Gilman Station). which exceeds the County noise guidelines of 45
dBA. The relatively high background noise was due to moderate wind (6 mph or
greater) and moderate to heavy rain conditions (winds at Hilo average 7.2 mph
year-round and annual rainfall is approximately 120 inches). Early morning
rains were observed each day during this survey period and localized rain
showers of short duration were observed during daytime hours. The range of
hourly Lgo and average L
eq sound levels measured at off-site residence loca-
tions and on-site locations during day and nighttime periods are presented in
Table 6-2.
The prevalent noise during daytime hours is from distant and local traffic,
wind. birds. and insects. Noise from operation of the HGP-A Facility, located
on Pahoa-Pohoiki Road. just south of the PGV site. was barely audible at the
PGV on-site monitoring locations (Wellpads A and B) and inaudible at the two
,
off-site resident monitoring stations.
6.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
Development of the geothermal facility will occur in stages. Character-
istic noise sources for each stage can be identified, the duration of which
will vary from one activity to another. Expected noise sources are listed
below and described in the subsections that follow:
o Construction noise. which is associated with earthmoving and con-
struction equipment used during road-building. wellpad construction.
pipeline laying. and building erection. This noise will occur
primarily during the initial stages of the project.
.'
..
lit:
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Tablll 6-1
TWENTY-FOUR-HOUR NOISE MONITORING DATA
Off-Site Off-Site
Monitoring On-Site Resident On-Site Resident
Locations Wellpad A Brees Station Wellpad B Gilman Station
Time Period 23 Hours 24 Hours 24 Hours 24 Hours
Hour Loo Leq Loo Leq Loo Leq Loo Leq
Ending (dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA)
12:00
13:00 36 51.0
14:00 36 38.1 35 43.9 36 50.3
15:00 36 37.7 35 43.3 33 54.4 34 43.7
16:00 36 37.5 34 42.7 34 36.8 32 46.7
17:00 37 45.5 35 44.6 34 42.8 32 50.2
18:00 38 50.0 33 43.2 36 40.2 35 39.1
19:00 36 40.5 32 34.2 38 40.8 40 47.7
20:00 36 39.8 35 36.7 41 43.5 50 53.1
21:00 36 38.7 34 36.6 36 39.8 39 42.8
22:00 37 37.8 34 35.8 35 38.6 39 41.2
23:00 36 41.1 34 36.0 38 41.6 38 41.8
0:00 36 41.9 35 36.8 38 41.0 41 44.5
1:00 37 40.1 35 37.0 39 41.9 42 44.3
2:00 37 40.6 35 37.2 37 39.7 44 49.4
3:00 37 40.8 35 37.0 39 40.8 48 50.1
4:00 36 41.8 35 37.1 39 41.2 49 51.9
5:00 38 40.8 34 36.6 41 42.6 51 53.2
6:00 39 42.7 34 36.4 38 41.7 50 52.2
7:00 37 44.2 35 46.4 36 46.8 43 47.3
8:00 35 39.0 34 43.9 39 42.5 35 43.8
9:00 35 63.4 34 46.8 37 44.3 36 43.3
10:00 36 41.1 34 48.4 33 42.8 35 42.9
11:00 36 64.0 37 43.6 32 35.0 34 43.8
12:00 36 36.7 40 46.3 33 40.0 33 43.0
13:00 33 37.2 34 51.2
14:00 34 39.3
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Table 6-2
RANGE OF HOURLY Lgo AND AVERAGE L SOUND LEVELS
eq
Daytime
Nighttime
Daytime
Nighttime
On-Site Locations Off-Site Locations
Brees Gilman
Wellpad A Wellpad B Station Station
(dBA) (dBA) (dBA) (dBA)
Hourly Lgo Sound Levels
35 to 38 32 to 39 32 to 40 32 to 40
36 to 39 35 to 41 34 to 35 38 to 51
Hourly Average L
eq (a) Sound Levels
37 to 64 35 to 54 34 to 51 39 to 51
38 to 44 39 to 47 36 to 46 41 to 53
(a) Rounded to the nearest dB level.
..
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o Traffic noise. which is generated by trucks and automobiles travelling
to and from the project. Traffic noise will occur throughout the life
of the project.
o Drilling operations. flow testing and well venting noise. which occurs
primarily at the beginning of the project. but also sporadically
throughout the life of the project.
o Plant operation noise. which is generated by the turbine/generators.
cooling tower. water pumps. steam piping. and steam vents located in
the power plant facility. Plant operation noise will occur throughout
the life of the project.
CONSTRUCTION NOISE
Power equipment used during the initial stages of the project to construct
roads. wellpads. the power plant. and pipelines will generate noise. Construc-
tion will normally be restricted to weekday (Monday through Friday) daylight
hours. The primary noise is expected to be caused by large diesel-powered
equipment.
Backup alarms. which are standard safety features of construction equip-
ment. produce a loud beeping sound that. by law. must be clearly audible above
the construction noise. The distinctive beeping noise will often be audible
with noise levels ranging up to 100 dBA at 50 feet. The use of these alarms
will be intermittent.
Power plant construction noise will be caused by heavy equipment. such as
bulldozers. excavators. cranes. loaders. compressors and portable generators.
Neither pile driving nor blasting is planned. The octave band noise levels and
equipment usage factors used in predicting construction equipment noise (in
dBAs) are shown in Table 6-3. Construction noise will range from 89 dBA (light
construction) to 94 dBA (heavy construction; all equipment in use) at 50 feet.
Noise from impacts of pipes and other miscellaneous short-duration noise
sources will produce higher short-term noise levels.
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Table 6-3
EQUIPMENT NOISE LEVELS USED TO PREDICT
PLANT CONSTRUCTION NOISE
(Sound Pressure Levels in dB at 50 feet)
It'
Equip.
Usage Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz) ~.
Equipment No. Factor 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000 dBA
Bulldozer 1 0.27 103 97 88 83 84 79 74 69 89 ..
Front-End Loader 1 0.10 100 94 85 80 81 76 71 66 86
Excavator 0.10 99 93 84 79 80 75 70 65 85 !!W-1
Mid-Size Crane 1 0.16 92 86 77 72 73 68 63 58 78
Small Crane 1 0.16 89 83 74 69 70 65 60 55 75
Air Compressor 1 0.85 100 94 85 80 81 76 71 66 86
'"
Portable Generator 1 0.85 99 93 84 79 80 75 70 65 85
"Motor Vehicles 4 0.10 91 85 76 71 72 67 62 57 77
Welding Machines 6 0.70 90 84 76 70 71 66 61 66 76
lO'_'
Sources: F. M. Kessler. et a1 .• 1978: J. D. Barnes, L. N. Miller and E. W. ~
Wood. 1977; U.S. EPA. 1971.
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Figure 6-2 graphically plots the predicted noise levels due to construction
of the project. Homes that are near the project site are identified on the
figure. Concentric circles are used to identify noise levels at 5 dBA inter-
vals to 55 dBA (the daytime noise guideline limit). All noise predictions
include the effects of atmospheric attenuation only: other attenuations. such
as foliage. barriers. and terrain effects are not considered. Foliage and
terrain attenuation during favorable atmospheric conditions can cause
significantly lower noise than is predicted in this section. Figure 6-2 shows
the location of areas (shaded) where noise levels are most likely to be lower
due to terrain barrier effects. Power plant construction noise is predicted to
be 55 dBA approximately 2100 feet (0.4 mile) from the power plant. This
distance corresponds with the closest resident locations. which are in the
Lanipuna Gardens subdivision.
Wellpad and road construction will require heavy equipment similar to that
used for power plant construction. Noise levels will usually be less than
those during construction of the power plant. since fewer pieces of heavy
equipment will be required. This noise will occur throughout the project area.
Preparation of drill sites may require several weeks of work. typically not
continuous. so that the total elapsed time may be several months. Wellpads A
and B are already completed. Up to four additional wellpads (C. D. E and F)
are currently anticipated over the life of the project.
Traffic Noise
Seventy vehicle round trips per day (California Energy Commission. 1981)
are expected for a typical (110 MW) geothermal steam field and power plant
development project during construction and well drilling based on the trans-
portation study for the Geysers Geothermal Resource Area. The PGV facility is
approximately one-fourth the size of the Geysers facility. The traffic associ-
ated with construction of the PGV plant will probably be 35 vehicle round trips
per day.
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Noise levels for the access road traffic were estimated using the
federal highway noise prediction model (U.S. Federal Highway Administration.
1977). It was assumed that the average speed of the traffic was 30 to 40 mph
and that the vehicles were traveling up a grade. The hourly average traffic
noise (L ) was calculated to be between 30 and 40 dBA at a distance of
eq
200 feet from the roadway. using worst case assumptions.
Well Drilling and Well Workover Operation Noise
Noise generated during well drilling will be minimal. The primary noise
sources will be the mud circulation equipment. generators and engines. all of
which are located on the drilling rig and are acoustically insulated. The
initial drilling phase may last up to two months for each well.
Drilling noise predictions were based on noise measurements made near a
specially quieted Barnwell drill rig at Puna. Hawaii. and on pipe impact noise
measured at the Geysers Geothermal Resource area in California. The octave
band noise levels used to predict well drilling noise are listed in Table 6-4.
Well drilling noise levels range from 64 to 75 dBA at 50 feet. Maximum pipe
impact noise is 93 dBA at 50 feet. Such noise would be of very short duration.
Figures 6-3 through 6-8 show the predicted continuous noise level
contours for well drilling at Wellpads A. B. C. D. E. and F. respectively.
The contours were developed assuming that pipe impact noise occurs 10 percent
of the time.
Predicted well drilling noise levels range from 46 to 50 dBA at
Kapoho and Pohoiki-Bay Estate residences due to drilling at Wellpad E.
Well drilling noise levels from the other wellpads should not exceed 45
dBA at these resident locations. Predicted levels at Lanipuna Gardens
range from 46 to 51 dBA due to drilling at the Wellpad F and from 45 to 48
dBA due to drilling at Wellpad B. Well drilling noise levels from other
wellpads should not exceed 45 dBA at Lanipuna Gardens. Noise levels due
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Table 6-4
NOISE LEVELS USED TO PREDICT
WELL DRILLING NOISE
(Sound Pressure Levels in dB at 50 Feet)
Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)
Item 63 125 250 500 1.000 2,000 4,000 8,000 dBA
Steady noise of 76 76 77 73 70 63 60 52 75
specially quieted
Barnwell drill
rig, no steam (a)
venting noise
Maximum pipe _(b) (b) 79 88 90 88 76 (b) 93
impact noise (c)(d)
Steady noise 56 52 57 58 60 59 53 46 64
from one ~!,sel
generator
(a) Darby-Ebisu. 1982.
(b) Noise levels at this frequency would not contribute significantly.
(c) Consultants in Engineering Acoustics. 1981.
(d) Maximum pipe impact noise is assumed to occur during 10~ of total
drilling time (i.e .• the equipment usage factor for pipe impacts is
0.10).
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to drilling at any of the wellpads should not exceed 45 dBA at Leilani Estate
resident locations. the largest subdivision in the immediate vicinity of the
project. Noise levels at Lava Tree State Park will not exceed 45 dBA during
drilling at any of the wellpads.
Remedial well workover. which may occur approximately 5 years after the
initial well drilling. will use air as the circulating medium instead of mud.
The noise from drilling with air is expected to be higher due to the air
compressors and the discharge of air and rock cuttings. The noise of escaping
steam is added to the air compressor noise when steam is encountered during air
drilling. A muffling system will be utilized to reduce steam venting noise to
a level 10 dBA above that of the air compressors. It may be possible to
further reduce routine steam venting noise levels to that of the air compres-
sors and attempts will be made to do so wherever feasible. Well workovers may
last up to 5 days.
Well workover noise predictions were based on noise measurements made near
a specially quieted Barnwell drill rig at Puna. Hawaii. and on pipe impact and
air compressor noise measured at the Geysers Geothermal Resource area in
California. The octave band noise levels used to predict well workover noise
are listed in Table 6-5. Well workover noise levels range from 75 to 85 dBA at
50 feet. assuming that at least one air compressor operates continuously during
well workover activities.
Figures 6-9 through 6-14 show the predicted steady noise levels for well
workover at Wellpads A. B. C. D. E. and F. respectively. Air drilling. used
only for well workover. is usually needed in five year intervals and lasts up
to five days. The contours were developed assuming that pipe impact noise
occurs 10 percent of the time.
..
..,
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Table 6-6
NOISE LEVELS USED TO PREDICT
WELL WORKOVER NOISE
(Sound Pressure Levels in dB at 60 feet)
Octave Band Center Frequency (Hz)
Item 63 125 250 600 1.000 2,000 4,000 8,000 dBA
Steady noise of 76 76 77 73 70 63 60 62 75
specially quieted
Barnwell drill
rig, no steam( )
venting noise a
Steady noise 86 86 87 83 80 73 70 62 85
of thoroughly
muffled steam
during drilling
Maximum noise _(b) (b) 79 88 90 88 76 (b) 93
of piPt )( )impact c e
Steady noise 83 83 80 73 65 62 60 68 75
from two aifd
compressors )
with enclosures
Steady noise 66 62 67 68 60 69 63 46 64
from one ~1,sel
generator
(a) Darby-Ebisu, 1982.
(b) Noise levels at this frequency would not contribute significantly.
(c) Consultants in Engineering Acoustics, 1981.
(d) Ibid.
(e) Maximum pipe impact noise is assumed to occur during 10% of total
drilling time (i.e., the equipment usage factor for pipe impacts is
0.10>'
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Predicted well workover noise levels from Wellpad A would increase to 48
dBA for some residences of Kapoho and Pohoiki-Bay Estates. Some homes in
Lanipuna Gardens would incur dBA levels of 46 dBA. Leilani Estate residences
would not hear workover noises above 45 dBA. Noise levels would not exceed 45
dBA in Lava Tree State Park.
Well workover noise levels from Wellpad B could reach 50 dBA in some parts
of Lanipuna Gardens. Noise levels at Kapoho Estates and Pohoiki-Bay Estates
will be below 45 dBA. Noise levels at Leilani Estates will be significantly
lower. Noise levels at Lava Tree State Park will not exceed 45 dBA during well
workover.
Noise levels at Lanipuna Gardens will not exceed 45 dBA from well workover
at Wellpad C or D. Noise levels at Kapoho and Pohoiki-Bay Estates will
marginally exceed 45 dBA from workover at Wellpad C, and will be below 45 dBA
from Wellpad D workover. Noise levels at Lava State Tree Park will not exceed
45 dBA from workover at either wellpad.
Residents of Kapoho and Pohoiki-Bay Estates will be most affected by well
workover at Wellpad E since it is the closest to the subdivisions. Noise
levels could increase to 54 dBA in portions of the subdivisions. Noise levels
in a small portion of Leilani Estates would increase to 47 dBA during workover
activities. Lanipuna Gardens would not incur noise levels above 45 dBA.
Levels at Lava Tree State Park will not exceed 45 dBA from workover at
Wellpad E.
Residents of Lanipuna Gardens will be most affected
Wellpad F. since it is the closest to the subdivision.
predicted to increase up to 54 dB in some parts of the
levels at other residential subdivisions and Lava State
exceed 45 dBA due to workover at Wellpad F.
by well workover at
Noise levels were
subdivision. Noise
Tree Park should not
,
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Noise from grading or other drill site construction activities is not
included. All predicted noise levels include the effects of atmospheric
attenuation only. Other attenuations such as foliage and terrain effects are
not estimated. which results in a worst case analysis. The sound shadow zones
on each figure show where the noise levels will often be lower due to barrier
effects of the terrain. The noise model assumes that drilling will occur at
one well at a time. and that the drill rig is thoroughly silenced to the noise
levels shown in Table 6-5 by use of high-quality mufflers. effective noise
shielding. and enclosures.
Certain well casing placement operations are a source of short-term noise.
Cementing the wellbore is another short-term noise. Cementing noise is
estimated to be 10 dB above steady drilling noise and is. highly dependent on
the noise controls used on the cementing truck. Well casing placement and
cementing operation noise levels are not included on Figures 6-3 through 6-14.
Well Venting. Flow Testing and Pipeline Cleanout Noise
A well is vented directly to the atmosphere after completion to clean the
well of dirt and debris prior to flow testing. Two periods of up to 4 hours
each (8 hours total per well) are usually required for well venting. Well
venting is a one-time activity that typically occurs when the well is first
drilled. Noise levels during well venting could reach 125 dBA at 50 feet and
50 to 83 dBA at 1 mile (Burgess. 1980).
The well will be tested to determine its capacity and other characteristics
after it is drilled and vented. Testing may initially require up to 10 days;
however. it is the objective of the project to reduce this time to 24 to 48
hours of flow as more experience is gained on the wellfield. Testing may be
performed continuously or intermittently for the required period. The PGV
plant will utilize an effective rock muffler during flow testing to quiet the
steam discharge to 55 dBA or less at the lease boundary.
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Well pipelines need to be cleaned and pressure-tested prior to production.
This process is referred to as pipeline cleanout and consists of intermittently
venting steam from the well at high velocity to an opening in the pipeline
where it is released, unmuffled. directly to the atmosphere. PGV will notify
nearby communities of pipeline cleanout events. Cleanout normally occurs once
for each section of pipeline and normally lasts about one hour. Noise levels
due to pipeline cleanout may be as low as those for steady drilling (75 dBA at
50 feet) or as high as those for unmuffled well venting which can reach 125 dBA
at 50 feet. and between 50 to 83 dBA at 1 mile.
PLANT OPERATION NOISE
Noise during operation will be generated by the following sources:
o Turbine-generators
o Cooling towers
o Circulating water pumps and motors
o H2S abatement systems
o Noncondensable gas (NCG) removal system
o Steam stacking (controlled venting through rock mufflers)
o Steam gathering system (including valves)
The octave band noise levels and the resulting dBA values for the sources
used in predicting operational noise are shown in Table 6-6. Noise levels
range from 66 to 81 dBA at 50 feet. Figure 6-15 shows the maximum noise level
contours during normal plant operation. Noise levels of 45 dBA will not be
exceeded at any of the surrounding subdivisions or at Lava Tree State Park.
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Table 6-6
NOISE LEVELS USED TO PREDICT
NOISE FROM PLANT OPERATION
(Sound Pressure Levels in dBA at 50 Feet)
Frequency
(Hz)
Item 63 125 250 500 1,000 2,000 4.000 8,000 dBA
Turbine(a) 69 69 65 63 60 58 53 45 66
Cooling C~,er. 78 78 75 72 68 65 62 54 74
per cell
H2S abatement 75 69 65 79 77 66 56 45 80
system
(compressor)
NCG removal (b) 74 73 73 73 75 76 69 81
system (1-ifc~
insulation) c
Flow noise 61 62 60 51 48 46 43 33 53
in stt!,
pipes
(a) Edison Electric Institute. 1978.
(b) Noise level for this frequency was not obtainable or significant.
(c) Consultants in Engineering Acoustics file data. 1985.
(d) Includes acoustic insulation on steam piping.
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The estimate of source noise assumes that effective noise controls will be
. applied to the turbines. some piping. the H2S abatement system. the NCG removal
system, and possibly other equipment. It also assumes effective suppression of
noise from the steam release facility and the use of efficient rock mufflers in
the steam release facility. Noise levels during stacking episodes will not be
higher at existing residences than during normal plant operation because a
highly efficient rock muffler will be used when it is necessary to release
steam to the atmosphere. The piping and valves will also require special
attention during design and may require thermal/acoustical lagging in places.
Occasional noise sources include separator drains. condensate drippings.
and maintenance activities. Unplanned rupture disk events and injection system
failures also generate noise.
An unplanned rupture disk event may last up to two hours before being
controlled. Noise levels may reach 125 dBA at 50 feet and 50 to 83 dBA at one
mile. Failure of injection systems will result in process fluids being routed
through the facility rock muffler. Noise levels generated by an injection
system failure will not exceed normal operating noise levels.
The design pressure drop across the control valve at the wellhead will be
16 pounds per square inch (psi) and will not cause significant noise. The
noise from the control valves could be 40 to 45 dBA at 0.5 mile. depending on
valve type and size. piping configuration. and insulation if this pressure drop
becomes sizeable (between 75 psi and 150 psi). (Consultants in Engineering
Acoustics. 1981). Noise from water droplet impingement at pipeline bends is
expected to be minor (Burgess, 1980).
DECOMMISSIONING NOISE
The major noise sources during plant decommissioning and abandonment will
be the same heavy construction equipment used for plant construction. The
octave band noise levels used to predict construction noise also reflect
decommissioning noise. since the equipment and the noise sources are
substantially the same. Momentary noise from collapsing structures during
-
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demoli tion may be plainly audible above the general noise of construction
equipment. The noise levels may be lower as a result of terrain barrier effect
"sound shadows." No blasting is planned during plant shutdown and abandonment.
6.3 PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES
The following discussion covers proposed mitigation measures for drilling
rig noise. construction noise •. operation noise. and plant decommissioning
noise. These noise mitigation measures and operating precautions will result
in no significant noise impact on nearby residents. recreational areas. or
biological resources.
DRILLING RIG NOISE
Continuous drill rig noise will be reduced by:
o Using residential-grade exhaust mufflers
o Placing or constructing an acoustic enclosure around the drill rig
engines and other noisy mechanisms
o Silencing engine radiator air inlets and outlets
These methods have been successfully used during drilling of Wellpads A and
B on the site. Operations that may cause higher noise or impacts of pipes.
such as pulling the drill bit out of the hole for replacement (roundtripping),
will be scheduled for the daylight hours as much as possible.
Silencers and/or acoustic enclosures will continue to be used on all
auxiliary equipment. such as diesel engines. generators. and pumps. Effective
rock mufflers will be employed to mitigate noise during flow testing and well
workover activities. The public will be notified when planned. short-term well
venting and pipeline cleanout activities will occur. These activities will be
scheduled for daylight hours only . Other measures to reduce noise include
orienting drilling equipment to direct maximum noise away from residences.
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CONSTRUCTION NOISE
Cons1iruc1iion equipmen1i, including auxiliary equipmen1i such as por1iable
genera1iors and air compressors. will have highly effec1iive exhaus1i mufflers
which do no1i compromise engine opera1iion. Cons1iruc1iion ac1iivi1iies will also be
limi1ied 1io day1iime hours. Backup alarms will be limi1ied 1io 1ihe minimum legal
limi1is.
OPERATION NOISE
Con1irols 1;ha1i will be used 1io reduce wellfield and plan1i opera1iing noise
are lis1ied below:
o Insula1ie selec1ied pipes and valves with acous1iically effec1iive
material
o Ins1iall silencers or rock mufflers on pressurized s1ieam oU1ile1is,
where possible
o Acous1iically insulate s1ieam ejectors
o Arrange plan1i layou1i 1io shield residen1is from cooling 1iower noise
o Use quie1i fans, mo1iors, and baffles for 1ihe cooling 1iowers
o Use acous1iical insula1iion and/or enclosures for the 1iurbine genera1ior
o Baffle or muffle ven1iila1iion openings 1io con1irol noise emissions from
1ihe 1iurbine hall building
o Schedule loud main1ienance during dayligh1i hours
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PLANT DECOMMISSIONING NOISE
Noise mitigation measures for plant decommissioning and abandonment will be
generally the same as those for construction. Residential mufflers will be
used on all equipment exhausts, and enclosures will be provided for all
portable equipment, such as air compressors, generators, and pumps. Plant and
wellfield dismantling will be done during daytime hours.
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Section 7
BIOLOGICAL llP'.SOURC2S
7.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
This section describes the flora and fauna that is located in the vicinity
of the project. Several biological studies have been undertaken in connection
with the PGV project. One study (Char ~ Stemmermann. 1984) surveyed the vege-
tation types. plant species. bird species and mammal species within a 1-mile
radius (approximately 2.010 acres) of the power plant location. This section
draws heavily from that study.
BOTANICAL RESOURCES
Char and Stemmermann (1984) conducted a botanical survey of the project
site vicinity. The objectives of the botanical survey were to:
o Identify and map the major vegetation types present within the study area.
o Determine the occurrence of federal and state designated. proposed or
candidate threatened and endangered species within the study area.
o Provide data sufficient for inclusion in a future EIS to be prepared by
others.
Prior to undertaking the survey. a search of the pertinent literature was
made to familiarize the investigators with previous studies conducted in the
area.
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Literature Survey
One source that Char and Stemmermann (1984) examined prior to conducting
their own survey was the final EIS for the HGP-A project (Kamins 1978). It
contained results of a botanical survey within a i-mile radius of the HGP-A
drill site. The survey (lead by Barbara A. Siegel and Sanford M. Siegal) was
cursory and did not involve detailed botanical reconnaissance. transects. and a
species checklist. Short descriptions of the dominant vegetation types present
were made. The most commonly occurring vegetation type in the area was the
ohia (Metrosideros) forest. For the well site itself. a short list of the
plant species present was provided. No threatened and endangered plants were
believed to be present within the well site.
Also examined as part of the literature search was a series of publications
dealing with geothermal development in the State of Hawaii (Siegel 1979-1980)
that focused briefly on the flora near the HGP-A well.
A number of botanical surveys were commissioned by the PGV project in
I
portions of the project site. (Ecotrophics 1981a. 1981b. 1982). These
studies assessed if any changes occurred in the toxic materials uptake by
plants or soils following the operation of the HGP-A facility. The botanical
survey by Lamoureux and Williams (in Ecotrophics 1982) provides good descrip-
tions of the vegetation types as well as a comprehensive checklist of the
species present in or near the study area. One proposed threatened plant
species. Tetraplasandra hawaiiensis. was found during their survey.
In a survey of the Halepuaa Forest Reserve (located 3 miles north of the
study area) by Clarke et. al. (1979). nine major and four minor vegetation
types were described and data were collected on rare. threatened and endangered
species. Pockets of a new Cyrtandra species. as yet undescribed. were found in
the cracks and gullies throughout the native vegetation. Large trees of
Tetraplasandra hawaiiensis were also infrequently found.
After volcanic activities associated with the 1955 eruption subsided. a
stUdy was made of plant succession on the lava flow. Plots were established
primarily at the Kamaili and Kii sites. Studies by Doty (1967. 1972) and Doty
..
..
..
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and Mueller-Dombois (1966) showed that on new lava flows there is a succession
of blue-green algae, lichens, mosses. ferns and flowering plants. The pioneer
communities ameliorate and stabilize conditions by holding water at the surface
where it leads to evaporational cooling, and by producing shade. In time. a
herbaceous ground cover and an admixture of tree and shrub species begin to
appear on the older. weathered lava.
Project Survey Results
The PGV project's botanical survey (Char and Stemmermann. 1984) was
conducted by a team of three botanists conducted the field survey during the
five-day period from 26 January to 30 January 1984. A total of 15 man-days
were reqUired to gather the technical data contained in this report.
Tentative vegetation types delineated from recent aerial photographs were
ground checked and correlated with the photographs. Criteria such as the
dominant life form, the associated plant species. and the canopy cover were
used as differential characters in identifying each vegetation type. Each
vegetation type was described by structure and floristics. Three strata were
identified -- the tree layer, shrub layer, and herb layer. A visual estimate
of abundance was made for each species within each of the different vegetation
types.
Areas which were less disturbed were intensively surveyed since rare
species are most likely to occur in such situations. Well pads A ~ B, the
areas designated for the proposed geothermal facilities, and the immediate
areas with native plants, such as Puu Honuaula and several scattered
Metrosideros forests near cracks, were intensively surveyed since these areas
would be impacted directly or indirectly by the proposed geothermal operations.
Species identification was made in the field. Plants which could not be
positively identified were collected for later determination in the herbarium
and laboratory. Whenever rare, threatened or endangered species were encoun-
tered. their location was mapped as accurately as possible and notes were made
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on their distribution, physiological condition. and habitat. Voucher specimens
were also prepared. These vouchers were to be deposited in the herbaria at the
Bishop Museum and the Botany Department, University of Hawaii.
A total of 240 plant species were found during the course of the botanical
field survey. A complete list of species, listing taxa, common name, status.
vegetation type in which it is located, and frequency of observation is
included in Appendix C. Of these species, 163 (68 percent) are introduced
species, 65 (27 percent) are native species. and 12 (5 percent) are of
Polynesian introduction. Of the 65 native species recorded, 33 are endemic;
i.e., they occur naturally only in the Hawaiian Islands. Table 7-1 lists the
endemic plant species found in the study area, since endemic species are of
particular importance.
One candidate endangered plant species was found during the survey --
Tetraplasandra hawaiiens is . A single plant of the Bobea species was also
found. The identity of the species was inconclusive, but could have been Bobea
timonioides because the Bobea species lacked flowers or fruit. Bobea
timonioides is considered a candidate endangered species by the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. Three rare species of Cyrtandra were located in the study
area: Cyrtandra paludosa var. integrifolia. Cyrtandra paludosa var.
irrostrata, and Cyrtandra sp., (as yet undescribed). None of these species
occurred on the well or power plant sites. According to Char and Stemmermann
(1984) those native species which did occur on the well and power plant sites
were not considered rare, threatened or endangered.
Nine vegetation types were found within the 1-mile study area:
o Cultivated Areas
o Fallow Fields
o Closed Metrosideros Forest
o Open Metrosideros Forest
o Open Metrosideros-Lichen Forest
o Open Metrosideros/Diospyros Forest
o Open Metrosideros-Psidium Forest
..
..
..
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Table 7-1
ENDEMIC SPECIES FOUND
DURING FIELD SURVEy(a)
TAXA
FERNS AND FERN ALLIES
Athyrium sandwichianum
Sadleria cyatheoides
Cibotium chamissoi
Cibotium glaucum
Elaphoglossum crassifolium
Dicranopteris emarginata
Adenophorus tamariscinus
Mecodium recurvum
Vandenboschia cyrtotheca
Polypodium pellucidum var. volcanicum
Selaginalla arbuscula
Christella cyatheoides
MONOCOTYLEDONS
Seleria testacea
Freycinetia arborea
COMMON NAME
Hoio
Amauma
Hapuuii
Hapuu
Ekaha
Uluhe. false staghorn fern
Wahine-noho-mauna
Ohiaku
Kilau
Ae
Lepelepaamoa
Kikawaio
Ieie
(a) - For more details see Appendix C. which lists genus. author citation of
each species. biogeographic status of each species. vegetation type(s) in
which the species was observed. and frequency of observation.
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Table 7-1
ENDEMIC SPECIES FOUND
DURING FIELD SURVEy(a)
(continued)
TAXA
DICOTYLEDONS
Alyxia olivaeformis
Hex anomala
Tetraplasandra hawaiiensis
Perrottetia sandwicensis
Diospyros ferrea subsp. sandwicensis
Antidesma platyphyllum
Cyrtandra paludosa var. integrifolia
Cyrtandra paludosa var. irrostrata
Cyrtandra sp.
Hibiscus youngianus
Cocculus ferrandianus
Myrsine lessertiana
Metrosideros polymorpha
Pi sonia umbellifera
Bobea sp.
Psychotria hawaiiensis
Wikstroemia sandwicensis
Pipturus hawaiensis
Touchardia latifolia
COMMON NAME
Maile
Kawau. kaawau
Ohe
Olomea. puaa olomea
Lama
Hame
Hauhele. akiohala
Huehue. hueie
Kolealaunui
Ohia. ohialehua
Papalakepau
Ahakea
Kopiko
Akia
Mamaki
DIona
-
..
(a) - For more details see Appendix C. which lists genus. author citation of
each species. biogeographic status of each species. vegetation type(s) in
which the species was observed. and frequency of observation.
..
..
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o Mixed Forest
o Scrub
Much of the study area is modified by previous human activities, and during
the study period, consisted of cultivated and fallow fields. The cultivated
fields have since been abandoned. About one-third of the study area is covered
by the 1955 lava flow. Of the native vegetation types, the open Metrosideros
forests occupy the most area. The wellpad and power plant locations are
situated on scrub vegetation and fallow fields. The dominant vegetation are
introduced (non-native) weedy species and abandoned papaya plants.
Within each of the vegetation type the relative abundance of each species
(or absence) was identified in a list of plant species. The complete list is
included in AppendiX C. The abundance ratings are based entirely upon a
comparison of the frequency with which a species occurred, as compared to all
other species, within the study area. It does not necessarily denote the
abundance of that particular species in the Hawaiian Islands.
The rating of "rare" .means that the species was observed 1 to 10 times
within a given vegetation type. Again, it is important to understand that a
species that is found to be "rare" in the study area is not necessarily
rare in Hawaii or rare in the U.S. Conversely, a species found more than 10
times in a given vegetation type in the study area, may be uncommon in Hawaii
or uncommon in the U.S. For example, the endemic Tetraplasandra hawaiiensis is
not "rare" in the study area, but is a candidate for the Federal endangered
species list. Similarly, a species may be rare in one vegetation type but
abundant in one or more other vegetation types.
Vegetation Types
Discussed below are the nine vegetation types that were identified during
the 1984 survey within a i-mile radius study area. The location of each
vegetation type is graphically depicted on Figure 7-1. A summary of the plant
species that were found in each vegetation type is included in the vegetation
type descriptions.
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Cultivated Areas -- Designated as "c" on the vegetation map
The cultivated areas presented a mosaic of different crops. stages of
cultivation. and various human activities. A network of paved and unpaved
roads crisscrossed the fields. Papaya (Carica papaya) was the main crop grown
in the cultivated areas during the study period. A few banana (Musa X~)
fields. one field of vanda orchids (Vanda teres X y. hookeriana) and one weedy
plot of macadamia nut trees (Macadamia ternifolia var. integrifolia) were also
observed.
The papaya fields were in various stages of cultivation. Younger fields
had plants a meter high while older fields had plants 7-8 feet high. Weedy
growth was found primarily along the unpaved roadsides and consists of exotics
commonly associated with cultivated areas. The most commonly encountered weedy
species were a number of Euphorbia species. Lindernia crustacea. Ageratum
conyzoides. Borreria sp .• Polygala paniculata. Ryptis pectinata, and Cyperus
brevifolius. Some of the papaya fields were frequently herbicided.
Fallow Fields -- Designated as "c(f)" on the vegetation map
Certain portions in the cultivated areas have remained fallow for a long
time and can be characterized as open. grassy areas with scattered shrubs.
Many of these fallow fields are abandoned sugar cane fields, and plants of
sugar cane (Saccharum officinarum) were frequently encountered during the
survey. Molassesgrass (Melinis minutiflora) and Californiagrass (Brachiaria
mutica) formed the dominant cover.
Often these two grasses were found intermixed with Desmodium sp., Desmodium
cajanifolium. and sensitive plant (Mimosa pudica). Scattered shrubs of pluchea
(Pluchea odorata) and guava (Psidium guajava) were common. Smaller shrubs such
as Jamaica vervain (Stachytarpheta jamaicensis). comb hyptis (Ryptis
pectinata). and Buddleja asiatica were also frequently found.
•
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Closed Metrosideros Forest -- Designated as "cM" on the vegetation map
Closed Metrosideros forests was found on Puu Honuaula, around the large
cracks scattered throughout the cultivated areas, in a few parts of the Leilani
Estates, and near Puu Pilau. These forests are usually found on very old aa
lava and are structurally well developed.
The closed Metrosideros forest consists of tall-stature Metrosideros
polymorpha (ohia) , 66 to 98 feet tall, with canopy cover greater than
60 percent. The shrub layer, which is 7 to 16 feet tall. usually consists of a
mixture of native and exotic species. although in some closed forests, the
native elements such as Psychotria hawaHensis (kopiko) may be dominant. The
most abundant native species in this layer are the tree ferns, Cibotium glaucum
and Cibotium chamissoi. Other native shrubs include lama (Diospyros ferrea),
kopiko (Psychotria hawaiiensis), kolealauniu (Myrsine lessertiana), and hame
(Antidesma platyphyllum). The most frequently occurring exotic shrubs are
strawberry guava (Psidium cattleianum), guava .cPsidium gualava), and Malabar
melastome (Melastoma malabathricum). Usually these exotic shrubs are thicker
near the edges of the forest. Ground cover is roughly 70 percent and consists
of a mixture of grasses such as Sacciolepis indica, Paspalum conjugatum,
Oplismenus hirtellus, and ferns such as Nephrolepis exaltata and Christella
dentata.
The ephiphytic community is well-developed in this forest type. Vines of
ieie (Freycinetia arborea) and pHa (Dioscorea pentaphylla) are frequently
found climbing up the trunks of ohia trees. Ferns and fern allies such as
bird's-nest fern (Asplenium nidus), Vittaria elongata, ekaha (Elaphoglossum
crassifolium) • Lycopodium phyllanthum, and moa (Psilotum nudum) are
occasionally encountered.
The ground under the closed Metrosideros forest is damp and the rough aa
lava blocks are covered with the moss Rhizogonium spiniforme.
The greatest number of native species occurred in this vegetation type.
Three rare species of Cyrtandra spp., and the proposed federal endangered
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species of Tetraplasandra hawaiiensis were observed in this vegetation type
during the survey. The uncommon filmy fems. MecodiUlil recurvUlll and Gonocormus
minutus. were observed in the damp cracks and crevices of the closed forest.
Open Metrosideros Forest -- Designated as "oM" on the vegetation map
The open Metrosideros forest occurs on relatively young. not deeply
weathered lava flows. This vegetation type occupied large areas within the
study area. such as the northern section above the Pahoa-Kapoho Road
(Halekama h i aa); the Leilani Estates. and the southern section along the
Pahoa-Pohoiki Road.
The open Metrosideros forest is composed of mediUlil-stature. 16 to 52 feet
tall. widely spaced trees. Canopy cover varies from 20 to 30 percent. An
almost impenetrable mat of uluhe (Dicranopteris emarginata). 3 to 8 feet tall.
covers the ground. Shrubs of Myrsine lessertiana. Pluchea odorata. PsidiUlil
guajava. and Melastoma malabathricUlil are also widely scattered throughout the
uluhe tangle. In places where the uluhe is thin. plants of Andropogon
virginicus. Styphelia tameiameiae. Arundina bambusifolia. and Macharina
mariscoides are frequently found.
Open Metrosideros-Lichen Forest -- Designated as "oM(s-L)" .on the vegetation
map
Part of the 1955 lava flow is included in the study area. The vegetation
on the lava flow was characterized by an open (5 to 20 percent cover).
low-stature (3 to 13 feet) Metrosideros forest or woodland with a ground cover
composed of the whitish-gray-colored lichen. Stereocaulon volcani. and the
moss. Campylopus exasperatus. The hairy swordfern. Nephrolepis multiflora. was
abundant in the many cracks and crevices that occur in the pahoehoe lava.
Scattered shrubs of pukiawe (Styphelia tameiameiae). pluchea (Pluchea odorata).
and Buddle1a asiatica as well as grasses such as broomsedge (Andropogon
virginicus) and bush beardgrass (Andropogon glomeratus) were found on the more
weathered parts of the lava flow. Young plants of Metrosideros. 5-11 inches
tall. are also common to fairly abundant on the lava flow.
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The lava fields near Hinalo Road have been bull-dozed and the vegetation
cover was slightly denser and consists of a greater number of weedy species.
The Metrosideros trees were shorter (2-7 feet tall) and were more widely
scattered than on the undisturbed pahoehoe and aa lavas.
Open Metrosideros/Diospyros Forest -- Designated as "oMO" on the vegetation
map
This vegetation type was observed during the survey only on the west slopes
of Puu Honuaula. Lama (Diospyros ferrea) is co-dominant with Metrosideros.
although in some parts of this forest. lama forms almost pure stands with only
a few scattered Metrosideros trees. Canopy cover was less than 60 percent.
Several large Myrsine lessertiana trees that are 26 to 33 feet tall with basal
diameters of 12 to 14 inches. were found in this vegetation type. Scattered
trees of Pandanus odoratissimus are also occasionally found in this forest.
Many species found in the open Metrosideros-Psidium forest are also
present in this vegetation type. The shrub layer is a mixture of exotic
species such as Psidium guajava. Psidium cattleianum. Melastoma malabathricum.
and native species such as Psychotria hawaiiensis and Myrsine. The ground
cover is a mixture of grasses such as Sacciolepis indica and Oplismenus
hirtellus. seedlings of the shrub and tree species mentioned above. and smaller
shrubs such as Stachytarpheta jamaicensis and Rubus rosaefolius.
Two rare endemic species of Cyrtandra were found: Cvrtandra paludosa var.
integrifolia and Cyrtandra paludosa var. irrostrata. In addition. three large
trees of the endemic Tetraplasandra hawaiiensis. which is a candidate
endangered species. were found in this vegetation type during the field survey.
Open Metrosideros-Psidium Forest -- Designated as "oM-P" on the vegetation
map
This vegetation type was found in some areas north of the Pahoa-Kapoho
Road. on Puu Honuaula and its smaller adjacent Puu (spatter cone). and in some
areas near Puulena Crater.
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The open Metrosideros-Psidium forest is composed of medium to tall stature
Metrosideros (ohia) trees, 2S to 66 feet tall, with canopy cover varying from
20 to SO percent. Scattered trees of Diospyros ferrea (lama), Aleurites
moluccana (kukui). Cecropia obtusifolia (guarama). and Melochia umbellata
(melochia) are occasionally found. Psidium gualava (guava) and tall Psidium
cattleianum (strawberry guava) form a distinct subcanopy layer.
The two species of Cibotium (tree ferns). Sadleria cyatheoides (amaumau),
Myrsine lessertiana (kolealauniu), and Melastoma malabathricum (Malabar
melastome) are common components of the shrub layer. The ground cover is a
mosaic of plant associates. In areas where the canopy is more open patches of
uluhe (Dicranopteris emarginata) or broomsedge (Andropogon virginicus) can be
found. In areas where the canopy is denser the ground cover may consist either
of a minure of shade-tolerant grasses such as basketgrass (Oplismenus
hirtellus) and Hilograss (Paspalum conlugatum). smaller shrubs such as
thimbleberry (Rubus rosaefolius), and seedlings of the tree and shrub species
or the ground cover may be dominated by ferns such as Christella dentata (oak
fern) and Nephrolepis exaltata (okupukupu).
The ephiphytic community in this vegetation type is also well-developed.
Plants of Pleopeltis thunbergiana. Asplenium nidus, Ophioglossum pendulum. and
Elaphoglossum crassifolium are often found on the ohia trees.
All three Cyrtandra species, the Tetraplasandra hawaiiensis. and the Bobea
sp. were found in this vegetation type.
Mixed Forest -- Designated as "mf" on the vegetation map
This vegetation type is a mixture of Metrosideros and exotic trees:
Albizia falcataria, Cecropia obtusifolia. Melochia umbellata. Eugenia jambos
(rose apple) and Mangifera indica mango. A few kukui trees (Aleurites
moluccana are also frequently found in these forests. Mixed forest was often
found bordering the roadsides in the study area. Almost pure stands of
Albizia. up to 98 feet tall. can be found along the Pahoa-Pohoiki Road.
,,-
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The mixed forest is a medium to tall stature forest (33-98 feet tall), and
canopy cover is usually greater than 60 percent. The shrub layer may consist
of scattered shrubs if the canopy cover is thick or fairly dense shrubs if the
canopy cover is thinner. The shrub layer is composed most commonly of the two
Psidium species, Leucaena leucocephala (koahaole), Pluchea odorata (pluchea),
Melastoma malabathricum (Malabar melastome) and the native shrubs Psychotria
hawaiiensis (kopiko) and Pipturus hawaiensis (mamak1). Young saplings of the
tree layer species are also numerous. Ground cover is a mixture of grasses
such as Melinis minutiflora (molassesgrass), Brachiaria mutica
(Californiagrass). and Pennisetum purpureum (Napiergrass). smaller shrubs such
as Coleus blumei (coleus), Rubus rosaefolius (thimbleberry), and Stachytarpheta
1amaicensis (Jamaica vervain). herbs such as Borreria sp•• Begonia sp.• and
Mimosa pudica (sensitive plant). and ferns such as Christella dentata (oak
fern) and Nephrolepis multiflora (hairy swordfern).
Scrub or Ruderal Community -- Designated as "s" on the vegetation map
The scrub or ruderal community is found in areas that are frequently
disturbed or have been cleared. such as those areas along roads and trails.
near the power lines east of Lava Tree State Park, and along forest borders.
These sites were usually dominated by a number of weedy shrubs and grasses.
This vegetation type may vary from open, grassy areas with scattered shrubs
(6 to 10 percent cover) to more or less dense shrub cover (60 to 70 percent), 6
to 20 feet tall. Andropogon virdnicus (broolllSedge). Melinis minutiflora
(molassesgrass). and Brachiaria mutica (Californiagrass) form the dominant
grass cover. The most commonly occurring shrubs are the two Psidium species,
Pluchea odorata. and Melastoma malabathricum. Several plants of Clidemia
hirta. a noxious weed. were found across the road from the Kapoho Electric
Substation near pole number 313.
A number of scrub thickets found in the cultivated and fallow fields are
lumped under this vegetation type. These thickets apparently were left
undisturbed by the farmers to serve as windbreaks. They appear as long. narrow
bands across some of the fields. These thickets may be up to 20 feet tall, are
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very denae. and are composed primarily of shrubs such as Pipturus hawaiensis,
Pluchea odorata. Buddleia asiatica, and small trees of Trema orientalis and
Melochia umbellata.
The area east of the powerlines near the Lava Tree State Park appeared to
have been disturbed at one time. The vegetation was open and consisted of 3-20
feet tall. scattered ohia with 5-10 percent cover, patches of Andropogon (30 to
40 percent cover), and Melastoma-Dicranopteris thickets (20-30 percent cover).
BIRD AND MAMMAL RESOURCES
Because of the extent of agricultural disturbance at the project site, the
primary animal species of concern are native birds and mammals. A bird and
animal survey was performed (Char and Stemmermann. 1984) in the same study area
as the plant study area. It covered a i-mile radius around Puu Honuaula. Two
and one half days of field work was performed between January 24 and February
12, 1984.
Birds
Eleven species of nine avian families were observed in the study area.
Only two of these species (the Hawaiian hawk and the lesser golden plover) are
native: the remaining species are introduced from outside the islands.
Table 7-2 lists the species present in the study area and their approximate
densities. expressed as relative abundances. Table 7-3 presents distributions
of bird species by habitats within the study area. Birds observed in the
study are briefly described below.
'"
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Table 7-2
BIRD SPECIES OCCURRING IN THE PUU HONUAULA REGION(a)
Status (b) Density inCommon Hame Species i Family Study Area(C:)
Hawaiian hawk, Io Buteo solitarius; Ac:cipitridae Re,E U
Lesser golden Pluvialis dominic:a; Charadriidae
plover, Kolea Vr U
Spotted dove Streptopelia c:hinensis; Columbidae Fl R
Barred dove Geopelia striata: Columbidae Fl R
Barn owl Tyto alba: Tytonidae Fr Oc:c.
Melodius Garrulax canorus; Timaliidae
laughing-thrush Fl U
Japanese White-eye Zosterops laponic:us; Zosteropidae Fl A
Common myna Ac:ridotheres tristis: Sturnidae Fl A
House sparrow Passer domestic:us; Ploc:eidae Fl R
Northern cardinal Cardinalis c:ardinalis; Fringillidae Fl C
House finc:h Carpodac:us mexic:anus; Fringillidae Fl A
(a) The nomenc:lature and phylogenetic: order follows the American
Ornithologist's Union Chec:klist of North American Birds, 6th Edition
(1983), and Pyle'S Preliminary Checklist of the Birds of Hawaii (1977),
(b) Status (Symbols after Pyle's Preliminary Chec:klist of the Birds of Hawaii
(1977), Elepaio 37(10):112-121):
Re =
Fl ..
Fr =
Vr ..
E =
Resident spec:ies; native, endemic: at the spec:ies level
Foreign introduc:ed spec:ies; long established and breeding in
Hawaii (for more than 25 years)
Foreign introduc:ed spec:ies; rec:ently established and breeding in
Hawaii (for less than 25 years)
Visitor spec:ies; breeds elsewhere. regular migrant to Hawaii
Currently on the Federal List of Endangered Spec:ies
I
(c:) Density (expressed as relative abundanc:e):
Oc:c:.= Occ:asional
R .. Rare
U .. Unc:ommon
C = Common
A. .. A.bundant
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Table 7-3
INCIDENCE OF BIRD SPECIES OBSERVED IN VARIOUS STUDY AREA HABITATS(a)
Habitats(b)
Common Name A B C D E Kl K2 K3 K4 F Total
Hawaiian hawk, Io 5 1 2 8
Lesser golden plover. Kolea 4 1 3 8
Spotted dove 1 1 1 3
Barred dove 1 1
Barn owl 1 1
Melodius laughing thrush 2 1 2 4 1 2 1 3 16
Japanese white-eye 5 11 26 33 3 3 1 12 5 8 107
Common myna 5 6 7 14 20 9 3 64
House sparrow 3 3
Northern cardinal 2 1 8 13 1 2 5 2 4 38
iij'1
House finch 11 ..:I. 21 41 .s J .a ..§ ~ J 108
Total 26 27 72 111 37 7 10 31 23 13 357
(a) The nomenclature and phylogenetic order follows the American ,.
Ornithologist's Union Checklist of North American Birds, 6th Edition
(1983), and Pyle's Preliminary Checklist of the Birds of Hawaii (1977).
(b) Habitats:
A· Large-stature exotic forest near Lava Tree State Park and along
Pahoa-Pohoiki Rd.
B = Ohia forest north of Pahoa-Kapoho Rd.
C· Ohia forest, Leilani Estates
D· Puu Honuaula and smaller Puu to its immediate southwest
E· Papaya fields (active and inactive) and other agricultural areas in
study site
Kl = Small Kipuka (crack) 1/3 mile northeast of Puu Honuaula
K2 =Small Kipuka (crack) 1/2 mile east/southeast of Puu Honuaula
K3 =Large Kipuka (crack) 1 mile east of Puu Honuaula
K4 = Large Kipuka (crack) 1/4 mile west/northwest of Puu Honuaula
F =Puulena Crater
..
..
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Hawaiian Hawk (Io)
The Hawaiian hawk, which is endemic to the Island of Hawaii. is the only
remaining species in a once diverse endemic raptor fauna (Olson and James.
1982) . This species is on the Federal List of Endangered Species. Its
breeding range encompasses most of the Island of Hawaii including the Puna
District. which is an especially dense breeding area. The success of the
Hawaiian hawk breeding in Puna is due primarily to the prime agricultural lands
extending south and east of the town of Pahoa, which includes the study area.
Four field studies of the Hawaiian hawk in the project area have been
conducted in connection with the PGV project. The studies were conducted
between January 1. 1984, and July 15. 1986 (Char and Stemmermann. 1984:
Stemmermann. 1985: Jeffries, 1985; Jeffries, 1986). The studies have shown
that the project area around the Puu Honuaula is heavily used by hawks hunting
for prey species because of the open nature of this agricultural area and its
potential for attracting prey species to discarded fruit and weed seeds.
Five to seven adult and juvenile Hawaiian hawks are estimated to utilize
the area within a 1-mile radius of Puu Honuaula. Figure 7-2 shows locations in
,
where Hawaiian hawks were sighted during the four field studies. No hawks were
sighted during Stemmermann's survey between June 14, 1984 and June 24, 1984.
Table 7-4 presents the total number of hawk sightings, estimated total
individuals, total number of nests, and number of active nests that were
reported in each of the four studies. Hawks were most frequently found
perching in the small enclaves of native forest adjacent to papaya fields.
These areas include Puu Honuaula, the adjacent Puu to the southwest, and two of
the long, narrow Kipukas within the study site. Hawks were also seen in flight
over both forested and cultivated areas.
During three of the study periods, four nesting sites were located within a
1-mile radius of the project site. Only one of these nests has been active
each year. Nest no. 2 is located about 1 mile east of the project site
and was active all 3 years. A single nestling was raised in 1985, and another
nestling was raised in 1986. No hawk nests have been found on Puu Honuaula.
Prey that was fed to the young hawks included rodents and small birds
(Jeffries, 1985. 1986).
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In June 1984. Stemmermann (1985) noted adult hawks adding nesting material
to nest no. 2 but never observed eggs or young. Hawaiian hawks apparently do
not breed every year but will maintain a nest and often an alternative nest
within their territory. This second nest could be used if the first nest
proved inadequate. No activity has been seen at a second nest site 330 feet
west of the active nest (nest no. 2): however. this well-kept nest is most
likely an alternative nest maintained by the active breeding pair.
The frequency of hawk sightings suggests that hawks are nesting in nearby
areas and foraging for food over the study area. Land clearing for agricul-
tural purposes. although detrimental to nesting sites. has allowed for an
increase in food availability for hawks and. thus. an increase in the number
of hawks utilizing the area from adjacent territories.
Indirect human disturbance is noted to have only a minor affect on
nestlings: however. prolonged loud noise or close human activity could be
detrimental to reproductive success. During the study periods. the active nest
found in the study area was less than 330 feet from a producing papaya field.
It was constantly exposed to human disturbance; bulldozers. field workers. and
tractors were continually in the area and in the view of the young and adults.
The hawks became agitated only when the noise was excessive (the sound of a
bulldozer operating nearby or a helicopter flying low and overhead). Because
of continued human activity. they apparently had become. to some extent.
habituated to this disturbance. The papaya field is now abandoned.
Lesser Golden Plover
Wintering populations of the lesser golden plover. or Kolea. a shorebird
that breeds in Siberia and Arctic North America. arrive in the Hawaiian Islands
in late August and leave in March and April. On their wintering grounds.
individual birds are often territorial and site-tenacious. returning to the
same location year after year (Brunner. personal communication. 1984). The
Kolea were widely distributed in fairly small numbers throughout the study
area. They are most commonly found in agricultural fields and open areas and.
in smaller numbers. on subdivision roads.
..
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Table 7-4
SUMMARY OF HAWAIIAN HAWK STUDIES
Estimated
Survey Total Hawk Total Total Active Survey
Dates Sightings Individuals Nests Nests Author, Year
January 1. 1984 - 8 4 Char and
February 6. 1984 Stellllllerman,
1984
June 14. 1984 - 7 4 1 M, Stellllllerman ,
June 29. 1984 1985
June 4. 1985 - 23(a) 5 to 7 3 1 J. Jeffries.
July 15. 1985 1985
April 28. 1986 18(b) 5 to 7 3 1 J. Jeffries.
July 15. 1986 1986
(a) Does not include hawk sightings at nest sites.
(b) Census method changed.
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Spotted Dove
The spotted dove was found in very low densities in forested portions of
the study area, particularly in the Leilani Estates and adjacent areas and in
the vicinity of Lava Tree State Park.
Barred Dove
The barred dove was observed only once in the study area. in papaya fields
north of the Puu Honuaula well sites. This species is primarily a seed-eating
bird (Schwartz and Schwartz. 1949: Berger. 1983) and requires a source of
drinking water. This factor probably plays an important role in determining
the low abundance of both the spotted dove and the barred dove in the study
area.
Barn Owl
The barn owl is a relatively recent introduction to the Hawaiian Islands:
the first birds were introduced to the Hamakua region of the island in 1958.
The primary food items of this species in the Hawaiian Islands are small
mammals, particularly mice and small rats (Tomich. 1971). One owl was seen
soon after dusk on February 11. 1984. adjacent to the Pahoa-Kapoho Road. The
barn owl probably occurs in low densities throu~hout the agricultural portions
of the study area, although its nocturnal habits prevent accurate density
estimation or determination of its distribution.
Melodious Laughing-Thrush
The melodious laughing-thrush was found in low numbers in forested portions
of the study area. apparently preferring exotic vegetation to native forest.
This bird was most frequently observed in exotic stands of forest on Puu
Honuaula. in the Leilani Estates, and in the vicinity of Puulena Crater.
..
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Japanese White-Eye
The Japanese white-eye was one of the most common species in the study
area. It was found throughout all habitats censused. Lowest densities of this
species were seen in papaya fields and other agriculturally modified habitats.
Higher densities were found in closed forests (both native and exotic), with
highest numbers occurring in the Leilani Estates and on Puu Honuaula. This
species is an omnivore, which has provoked much speculation on its possible
role in the local extinction of native forest birds through dietary competition
(Banko, 1978; Banko and Banko, 1976).
Common Myna
The common myna was also particularly abundant throughout the study area.
Unlike the Japanese white-eye, it showed a marked preference for open areas
such as inactive papaya fields and areas under cultivation. In forested
regions, mynas were invariably found in cleared areas (e.g., roads) or adjacent
to forest edges. This species does not often stray from developed areas.
House Sparrow
The house sparrow was found only in Leilani Estates in very low numbers.
Berger (Kamins. 1978) did not find this species in his earlier survey of the
Pohoiki region. and it may be a recent addition to this environment.
Northern Cardinal
The northern cardinal was sighted in relatively low numbers throughout the
study area. This species showed a distinct preference for forested areas (very
common at Puu Honuaula, less common in Leilani Estates), particularly those
with some exotic plant cover. It was sighted on only one occasion in
cultivated fields.
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House Finch
The house finch was common to abundant in all habitats within the study
area and was often found in large flocks of up to 40 birds. The house finch.
although-primarily a seed eater. is renowned for its predilection for papaya
and other soft fruits ("papaya bird" is a widespread common name for the
species). which explains. to some extent. its abundance in the study site.
Potential Unobserved Bird Species in the Study Area
Several species of native forest birds are known to occur in other portions
of the Puna District (especially areas at elevations below 2.000 feet) but were
not seen during field observation in the project study area. despite the
presence of suitable habitat. These species are listed in Table 7-5.
Table 7-5 includes data from censuses in the Kalapana Extension of Hawaii
Volcanoes National Park: lowest known elevations from census counts. and
approximate abundance at that elevation (Conant. 1980). Data from Hawaii
Volcanoes National Park should be considered to be from a moderately undis-
turbed ecosystem. (Factors H. C. and D on Table 7-5 are all present to some
extent but are not as severe as in the Puu Honuaula area. which has been
impacted by various kinds of human activity for a number of years.)
Mammals
Signs of non-native mammals were common in the study area. Mongoose were
seen and heard consistently in all agricultural habitats and were especially
common in mature fields where there was a high density of shrubs and weeds for
cover. One feral cat was seen in papaya fields adjacent to Puu Honuaula. Rats
and mice were evident in active papaya fields due to their gnawing of ripe
fallen papaya. Four species of rodents were found in these habitats (Kramer.
1971). Mus musculus, Rattus rattus. and Rattus exulans are not commonly found
in fields. while Rattus norvegicus is found most frequently within 500 feet of
human habitations or other structures (Eskey. 1934. cited in Kramer. 1971).
There was no evidence of feral pig activity in the study area.
,M
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No native hoary bats were Observed in the study area. This species
preferentially forages along forest edges or over bodies of water (Baldwin.
1950); a suitable habitat for this species probably exists in the Puu Honuaula
area. However. there are no published records of bats in the Puna District.
7.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
The discussion below addresses clearing and construction impacts, operation
impacts. and impacts of facility decommissioning on the biological environment. ,
CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS
The well sites and proposed power plant and facilities sites are situated
on fallow fields and scrub vegetation. Non-native. weedy plant species make up
the dominant vegetative cover in the uncultivated areas, and abandoned papaya
plants occur extensively throughout the fallow fields. Native plant species
that occur on the proposed well and power plant sites are not designated as
rare, threatened, or endangered on the Federal or State lists. The species are
common and are found throughout the Puna District and neighboring districts.
The land requirements of the PGV facility are relatively small (approximately
17 acres for the power plant, wellpads. steam lines, and access roads);
therefore. no significant impacts are anticipated for the total island
populations of the plant and animal species present at the sites.
OPERATION IMPACTS
Fauna resources may be affected by the noise associated with certain
planned activities such as well venting and remedial air drilling. Noise
levels associated with normal operations will not be loud enough to affect
biological resources. High noise levels will be short-term and are not likely
to have adverse affects. though the levels may temporarily disturb certain
fauna.
..
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Activities of the PGY facility are not anticipated to adversely affect the
Hawaiian hawk. which is an endangered species. Predicted worst-case well
workover noise levels in the vicinity of hawk sightings are much higher than
normal conditions. ranging up to 85 dBA. Well venting (unmuffled). which
occurs after a well is drilled and tested. could increase noise levels for a
couple of hours to 125 dBA at 50 feet. and between 50 dBA and 83 dBA at 1 mile
from the event. However. no hawk nesting locations have been found on-site;
the nearest active nest is approximately 1 mile east of the project site. At
such a distance. even the loudest possible noise from the PGY facility is
unlikely to adversely affect breeding of the hawk.
Human activity at the site is not anticipated to affect the Hawaiian hawk.
Human activity at the PGY facility will be low. and activities will be geo-
graphically limited to within 17 acres. The hawks are accustomed to human
activity in papaya fields.
If emitted to the atmosphere. noncondensable gases (containing
predominantly hydrogen sulfide (H2S) and carbon dioxide) might potentially
affect regional vegetation and wildlife. The PGY project uses a reinjection
process to virtually eliminate H2S emissions from normal operations. This
process absorbs the H2S into a process fluid and reinjects the fluid into the
geothermal reservoir. During some upset conditions the amount of H2S released
may increase temporarily. but these levels are too short-term to cause adverse
effects.
H2S air emissions are not expected to adversely affect vegetation or
wildlife. H2S emissions will be nondetectable during normal operating condi-
tions. Under worst-case assumptions. H2S emissions during normal conditions
would be less than 4 Ib/hr. This level is well below injury level.
Short-term exposure to high concentrations of H2S (5 ppm) has been shown to
damage sensitive plant species (Lodgepole Blow~ut Inquiry Panel. 1984). A
concentration of 5 ppm is higher than any potential H2S screened-level
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concentration even during worst-case upset conditions. Thus, even unlikely
upset conditions would not produce high enough H2S concentrations to damage
plant species.
Another study (Thompson and Kats, 1978) showed that continuous exposure to
0.3 ppm ~S leads to vegetation damage to H2S-sensitive plant species. The
expected ground level concentrations for normal operations are lower than 0.3
ppm. Thus. PGV's long-term effects on vegetation will not be adverse. Since
natural sources of sulfide have been a feature of the environment during the
evolutionary process. the aqueous environment may contain species that are
tolerant to low concentrations of sulfide (Siegal. 1980). In addition. a
literature review of H2S exposure effects on wildlife (Siegel. et al., 1986;
New Norway Scientific Committee. 1974). concluded that the predicted H2S ground
level concentrations are not expected to effect wildlife.
PGV has commissioned several plant monitoring studies and plant tissue
analyses at the HGP-A site and adjacent areas (Ecotrophics, 1981a, 1981b.
1982). No significant increases have been detected in toxic emissions such as
mercury (Hg) or arsenic (As). These findings. however, are based only on
short-term observations.
IMPACTS OF FACILITY DECOMMISSIONING
During facility decommissioning, there will be minor impacts on the
biological environment due to the increased use of heavy equipment and
increased activity. These impacts. which will be similar to the construction
impacts previously described, are expected to be minor and short-term.
..
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7.3 PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES
The discussion below addresses the mitigation of construction impacts,
operation impacts, and impacts of facility decommissioning on the biological
environment.
Noise effects that might potentially impact fauna will be mitigated by a
variety of means. including insulating certain construction equipment and using
effective exhaust mufflers.
There is currently a monitoring program of the Hawaiian hawk. The Hawaiian
hawk will continue to be monitored throughout the construction, operation and
decommissioning phases of the project. The purpose of monitoring is to deter-
mine if the PGV project is adversely affecting the livelihood of the hawk. It
will be important to account for increased use of pesticides in surrounding
agricultural lands, and residential development when examining the results of
the monitoring program. The local extension campus of the University of Hawaii
at Hilo is being considered to execute the monitoring program. If adverse
impacts are observed, PGV will minimize or halt drilling and venting activities
during the hawk's nesting season.
PGV will continue its vegetation monitoring program throughout the project.
It will be designed to detect any changes in the vegetation caused by power
plant and well emissions. To minimize any potential adverse effects on rare
native plants. the ground that will be disturbed and graded will be restricted.
Of the approximately 500 acres of the project site, only 17 will be disturbed.
Areas where rare native plants have been found will be avoided.
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Section 8
This section discusses the regional and local land use surrounding the
project site. The project site is located on 600 acres occupying 17 surface
acres in the lower (southern) Puna District of the Island of Hawaii. The site
is within the Kapoho Section of the Kilauea Lower East Rift Geothermal Resource
Subzone. which is an area zoned for geothermal development. The discussion
identifies the project·s impacts on land use and describes the measures that
have been taken and will be taken to mitigate any impacts.
8.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
REGIONAL LAND USE
The project site is located in the Puna District. one of nine districts on
the Big Island. The Puna District is the easternmost district on the Island of
Hawaii. The Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV) facility will be built in the lower
Puna District. The boundary between the upper and lower portions of the Puna
District is the line where small-lot subdivided land in upper Puna adjoins
large-scale landholdings in lower Puna.
Geothermal Resource Subzone
The project is located on approximately 600 acres of the Kapoho Section of
the Kilauea Lower East Rift Geothermal Resource Subzone. In 1983. the Hawaii
State Legislature passed the Geothermal Resource Subzone Act which amended
Hawaii·s land use laws (Chapter 206. Hawaiian Revised Statutes(RRS» .. This Act
mandated the designation of geothermal resource subzones. in which geothermal
exploration and development could occur. The Act directs the Board of Land and
Natural Resources (BLNR) to designate the subzones. The designated subzones
are areas of significant geothermal potential where the positive economic and
social benefits of the development outweigh the potential negative
environmental and social impacts.
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The project area was designated as a subzone by Hawaiian legislation. Act
151. signed into law on May 25. 1984. established three areas as geothermal
resource subzones since the land owners of these areas had obtained state
geothermal mining leases and developers had been issued County special use
permits for geothermal development (Department of Planning and Economic
Development (DPED) 1986).
Uncultivated Vegetation
Most of the land in the lower Puna District is covered with "natural"
(i.e .• uncultivated) vegetation (Figure 8-1). Natural vegetation covers
essentially all of the areas within the State Conservation District (the
Nanawale Forest Reserve. the Malama-Ki Forest Reserve, and the coastal area
between Highway 137 and the shoreline). Natural vegetation is also the pre-
dominant cover type within areas depicted on the map as "urban residential.
undeveloped" and "residential agriculture, undeveloped." Small parts of these
areas have been cleared for roads and a few residences.
Agricultural
The second most extensive land use in the region is agricultural.
Lumbering of the native ohia trees for the sawmill that operated in Pahoa
between 1907 and 1918 resulted in cleared land. which was subsequently used for
the cultivation of sugarcane. From the 1920s until the early 1980s. sugarcane
remained the dominant crop in the region. and the Puna Sugar Company was the
single largest employer. Sugar prices remained at depressed levels for several
years, and in 1985 the Puna Sugar Company ceased operation.
With the closing of the Puna Sugar Company, papaya has become the principal
agricultural crop. Acreage planted in papaya steadily increased over the last
few years as the Puna Sugar Company phased out its sugarcane production, until
the crops were found to be infested with the fruit fly. Concern over the
possible spread of fruit flies has forced growers to treat the fruit before
shipping. This has made it more difficult and costly for growers to market
their fruit.
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Some agricultural land in Puna is devoted to other types of produce. cattle
grazing. and flower orchards. anthuriums. etc. Fallow sugarcane fields are
scattered within the District.
Residential
Large portions of the Puna District. especially upper Puna. were subdivided
into residential lots during the late 1950s and early 1960s. The sections of
the Ainaloa. Orchid Land Estates. and Hawaiian Paradise Park subdivisions that
are visible in the northwest corner of Figure 8-1 are part of the more than
40.000 acres of subdivided land in upper Puna (Planning Commission. 1974).
Closer to the site. about 6.000 acres are contained in the recent subdivisions
and in the older settlements of Pahoa and Kaniahiku. The distinction made on
Figure 8-1 between urban residential and residential agricultural subdivisions
is based on lot size. The lots classified as residential/agricultural range in
size from 1 to 5 acres. Areas shown on the figure as urban residential lots
include those that have been subdivided into lots of less than 1 acre (most are
between 8.000 and 20.000 square feet). The determination of developed or
undeveloped status was based on the density of structures shown on the three
U.S. Geological Survey quadrangles (U.S. Department of the Interior. 1980.
1981) covering the area. These determinations were developed from aerial
photographs taken in 1977.
Most of the subdivisions in Puna were approved in the 1950s and early
1960s, prior to the enactment of the County of Hawaii's subdivision and zoning
codes. Consequently. many subdivisions do not conform to current standards for
lot size and infrastructure improvements (roads. sewer. water supply. etc.).
The right to develop has generally been "grandfathered." since the lots existed
at the time the regulations were established.
Information on recent residential data was obtained from the County
Planning Department (County Planning. 1987). In 1970. there were 1.891 housing
units in the Puna District. The number of homes significantly increased during
the 1970s. In 1980. the inventory of housing units had more than doubled to
4.127. The number of homes in Puna increased almost another 20 percent by 1985
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~o 4.925. Of ~he ~~al uni~s. 4.822 were single family dwelling uni~s. In ~he
vicini~y of ~he PGV project area (Tax Map Sec~ion 4). ~he number of dwelling
uni~s in 1970 was 115. The number ~ripled ~o 344 by 1980. By 1985. ~he number
of residen~ial uni~s had grown ~o 426.
Portions of ~he recen~ urban residen~ial subdivisions have been developed
and are occupied primarily by residen~s commu~ing ~o work in Hilo. Mos~ of ~he
larger lo~s in ~he residen~ial andagricul~ural areas remain in ~heir na~ural
sta~e. Profitable agricultural use generally is not feasible on these lots.
given ~he lot size (1 to 5 acres) and conditions (heavily wooded and limited
water supply). A smaller lot is generally adequate and cheaper for residential
use.
Recreational
Puna has many natural recreational areas. These areas include the Hawaii
Volcanoes National Park. Lava Tree State Park and many beach parks. such as
Harry K. Brown. Isaac Hale. McKenzie and Kaimu Beach. Tour buses frequently
stop at the black sand beaches of Kaimu and Kalapana but seldom stop at the
other beach parks. There are five ball parks or general public parks. play-
grounds at Keaau and Pahoa schools. and two gymnasiums open to the public
(Canon. 1980).
Commercial
The only commercial area within 5 miles of the plant site is in Pahoa. and
contains mostly restaurants and small shops. Major shopping centers are
located outside the region in Keaau and Hilo.
LAND USE AT AND NEAR THE SITE
The area surrounding the PGV plant site are shown on Figure 8-2. The
various land covers on and near the PGV-controlled land. as well as subdivision
boundaries. are also shown on this figure. The figure is based on aerial
>II
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photographs taken by Air Survey Hawaii on March 8. 1984. and on field obser-
vations made in January 1984. Land cover categories depicted include recent
lava flows. woodland vegetation. other natural vegetation. papaya orchards.
other agricultural crops. and cleared land. The papaya orchards in the area
have since been generally removed from production.
Residential
As shown on Figure 8-2. there are six subdivisions within 2 miles of the
5OC-acre parcel controlled by PGV. They are Nanawale Estates (4.289 lots).
Leilani Estates (2.266 lots). Lanipuna Gardens (89 lots). Nanawale Farm
Ranchlands. Kapoho Estates (10 lots). and Pohoiki Bay Estates (14 lots). All
of the lots in these subdivisions are 1-acre in size except for those in
Nanawale Estates. which are urban-size. Nanawale Estates is the only one of
these subdivisions where substantial numbers of homes have been built. and it is
the farthest from the project site.
A field survey conducted by Thermal Power in 1986 identified only 2 homes
within one-half mile of the proposed power plant site. and the nearest of these
was 0.4 mile from the plant site (See Figure 8-3). The same survey revealed
only ten additional homes between 0.5 and 1.0 mile from the site of the
proposed power plant.
Other nearby subdivisions include the Nanawale Farm Ranch Lands (also
called Hawaiian Holiday Estates). The 88 lots in this subdivision are located
about 1.5 miles north of the PGV sublease and range in size from 1 to 5 acres.
North of the Nanawale Farm Ranch Lands is the Nanawale Estates subdivision with
4.289 urban-size lots of less than 10.000 square feet (County of Hawaii.
Planning Commission. 1967).
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Geothermal Facilities
The PGY project is within the Kapoho Section of the Lower East Rift
Geothermal Subzone. Three production wells have been drilled on the PGY plant
site to date: Kapoho State 1 (KS-1), KS-lA and KS-2. There are two other
geothermal projects in the immediate vicinity: HGP-A and Lanipuna. The HGP-A
facility was developed from 1976 through 1981 as a research and demonstration
project to generate 3 megawatts of electricity. The location of the HGP-A site
is identified on Figure 8-2. It is approximately 0.5 miles southwest of the
proposed plant site. The U.S. Department of Energy was the owner of the well
until late 1986. when the State of Hawaii assumed ownership. The Hawaii
Electric Li~ht Company (HELCO) has been the operator of the site since the
project began. Electricity produced from the HGP-A power plant is fed into
HELCO's island-wide power grid. In early 1987. Thermal Power Company (TPC)
signed an agreement with the State under which it will become the operations
and maintenance contractor for the HGP-A power plant; TPC will not assume
ownership.
The second geothermal project in the area is owned by Barnwell Geothermal.
Inc. Two wells have been drilled to date: Lanipuna Well No.1 (L-1; 0.8 miles
southwest of the PGY plant site). and L-6; (0.5 miles southeast of the power
plant site). State records (Tagamori. 1984) show that L-1 is drilled to 8.000
feet and L-6 is drilled to 5.000 feet. Both wells are nonproductive and
drilling activity has been suspended.
Recreational
Lava Tree State Park is located approximately 1 mile northwest of the
plant site. It is an aesthetic and geological resource of the area. Lava
molds of trees stand among ohia trees and fern growth. forming an interesting
and novel environment.
..
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Vegetation
Vegetation within 1 mile of the power plant was surveyed in 1984 (Char and
Stemmermann, 1984). Much of the study area has been modified by previous human
activities and consists of cultivated and fallow fields. An abandoned papaya
orchard is located on the immediate project site. No actively cultivated areas
exist within the 17 acres that will be utilized for the facilities. About
one-third of the study area is covered by the 1955 lava flow. The remaining
area consists of forest, scrub and fallow fields. Of the native vegetation
types, the open Metrosideros forests occupy the most area.
INFRASTRUCTURE
Roads
State Highway 11 is the primary road from Hilo toward Kilauea Volcano. The
primary routes connecting lower Puna to Keaau and Hilo are the Keaau-Pahoa Road
(Highway 130), the Kapoho Road (Highway 132). the Puna Coast Road (Highway
137). and a portion of the Chain of Craters Road. State Highway 11, Chain of
Craters Road, Kaimu Bypass Road, and most of the Keaau-Pahoa Road are
all-weather surfaced and in good to excellent condition (DPED, 1982b). Pahoa-
Pohoiki Road is the current access road to the PGV site, but will not be used
as a primary access in the future because it has a blind left turn at the
entrance to the site. The new access road will be Kapoho Road (Highway 132).
A right-turn lane from Kapoho Road into the project area will be provided for
traffic coming from the west to prevent traffic impediment caused by vehicles
turning into the project area. Proper permits will be obtained from the
Department of Transportation.
Keaau-Pahoa Road currently runs through the center of the town of Pahoa.
The State Department of Transportation has proposed construction of the Pahoa
Bypass Road. which would carry through-traffic around Pahoa's urban area. The
proposed bypass road begins about 1.000 feet north of Kahakai Boulevard and
rejoins the existing alignment adjacent to Pahoa High and Elementary Schools.
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The new alignment is generally parallel to, and about 2,000 feet northeast of.
the existing route. Plans for the Pahoa Bypass Road include two 12-foot-wide
traffic lanes and 8-foot shoulders. The design has been completed and right-
of-way acquisition is currently under way.
Arterial roads and highways are adequate to handle the truck traffic
associated with the various current agricultural endeavors. Improvements to
Pohoiki Road may be required if traffic from papaya. flowers and macadamia nut
farms in the area increases. It is anticipated that "cane haul" roads will
provide access to lands once used for sugarcane as agricultural development
expands. Some of these roads may have to be upgraded. It is expected that
roads of this type will continue to be privately owned and remain the
responsibility of the landowner or the lessee.
Utilities
Telephone service is provided by the Hawaiian Telephone Company; expansion
is prOVided as demand requires. During construction. electrical power will be
provided by HELCO. A 34.5 kV overhead electrical transmission line extends
along the Pahoa-Pohoiki Road to the HGP-A Site, sharing poles with the
telephone system.
During operation, on-site power requirements will normally be met using
power generated by the plant itself. Power from the geothermal plant will feed
into HELCO's island-wide grid through a new transmission line.
A diesel generator unit will be available as an emergency backup if the
system power fails. This unit is sufficient to operate one fire pump. one air
compressor. the battery"chargers. the HVAC system. control room systems, steam
release facility H2S abatement system and the emergency lighting. This
generator will be driven by a diesel engine from fuel stored on-site to operate
the emergency generating system for at least 24 hours.
I....
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Water Supply and Distribution
The public water supply and distribution system is operated and maintained
by the County Department of Water Supply. There are four major public water
systems in the Puna District. one of which has been extended beyond the HGP-A
project site. Water requirements for the PGV facility are estimated at
approximately 200 gallons per day from the public water system.
The public water supply on the island does not extend to all areas of Puna.
Extensions of this water system are not required to support most of the agri-
cultural activities predicted for the area because most crops in Puna are not
irrigated. Flower and foliage products are an exception; in periods of
drought. catchment may not provide sufficient water for these crops. Residents
of areas without centralized water systems (including many in the Kapoho area.
near the project site) rely on the roof catchment method. During periods of
drought. the County assists these families in replenishing their water supply
by paying two-thirds of the cost for purchase of water (Planning Department.
1979). Extensions of the County water system to current and future residents
not served by the public system will be determined by the County in relation to
its island-wide Capital Improvement Programs budget.
Disposal System
Municipal sewer systems are nonexistent in Puna.
district is by means of individual cesspools. septic
treatment units.
Sewage disposal in the
tanks. or aerobic
It is estimated that the proposed project would generate an average of less
than 200 gallons of domestic wastewater per day. Current plans are to dispose
of domestic wastewater on-site in cesspools. These cesspools are expected to
perform satisfactorily due to the highly porous nature of the soils and
underlying rock. Portable toilets may also be used during peak periods. No
public drinking water sources would be affected by this disposal system.
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8.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
LAND USE IMPACTS
Impacts of the PGV facility on agricultural. residential. and recreational
land uses will be minimal. lIone of the areas to be disturbed (e.g .• for access
roads. power plant. wellpads. and steam lines) are currently or have recently
been actively cultivated. Disturbed areas will be restored as near as reaso-
nably possible to their original condition following facility decommissioning.
The 1.5OC-foot pipelines between the power plant and Wellpad F may cause minor
inconvenience (i.e .• a short detour) to a few farmers if the adjacent land is
actively cultivated in the future.
Housing Values
As a result of their experience with the experimental HGP-A project a
number of area residents have expressed concern that continued geothermal
development on the PGV property would adversely affect the value of their
properties. To determine the likelihood that this would. in fact. Occur. PGV
hired Decision Analysts Hawaii. Inc. (1987) to study potential property value
impacts. using the experience with HGP-A as a model.
In conducting its analysis. Decision Analysts Hawaii. Inc.:
o reviewed Multiple Listing Service data on Puna property sales from 1978
through mid-1987
o studied the details of all property sold in Leilani Estates during the
same period
o collected and reviewed data on property tax assessments of properties
of varying sizes and distances from the HGP-A well and power plant
o discussed the factors which appear to influence property values with
the County tax appraiser responsible for Puna
..
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o held in-depth interviews with the realtors responsible for most Puna
property sales, focusing on the nature and cause of changes in price
levels
Results of the analysis revealed that property values and sales in Puna are
affected by so many factors unrelated to geothermal development (e.g .•
proximity to employment centers, the relative attractiveness of views. and the
perceived risk of damage from lava flows) that it is impossible to use a purely
statistical approach based on sales prices and/or property tax assessments to
evaluate the effect of HGP-A. Because of this primary reliance was placed on
information obtained during the interviews with knowledgeable realtors.
The analysis showed that the value of many. but not all. of the parcels in
Puna have declined during the 1980s. Factors believed to account for this
include:
o high interest rates during the early 1980s
o new tax laws passed in 1986 which reduced the speculative attraction of
investment properties
o repeated national telecasts which showed homes in Puna being destroyed
by molten lava (remember that a substantial part of the market for
vacant parcels is among mainland residents who think they might some
day retire to Puna)
o withdrawal of/increased premiums for hazard insurance on homes in many
areas as a result of increased activity by Kilauea Volcano and the
resulting loss of homes in some Puna subdivisions
o repeated news coverage of major police raids and arrests of marijuana
growers which have contributed to the impression that Puna is a
high-crime area unsafe for families
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o the increased land supply and decreased incomes resulting from the
closing of the Puna Sugar Company
Virtually every realtor interviewed by Data Analysts Hawaii. Inc. believed
that the value of properties within approximately one-half mile of the HGP-A
site were substantially lower than what they would have been if the power plant
and well were not present. They were also nearly unanimous in agreeing that
hydrogen sulfide (H2S) emissions (which have a characteristic "rotten egg"
smell) account for nearly all of the adverse effect. Elevated noise levels
which occasionally result from well venting were considered much less of a
problem. with residents having adjusted to it. The realtors felt that noise
from other sources and the industrial appearance of the HGP-A facility had
little effect on property values.
The consensus among the realtors interviewed was that the HGP-A well had
little effect on the val~e of parcels more than one-half mile from the power
plant and wells. Beyond a half mile from the HGP-A plant the H2S concentration
is rarely. if ever. high enough to be detectable. At that distance and less.
the H2S concentration is high enough to be odorous with some frequency. As a
result. property values are only one-quarter to one-half what they would be if
the odor were not present.
Following the interviews with realtors. an effort was made to determine if
realtors' perceptions of reduced value could be confirmed using recent Multiple
Listing Service sales data and/or property tax assessments. However. these
data do not show a material difference between the value of properties within
one-half mile of the HGP-A project and those farther away. Similarly. assessed
property values. and the time trend of these values. appear to be about the
same for properties near the project as for those for comparable properties'
farther away.
Finally. while the real estate sales data analyzed suggests that development
of HGP-A and the ongoing geothermal prospecting and testing at other locations
in the rift zone has had little adverse effect on property values. it also
shows little evidence of speculative buying spurred by the presence of the
resource. For most properties. the "mineral" rights to the geothermal steam
,,.
..
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are retained by the State of Hawaii or former owners. Also absent was evidence
that the value of nearby properties had been enhanced by the prospects of
commercial uses associated with the possible use of excess heat or steam for
industrial or agricultural purposes.
If the proposed PGV project were to have the same level of H2S emissions
and the same proximity to residential areas as the existing HGP-A facility, its
effect on property values would probably be about the same as well. However,
technology developments in the geothermal industry has enabled PGV engineers to
design more reliable and efficient pollution control systems than HGP-A. As a
result. emissions from the new facility would be substantially lower. and this
means that the affected area would be substantially less than the one-half mile
impact threshold associated with HGP-A. This. combined with the greater
distance between the new facilities and residential receptors means that it
will have little. if any. detectable effect on the value of surrounding
residential properties.
INFRASTRUCTURE IMPACTS
The infrastructure impacts for the Puna District. including community
services. housing. and other facility requirements. are not expected to be
significant. Water supply and sewer disposal are expected to be provided by
the developer.
Traffic through Pahoa will be increased during construction of the project.
Approximately 35 vehicle round trips per day are expected during the well field
and power plant construction. Each power generation unit and associated wells
are estimated to take a total of 18 months to construct. The proposed project
would add about 10 to 18 vehicle trips to existing traffic volumes during
operation. These added vehicle trips amount to a less than 1 percent increase
over existing volume at the intersection of Highways 130 and 132. According to
data from the County Planning Department, existing traffic levels at this
intersection are between 2.000 and 3.600 vehicles per day (Lyman, 1987). The
increase should not cause a significant impact on traffic in the project area.
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8.3 PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES
LAND USE
The site design was carefully prepared to limit the acreage that needs to
be cleared. Only 17 acres of the 600-acre project site will be graded.
Wellpads will be fenced as soon as grading is completed. All construction
materials and equipment will be kept within these boundaries or on internal
roads. Adequate area is available on-site to use as a staging area for the
construction phase. A 6-acre temporary construction pad on-site is planned.
and no offsite construction yards or bases are anticipated.
Plans for mitigation of visual impacts on residential and recreational use
of the surrounding land at each well pad and the power plant will include
landscaping and appropriate painting. Native vegetation is planned for land-
scaping. Structures will either be constructed with materials that blend into
the natural vegetation. or will be painted in order to blend into the
environment. See Section 12 for a detailed discussion of aesthetics.
Cleared wellpad areas or pipeline corridors that are no longer required
will be promptly restored and revegetated. The project site will be restored
to its original natural vegetation once the power plant and wells have reached
the end of their economic life. in accordance with the rules of the DLNR.
Revegetation of the portions of the pads located on the 1955 lava flow will
accelerate the natural plant colonization of this generally unproductive land.
Potential adverse effects on housing and land values are mitigated by the
plant design and pollution control abatement technology that is installed.
This abatement technology reduces H2S emissions to negligible amounts.
..
..
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INFRASTRUCTURE
PGV plans to use Kapoho Road (Highway 132) rather than the existing access
road (Pahoa-Pohoiki Road) as the primary access to the site because it has
fewer curves. An entrance road will be constructed on the project site. A
right-turn lane on Kapoho Road for traffic coming from Hilo or Pahoa will be
constructed at the entrance to the plant site. This right-turn lane will
reduce traffic congestion associated with vehicles (especially construction-
related vehicles) accessing the site.
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Section 9
PUBLIC HEALTH JRD SAPF:1'f
Factors associated with the PGV project which could affect the health and
safety of the public and employees are discussed in this section. To present
the information as clearly as possible, the normal division of environmental
setting and impact analysis was not used in this section. This section is
broken down to four major categories: Types and effects of risks, assessment
of risks, mitigation of risks. and emergency preparedness plans.
9. 1 TYPES AND EFFECTS OF RISKS
Health and safety risks associated with the PGV project can be broken down
by the types of exposure and the group exposed. Most of these risks are common
to any geothermal development. An assessment of the impact of these risks to
both the general public and workers at the plant is contained in the following
subsection.
The following list identifies the potential risks for the public and for
plant operational personnel and the SUbsequent paragraphs provide a brief
description of the effects of the risk. The risks include:
o Exposure to continuous, low levels of H2S from well drilling, normal
wellfield and power plant operations and turbine bypass operations
o Exposure to moderately higher levels of H2S from infrequent. short
duration planned and unplanned events such as well venting. well
testing. steam stacking. rupture disk events, and pipeline cleanout
o Exposure to moderately higher levels of H2S from highly unlikely but
possibly longer duration uncontrolled emissions from a well blowout
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o Exposure to increased noise levels resulting from construction and
operation of the wellfield and power plant
o Contact with hazardous chemicals (sodium hydroxide and hydrogen
peroxide) which may be used for H2S abatement
o Exposure to trace elements which occur naturally in geothermal fluids
o Risk from high temperatures and pressures normally associated with
steam and power production
o Risk from increased traffic during the construction phase of the
project
o Risk of industrial accidents resulting from the use of heavy
construction equipment
EFFECTS OF H2S EXPOSURE
The exposure to H2S appears in the first three risks identified and is a
public health concern. H2S is a colorless gas that at low concentrations has a
rotten egg odor. Although it is not generally a serious health risk. it can
cause respiratory poisoning at very high concentrations. acting primarily as a
systemic poison (American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists.
(ACGIH) 1980). Some humans can detect the smell of H2S at concentrations as
low as 0.47 parts per billion (0.00047 parts per million by volume (ppmv».
Continual exposure to H2S at 0.30 ppmv concentrations can cause nausea.
insomnia. shortness of breath and headaches. Concentrations of 10 to 50 ppmv
can cause eye irritation. throat agitation. fatigue. loss of appetite and
insomnia after chronic (continuous) exposure. Exposure to H2S concentrations
of 200-300 ppmv can cause serious irritation to eyes and the respiratory tract.
This level is the maximum concentration that can be inhaled for 1 hour without
serious consequences. At concentrations of 700-1500 ppmv. death will occur
within 15 to 30 minutes. Table 9-1 summarizes the health effects of H2S
exposure at various concentrations.
••
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H S
Concentration(a)
(ppmv)
0.00047-0.0045
0.007-0.03
0.025
0.04-0.13
0.10
0.12
0.30
1.0-10
4.6
10
10-50
20-30
70-150
200-300
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Table 9-1
HUMAN HEALTH EFFECTS OF HYDROGEN SULFIDE
Health Effects
Odor threshold
Slight odor
Hawaii ambient increase (proposed)
Clear definite odor
Hawaii ambient air standard (proposed)
Central nervous system effects after a 1-hour average
ambient exposure to this concentration
Increased incidence of nausea, insomnia, shortness of
breath, and headaches after chronic (long term) exposure.
Incidence of decreased corneal reflex after chronic
exposure
Readily apparent, offensive odor
Threshold limit value for a-hour exposure at the work
place (OSHA)
Threshold for irritative action after prolonged
exposure: eye irritation such as conjunctivitis and.
at the higher concentrations, dry throat. Fatigue.
loss of appetite. and insomnia after chronic exposure
Very strong but not intolerable odor
Eye irritation such as conjunctivitis, keratitis, and
photophobia after several hours of exposure.
Threshold for olfactory paralysis occurring within
minutes
Serious local irritation to eyes and respiratory tract
caused upon inhalation for one hour, with possible
subsequent pulmonary edema. This is the maximum
concentration that can be inhaled for 1 hour without
serious consequences.
9-3
H S
Concentration(a)
(ppmv)
400-700
700-1.500
1,800 and over
Table 9-1 (Cont'd)
Health Effects
Threshold for acute exposure with systemic reaction
and possible death from prolonged exposure.
Irritative effects are severe with possible pulmonary
edema. Concentr~~~on is dangerous after exposure for
more than 1 hour
Death occurs within 15-30 minutes of exposure(b)
Immediate respiratory paralysis(b)
..
..
..
..
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,
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(a) Most concentrations cited are approximate due to the lack of precise
data, the fact that most studies of H2S are not recent, and lack otvalue agreement in the literature.
(b) This information is partially based on studies of dogs. which
demonstrate a sensitivity to H2S similar to that in man.
Source: Walton k Simmons, 1978
..
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EFFECTS OF NOISE
The County Planning Department has developed Geothermal Noise Level
Guidelines from a study of noise in the Puna District (Darby-Ebisu and
Associates, Inc., 1981). The guidelines consider 55 dBA during daytime (7:00
a.m. to 7:00 p.m.) and 45 dBA during nighttime (7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.) as
satisfactory sound levels which will not cause undue interference with
activity or annoyance under normal conditions.
From a hearing conservation standpoint, a person's hearing is not impaired
until noise levels exceed 70 dBA consistently over a 24-hour day. Noise levels
below 70 dBA (average over 24 hours) are considered to have a negligible impact
on a person's health and welfare. The Federal Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) standard for worker hearing conservation is 90 dBA for an
8 hour period, without protective hearing equipment.
EFFECTS OF HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS
The only hazardous chemicals that may be used in large quantities at the
plant have been identified as liquid sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and hydrogen
peroxide (H202). NaOH is a corrosive material. Skin contact with NaOH will
result in burns and ulceration. Inhalation of concentrated mists containing
NaOH can cause effects ranging from mild irritation to severe damage to the
mucous membranes, depending upon the amount inhaled. Contact of mucous
membranes or eyes with NaOH can result in burns and ulcerations. The OSHA
limit for 8-hour worker exposure is 2 milligrams per cubic meter (mg/m3 ) (Sax,
1986). Effects of skin or eye contact can be greatly reduced through the rapid
flushing of the affected area with large amounts of water.
Hydrogen peroxide, H202, is a strong oxidizer. Contact with the skin may
result in blistering. Inhalation of vapors can result in damage to mucous
membranes. The eyes are particularly sensitive to irritation by H202. The
OSHA limit for 8-hour workplace exposure is 1 ppm (Sax, 1979). Effects of eye
or skin contact can be reduced through the prompt flushing of the affected area
with large amounts of water.
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EFFECTS OF TRACE ELEMENTS
Trace elements occur naturally in geothermal steam.
the geothermal fluids (brine and condensate) have been
significant concentration of any trace element was found.
Chemical analyses of
performed, and no
Trace elements can be emitted with the water vapor leaving the cooling
tower stack and dispersed in the atmosphere. Preliminary data from the PG&E
Geysers project suggests that there may be an exposure risk for plant mainte-
nance workers under some maintenance conditions, such as removal of scaling
from pipes. turbine blades, condensers. cooling towers. etc.
Arsenic is one of the trace elements found in Puna geothermal steam
. resources. Arsenic is a poison and a known carcinogen. It is used in ant
poisons. insecticides. weed killers and other products. Ingestion of arsenic
may cause a range of disorders such as nausea. headache, or diarrhea. Arsenic
exposure is regulated by both OSHA and the Hawaii Department of Occupational
Safety and Health (DOSH). which has established 10 micrograms per cubic meter
(ug/m3) as the Permissible Exposure Level (PEL). The OSHA limit for an 8-hour
worker exposure to arsenic is 0.2 mg/m3 (Dreisbach. 1983).
HEAVY EqUIPMENT EXPOSURE
Construction and maintenance workers will be exposed to the risks
associated with the use of heavy construction equipment such as personal injury
resulting from accidents. These risks will be no different than those normally
associated with construction or industrial sites.
9.2 ASSESSMENT OF RISKS
Assessment of the risks for H2S, well blowout, noise, trace elements.
hazardous chemicals, high temperature and pressure, and traffic accident
exposures are contained in the following subsection. Further discussion of the
particular events relative to H2S and noise exposures is contained in other
sections of this EIS.
..
..
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The ACGIH has established two H2S exposure limits. The threshold limit
value (TLV) for a worker (40-hour work week) is 10 ppmv. The short-term
exposure limit (STEL) for a 1S-minute exposure is 16 ppmv. For workers. the
OSHA established a Maximum Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL) for H2S of 20
ppmv. For general public exposure. the Hawaii Department of Health has
3proposed a maximum 1-hour ground-level concentration for H2S of 139 ug/m or
0.1 ppmv. Normal operations emit a continuous. low level concentration of H2S.
The 1-hour GLC value (0.10 ppmv) is used as the Estimated Permissible
Concentration (EPC) for these operations because it applies to continuous
exposure of the local residents. Short duration events do not pose the same
health risk to residents. These events are more closely related to
occupational exposures than to continuous residential exposures. TLV limits
are the maximum concentration workers may be repeatedly exposed to (8 hours per
day. 6 days per week) without adverse effect. The EPC for short-term exposure
is. therefore. based on the ACCIH TLV. 10 PPmV for an 8-hour average.
The appropriate EPC values for power plant and wellfield emission events
are provided in Table 9-2. Background H2S concentrations were measured at four
locations around the project site during 1981 to 1986 and are discussed in
Section 6.
Anticipated Emissions
To determine the potential exposure levels resulting from the PGV project,
anticipated emissions were calculated for the project. (See Table 9-3).
During plant operation. more than 90 percent of the H2S contained in the
geothermal fluids will be separated from the condensed steam. absorbed in the
cooling tower blowdown and reinjected back into the reservoir. This essen-
tially closed loop disp<:?sal method will greatly reduce the potential for
"
exposure to H2S at or near the facility. H2S emissions from all sources will
be 4 Ib/hr or less. primarily from the cooling tower. This H2S emission rate
will be less than one-half of the maximum allowable emissions proposed by the
Hawaii Department of Health.
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Air quality impacts were assessed by dispersion modeling techniques using
the EPA approved models, The models calculate the highest ground-level con-
centrations at receptors for averaging times ranging from 1 to 24 hours and for
the entire period of meteorological data. Table 9-2 prOVides a comparison of
the EPC and maximum ground-level concentrations for the various events.
Maximum ground-level concentrations were calculated from the appropriate
incremental emission and the maximum background concentration (0.048 ppmv).
Information generated for the Pacific Gas and Electric Company's (PG&E's)
Geysers facilities in Northern California (during a 3-year study) concluded
that occupational health risks from exposure to H2S under normal conditions
were minimal. Workers were exposed to levels of H2S typically at concentra-
tions of 1 ppm or less. Comprehensive physical examinations and laboratory
studieS were conducted at the end of each of the 3 years. No chronic ill
effects were observed from exposure to the H2S or other components of geo-
thermal emissions.
WELL BLOWOUTS
Well blowouts refer to the uncontrolled venting of fluids due to a failure
of the casing or wellhead equipment. The potential for this occurrence is
extremely small.
Potential causes of this failure may be corrosion, erosion. mechanical
failure and geologic events. The precautions taken to prevent these causes
from creating a blowout are discussed later in this section under "Mitigation
of Identified Risks."
In terms of risks, a well blowout is equivalent to several other wellfield
events. The H2S emission levels and noise levels are similar to those of well
venting or rupture disk events as shown in Table 9-3.
..
•
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Table 9-2
ESTIMATED PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATION (EPC) VALUES FOR H2S
Estimated Maximum
Permissible Ground-Levet )
Operation Concentration Concentration a
Normal Operation 0.10 ppmv/l hr 0.054 ppmv/l hr
Turbine Bypass 0.10 ppmv/l hr 0.064 ppmv/l hr
Steam Stacking 0.10 ppmv/l hr 0.072 ppmv/l hr
Injection Failure 10.0 ppmv/8 hr 0.049 ppmv/8 hr
Wen Venting 10.0 ppmv/8 hr 0.415 ppmv/8 hr
Well Flow Testing 10.0 ppmv/8 hr 0.072 ppmv/8 hr
Wen Workover 10.0 ppmv/8 hr 0.061 ppmv/8 hr
Pipeline Cleanout 10.0 ppmv/8 hr 0.248 ppmv/8 hr
Rupture Disk Event 10.0 ppmv/8 hr 0.215 ppmv/8 hr
Wen Blowout 10.0 ppmv/8 hr 0.415 ppmv/8 hr
(a) Conservative estimate of maximum GLC based upon highest recorded ambient
concentration (0.048 ppmv) and worst case incremental increase from modeling
of operation.
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TABLE 9·3
H2s AHD NOISE EMISSION SUMMARY
•
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20 TIMES
6 TIMES
EVENT
1 HAXI_ I 1 1
1 ANTICIPATED 1 ESTIMATED 1 ESTIMATED 1 ANTICIPATED
IH2S EMISSIONS EMISSION BASIS IDURATION OF I WORST YEAR 1 NOISE LEVEL
I (Ib/hr) 1 1 EMISSION IFREQUENCY CallCdBA a 50 FT)
···················1··············/···························1············1·············/·············
BAClCGROUND / NONE I 1 I N/A 1 32· 53
···················1··············1···························1············1·············1·············
NORMAL / 4.0 199+% REMOVAL OF H2S FROM 17884 HR/YR 1 Cbl I 66· 81
PRODUCTION 1 ICONDENSER 1 I 1
···················,··············1···························I············I·············I~············
TURBINE BYPASS 1 4.0 199+% REMOVAL OF N2S FROM 1613 HR/YR I Cbl 1 66· 81
1 1CONDENSER 1 I I
···················1··············1···························1············1·············1·············
STEAM STAC1CING 1 21.1 /540,000 LB/HR OF STEAM a 1263 HR/YR I Cbl 1 55
1 11950 PPMCWI H2S W/ 98% H2S I 1 1
/ 1REMOVAL I 1 1
···················/··············1···························1············1·············1·············
REINJECTION FAILUREI 1.3 ITOTAL H2S CONTENT IN BRINE 148 HR 1 4 EVENT/YR 1 55 /
1 1SEHT TO POND VEHTED I I I I
···················1··············1···························1············1·············/·············1
WELL WORKOVER I 7.0 1120,000 LB/HR OF STEAM a 1120 HR/EVEHTI 4 EVEHT/YR I 64· 85 1
1 11950 PPM(W) H2S WITH H20 I I I I
I I INJECT'N REMOVING 40% H2S I I I I
1 1& H2S ABATEMENT REHQVING 1 1 1 I
I 195% OF REMAIHING H2S I I 1 I
···················1··············1···························1············1·············/·············1
WELL FLOW TESTING 1 14.6 1150,000 LB/HR OF STEAM a 1240 HR/EVEHTI 4 EVENT/YR 1 55 I
1 11950 PPMCW) H2S WITH 95% I I I I
/ /H2S ABATEMENT 1 1 1 I
···················1··············1···························1············1·············/·············1
WELL VENTING I 292.5 1150,000 LB/HR OF STEAM a 18 HR/EVENT 1 4 EVENT/YR I 75· 125 1
I 11950 PPM(WI H2S WITH NO 1 1 I I
I IH2S ABATEMENT I 1 I I
···················1··············1···························1············1·············/·············1
PIPELINE I 292.5 1150,000 LB/HR OF STEAM a 11 HR/EVENT 1 3 EVENT/YR 1 75· 125 I
CLEANOUT I /1950 PPM(W) H2S WITH NO 1 I 1 1
1 IH2S ABATEMENT I I 1 I
···················1··············1···························1············1·············1·············/
RUPTURE DISK 1 292.5 1150,000 LB/HR OF STEAM a 12 HR/EVENT I 4 EVENT/YR I 75· 125 I
EVENT 1 11950 PPMCW) H2S WITH NO 1 1 I 1
1 IH2S A8ATEMENT I I I I
···················1··············1···························1············1·············/·············1
WELL BLOWOUT 1 292.5 1150,000 LB/HR OF STEAM a 1 Ce) I Cb) / 75· 125 1
1 11950 PPM(W) H2S WITH NO I I I 1
1 IH2S ABATEMENT I I 1 I
···················1··············1···························1············1·············/·············1
Ca) WORST YEAR REFERS TO THE MAXIMUM ANTICIPATED NUMBER OF EVENTS IN ONE YEAR
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PLANNED WELLFIELD EVENTS IS:
WELL DRILLING: 20 TIMES WELL FLOW TESTING:
WELL VENTING: 20 TIMES PIPELINE CLEANOUT:
Cbl THERE IS NO '~RST· YEAR FREQUENCY FOR THESE EVENTS
Ce) THERE IS NO ESTIMATED DURATION FOR THIS EVENT
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NOISE EXPOSURES
Anticipated noise levels were developed for the construction. operation and
decommissioning phases of the project. The noise levels produced during the
life of the project do not present a risk to the health or safety of the nearby
residents. Noise levels from construction. normal power plant operation and
decommissioning will be below the Geothermal Noise Level Guidelines at the
nearby residences. Operations which are conducted 24-hours per day such as well
drilling or well workovers may sometimes slightly exceed the nighttime levels
as shown in Table 9-4. The noise levels shown do not include any noise
attenuation due to terrain (foliage and natural barriers) so the actual levels
may be lower than shown.
Planned events which will produce a high noise level. such as well venting.
and pipeline cleanout. will be conducted only during daylight hours and will
last less than a-hours. Unplanned events which produce these high noise
levels, such as a rupture disk event. may occur during either the daytime or
nighttime but will not last for more than two hours.
Unlikely occurrences such as a well blowout will result in noise levels
similar to those for well venting. These events may happen at any time and may
extend for a longer period of time. The noise levels and anticipated durations
of most wellfield and power plant events are shown in Table 9-3.
The anticipated levels of occupational exposures were also calculated.
OSHA's standard for worker safety is 90 dBA without hearing protection for an
a-hour period. Noise levels for some activities exceed this standard, but none
will be continuous for a hours. During certain. operating conditions the noise
levels may require that hearing protection be used by exposed workers.
EXPOSURE TO TRACE ELEMENTS
Arsenic is the only trace element which was identified as a potential risk.
Prediction of the occupational arsenic exposure is not possible from the
information currently available and the many variables involved. If the
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TABLE 9-4
SUMMARY OF NOISE LEVELS
Noise Level (dBA) at:
50 feet Nearby Residences(a)
Activity Davtime Nighttime
Construction 89 - 94 <55 none (b)
Well Drilling 64 - 75 45 - 5Hc) 45 - 5Hc)
Well venting 75 - 125 58 - 91 none(b)
Normal Operation 66 - 81 <45 <45
Well Workover 75 - 85 45 - 54(c) 45 - 54(c)
"""
Decommissioning 89 - 94 <55 none(b)
(a) The distance to nearby residences was determined to be 0.4 miles.
(b) Items marked "none" are not performed at night.
(c) Noise level varies depending upon which well pad is worked on. Wellpads E
and F generally have the highest noise impacts due to their locations.
Section 6 provides further details on anticipated levels at the residential
tracts.
..
..
..
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arsenic levels at the site exceed the OSHA action level of 6 ug/m3 during an
8-hour period, then the federal requirements of 29 CFR (Code of Federal
Regulations) 1910.1018 and Hawaii DOSH standards (Title 12. Subchapter 8) are
applicable.
The concentration of arsenic in these geothermal fluids has been measured
and the potential risk to nearby residents will be insignificant. Preliminary
analyses of the brine and steam condensate reveals that the majority of the
arsenic present remains in the brine. Analysis of catchment water has not
shown any increase in arsenic or other trace element concentration from project
activities to date.
The concentration of arsenic in the steam condensate is less than 0.01
parts per million by weight (ppm(w» which is the detection limit of the
analytical method used. The concentration of arsenic in the cooling tower
water and drift were based upon a 0.01 ppm(w) basis as an upper limit. The
Estimated Permissible Concentration (EPC) for arsenic is 0.006 ug/m3 (Cleland
and Kingsbury. 1977). The concentration of arsenic in the cooling tower drift
(0.0039 ug/m3) is less than this value. After the arsenic is dispersed in the
air the levels will be below detection limits.
Monitoring of trace element concentrations i. e., arsenic. lead. mercury,
etc. will be performed periodically during plant operation and maintenance
activities. No buildup of arsenic has been observed at HGP-A.
The risks of exposure to radon-222 were also assessed. Radon is a naturally
occurring element that results from the breakdown of rocks and soils containing
radioactive particles. The measured concentrations of radon-222 in the
geothermal steam ranged from 749 to 3010 pCi/liter of condensate. To put these
values in perspective, the Hawaii Department of Health recently reported that
radon levels in 14 of 18 drinking water wells tested were below 200 pCi/liter
of water, while the other 4 wells varied from slightly over 200 to nearly 1000
pCi/liter . These levels were not considered to be a serious health ri sk
according to the Health Department. (Yamaguchi. 1987)
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Based upon the maximum concentration (3010 pCi/liter of condensate), the
radon concentration in the cooling tower plume is calculated as being 0.17
pCi/Iiter of air. When the radon is dispersed into the atmosphere the
ground-level concentration will be even lower. The radon ground-level
concentration for steam stacking is approximately 0.003 pCi/liter of air.
Residential exposures to less than 4 pCi/liter of air are not significant
according to EPA guidelines.
HANDLING OF HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS
The hazardous chemicals used in significant quantities at the plant are
liquid NaOH and H202. The H2S abatement system chosen, reinjection, reduces
the risks associated with handling of these chemicals by minimizing their use.
The other H2S abatement systems use larger quantities of these chemicals or
require the use of other hazardous chemicals.
NaOH is a corrosive material and H202 is a strong oxidizing agent. Both
materials must be handled carefully. Use of proper mixing techniques, clean.
high quality hoses and connections and personal protective eqUipment (e.g.,
gloves, goggles, aprons, etc.) will greatly reduce the risk of accidental
exposures. The risks associated with the employee handling of NaOH and H202
are minimal if proper training and handling techniques are used. Emergency
showers and eyewaSh stations will be located in areas where chemical exposures
may occur.
NaOH reacts Violently with acids or acidic materials (Sax, 1979). A
significant amount of heat is generated upon dilution of concentrated
solutions. Care must be used in working with the material to avoid adding a
small amount of water to a large amount of NaOH.
As a strong oxidizer, H202 is incompatible with many materials. Accidental
mixing of H202 and acids or metals (such as iron) for example, may result in
violent decomposition of the peroxide. The accompanying release of oxygen may
result in a fire or the pressuring and rupturing of a sealed container (Sax,
1979) .
..
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Effects of akin or eye contact of either NaOH or H202 can be reduced
through the prompt flushing of the contacted area with lots of water.
Risks to the public are minimal since they are only exposed in the event
of a serious traffic accident during transport of the chemicals which damages
the transporting truck to the extent that it leaks. Public safety agencies are
able to deal with this type of accident and can confine the public risk.
EXPOSURES TO HIGH TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE
The principal risk stems from contact with hot fluids or piping which are
present at the geothermal project. To prevent public contact. measures will be
taken to first. secure the property (e.g., chain-link fences around wellpads
and power plant) and second, insulate the exposed pipelines. The insulation
will ensure that exposed surfaces are no more dangerous than household hot
water lines.
Employee exposures to high temperature and pressure steam are no worse (and
possibly less) than similar exposures associated with a conventional steam
power plant.
EXPOSURE TO TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
During the construction phase of the project. vehicular traffic is
expected to increase by 35 vehicular round trips per day. Traffic during normal
power plant operation will drop to 10 - 18 vehicle round trips per day. This
represents less than a one percent increase over existing traffic levels at the
intersection of Highway 130 and Highway 132. Existing traffic levels at this
intersection vary from 2000 to 3600 vehicles per day according to the County
Planning Department. To prevent potential traffic congestion and accidents
relating to PGV traffic, a right-hand turn lane will be added on Kapoho Road
(Highway 132) to remove turning vehicles from the main traffic lanes. The risk
to employees and the public is not significantly altered by the project.
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9.3 MITIGATION OF IDENTIFIED RISKS
H2S will be controlled in an essentially closed loop system whereby more
than 99 percent of the H2S contained in the geothermal fluids will be dissolved
in the cooling tower blowdown and reinjected back into the reservoir. A backup
abatement system will be employed if the injection system malfunctions. The
backup system will incinerate the gases and treat them with sodium hydroxide to
produce nontoxic sulfites and bisulfite compounds. H2S emi.ssions will be
negligible during drilling because mud drilling techniques will be used. A
rock muffler with chemi.cal abatement will treat H2S emi.ssions during well
testing and steam stacking.
H2S will be monitored throughout the construction. operation. and
decommi.ssioning phase of the project. During well drilling and plant
operations. the air will be continuously monitored in strategic locations.
Hand held H2S monitors will also be used extensively throughout the plant for
detection of H2S exposur~s.
The following measures will be taken to protect the health and safety of
both the workers and the public from exposures to H2S:
o Use of conservative safety factors for design of process facilities and
the related piping
o Minimize the amount of steam venting
o Select optimum weather conditions for needed well venting
o Design the process plant equipment with automatic instrumentation and
controls to reduce the likelihood of a rupture disk event resulting
from a process upset
H2S is heavier than air and will displace air in confined spaces. H2S
concentrations in such spaces may reach levels much higher than the level of
..
..
..
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release from the plant during normal operations. To avoid accidents associated
with entrance into confined spaces. all employees entering such places will be
required to wear protective personal equipment until appropriate ventilation or
air exchange has been accomplished. Spot test units will be available to check
for H2S in those areas not having permanent detectors. H2S monitors and
emergency air units will be located in strategic places. Work crews will
include backup personnel to observe workers in risk areas. Regular safety
courses and employee training will be provided. and signs indicating high risk
areas will be posted.
WELL BLOWOUT
The following mitigation measures are taken to ensure the integrity of the
geothermal wells and prevent uncontrolled releases of H2S to the atmosphere
from well blowouts:
o Use of blowout preventers during drilling that can rapidly choke off the
flow of fluids from the well
o Use of conservative safety factors in designing wells and wellhead
equipment
o Installation of two strings of steel casing that are cemented in place from
the surface to the reservoir cap rock
o Selection of premium grade casing materials and connections to strengthen
the wellbore
o Specification of cement mixtures with high strength and insulating
properties
o Close attention to procedures used during installation of cement
o Inspection and testing of the wellhead equipment regularly
o Surveys of the casing to inspect the condition
NOISE
Noise produced from construction. operating. and decommissioning the site
will be minimized through various insulation techniques (see Section 6 for
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details). Any personnel who are exposed to noise levels exceeding OSHA' s
workers safety limit (90 dBA for an 8 hour period without protective hearing
equipment) will be required to wear protective hearing equipment. Such
instances will be very rare.
EXPOSURE TO ARSENIC
Prior to construction and start-up. a baseline monitoring program for
arsenic will be established to determine the occupational exposures and to
determine if the OSHA action level is exceeded. Monitoring of arsenic concen-
trations will continue during operation. particularly during maintenance
activities. In the event that the action level is exceeded. personnel
protection equipment will be provided.
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Applicable federal regulations (e.g., OHSA. and EPA) and Hawaiian
regulations (e.g., DOSH and DOH) will be incorporated into the procedures and
standard policies of the facility. Applicable Department of Transportation
(DOT) regulations (Title 49 CFR. Sections 171-178) will be incorporated into
,
the procedures for delivery of any hazardous materials used on site. Transpor-
tation routes will be carefully selected and transportation will be scheduled
to minimize the effects on the local population. The reinjection system is
normally used for H2S abatement and does not require NaOH; therefore. no
deliveries are required. The highest normal usage of NaOH occurs when the
Burner/Scrubber system is operating. The number of truck deliveries during
Burner/Scrubber operation is less than two per day.
Only employees trained in the proper handling and use of hazardous
materials will be allowed to work in hazardous material areas. All employees
will be informed of the hazards of each compound and the appropriate emergency
procedures in the event of an accidental contamination. Personal protective
equipment, spill cleanup equipment, and emergency first aid stations (e.g .•
emergency eyewashes and showers) will be strategically located throughout the
plant.
'Iii-;
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Secondary containment structures such as dikes or berms will be constructed
around the HaOH and H202 storage tanks. These tanks will be segregated by
distance from any incompatible material (e.g., HaOH and acids, solvents
containing ketones, etc .• H202 and strong acids. alcohols. glycols. etc.).
Periodic inspection of these tanks will be performed according to regulatory
requirements to determine any potential problems.
TRAFFIC
To mitigate potential traffic congestion and accidents relating to
construction traffic on Kapoho Road (Highway 132) a right-hand turn lane will
be constructed for vehicles turning into the site off Route 132.
9.4 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PLANS
The project will utilize three emergency preparedness plans; one for well
drilling and testing, which has already been approved by the County Civil
Defense Director and is in effect; one for construction; and one for operation.
An outline of the plans that will be used during construction and
operations has been developed (see Table 9-5). The plans will be issued prior
to the construction phase and operations phase, respectively. The plans will
provide a comprehensive explanation of prevention and emergency response
measures. The plans will address: outside emergency services; emergency
response measures: offsite authority notification; control measures: evacuation
plans: media notification; personnel training: and emergency reporting and
recordkeeping.
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Table 9-6
PRELIMINARY EMERGENCY PLAN OUTLINE
FOR CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATIONS
Section Comments
1. Introduction
2. Facility Description and Operation
3. Outside Emergency Services
4. Emergency Response Measures
4.1 Onsite Emergency Responsi-
bilities
4.2 Onsite Equipment and Systems
4.3 Hazard Assessment
4.4 Offsite Authority Notification
Define purpose and scope of plans.
Identify potential emergency
situations.
Describe coordination agreements
with outside organizations and
services available.
Define chain of command and specific
responsibilities of security.
maintenance. and management
personnel.
Identify onsite warning systems and
proper responses. Describe
emergency equipment/systems.
location. use. Identify personnel
trained in equipment/system usage.
Provide a check list to help define
the emergency. the selection of
control measures. when to evacuate.
and when to notify outside services
and agencies.
Define proper authorities to contact
and notification requirements
associated with various emergencies.
4.6 Control Measures
4.6.1
4.6.2
4.6.3
4.6.4
456131/02/DP909
Chemical spills
~?S Hazardous Conditions
well blowout
Equipment Failure
and Pipe Rupture
9-20
Identify steps to be followed to
control emergency.
Define control measures for
equipment failure. such as
mechanical. electrical. and tank or
pipe rupture. which includes steam.
brine. noncondensable gas.
Table 9-6 (continued)
PRELIMINARY EMERGENCY PLAN OUTLINE
FOR CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATIONS
Section Comments
4.6.6 Fire
4.6.6 Contaminated Soil.
Water. Other
Materials
4.6.7 Other Emergencies
4.6 Natural Hazards
4.6.1 Lava Flow
4.6.2 Earthquake
4.6.3 Hurricane
4.7 Medical Emergencies
6. Evacuation Plan
6. Media Notification
7. Personnel Training
8. Emergency Reporting and
Recordkeeping.
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Identify response measures. warning
signs and signals. Describe
coordination agreements with the
U.S.G.S. (Hawaii Volcano
Observatory). the Hawaii
Institute of Geophysics. the
County and State.
Identify medical facilities and
transportation plans.
Define procedures for emergency
evacuation for lava flow.
hurricane. etc. Includes meeting
points and personnel roster.
Identify personnel who can make
statement of what happened and what
is the threat to the public.
Identify personnel who are
responsible for notifying the media.
Provide procedures for emergency
shutdowns. handling emergency
equipment. spill prevention.
evacuation. first aid and rescue.
Specify compliance measures with
regulatory requirements. Describe
reporting and recordkeeping
procedures.
Section 10
SOCIDF.anfIIaCS
This section describes the social and economic characteristics of Hawaii and
Puna District residents. Then. the probable and potential impacts of the Puna
Geothermal Venture (PGV) facil!ty are discussed. Lastly. the section
identifies the mitigation measures that are planned.
10.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS
The Puna District comprises two census tracts: CT 210 (Keaau-Mountain View
census division) and CT 211 (Pahoa-Kalapana census division). Published census
information within these two tracts is also available for three Census Defined
Places (CDPs):
the PGV project
its three CDPs.
Keaau. Mountain View. and Pahoa. Pahoa is the closest town to
site. Figure 10-1 shows the location of the Puna District and
Regional Population
Provisional population estimates prepared by the State Department of
Planning and Economic Development (personal communication with DPED) indicate
that the 1986 population was 109.200. The 1980 population of the Island of
Hawaii was slightly in excess of 92.000 according to the 1980 census. The 1980
population represents a 45 percent increase over the 1970 population of 63.600.
Between 1960 and 1970. the Island population increased only 3.6 percent.
Between 1950 and 1960. the regional population increased 10.3 percent. The
"
small population increase from 1950 to 1970 is explained by many residents
leaving the island to find better economic opportunities in Honolulu or on the
mainland.
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PUNA DiSTRICT
SCALE
o 5 10 15 20 Mi
ISLAND OF HAWAII
SOURCE: State of Hawaii, Department of Planning and Economic Development,
STATlSTlCAL BOUNDARIES A-15. 1980: 14
Figure 10-1
LOCATION OF THE PUNA DISTRICT,
CENSUS TRACTS, AND CENSUS DEFINED PLACES·
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The Island of Hawaii comprises 2,583,680 acres -- about twice the size of
the rest of the Hawaiian Islands combined -- and a population density of about
20 persons per square mile, the lowest of all Hawaii's counties. About 40
percent of the island's current population is concentrated around Hilo, the
County seat.
During the 1970s, Island of Hawaii's demographic composition shifted in
several important ways:
o The proportion of population under age 18 dropped from 36 percent in
1970 to 31 percent in 1980
o The average education level increased
o In-migration increased so that by 1980 one out of every four residents
had not lived on the island five years previously (44 percent of the
net population growth from 1970 to 1980 consisted of persons born
outside the State of Hawaii)
The largest demographic change during the 1970s was the proportionate
decline in Japanese residents and increase in (primarily) Caucasians and
(secondarily) native Hawaiians. More than one-half of the island's population
as of 1980 fell into one of the latter two ethnic groups (Table 10-1), and
nearly eight out of every ten net additional residents from 1970 to 1980 were
either Caucasian or Hawaiian (Table 10-2). Some of the apparent State-wide
increase in native Hawaiian population may have been due to changed U.S. census
recording procedures for persons of mixed ancestry and/or to the 1970s Hawaiian
cultural renaissance, which is believed to have resulted in more part-Hawaiian
people choosing to label themselves Hawaiian in 1980 than in 1970.
Population increase from 1970 to 1980 was particularly marked in the
districts of North Kona (+184.5 percent) and Puna (+128 percent). Puna had
the highest growth rate (+184.5 percent) of all districts on the island in the
455131/02/DP910 10-3
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period between 1980 and 1984, according to State population estimates. Puna's
estimated 1984 population of 16,630 made it the third most populous of the
island's nine districts, surpassed only by North Kona (18,226) and South Hilo
(44,301).
Puna District Population
Puna's rapid population growth during the 1970s may have stemmed in large
part from the abundant supply of relatively low-priced land for residential
and/or agricultural purposes. Puna approaches the size of the Island of Oahu.
Great portions of the district were subdivided during the land boom of the
1960s and 1960s. While many of these "ghost subdivisions" were, and still are,
unimproved, scattered new houses have begun to appear throughout the district.
Virtually all of Puna's population growth from 1970 to 1980 was outside the
three urbanized settlements of Keaau, Mountain View, and Pahoa, so that the
proportion of Puna's population living in these three COPs fell from
44.6 percent in 1970 to 19.1 percent in 1980.
Demographic shifts in Puna from 1970 to 1980 were similar to, but more
pronounced than, those shifts experienced by the island as a whole. Ethni-
cally, Puna changed from a largely Japanese area to a largely Caucasian area.
More than one-half of Puna's net population growth from 1970 to 1980 was
not Hawaii-born. The proportion of Puna's population consisting of native
Hawaiians increased from 9 percent in 1970 to 16 percent in 1980 (see
Table 10-1). Ten percent of the island's Hawaiian population now resides in
Puna (Table 10-3). In 1980, native Hawaiians were still only the fourth most
populous ethnic group (1,762), folloWing Caucasians (6,078), Japanese (2,256),
and Filipinos (1,966).
The district's population actually grew somewhat younger during the 1970s
despite a frequently expressed belief that Puna subdivisions are being filled
by retirees. In 1970, people age 66 and older represented 13.1 percent of
..
.-
-
11'-
..
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Table 10-3
NET GROWTH COMPONENTS ANALYSIS FOR SELECTED CENSUS CATEGORIES
Changes Hawaii County Puna District
Total 1970-80
Overall population
Population 25 or older
Employed civilian labor force
Number of families
Year-round occupied housing units
Selected Categories
Ethnicity (overall population)
Caucasian (white)
Hawaiian
Filipino
Place of birth (overall population)
Hawaii
Education (population 25 or older)
College graduate or more
Occupation (employee civilian labor
force)
Service
Industry (employee civilian
labor force)
Construction
Retail
Poverty (number of families)
Families below poverty level
Tenure (year-round occupied
housing units)
Renter-occupied
Housing conditions (year-round
occupied units)
1.51 or more persons/room
28.585
19.203
12.970
8.133
11.977
Change(Raw
Number)
13.018
9.465
2.255
16.072
5.541
2.181
809
2.951
915
4.061
326
Total
Change ('&)
45.5
33.1
7.9
56.2
28.9
16.8
6.2
22.8
11.3
33.9
2.7
6.598(a)
3.837
2,026
1,738
2,309
Change
(Raw
Number)
3.841
1,310
814
709
339
313
258
306
617
188
Total
Change (lI)
58.2
19.9
12.3
48.1
18.5
16.7
15.4
12.7
17.6
26.7
8.1
(a) Because place of birth was based on sample rather than full enumeration.
the 1970-80 total change for Puna is calculated as 6,658 rather than 6,598.
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. 1970. 1980: State of Hawaii. Dept. of Planning an
Community Development. 1973: percentages computed by Community Resources.
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Puna's population; in 1980. this age group represented only 9.7 percent. The
average educational level in Puna rose during the 1970s. but. in 1980. the
percentage of persons with college degrees was still slightly lower in Puna
than for the island as a whole.
The town of Pahoa. which is the nearest CDP to the project site. contained
923 people in 1980. a figure almost identical to its 1970 population. Compared
with the Puna District as a whole. Pahoa CDP residents were much more likely
to:
o Be of Japanese ancestry (43.0 percent versus 19.2 percent)
o Be 65 or older (15.1 percent versus 9.7 percent)
o Be foreign-born (21.9 percent versus 13.2 percent)
o Have moved recently from elsewhere on the island (44.1 percent versus
20.1 percent)
o Not to have lived off-island five years previously (7.0 percent versus
29.7 percent)
No separate census data are available for the subdivisions surrounding the
project site. Indirect evidence from hearings or other public events suggests
that residents demographically resemble the Puna-wide population (i.e .• tend to
be Caucasians new to the Puna area within the past 10 to 15 years). The total
population in these subdivisions is not currently known. The number of lots in
each subdivision was obtained through tax maps or 1984 aerial photographs and
is listed below:
•
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Subdivision
Leilani Estates
Lanipuna Gardens
Nanawale Estates
Hawaiian Holiday Estates
(Nanawale Farm Ranch Lands)
Kapoho Estates
Pohoiki Bay Estates
Number of Lots
2.266
110
4.289
88
10
14
Some population estimates may be made for Leilani Estates (the most
populous area in the immediate vicinity of the project) based on a 1984 State
of Hawaii Department of Health Research Division survey on possible health
impacts of geothermal development (Department of Health. 1984). State
employees counted 150 apparent residential structures. The survey was based on
interviews ·with persons in 135 of these households (the remainder refused to be
interviewed or were not at home). A total of 350 persons lived in these 135
households. for an average of 2.59 persons per household. The estimated
Leilani Estates population in early 1984 was 394 based on this survey and
projections to the full 152 households.
District Population Trends
Population increased SUbstantially between 1970 and 1980 both throughout
the island and in the Puna District. The new population resulted in large part
from in-migration. The ethnic composition of the population became relatively
less Oriental and relatively more Caucasian and native Hawaiian. These trends
are likely to continue.
Puna will continue to have great appeal to people seeking an isolated.
natural environment and having lifestyles or circumstances that permit a choice
of areas in which to live (e.g .• retirees or participants in either a subsis-
tence or underground economy). Their demand for Puna land may be more affected
by broad national and State-wide economic considerations than by the local
economy.
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A substantial part of the residential demand for Puna homesites has
historically come from more ethnically diverse people who must find nearby work
to support themselves. This demand will be greatly affected by local economic
conditions. A level or declining economy in eastern Hawaii will result in
level or declining residential property costs in the employment center of Hilo.
somewhat reducing the purely economic appeal of living in Puna. It will also
reduce the overall new demand for residential development in eastern Hawaii.
However. as is discussed in other sections of this report. there is reason to
believe that the economy of eastern Hawaii will improve in the future.
LABOR FORCE
Island of Hawaii's labor force grew from 25.889 to 41.006 between 1970 and
1980, an increase of 58.4 percent, or approximately 4.7 percent per year.
compounded. The labor force participation rate held steady at about 60 percent
over the same period. The growth rate slowed somewhat during the 1980s to an
average of 2.8 percent per year. By the end of 1984. the labor force stood at
an estimated 46.850 (DPED. 1986).
Economic problems affecting both agriculture and tourism have prevented the
number of jobs from increasing as rapidly as the population. Consequently, the
County-wide unemployment rate increased from 2.7 percent in 1970 to 9.8 percent
in 1982. The unemployment rate as of May 1987 decreased to 6.6 percent (State
Department of Labor. Research and Statistics Office, personal communication).
The Puna District's labor force participation rate in both 1970 and 1980 was
lower than that of the Island as a whole. and its unemployment rate was higher.
The 1980 census-defined unemployment rate of 12.3 percent for Puna was nearly
twice the island-wide figure of 7.0 percent.
The island has gradually shifted from an agricultural to a tourism-based
economy for the past several decades. The 1980 work force was primarily
concentrated in nonmanual occupations such as technical/sales/administrative
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(26.1 percent). managerial/professional (20.1 percent), and service jobs (16.5
percent). Industries employing island workers showed some evidence of shifting
during the 1970s, with proportionately more workers in 1980 employed in retail,
financial/insurance/real estate. and public administration (Table 10-4).
Compared with island-wide totals. proportionately more 1980 Puna workers
were engaged in manual occupations. such as farming/fishing/forestry and
precision/craft/repair workers. or as operators/fabricators/laborers. This
condition was particularly true for working residents of Pahoa and Mountain
View. where 35 to 40 percent of the labor force is involved in farming-related
work. One out of four of Puna's farm industry workers lived in the Pahoa CDP
(Tables 10-4 and 10-5) as of 1980. Occupational percentages have most likely
changed since the Puna Sugar Company ceased operations in 1985 on the Big
Island.
Household Heads
The 1982 Puna Community Survey sponsored by the County and the State of
Hawaii provides additional information about work patterns of heads of
households (SMS Research, 1982a and 1982b). Using categories based mostly on
the official U.S. Standard Industrial Classifications. the survey found the
main work activities of Puna household heads to be as follows:
Categories Selected for
Highest Percentages
or Relevance to Project
(778 Households Sampled) -l-
Retired 23
Unemployed/does not work 8
Construction 12
Sugar 7
Other agriculture 13
Government 8
Drilling/geothermal 1
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The survey also inquired about place of work for the household's chief
wage earner. with the following results:
Job Location
Home/does not work
Puna
Hilo area
Keaau area
Other Island areas
Other reply
Does not know/refused
Labor Force Trends without the Project
30
32
27
1
7
2
1
The pattern of Puna population growth suggests that Puna residents will
continue to have a lower-than-average participation rate in the labor force
and a higher-than-average unemployment rate for those who do participate.
Occupations and industries of historical interest to Puna residents have
tended to be of an outdoors nature. and this interest can be expected to
continue if appropriate opportunities are found.
The Puna Sugar Company completed its phased shutdown in December 1984. The
l;
shutdown began on April 1. 1982. with the release of 121 workers. Only 2
percent had found new employment as of late May 1982. The remainder of the
employees were released between December 1982 and December 1984. Sixty-four
employees were retired (Department of Labor and Industrial Relations. 1983;
personal communication with Mr. J. Melrose. Agricultural Property Manager.
AMFAC. 1986).
INCOME AND POVERTY/AFFLUENCE INDICATORS
The Island of Hawaii' s median 1980 family income of $19.132 was
significantly less than the State-wide median of $22.750. The percentage of
families below the official poverty level increased slightly from 9.7 percent
in 1970 to 10.3 percent in 1980 (Table 10-6).
..
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In line with its comparatively higher unemployment rate, the Puna District
appears to have even greater income and poverty problems than the island as a
whole. Median family incomes were lower than County-wide medians in both 1970
and 1980 (Table 10-7). Median family incomes in upper Puna (CT 210) trailed
island-wide medians only slightly. but the median for lower Puna (CT 211. site
of the PGV project) was only 78 percent of the Island-wide median in 1970 and
just 72 percent of the Island-wide median in 1980.
Based on baseline economic trend projections without the proposed project,
the foreseeable economic future for the eastern portions of the island does not
hold forth the prospect of any immediate prosperity. Incomes in Puna will "
probably continue to trail those for the Island, and families qualifying for
poverty status will probably continue to be proportionately more numerous in
Puna than in other populated parts of the island.
HOUSING SUPPLY
The supply of year-round housing units on the island grew from 18,972 in
1970 to 33,954 in 1980. This 10-year increase of 79.0 percent was much greater
than either the 45.0 percent increase in overall population or the 55.4 percent
increase in family units. However. census definitions of housing units include
condominium units for resort use or simple investment purposes, which are
partially responsible for the apparent 13.9 percent increase in supply and
vacancy rates in 1980.
Still, the 69.4 percent increase in year-round occupied housing units (from
17,260 to 29,237) also exceeds the growth in both overall population and family
units, thereby indicating fewer persons per occupied housing unit. General
improvements in island housing over the 1970s are also indicated by the
increased percentages of owner-occupied units (56.9 percent in 1970 versus 60.7
percent in 1980) and decreases in the percentages of units lacking some
plumbing and/or having crowded conditions (Table 10-8).
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The percentage of the island's total housing located in Puna is
approximately the same as the percentages of overall population and total
family units (i.e .• 13 percent). The vacancy rate is about the same as that
for the island as a whole. though Puna has fewer condominium units. Thus. it
appears that gross housing supply in Puna is similar to that of the rest of
the island.
Puna has had more owner- than renter-occupied units for the past two census
periods (a 3:1 ratio in both 1970 and 1980). with the owner-occupied percentage
exceeding the island-wide percentage. Rentals have constituted a slightly
higher proportion (about one-third) of the occupied units in the Pahoa COP.
Some of the dollar-related statistics (Tables 10-8 and 10-9) reflect
Puna's income and poverty problems. Median values of owner-occupied housing
units in 1980 were significantly lower for Puna than for the island as a whole.
The 1980 median was just two-thirds of the island-wide median value in lower
Puna (CT 211) where the PGV project would be located. However. for the same
area, median rents were 16.6 percent higher than the island-wide median rental
figure. Puna rentals in 1970 were cheaper than average rentals elsewhere on
the island.
Puna's housing stock has been generated primarily through custom home
construction in land subdivisions. While there is much speculation in Puna
land by absentee buyers and sellers. there have been few. if any. "speculation"
home developments. Future housing development in Puna will probably continue
to be a direct function of the number of people who both wish to. and are
economically able to. purchase land and build houses in the district. Popula-
tion has generated housing development in Puna. rather than vice-versa. No
proposals for major residential home development in Puna have yet been made.
The general prospect is for continued development of single homes on scattered
lots.
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ECONOMIC BASE
Tourism
The Island of Hawaii visitor industry. which grew robustly during the
1970s. is just emerging from difficult times in the early 1980s. Westbound
visitor arrivals to the island grew from 446.000 in 1970 to a high of 860.000
in 1979. However. a general softening of the tourism market and increased
competition from other destination areas resulted in three years of declining
arrivals to the Big Island. As a result. the westbound visitor total in 1982
was only 678.000. a 20 percent drop. Since 1982. however. the number of
persons Visiting the Big Island has begun to increase. The number of hotel
rooms on the Big Island has been relatively stable over the past four years at
just over 7.000. or more than twice the number existing in 1970.
The center for this growth is expected to be in the South Kohala/North
Kona area in West Hawaii. The number of rooms will soon increase sharply with
several major projects now under way in South Kohala on the Island's west side.
The resulting increase in visitor spending should serve as a major boost to the
economy (County of Hawaii. 1986).
The major visitor attractions in the Puna District are Hawaii Volcanoes
National Park. the eruptions of Kilauea Volcano. and the black sand beach at
Kalapana in lower Puna. The Volcano House. a 36-room hotel in the National
Park. and Kalan! Honua. a hostel-type operation with dormitory accommodations.
are the only tourist-related facilities in the district. A significant number
of tourists. however. pass through lower Puna on sightseeing excursions and/or
on their way to Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. which is the single most
popular visitor attraction on the island.
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Agriculture
The sugar industry has historically played a major role in the economy of
the State of Hawaii. and Hawaii County has been the State's largest producer.
Hawaii County had 70.900 acres devoted to sugarcane in 1984. or 37.6 percent of
the 188,400 acres of sugar land in the State. The number of acres in cane and
the number of jobs in the sugar industry have been declining both State-wide
and in Hawaii County (DPED, 1985).
Agriculture continues to be a major economic activity in the County of
Hawaii. Though acreage in traditional crops such as sugar and coffee declined
between 1978 and 1984 by 23.4 percent and 13 percent. respectively
(Table 10-10). acreage in selected horticultural and orchard crops increased
31 percent over the same seven-year period. Sugar continued to predominate in
value of production. with 1984 sales of $94 million. Sugar is more than three
times greater than the second-ranked crop of macadamia nuts, which had 1984
sales of $25.9 million. It should be noted that the value of sugar sales
increased 37 percent over the seven-year period, whereas the value of macadamia
nut sales more than doubled during the same period.
The Puna District has long been a major sugar-producing area, with AMFAC's
Puna Sugar Company the primary employer. Although it is anticipated that
sugar will continue to play an important role in the County of Hawaii's economy
(58 percent of total crop sales in 1984), production in the Puna District has
Virtually disappeared since the unprofitable Puna Sugar Company ceased opera-
tions in December 1984. Closing the plantation took approximately 15,000 acres
out of sugar production and resulted in the cumulative loss of approximately
485 jobs after the phasedown period (Soriano et al. 1982a and 1982b).
..
~'
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Table 10-10
ACREAGE AND SALES VALUE FOR SELECTED AGRICULTURAL CROPS
(Hawaii County. 1978 and 1984)
Acres Value
Thousands ($ Millions)
Crop 1978 1984 1978 1984
Sugarcane 92.6 70.9 68.6 94-0
Macadamia nuts 10.1 16.6 11.2 26.9
Flowers and nursery products 0.7 0.9 8.6 16.9
Papaya 1.7 2.1 6.7 7.6
Coffee 2.3 2.0 2.1 4.7
Source: Hawaii Agricultural Reporting Service. 1983. pp. 3. 8. 16. 19. 29.
and 38. State of Hawaii Department of Planning and Economic
Development. 1986. p. 602.
Compiled by Community Resources. 1986
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AMFAC operates a small power plant at the closed Puna Sugar Company mill in
Keaau. The company has a firm contract to supply varying amounts of electrical
energy to the Hawaii Electric Light Company (HELCO) electrical grid until the
end of 1991. The generator at the mill plant was powered by bagasse, a
sugarcane waste product. Now that bagasse is no longer available, AMFAC has
arranged with an independent contractor to provide wood chips as an alternative
to the use of fossil fuel. This small-scale operation employs 14 people in
wood chipping and 25 people at the power plant.
Diversified agriculture has become more important in both relative and
absolute terms with the cessation of sugar operations in Puna and the con-
sequent release of acreage for other purposes. Papaya, macadamia nuts,
bananas. and flower and foliage production have become the primary commercial
agricultural activities in the district since sugar production ceased according
to landowners and corporations doing business in the district. A large
percentage of the district's papaya and macadamia nut acreage is located in
lower Puna. This acreage is expected to expand with the planned opening of
Hawaiian Holiday's papaya and hay farm on 2.500 acres of Shipman land. The
,
venture will begin with hay production, to be followed by papaya planting. The
two crops will be rotated periodically.
A joint venture comprising AMFAC Hawaii, Hershey Foods. and Kakela
Enterprises has recently announced plans to test the commercial feasibility of
growing cocoa in Hawaii. The venture will have three phases. Phase I will
test a SO-acre site on Maui and/or the Big Island and will last two years.
Phase II will involve a 350-acre commercial test farm on Maui. the Big Island.
and/or Kauai. Phase III will involve independent farmers on 30-acre plots.
totaling 3,000 to 6,500 acres of AMFAC land State-wide. AMFAC has mentioned its
Puna lands as a potential site if the initial tests are successful. An addi-
tional advantage for the Puna area might be the availability of geothermal heat
to be used in the drying of the cocoa beans.
\1'
"
..
..
-,
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Science
Scientific research and development, such as the telescope development on
Mauna Kea and the OTEC program at Keahole, North Kons, are emerging components
of Hawaii County's economy. Recently,the world's largest telescope was installed
on the Big Island. Astronomy research has generated over $52 million in
capital investments from outside Hawaii, employed numerous short-term construc-
tion workers, and created a total of 106 full-time jobs over the past 10 to 15
years (State of Hawaii. Department of Labor and Industrial Relations, 1983;
personal communication with Mr. J. Melrose. Agricultural Property Manager,
AMFAC. 1986). Astronomy is the Island's major. and most successful. high-
technology industry; continued growth of this activity may encourage companies
engaged in complementary high-technology activities (e.g., electronics manu-
facturing) to locate there.
Industry
Most industrial activities in Puna are related to the agricultural
industry, such as processing of sugar. macadamia nuts. and papaya, and
generation of electrical power from wood chips. AMFAC Tropical Products
(formerly Puna Papaya) operates a processing plant at Keaau that employs
150 people. In addition to papaya, the plant processes guava supplied by local
growers. It has sufficient capacity to process all of the papaya and guava
produced on the island in the foreseeable future. A macadamia nut processing
plant is also located near Keaau.
Other primary and secondary economic generators in the Puna area include:
o Retail trade and cottage industries
o Two small-scale visitor facilities (Volcano House and Kalani Honua)
o Commercial fishing
o Real estate sales
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Various government agencies are also major employers in the Puna District.
W. H. Shipman. Ltd. is developing a light industrial park in Keaau. This
park is located along Highway 11. north of Keaau about 6.5 miles from the
airport and harbor in Hilo. Industrial zoning has been obtained for the
project. and water lines are being laid. In the Shipman project. 450 acres of
land are to be developed in annual increments of approximately 50 to 60 acres.
The park is intended to be used for light industrial activities. warehouses.
and high-technology research facilities. Several local and foreign businesses
have expressed interest in locating there. The rate of development is expected
to be very low given current economic conditions and the substantial supply of
vacant industrially zoned land in Hilo.
•
Commercial Activities
Commercial activities are located in Keaau. Pahoa. Kurtistown. Mountain
View. Glenwood. Volcano. and Kalapana. A neighborhood shopping center has
recently been completed in Keaau: however. most of the commercial uses in the
district are still family-operated businesses serving the adjoining communities
(Planning Department. 1979). Puna residents do the majority of their shopping
in Hilo and at the new regional center in South Hilo because of the wide
variety of stores and merchandise.
VALUES AND ATTITUDES
Community Values
•
.'
Puna's residents view themselves primarily as rural and. more specifically,
as people who have intentionally chosen such a lifestyle. Table 10-11 lists
the best features of life in Puna. as volunteered by the residents of Puna. "
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Table 10-11
BEST FEATURES OF LIFE IN PUNA
AS VOLUNTEERED
BY PUNA RESIDENTS
Item
PopUlation/development
(generally lack of such features;
e.g .• country atmosphere. rural area.
uncrowded. etc.)
Other physical/environmental
(climate. beauty. etc.)
Social/lifestyle factors
Personal associations/commitments
Economic attributes
(cheap housing. land. prices)
Location/convenience factors
(close to Hilo. work. ocean)
Percentage 0ta)
Respondents
49
40
33
19
11
11
(a) Percentages can total more than 100 percent because of multiple
responses. Sample size· 778.
Source: SMS Research. 1982a. p. 22.
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Several factors qualify the residents' self-image, however, and make it
unique. First, Puna is close to Hilo. Many Puna residents work in Hilo and
also use the city for recreation, shopping, and government business. In that
respect, Puna residents can be considered more suburban than rural. A second
qualification is the strong influence of Puna's newcomers. No known study has
specifically focused on this group in order to understand how they view their
lives and lifestyles. A third qualification is the general resurgence of a
distinctly native Hawaiian set of values among some residents, which may also
strongly influence people's opinions and aspirations.
Certain frequently encountered community
relevant to any proposed development in Puna.
values may be particularly
These values include:
.",.
o Family. The concept of intact and extended families is of critical
value
o Slow pace. Puna's rural quality contributes to the slow pace of life
o Land. Subdivision activities have allowed for 1- to 5-acre parcels for
residents to grow their own food and to produce crops that can be
marketed to supplement their income
o Living off the land. Because Puna is largely undeveloped. people can
enjoy a variety of activities within the district that are consistent
with the Puna lifestyle image: i.e., hunting, fishing, and foraging for
plants.
o The last frontier. Many of the district's newer residents view Puna as
the frontier boundary of Hawaii. Its undeveloped character, from their
I
point of view, is associated with the frontier values of rugged indepen-
dence and self-sufficiency. Living in an active volcanic area adds to
this feeling of frontier living. This last point is perhaps best
indicated by citizen reactions during recent lava flows near Kahuahu
and Kalapana.
..
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These values help define what Puna residents lllight mean by the term
"rural." Other, sometimes contradictory, lifestyle values are also operating
in the community. For example:
o Jobs. People in Puna are seriously concerned about the district's
economic future. A commonly reported problem in the 1982 survey was
lack of opportunity.
o Services. Although the Puna lifestyle image is one of independence and
a pioneering spirit, the residents are demanding better infrastructure
and services.
o Education. People in the Puna area place a high value on education.
Education is usually associated with upward mobility and economic
success.
o Underground economy. Marijuana is the economic backbone of Puna's
underground economy. It is surmised that marijuana provides a high
cash income for those engaged in its production based on anecdotal
information and periodic newspaper reports.
These present values can be expected to persist in the future with or
without the proposed project.
Attitudes Toward Geothermal and Other Development
A 1987 survey (Barbara Sunderlund ~ Associates. 1987) found that 84 percent
of Hawaii residents favor geothermal development. Of the Big Island resident.
77 percent favored geothermal development. Even in the eastern part of the
Island where the PGV facility is located. 78 percent of the population favored
geothermal development.
A recent survey on energy issues was conducted in 1987 (SMS Research Inc.,
1987) for the DPED. Telephone interviews were conducted with 901 people: 600
Oahu residents, 100 Kauai residents, 100 Maui residents, and 101 from the Big
Island. Three questions were asked:
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"o What is Hawaii's primary source of electricity?
o Opinions about oil crisis in the future.
o Awareness and opinions of a possible undersea cable to send geothermal
electricity from the Big Island to Oahu.
Hawaii's residents recognized the importance of oil to the State's energy
needs. More than two out of five people interviewed believed that oil is
Hawaii's primary source of electricity, including 48 percent of the Big Island
respondents.
A general perception existed that an oil crisis will occur in the next 10
to 15 years. More than 40 percent believed that an oil crisis is "very
likely", and 33 percent said it is "somewhat likely." If the crisis does
occur, it is expected that Hawaii will be hit harder than the rest of the
country. This belief was offered by more than 60 percent of the sample.
Less than 40 percent of the respondents were aware of government programs
to develop an undersea electrical power cable. The reaction to the cable was
very favorable, with very few people expressing opposition, Though 15 percent
did not give an opinion, almost three our of four people were either somewhat
favorable, or very favorable toward the idea. Big Island respondents were no
different from others in this regard, with 71 percent expressing a positive
opinion.
,"
-,
A 1986 survey on attitudes toward geothermal development was a telephone
poll commissioned by the Hawaii Energy Division (SMS Research. 1986). A total
of 227 Big Island residents -- including a disproportionate sub-sample of 103
in the Puna District -- were asked about opinions on three geothermal options:
(a) small-scale: a 25 (MW) development from two plants "in the Kapoho area"
with use limited to the Big Island; (b) large-scale: 100 MW to meet all Big
Island electrical needs from several plants "in the Kapoho area and further up •
in the Puna forest"; (c) export to Oahu: 500 MW for export to Oahu via
...
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undersea cable after the year 2000 from development of several sites, "each on
several hundred acres," probably in the Kapoho area and the Puna Forest
Reserve. Results are shown in Table 10-12.
Table 10-12
ATTITUDES TOWARD GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT
Small-Scale Large-Scale Export to Oahu
Island Island Island
Puna Total Puna Total Puna Total
-"
"
-"
"
-"
"In favor 66 66 43 47 37 40
Opposed 17 12 29 23 36 32
Depends 14 19 23 23 21 21
Don't Know/ 3 4 6 7 6 8
Refused
(Base:) (103) (227) (103) (227) (103) (227)
The overall pattern suggests strong support -- both in Puna and islandwide
for "small-scale" development such as the presently proposed project.
Sixty-six percent of the respondents were in favor of a small-scale geothermal
power plant, while only 17 percent were opposed. Asked to explain reasons for
their answers, most people in favor mentioned need for energy alternatives and
economic advantages, while opponents and people who said "it depends" were
primarily concerned about environmental impacts.
An older survey that addressed geothermal development was sponsored by the
County Planning and Housing Departments. It was a planning survey with an
island-wide sample of 1,055 resident, including a Puna subsample of 117 persons
(Hawaii Opinion, Inc., 1983). One question dealt indirectly with geothermal
development. The question was: If you had $10 million to help industries on
the Big Island, how would you use the money? That is, which industries would
you put the money into and how would you divide it up? Respondents could
allocate this hypothetical money among eight industries, plus an "other
industries" category.
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Island-wide, 41 percent said that they were willing to help geothermal-
related industries. This response was sixth behind diversified agriculture (75
percent), tourism (73 percent), aquaculture/fishing (65 percent), construction
(53 percent), and sugar (49 percent). Geothermal-related industries fell to
seventh place within the Puna subsample, tied with heavy industry at 24 percent
each. This response may indicate that Puna residents tend to view geothermal
activities and heavy industries as similar (Hawaii Opinion. Inc., 1983).
A 1982 survey of Puna (SMS Research. 1982a) dealt with attitudes of
residents about future development and. more specifically, their opinions about
geothermal energy development. This research was conducted prior to the
Kahauale'a contested case hearings on geothermal development held before the
BLNR and prior to the lawsuit, Puna Speaks et al. vs. Hodel et al. The
hearings and the lawsuit received island wide and Statewide publicity. Such
pUblicity could have affected public opinion.
Most area residents in 1982 clearly preferred a future economic scenario
based on agriculture (Table 10-12). The form of agricultural development
desired is vague. but is consistent with Puna's past history and contemporary
values. A minority favored industrial growth and more intensive tourism
development. Puna residents wanted more jobs and better services but were not.
according to the survey, willing to gain such benefits through industrializa-
tion. Most people feared that industrialization would bring encroachment.
pollution, and loss of rUral character.
Most Puna residents were aware of existing geothermal wells, but fewer than
20 percent of those persons surveyed reported personal impacts: those who felt
personally affected reported a negative impact. Reports of impacts decreased
the farther the respondents lived from existing wells.
Native Hawaiian Values
The Puna Hui Ohana, an organization of the Puna Hawaiian community, pre-
pared an assessment of geothermal development impact on native Hawaiians in the
..
',,~
..
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lower Puna District (Puna Hu! Ohana. 1982). According to the Ohana assessment.
many of these Hawaiians are attempting to discover and define their own
Hawaiian identity while still believing that they must cling to their culture
secretly in order to participate in. and be accepted by. the Western culture.
They perceive that negative changes are taking place all around them and that
Caucasian in-migrants are taking over their culture.
Other concerns expressed in the assessment include the following perceived
possibilities:
o Large-scale geothermal development may result in a loss of access to
large areas of undeveloped land that the Hawaiians use for traditional
cultural activities such as food and maile gathering and hunting.
o Geothermal development may encourage a large increase in population
that could severely strain public services and infrastructure.
o Geothermal development may increase the potential for social conflict
in lower Puna as relatively highly paid newcomers with different values
from the current residents compete for the use of physical resources
and social status.
o Increased geothermal development may change native Hawaiian attitudes
regarding interpersonal relationships and the relationship to nature
and the supernatural.
Hawaiians have. in recent years. mobilized political and legal resources to
stop a perceived loss of cultural identity. Some of these activities involve
questioning ownership of various lands and resources. including geothermal
energy. and questions of religious right.
10.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
The development of the PGV facility will generate a number of positive
economic and social impacts. These impacts include jobs. capital expenditures.
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State and County revenues from taxes and permits, and increased energy self-
sUfficiency .
.\
EMPLOYMENT IMPACTS
Construction of the power plant and related facilities will be phased over
approximately 4 years and will require approximately 50 work years of labor.
Average annual employment during construction is 23 workers. The normal
drilling crew will be 36 employees. Peak construction employment on the power
plant may be up to 100 people. Approximately 19 employees will be required for
operation and maintenance of the facility (Bechtel National. Inc., 1983). The
total annual employment impact on the facility includes indirect and induced
jobs. Table 10-13 summarizes the employment impacts. Based on a state
employment multiplier, the total employment generated from the project will be
44 jobs during the 4-year construction phase, and 45 jobs during the remaining
life of the project.
Many of the skills required for construction and operation are available in
the Hawaii County and/or State labor market; only a few jobs requiring highly
specialized skills will be performed by mainland workers (OPED, 1982b).
Preference will be given to local workers. whenever possible. Former Puna
Sugar Company employees represent a particularly valuable resource as labor.
Although no public agency has monitored their current employment status. it is
possible that some of these employees may still be available to work on the PGV
project. Training will be provided to employees as needed.
Table 10-14 lists the labor skills reqUired for construction of the power
plant and ancillary facilities. The needed job classifications for the
operation and maintenance phase of the project include administrative and
support staff, such as clerical. materials, technical. maintenance. and
operations personnel. Specialized skills will also be required to perform
routine geothermal well maintenance.
..
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Table 10-13
TOTAL ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT IMPACT ~F)THE
PGV FACILITY: NUMBER OF JOBS a
Impacts
Construction
Operation and maintenance
Direct
23
19
Indirect
8
7
Induced
13
19
Total
44
45
(a) The analysis does not include the employment impacts of drilling
replacement wells over the 35-year life of the power plant.
Sources: Direct construction employment derived from information
supplied by the developer (Bechtel National. Inc .• 1983).
Direct operation and maintenance employment from the State of
Hawaii. Department of Planning and Economic Development 1982b.
p. 8-5.
Simple employment multipliers (direct and indirect jobs per
additional direct job) of 1.3525 for the construction industry
and 1.3721 for the electricity. gas. and sanitary services
sector from State of Hawaii. Department of Planning and
Economic Development et al .• 1975. p. 23.
Total employment multipliers (direct and indirect and induced
jobs per additional direct job) of 1.9054 for the construction
industry and 2.3863 for the electricity. gas. and sanitary
services sector. ibid.
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Table 10-14
REQUIRED LABOR SKILLS FOR POWER PLANT CONSTRUCTION
Administrators Ironworkers
Equipment operators Laborers
Drivers Masons
Boilermakers Painters
Carpenters Pipefitters. plumbers
Millwrights Roofers
Concrete workers Sheetmetal workers
Electricians Mechanics
Fence erectors Welders
Glaziers Well drillers
Source: Department of Planning and Economic Development. 1982b p. 8-2.
..
....
"
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INCOME AND ECONOMIC OUTPUT
Economic activity generated by the project will have an effect on the total
economic output and personal income of Hawaii County. Two sources of project
expenditure will affect the County:
o Capital expenditures, which are comprised primarily of expenditures on
goods, services, and wages involved in the construction phases of the
proposed project
o Operating expenditures, which include salaries paid to permanent
employees as well as annual expenditures on goods and services for the
operation and maintenance of the facility
Capital costs are estimated to be $60 million. Much of the capital
expenditures will go towards large construction equipment and material, which
will need to be purchased off-island. Smaller construction equipment (e.g.,
bulldozers) is available on the Island and will be utilized wherever feasible.
It is estimated that about 60 percent ($30 million) of the capital costs will
be expended on the Island of Hawaii.
Personal income On the Island generated by the capital expenditures is
estimated to total $12.6 million based on the DPED's income coefficient of
0.4189 (DPED, 1976).
During the operation and maintenance phase of the project, annual operation
and maintenance (DieM) costs are predicted to be $3.3 million. DieM costs
include labor and spare parts. Approximately 76 percent ($2.5 million) of the
expenditures will contribute to the Island's economy.
Personal income on the Island that is produced by the DieM expenditure is
estimated to be $1.1 million per year (based on an income coefficient of 0.4396
for the electrical, gas and sanitary service sector; DPED, 1975).
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Throughout the 35-year life of the project. capital expenditures will be
made for proper maintenance of the facility. For example, makeup wells will be
drilled: well workovers will be performed; and well casing may be replaced.
These capital costs are in addition to the $60 million needed for plant
start-up. They are classified as operating expenses.
The current estimate for the additional capital costs is $2.2 million per
year. Much of the needed equipment will be obtained off of the Island because
of its highly specialized nature. It is likely that 30 percent ($660,000) of
the expenditures will be made on the Island.
Total output and total personal income generated by the facility is more
than the direct effects; it includes indirect and induce effects. The DPED
(1975) estimates that the total output multiplier is 2.0063 for the construc-
tion industry and 2.0579 for the electrical. gas, and sanitary service sector.
Total annual output on the Island during construction is therefore $60.2
million ($30 million x 2.0063): total annual output on the Island during
operations and maintenance (excluding the effects of capital investments during
O&M) is $5.1 million (2.5 x 2.0579). Similarly. the total income coefficient
that the DPED (1975) calculated for the construction industry is 0.5429. The
total income coefficient for the electricity. gas, and sanitary service sector
is 0.56978.
A summary of the economic impacts that will result from the PGV project is
presented in Table 10-15.
Other Economic Impacts
Property tax will be the primary source of County revenues from the
project. Other revenue will be received from motor fuel tax, licenses. and
permi ts . In addition, indirect and induced revenues may result from the
increased demand for, and production of. local goods and services to meet the
operational requirements of the geothermal facility.
The State will also derive revenues from the proposed development,
including the gross excise tax, corporate and personal income taxes, permit
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Table 10-16
SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC IMPACTS ON THE ISLAND OF HAWAII
GENERATED BY THE PGV FACILITY
CONSTRUCTION
Capital Expenditures on Island
Total (direct. indirect, ,nduced) economic
contribution generated a
Average nUlllber of direct jobs
Total (direct, tR~irect, induced) nUlllber of
jobs generated
Annual per~~~al income (direct, indirect)
generated
Total (direct, in~i,ect. induced) annual personal
income generated
OPERATION
Expenditures on Island
Total (direct. indirect, induced~ fDDual
economic contribution generated a
NUIIlber of direct jobs
Total (direct, indirect, induced) jobs (a)
Annual personal (direct, indirect) income (a)
Total (direct, indirect, i~i~ced) annual
personal income generated
(a) Output multipliers and income coefficients obtained
from State of Hawaii, DPED et al. 1976
IMPACT
$30.0 million
$60.2 million
23 jobs
44 jobs
$12.6 million
$16.3 million
$3.2 million
$6.6 million
19 jobs
45 jobs
$1.4 million
$1.8 million
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fees, and royalties from the geothermal resource. A portion of the State tax
collections is expected to be returned to Hawaii County through grants-in-aid
or transfer payments.
Hawaii's contribution to geothermal projects from 1972 to 1988 totals $4.2
million (KFC Airport, Inc .• 1985). Federal contributions for this period
exceeded 13.4 million. Private sector funding for geothermal projects in
Hawaii was 73.4 million during this period. The proposed project has benefited
from State and Federal research and development expenditures, but it is
impossible to allocate these costs to anyone particular development.
In summary. development of the proposed facility will generate a number of
economic impacts that will affect the Island of Hawaii. The majority of these
impacts are economically positive.
STATE-WIDE AND ISLAND-WIDE ENERGY IMPLICATIONS
The State of Hawaii depends on imported petroleum for over 90 percent of
its energy. State energy prices are among the highest in the nation and are
over six times their value in the early 1970s. It is estimated that the State
spends over $1.6 billion per year on imported oil, which is equivalent to about
10 percent of the gross State product (DPED 19851 Geothermal development would
reduce the State's dependence on expensive. imported fuel oil. Electrical
energy produced from the PGV project will allow Hawaii Electricl Light Company
(HELCO). to reduce its use of imported oil by approximately 250,000 barrels per
year.
OTHER ECONOMIC IMPACTS
Spinoff Activities
..
;i"
Spinoff economic activities as a result of the development and operation of
the PGV plant will be minimal, though research on the East Rift Zone geothermal ..
reservoir may be stimulated. The existing HGP-A well can provide only limited
..
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data on the nature and extent of the geothermal resource it taps. The opera-
tion of six additional production wells will provide the multiple sites needed
to conduct drawdown experiments and other studies.
The long-run electric price stability of geothermal generation could
encourage business to locate in Hawaii County. especially energy-intensive
businesses. It could attract research and development firms that might be
interested in various aspects of geothermal electricity production or· in other
commercial applications of the resource. The County and State are sponsoring
practical research into direct uses of geothermal energy. PGV has already
contributed a $30.000 grant to support this local effort.
Two potential spinoff activities from geothermal power are direct use of
geothermal heat for papaya processing (Hawaiian Dredging and Construction
Company. 1980) and the use of by-products that are generated from certain
abatement systems (Thomas. 1982). Neither of these spinoff activities will
occur at the PGV facility. Though direct use of geothermal heat for papaya
processing is marginally feasible for the existing AMFAC plant at Keaau. there
is no need for an additional papaya processing plant. The second potential
spinoff activity is not applicable to the PGV facility because the primary and
backup abatement systems at the facility do not generate any products or
by-products. Some geothermal power plants use pollution control technologies
that generate large amounts of sulfur. which can be sold and used in other
sectors.
Diversified Agriculture
Diversified agriculture is expected to continue to expand in Puna. Agri-
culture is compatible with geothermal development. In this respect. it is
preferable to residential development near the facility. As discussed earlier.
the agricultural base of the Puna District is shifting from extensive crops
such as sugar to more intensive operations. Though the proposed project site
is located on agriculturally zoned land. little of the land it occupies is
actually suitable for cultivation. Moreover. there is a sufficient supply of
land in other areas of Puna to support a viable. growing agriculture industry.
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Population. Labor Force, Income, and Housing
Indirect population impacts should be small because employment generated by
this project is expected to be largely supplied by the existing labor force and
no major secondary industrial activities are anticipated. Geothermal drilling
personnel for the three existing wells on-site were predominantly Big Island
residents. Only a few construction personnel will be needed from other parts
of Hawaii or the mainland; therefore. the population growth impact will be
modest. The operational-phase employment of 19 persons will have even less
effect.
The composition of the Island of Hawaii and Puna ,labor force will not be
affected, and the types of jobs provided by the project will be compatible with
the occupational skills and backgrounds of Puna'. current labor force. The
mechanical nature of the geothermal construction and maintenance jobs will
generally match the skills of employees ,who were discharged from the Puna Sugar
Company.
Anticipated income for project workers is likely to be, on average,
somewhat higher than current median income for residents of the island in
general or of Puna in particular.
The area housing supply is expected to be adequate for the projected work
force in both construction and operational phases, since most of the workers
will be native to the area. The impacts of the project on housing values was a
concern of many residents who commented on the Notice of EIS preparation. PGV
undertook an assessment of worst-case impacts on housing and land values in the
vicinity of the site (Decision Analysts Hawaii. 1987). The study concluded
that the potential impacts under worst-case assumptions would be significant
decreases (50 to 75 percent) in housing values of homes that are located within
0.5 miles of the power plant. Current estimates indicate that only two homes
are located less than 0.5 miles from the power plant. The assessment was based
on the effects of the HGP-A facility. The determining factor of housing value
effects was H2S emissions, which has a noxious smell like rotten eggs. The
design and pollution abatement technology of the PGV facility is very different
than the HGP-A facility. H2S emissions are expected to be negligible during
..
..
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normal operations. Thus, the PGV facility is not expected to adversely affect
housing values.
Lifestyle
The PGV project will have little, if any, tangible impact on Puns's wealth
or general lifestyle. For some people, however, it may have symbolic import-
ance. The project is Hawaii's first commercial application of geothermal
technologies that have developed over the past decade. This symbolizes
progress, opportunity, and economic development to 80me people. For others, it
may mean unwanted industrialization and encroachment on the traditional rural
atmosphere and slow pace of life.
10.3 PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT PROGRAMS
Puns residents have shown a strong desire to be involved in geothermal
planning. Because the government's role in geothermal power is more regulatory
than action-oriented, private developers are in a better position to involve
community groups in meaningful ways. Encouragement of community involvement
in the project has been studied and implemented as a potential mitigation for
resident apprehension about geothermal development. The following organiza-
tions have already been active in providing a local forum for discussion of
geothermal development:
o State Geothermal Advisory Council
o Mayor's Advisory Committee
o Big Island Business Council
o Hawaii Island Economic Development Board
o Hawaii Island Chamber of Commerce
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o Puna Geothermal Venture Advisory Committee
Most community residents support the usefulness of economic spinoff
activities from geothermal development (SMS Research, 1982a).
COMMUNITY EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Many community fears about geothermal development are based on misinforma-
tion. potential industry spinoffs, and/or the ultimate State-wide export of
geothermal power. State and County government planners can help allay these
concerns by developing a blueprint for a planning and management process. This
process should specify exact studies and management decisions to be undertaken
if the present initial geothermal development does lead to a second generation
of development for Puna. This plan will reassure the community that concerns
will be addressed at the proper time rather than being continuously dismissed
as "not yet relevant." It should also outline the role community members can
play in broader geothermal development planning. The Mayor' s advisory
committee has proposed a geothermal education plan which is being evaluated by
DBED and other agencies.
,j.'
..
..,.
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Sec~ion 11
This sec~ion provides an overview of the historical cultural se~~ing of the
region and examines the project·. potential effect. on i~s cultural resources.
The topics covered include:
o Political history. religious history. population trends and land divisions
o The archeological artifacts of past societies that are present
o Na~ive Hawaiian religious beliefs relevant to the development of the
geothermal resource.
11.1 HISTORICAL SURVEY
POLITICAL HISTORY
According to Barrere (1959). Puna has not played an impo~an~ political
role in the island·s history. Unlike the other districts. there was no great
family in Puna whose support was sought by chiefs seeking to enhance their
power. Puna •s lands were desirable. but political control was typically
exercised by the chiefs of the adjacent districts of Kau and Bilo.
By 1475 A.D .• the Island of Hawaii was divided in~o six dis~riet kingdoms.
The king of each of these was autonomous within his own district. but a.l1
acknowledged Li10a as ~he supreme chief of ~he island. When Li10a died. the
districts refused to acknowledge his son. Umi. as the heir ~o this position.
bu~ Umi was able to reclaim overall leadership in ba~~le against the other
kings.
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Imaikalani is the first chief of Kau known to have had power over parts of
Puna. This power continued until the time of Keawei-Kekahi-alii-o-ka-moku. At
that time the I family of Hilo extended its control over parts of Puna. but the
remainder is believed to have continued to be controlled by the chief of Kau.
Puna appears to have a brief period of semi-autonomous rule under Chief
Imaikalani. A civil war took place on Hawaii between approximately 1782 and
1792. which Kamehameha won, thus uniting the island.
RELIGIOUS HISTORY
Puna was an important traditional Hawaiian religious center. Paao
established his line of priesthood there. a line that continued until after the
death of King Kamehameha I in 1819 (Beckwith. 1979). Paao constructed his
first heiau. or place of worship. there and numerous other heiau were also
built (Thrum. 1907a,b). One of these. Kukii. was located in Kapoho. and
another heiau was reported present at Pohoiki near Kapoho. These sites are
several miles from the project site. See also Section 11.3. Native Hawaiian
Religious Beliefs and Practices.
LAND COMMISSION AWARDS IN THE MID-NINETEENTH CENTURY
There was no concept of private land ownership in the traditional Hawaiian
culture. Even the chiefs did not "own" the land in the western sense: rather.
they exercised a trusteeship in the names of the nature gods. Kane and Lono.
When each new high chief ascended the throne. there was a turnover in the
proprietorship of the subdistricts; supporters of the new chief would be
rewarded by being given control over them. Kamehameha I followed this practice
when he unified the island chain. but neither Liholiho or Kauikeaouli
(Kamehameha II and III) redistributed control when they became king. When
private ownership was institutionalized by the Great Mahele (see below) the
practice ceased forever.
..
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The western concept of private ownership was made the law of the land in
the 1850s through a series of laws known collectively as the Great Mahele.
These laws changed the concept of control from one of "stewardship" to one of
"ownership." In the process. some individuals received large land awards.
Some of the larger Land Commission Awards in the vicinity of the project site
included:
o 5,592 acres at Keahialaka adjacent to Kapoho was awarded to W. C.
Lunalilo (who was king of the Hawaiian Islands from 1873 to 1874)
o 4,060 acres at Kapoho awarded to C. Kanaina, father of W. C. Lunalilo
o 2,902 acres of Puna land were awarded to Hazaleleponi Kalama (the
adopted daughter of C. Kanaina and Miriam Ke-kakulu-ohi and wife of
Kau-i-ke-aouli (Kamehameha III)
POPULATION ESTIMATES
It is estimated that as many as 300,000 persons may have inhabited the
Hawaiian Islands in 1778 when Captain James Cook became the first westerner to
land there. Schmitt (1968) estimates that from 100,000 to 150.000 of these
lived on the Big Island. Diseases and social disruption which followed the
westerners' arrival quickly decimated the population. In 1831-32, when the
first official census of the Hawaiian Kingdom was carried out, the population
of the Big Island was only 45,792; by 1866 it was below 20,000. The population
climbed slowly between then and 1920. largely as the result of in-migration,
before stabilizing for the following 50 years. The 1986 population was
approximately 109,200.
11.2 ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Archeological research has been conducted in the Puna area since the early
19OOs. In the Hawaiian Islands. early archeological research concentrated on
the major stone structures related to religious practices, such as heiau. This
interest broadened to the study of petroglyphs and, by the 1930s. more compre-
hensive surveys of archeological sites were conducted (Newman, 1968).
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Though the Puna District has been the subject of numerous archeological
studies, the major concentration of research has been along the coastal areas.
(Rogers-Jourdane. 1984) Five sites have been recorded by the State for Kapoho.
The Kapoho petroglyphs (State Site No. 50-10-46-2501) are located on the south
side of Kapoho Crater. approximately 3.5 miles east of the project area. Ka
Eolua Kahawali (State Site No. 50-10-46-5245). a cinder cone that in legend was
the site of a sledding contest between the Puna Chief Kahawali and Pele, is
located about 1.5 miles east of the project area (Green, 1928). Two site
complexes consisting of walled enclosures and platforms (State Site Nos.
50-10-46-4254 and -4266) are located on Kapoho Point. about 6 miles east of the
project area. Also located on the coast. at Cape Kumukahi. 6 miles to the
east. are two possible grave sites (State Site No. 60-10-46-4261). Two other
sites. Kukii Heiau (State Site No. 60-10-46-2500) and the Kings' Pillars (State
Site No. 60-10-46-4260) are located in the ahupuaa's adjacent and to the north
of Kapoho. These sites are located from 4 to 5 miles east of the project area.
Major archeological studies for the Puna District are listed in Appendix B.
At the request of PGV, the Department of Anthropology of the Bernice Pauahi
Bishop Museum performed an archeological reconnaissance survey of specified
lands (Tax Map Key 1:4:01:1, 2, 19) in the Kapoho area in January 1984 (Rogers-
Jourdane, 1984). The purpose of the survey was to determine the presence or
absence and general nature of any archeological resources evident on the
surface of the project area. The nature and results of the survey are
summarized below. A copy of the study can be reviewed by the public at the
Historic Sites Section of the Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR).
The DLNR reviewed the study and concluded that the project will not have an
effect on historic sites.
The survey included a systematic walk-through of the 17-acre site area.
The area within a 1-mile radius of the immediate survey area was also
investigated on a less intensive basis. No archeological sites were located
during the reconnaissance survey.
No further archeological work is planned prior to development because of
the lack of surface remains and the highly unlikely event that subsurface
remains will be encountered during the construction phase of this project,
..
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However. if construction activities expose any cultural remains. PGV will
consult with the State Historic Preservation Office. and a qualified archeo-
logist will be contracted to monitor further work and implement any necessary
mitigation procedures:
11.3 NATIVE HAWAIIAN RELIGIOUS BELIEFS AND PRACTICES
Some Hawaiians have strong cultural and religious feelings about
traditions. This section describes some of the traditional Hawaiian beliefs.
legends. and customs of the Puna District. including those of the volcano
goddess Pele.
As is true with many other native societies in the Pacific and other Parts
of the world. history was passed down through the Hawaiian generations orally
and through dance by legends and stories.
The Hawaiians had a knack for naming places and things for what they
observed them to be or the activities that took place there. Many of these
names have survived and can tell us what the old Hawaiians thought of the
geothermal manifestations surrounding them. For example. Puu Honuaula - the
place of red earth - refers probably to the red iron oxide exposed by the
volcanic activity. Puu Pilau - the smelly hill - may have meant the existence
of a fumarole or a sulfur vent. Kai Wela Wela - the place of hot. hot water.
Kaapahu - a place where the bowels were bound up - has been shown to us in the
behavior of the lava tube system in the most recent eruption on the flank of
Kilauea.
Religious beliefs permeated every aspect of traditional Hawaiian culture.
and the distinction between religious beliefs and secular life that characte-
rizes much present western culture did not exist. The native Hawaiians wor-
shipped a large pantheon of greater and lesser gods and goddesses. one of the
most important of whom was Pele. the Hawaiian goddess of volcanoes.
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According to some Hawaiian folklore. Pele's home is the Halemaumau fire pit
of the Kilauea Volcano. Some native Hawaiians recognize Pele as a goddess in
her body forms of lava. magma, heat and steam and believe Pele is responsible
for volcanic eruptions and the landscape of the Hawaiian Islands. The Puna
District has played an important role in Pele history, belief and religion.
Hawaiian chants and hula. both of which have been important in the Puna
District, frequently focus on Pele and the Puna District and the Island of
Hawaii. Numerous places in the Puna District are reportedly important to Pele.
Hawaiian beliefs and customs. These places are contained in Pele stories.
chants and legends.
During considerations of geothermal permitting matters by BLNR in 1985 and
1986. a number of people presented information about Native Hawaiian religious
beliefs and practices. The BLNR has summarized this testimony in its decision
and order.
The paragraphs below outline the comments made during these hearings; these
comments may better describe these complex cultural matters in relation to the
development of geothermal energy. (References to specific testimony or
exhibits presented have been deleted. and editorial changes made. for clarity).
The current day practice of Native Hawaiian religion includes the worship
of the goddess Pele. Many Native Hawaiians regard Pele as an akua (god) or
as aumakua (family or personal god). Some Native Hawaiians also identify
themselves as the bloodline of Pele. Hawaiians who actively worship the
goddess Pele have been identified as "Pele practitioners."
Pele practitioners believe Pele is a liVing god, whose presence is
manifested in periodic and frequent volcanic eruptions. Pele is believed
to also be present in the sacred area surrounding the Kilauea Volcano in
kinolau (alternate body forms) such as ferns, certain shrubs and trees. and
certain volcanic land forms or features, such as significant pu'u (hills).
Pele practitioners believe that the area of active volcanism is in fact
...
~,
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Pele's physical body, her home or abode. They testified that some indivi-
duals believe Pele' s home encompasses an area extending from Mauna Loa
through the Ka'u and Puna districts to the ocean, including the entire
area of the Kilauea Volcano and the East and Southwest Rift Zones. There
was testimony that Pele is also the heat, water, steam, smoke, and vapor
present in and throughout the Kilauea Volcano and its rift zones.
Other Hawaiians currently believe that the development of geothermal energy
is not counterproductive to native Hawaiian culture and heritage. One
person testified that, " ... as a Hawaiian who shares the love of this land
with others, cognizant of my heritage and traditions, I feel my ancestors
would be proud to know that we are trying to use our natural resources in
the best way possible. The Hawaiian of times past, with his astute know-
ledge of all things and through the proper observances of established laws,
used all of the natural resources available in their limited way to do the
most good for the most people." .
Historical accounts of native Hawaiian activity show that early Hawaiians
did use geothermal steam for cooking food for non-religious purposes.
Early Hawaiians are recorded using steam emanating from fissures along the
rift zone for personal uses as well as religious uses. William Ellis. in
his journals, notes that the ground in the vicinity of Kilauea throughout
the whole plain was so hot that those who came to the mountains to gather
wood and to fell trees and hollow them for canoes "always cooked their own
food, whether animal or vegetable, simply by wrapping it in fern leaves and
burying it in the earth," a method quite similar to the Hawaiian imu (an
underground oven). Handy and Handy, in their "Native Planters in Old
Hawaii" describe how whole trunks of hapu'u pulu (fern trees) were thrown
into steam fissures. covered with leaves, and when cooked, were split open
and the starch core used as food for pigs.
Testimony of some indicated. however, that they believe that geothermal
exploration and development will threaten and probably prevent the
continuation of all essential ritual practices associated with Pele and
thereby impair the ability of Pele practitioners to train young Hawaiians
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in the traditional Hawaiian beliefs and practices. They believe,
therefore, that Hawaiian religion and culture will not be conveyed to
future generations and will, therefore, die. They believe that geothermal
exploration and development is an offense against Pele, a desecration of
her body and being, because this activity involves drilling into Pele's
body and removing her energy. They believe this activity will take Pele
and kill her forever.
However, Mr. Don Mitchell. a noted author on Hawaiian history, does not
believe that ancient Hawaiian beliefs were specifically against the use of
steam, but that it is only a recent interpretation of Hawaiian theology.
He believes that lava and volcanic eruptions are closely associated with
Pele, but that steam was not referred to in early discussions of Pele.
After hearing comments, receiving exhibits and viewing some of the chants
and hula that tell the stories of Pele and express the feelings of·
Hawaiians for Pele, the Board concluded that there are a variety of reli-
gious beliefs held by Native Hawaiians. Many beliefs are very strongly "
held. Some have well recognized traditions and practices. Testimony
presented by Pele practitioners represents their faith and personal beliefs
which appear to be strongly held. The Board concluded that the religious
concerns of Native Hawaiians deserve respect and that care should be
exercised not to harm religious practices.
The Hawaiian culture, and particularly its spiritual underpinnings, changed
rapidly in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Part of this
was due to forces unleashed by the islands' unification under King
Kamehameha I, but part of it was due to the spread of western influence in the
years following Captain Cook's rediscovery of Hawaii in 1778.
Traditional religious practices were officially abandoned by the alii or
ruling class, following the death of Kamehameha I in 1819. and most Hawaiians
had converted to Christianity by the end of the nineteenth century. The
traditional beliefs did not disappear entirely, however. Some individuals
continue to believe in the old religion and to adhere to at least some of its
'WI
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practices. Pele was one of the most beloved of the traditional gods, and some
Hawaiians continue to "Hookupu" (give gifts) to her. Traditional offerings
include red fern frond, pork, small fish, bananas, lehua flowers, and red ohelo
berries.
Such beliefs and worshipping practices are very private; worship is
personally, not publicly, practiced. Most believera are reluctant to discuss
their religion, especially sacred, traditional knowledge in the fear that
people will misunderstand or ridicule their beliefs. Most Hawaiians, including
Pele worshipers, have strong feelings for the land, the sea, and each other.
In a word, one native scholar called it "lokahi" , meaning harmonizing one's
self with others, all of nature, and the cosmos.
When Pele is not creating a lava flow, causing earthquakes, or resting, she
reportedly assumes human form and enters into the world of people. The
talented and articulate writer, Pierre Bowman, described his personal encounter
with Pele and his family's approach to the beliefs and myths of Pele in a
feature article that appeared in June 1986 in the Honolulu Star-Bulletin.
Excerpts are below.
"I was in third grade, and my Aunt Nina, who has always been extra-
ordinarily persuasive, convinced my mother that a Big Island visit would be
enriching for her nephew - especially because the volcano was erupting ....
"Will we go see the volcano now?" I asked.
"Dh, no," replied Aunt Nina. "My friends are coming for dinner, and
then they'll stay overnight. We'll go tomorrow." .•.
. •. The grown-ups started slowly in the morning. I figured it had some-
thing to with the martinis and Manhattans. Gradually, cardboard cartons
were packed with food and bed linens. Gradually, the morning slipped by.
Finally, in mid-afternoon, we all got into the olive-drab Pontiac and drove
to Hale Loke. just outside the border of the Volcanoes National Park. Hale
Loke was the family vacation cottage from the days when Aunt Nina and her
siblings were kids.
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I could Bmell the volcano aB we pulled up at the front BtepB.
"Will we go Bee the volcano now?" I aBked....
It grew dark. The glow of the volcano reddened the Bky.
"Are we going to Bee the volcano now?"
"After cocktailB and dinner." I nearly ached ....
In the dimneBB of the living room, against a fire in the Btove, the
cocktail converBation waB different. Aunt Nina told about the time Grandpa
had picked up a very old lady on the Saddle Road and had driven her to
Hilo - only to find that Bhe'd vaniBhed from the back seat.
Of courBe the woman waB Pele.
Aunt Nina told another BtOry about watching an eruption in Puna when
the volcano sprang from a cane field. As she Btood and watched. ahe became
aware of a beautiful young women with flowing hair, standing all alone,
also watching the fountains of fire.
My aunt approached her.
"Where do you live?" asked Aunt Nina.
"Over there," Baid the beauty, gesturing vaguely ....
Of courBe it was Pele ....
Dinner waB Berved. It waB eaten quickly. There was more talk of Pele.
And then it was time. Wear your warmeBt clotheB. commanded my aunt. Quite
rapidly. we piled into the Pontiac. Minutes later, we were parked at the
edge of Halemaumau. peering into the crater ....
Hour upon hour. we stared, our faces toasted and warm. our backsideB
cold. From her bag, Aunt Nina produced a thermoB of hot chocolate and
cookieB. We Btared Bome more...•
Finally. the dark crust over one of the large pools of lava began to
move and crack. And then. through the Bmoke and quite unmiBtakably. there
was the face of a beautiful women.
It was Pele. She had waited for us. My Aunt Nina knew she would."
Pele iB not the original volcano deity of Hawaii according to legend. She
is not reBponsible for the baBe volcanic mountains that form the Hawaiian
Islands. She came to Hawaii long ago from a distant and mystical land of
Kahiki, a name meaning any foreign place (in this instance believed to be from
the ancestral homeland of Tahiti; Emerson, 1915). Kahiki is believed to be a
free-floating land that shows itself only to mystics, poets and prophets.
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It is said that Pele was ambitious as a child, ever staying near her
mother's fireplace, where she carefully studied the methods of the firekeeper,
Lono-makua (Emerson, 1915). Pele's older sister, Na-maka-o-ka-hai (Namaka) ,
grew suspicious and alarmed of Pele' sambitions. Namaka' s fears proved true.
On returning from one of her expeditions across the sea, Namaka found that Pele
had caused a fierce volcanic eruption that covered a portion of their homeland
with lava.
The episode forced Pele to seek refuge with her elder brother,
Ka-moho-alii, who was a deity of great power, authority and wickedness. The
refuge was only temporary. Soon, Pele vanished from Kahiki in a famed mythical
canoe called Honua-i-a-kea. Pele was allegedly accompanied in her canoe trip
by such god-like beings as Ka-moho-alii, Kane-apua, Kane-milo-hai, and many
other relatives of Pele, including her favorite sister, Hiiaka. Pele and Hiiaka
are Hawaii's most spectacular female deities. The canoe trip was an
adventurous one and eventually ended at the Big Island of Hawaii.
The proposed geothermal wells and power plant are located in Kilauea
Volcano's East Rift Zone, part of Pele's traditional home. Some worshippers of
the goddess Pele believe that withdrawing steam from the volcano would
desecrate the body of the goddess and destroy her. Consequently, several
residents of the area appealed decisions by the State Board of Land and Natural
Resources (BLNR) to allow geothermal development in approximately 9,000 acres
of the Wao Kele 0 Puna forest area, about 8 miles up-rift from the project
site. The challenge was brought on the grounds that the development would
interfere with the plaintiffs' constitutional rights to practice their religion
(Pele worship). However, the Hawaii Supreme Court recently ruled that the
plaintiffs had not shown that geothermal development would infringe on their
religious practices. The Court therefore denied the appeal and upheld the BLNR
decision allowing geothermal development.
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The PGV projec~ is no~ an~icipa~ed ~o in~erfere wi~h access for Hawaiian
religious and cul~ural activities. For securi~y and safe~y reasons. areas
immedia~ely around ~e PGV power plan~. wellfields. and ancillary facili~ies
will be res~ric~ed ~o ~he public. There will be gates across ~he two si~e
access roads. bu~ ~ere are no plans for a fence around ~e perime~er of 500
acres. The land is priva~ely owned; specific ac~ivi~ies on ~he property would
be subjec~ ~o con~rol by ~he owners.
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Section 12
JESIHE11CS
12.1 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
This section describes the probable and potential aesthetic impacts from
the Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV) facility. The primary aesthetic impacts are
visual views of the power plant, wellpads, and construction equipment.
REGIONAL VISUAL SETTING
Much of the Puna District is comprised of volcanic uplands. Puus. and
craters. Kilauea Volcano. one of the most active volcanoes in the world. lies
to the southwest of the project site. Several lava flows have occurred in the
District. Puu Kaliu and Puu Honuaula are the largest Puus in the area. The
latter. which is within the PGV project area. is slightly smaller and lower
than the former. Both are dwarfed by the dramatic Kapoho Crater. approximately
3 miles to the northeast of the proposed power plant site. The new cone from
Puu 00 is about 10 miles northwest of the site. The East Rift Zones is
manifested at the surface as a linear belt. 1 to 2 miles wide. consisting of
vents. faults and other volcano-tectonic related events.
The sea can be seen from several vantage points within the region because
the land slopes gently to the Pacific Ocean in three directions. The summit of
Kilauea Volcano is another dramatic view that can be seen from the Puna
District. Views in the region are limited because of the rainy weather and the
amount of tree cover. especially for travelers along the region's main highways
(Highway 130. Highway 132. and Highway 137).
The basic land vegetation in the area are low scrub. forest. and agricul-
tural plantings. The bushes and grasses are low where the roads pass through
scrub vegetation. and the views are usually wide-angle or panoramic. The view
is generally restricted to the road corridor in areas with forest cover. Large
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canopy trees overarch the road to create shady tunnels in some areas. Other
tree-lined roads have species with a more vertical form, these leave the sky
above the road clearly visible.
Large fields northeast and-southwest of Pahoa were formerly used primarily
for sugarcane. These fields began reverting to scrub after the Puna Sugar
Company ceased operation in the area. The most significant agricultural crop
cover in Puna is currently papaya. Other crops include macadamia nuts, bananas
and anthuriums. Pahoa and the surrounding area are rural and contain older
structures, buildings, and landscaping. Public opinion surveys (SMS Research.
Inc., 1982a) indicate that local residents find agricultural technology to be
familiar and generally acceptable.
The view of the proposed power plant and wellfield from roads and houses
within the surrounding subdivisions depends on the amount of development at
specific locations and, in undeveloped areas, whether the natural vegetation is
low scrub or forest. There are no views of the project site from lots and
roads within the Leilani Estates, Nanawale Estates, and Nanawale Farm-Ranch
Land subdivisions because of the topography and/or the presence of natural
vegetation.
VISUAL SETTING AROUND THE SITE
The most dramatic visual features around the geothermal development site
are the volcanic Puus and craters. The site is located immediately adjacent to
Puu Honuaula. Puu Honuaula and the unnamed Puu just to the west are the visual
focus of the project area for several reasons. All of the land immediately
around their bases was cleared of natural vegetation. At one time papayas were
actively cultivated in some areas. The contrast between the now fallow
orchards and the natural vegetation on the steep sides of the conical hills
makes the Puu visually distinct. Puu Honuaula, which rises about 150 feet
above the surrounding land to an elevation of 850 feet, is the tallest volcanic
feature in the immediate vicinity of the site. About 60 acres in the southwest
corner of the PGV project area are covered by a 1955 lava flow. This area
includes two fifty-foot high vents formed of nearly barren lava near the
Pahoa-Pohoiki Road.
..
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Kahuwai Crater. Puulena Crater. and Pawai Crater. located about 1 mile
southwest of Puu Honuaula. are impressive depressions several hundred feet
deep. These features are not visible except from the craters' edges. While
the topography rises slightly to the rims of the craters. their forms are
largely masked by the heavy forest around them.
There is one major stand of trees within the PGV project area. though
extensive forested land is nearby. Approximately 1 mile northwest of the
proposed power plant site is Lava Tree State Park. which is both an aesthetic
and geological resource of the area. Lava molds of trees stand among ohia
trees and fern growth. forming an attractive and interesting environment. The
north sides of Puu Honuaula and the neighboring Puu are visible from the
southeastern corner of the park. The mass of these cinder cones lies between
the park and the power plant site.
The local area around the project site contains several geothermal-related
facilities. These facilities include the HGP-A well and power plant facility.
Puna Research Center. three PGV wells (Kapoho State Well No.1. No. 1A and
No.2). two wells owned by Barnwell Geothermal. Inc. (Lanipuna 1 and 6). and a
drilling rig laid down and stored to the south of the PGV project area at the
Lanipuna No.6 well site. The HGP-A facility is located at a bend ·in the
Pahoa-Pohoiki Road where motorists have an unobstructed view of the facility.
No landscaping or solid fencing blocks the view of the power plant. well.
related structures. or equipment. The PGV wells and the stored drilling rig
are unobtrusive.
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12.2 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
Some residents in the neighboring subdivisions and travelers along area
roads will be able to see portions of the facility. Most. if not all. of the
visual impacts are temporary. Graded areas will be revegetated with trees and
plants and landscaped in order to minimize views of the facility. Buildings
and structures will be painted or constructed of materials to blend in with the
natural environment. After the facility is decommissioned. structures will be
removed and additional vegetation will be planted on the site. Native vege-
tation will be used wherever feasible. Areas will be regraded to near-original
contours.
Construction
A limited amount of grading (including some cut and fill for the power
plant and one of the wellpads) will be required for the project. A total of
about 17 surface acres are required for the project site. This will expose
bare earth on the flanks of Puu Honuaula that may be visible from adjacent
areas. The graded areas will be comparable in size to those created when homes
are constructed in nearby subdivisions. and far smaller than those associated
with existing agricultural activities.
The tallest piece of construction equipment on-site during construction
will be a 150-foot drill rig. This rig will be used for drilling the geo-
thermal wells which requires approximately 60 days each to drill. Six new
geothermal wells are initially needed. The rig will return about a year after
initial drilling to drill additional geothermal wells. A drill rig will return
periodically to the site to drill makeup wells or perform remedial or mainte-
nance work. Lighting is required at night during drilling for this
round-the-clock operation.
Small steam plumes will be produced occasionally during periodic well flow
testing periods. The visibility of a plume will depend on weather conditions
and viewing position. Viewed from below against a cloudy sky. plumes will not
be noticeable. Viewed from a high vantage point against vegetation or earth.
'11
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or viewed against blue sky. plumes will be apparent. The tradewinds are fairly
constant and the plumes will disperse rapidly.
Operation
None of the structures on the power plant or wellpads will project above
Puu Honuaula skyline when seen from adjacent properties. Aboveground pipelines
will run between the wellpads and the power plant and will rise no more than
5 feet above the ground except where they cross roadways. They may be routed
in a door-frame shape as high as 17 feet at such crossings.
The PGV plant will be built at an elevation of approximately 680 feet.
The height of the turbine-generator building is not set yet. but the highest
point is in the main turbine bay. where the need for an overhead crane requires
at least a 30 foot ceiling. The two cooling towers are currently designed to
be 75 feet long by 75 feet wide by 40 feet high.
Steam plumes produced by operation of the proposed facility will
occasionally be visible. The only steam plume generated under normal operating
conditions will be from the cooling tower. The plume is not expected to be
visible on warm days with average humidity; visibility increases as the ambient
,
temperature declines and humidity increases. A visible plume can be expected
on cold days with moderate to high humidity. which are rare in the project
area. There will be a somewhat more dense plume from the power plant rock
muffler on occasions when it is necessary to divert geothermal steam from the
power plant. No plumes will normally be visible from the wells during
operation. A white plume may be visible from south of the project site because
of its contrast with the dark vegetation on Puu Honuaula. Weather conditions
will determine whether the plume will be visible from the north as it rises
above Puu Honuaula. The plume will rise straighter and higher on a calm day
than on the normally windy days in Puna. The range of visibility will be much
reduced under the more usual weather conditions (rainy and breezy) in Puna.
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VISUAL IMPACT STUDY
Numerous viewing locations surrounding the power plant and wellfields were
examined to determine the PGV facility structures that will be visible. The
views were from roads. subdivisions and public parks. Eight specific locations
were studied. A cooling tower built at an elevation of 680 feet with a height
of 40 feet was assumed for this study. These locations are plotted on Figure
12-1. The eight viewing locations are:
o One view from the west of the power plant along Pahoa-Pohoiki Road
o Two views from the north along Kapoho Road
o Three views from the southwest in Leilani Estates subdivision
,.
o
o
One view from the south in Lanipuna Gardens subdivision
One view from the east along Highway 137.
Views from the West
Most of the western boundary of this leased land, along the Pahoa-Pohoiki
Road, is lined with hedges. The hedges are generally high enough to confine
views to the east from most passenger cars, except where a few breaks in the
vegetation allow glimpses of Puu Honuaula and the neighboring Puu. Travelers
in buses and trucks may be able to see the two Puu over the hedges. There is
little or no view of the power plant site because of the vegetation and the Puu
west of the site. Figure 12-2 shows the line of sight of an observer standing
at location 1 looking towards the plant. A hedge with an average height of 10
feet obstructs the observer's view of the facility at this location. Travelers
in buses and trucks may be able to see the cooling tower as they travel this
route.
llil .
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Figure 12-2 OBSERVER'S LINE OF SIGHT FROM LOCATION 1 ON PAHOA·POHOIKI ROAD
The drilling rig will probably be visible from nearby roads because of its
height. where vegetation does not confine views to the roadway corridor. There
are thick stands of tall canopy trees north and south of the project site. that
effectively block views of the proposed plant.
The stands of trees thin out along Pahoa-Pohoiki Road near the HGP-A site.
except near the HGP-A visitor center. where some landscaping has been done. It
is possible to see the PGV power plant site beyond the HGP-A complex. The
HGP-A facility adjacent to the road will be more dominant than the PGV facility
structures. which will be about a half-mile away. Views of the wellpad loca-
tions are barely possible south of the HGP-A site where the road turns east-
ward. through breaks in the stands of ohia trees and the roadside embankment.
There is a line of trees along the road after Pahoa-Pohoiki Road turns
eastward. Glimpses of the proposed PGV facilities at a distance of about
4.000 feet may be possible between the tree trunks. The PGV facilities will
not be visible from this highway after the road bends back to the south because
of the woodland on each side of the road.
Views from the North
Structures and construction activities at the power plant site will be
hidden from the view of travelers along a large part of Kapoho Road by Puu
Honuaula. There is very,little vegetation to block views of the facility along
some segments of Kapoho Road where the view is not blocked by the Puu. Con-
struction activity on some wellpads will be visible from these segments of the
highway. The only pieces of equipment that will rise above the fences once
landscaping occurs on the outside of the fences around the pads are the moist-
ure separators located on each wellpad. The separators stand about 17 feet
tall and are 30 inches in diameter. The separators will hardly be visible
because all wellpads are at least 2.000 feet from Kapoho Road. The electrical
switchyard. positioned between Wellheads C and D may be visible from segments
of Kapoho Road. The drilling rig will be visible when wells are being drilled
at Wellpads C and D.
...
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Figure 12-3 shows the line of sight of an observer standing at Location 2
on Kapoho Road and looking towards the geothermal site between Puu Honuaula and
its neighboring Puu. This observer may see the upper third of the power plant
cooling tower. A new access road may be built from Kapoho Road at Location 2.
A temporary 5-acre construction yard will be next to this new road and will be
visible from Location 2. The elevated transmission line along the access road
and the sWitchyard between Wellpads C and D will be visible.
Location 3 is also north of the power plant on Kapoho Road, further east
of Location 2. Puu Honuaula blocks most of the view of the geothermal site.
Figure 12-4 shows the line of sight of an observer standing at Location 3.
Wellpads C and D and will be visible from this location.
Lava Tree State Park is located approximately one mile northwest of the
power plant. The north side of Puu Honuaula and neighboring puu should block
any view of structures on the power plant site. The drilling rigs on several
of the wellpads may be visible to park visitors if they walk off the trail to
the western boundary of the park. The western boundary of the park has only
sparsely scattered trees.
Views from the Southeast
Three subdivisions are southwest of the power plant: Pohoiki-Bay Estates,
Kapoho Estates, and Leilani Estates. Leilani Estates is the largest of the
three subdivisions. Views of the PGV site from roads in the Leilani Estates
subdivision are now blocked by forest. Location 4 on Kahukai Street is at the
highest elevation near the project in Leilani Estates. An observer's view of
the plant site is screened by trees. Figure 12-5 shows the positions of the
observer, trees, and cooling tower.
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Figure 12-5 OBSERVER'S LINE OF SIGHT FROM LOCATiON 4 ON KAHUKAI STREET
Location 6 is another high point in Leilani Estates. Trees obstruct an
observer's view of the plant from this location. The positions of the ob-
server, trees, and cooling tower are shown on Figure 12-6. The PGV site may
become visible if a large number of the lots at the eastern end of the sub-
division are cleared and developed. It is unlikely that many lots will be
developed before the major facilities are landscaped considering the tens of
thousands of undeveloped lots in the Puna District and the present slow rate of
development.
The third view, Location 6. in Leilani Estates was from Leilani Avenue at
Mohala Street. Puu Honuaula lies directly in the view of east-bound travelers
on Leilani Avenue for approximately 3,000 feet. though there is a dip in the
road from which the view is blocked. The view of the power plant site will be
very brief at usual speeds. The scenery from this location is not entirely
rural and natural. Travelers presently see a cut in Puu Honuaula for Wellpad B
and the roof and steam plume from the HGP-A facility. Construction equipment
and activities on the power plant site will make the scenery for travelers on
this road somewhat more industrial, during PGV project construction. The view
of the facility may be blocked and the excavation cut on Puu Honuaula hidden
once landscaping is established along the fences. Figure 12-7 shows the
partially obscured view of the facility at Location 6. Figure 12-8 shows a
photomontage of the view from the crest of Leilani Avenue before landscaping is
provided.
Views from the South
South of the power plant is Location 7 in the Lanipuna Gardens
subdivision, Figure 12-9. Two short segments of Hinalo Street have wide-angled
views that include most of the wellpads and power plant since the street
transverses a lava flow that has only short grass coverage. Construction
activities such as clearing and grading and erection of structures and equip-
ment will be visible .at these segments. Only a few subdivision residents
currently use this dead-end street. Landscaping should be installed around the
pads before this subdivision road is more heavily traveled. An observer
standing at Location 7 will see the geothermal plant site, the top 30 feet of
. the power plant cooling tower and portions of the turbine building.
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Figure12-g OBSERVER'S LINE OF SIGHT FROM LOCATION 7 NEAR PAHOA·POHOIKI ROAD
A few residences will have views of the wells and power plant. The actual
number of residents that will be affected will depend on the occupancy of the
lots in the surrounding subdivisions. The closest residents to the site are
about 1.000 feet southeast of Wellpad F. The power plant may be seen from the
back of the house. Vegetation and topography will shield views of the project
from other houses in the vicinity.
Approximately four vacant lots bordering the PGV project area in the
Lanipuna Gardens subdivision are on a recent lava flow. These four lots are
about 2.000 feet from the base of Puu Honuaula and have wide-angle views of the
planned PGY site. Development of these lots is not likely until after the
geothermal facilities are constructed and landscaped considering the supply of
lots and their development rate in Puna.
MacKenzie State Park is located approximately 3 miles south of the PGY
facility on the southern Puna Coast. No views of the power plant wellfield or "
construction equipment are possible because the Malama-Ki Forest Reserve is in
between the park and the project site.
Views from the East
•
Puu Honuaula is visible from the shoreline areas. about 3.5 miles east of
the PGY site where there is no high vegetation in the near foreground. Con-
struction activities will hardly be noticeable from the shore. except for the
lights used during drilling at night. An observer will see the cooling tower
at Location 8. along Route 137 between Kapoho Crater and Pohoiki but it will
appear very small because of the distance as Figure 12-10 shows.
12.3 PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES
Visual concerns were an important criteria in choosing the location of the
power plant and wellpads. Most. if not all, of the visual impacts will be
temporary. Visual views of the plant will be insignificant once planted
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Figure 12-10 OBSERVER'S LINE OF SIGHT FROM LOCATION 8 ON HIGHWAY 137
landscaping matures and effectively blocks the structures. After the geo-
thermal facility is decommissioned visual views will be completely eliminated.
All structures and piping will be removed from the site. wells will be plugged
with concrete and wellhead equipment. and casing will be removed to below
grade. Roadways on the site will be abandoned to the extent agreed upon with
the landowner. The site will be regraded to approximate original contours. and
seeded or planted with natural vegetation.
The layout of the facility is designed to minimize the amount of land
required for clearing. Graded areas will be landscaped promptly. Cut-and-fill
slopes will be engineered to minimize the visual impacts created by clearing
and grading activities, so that the transition to the surrounding terrain
appears more natural.
Landscaping will be installed around the power plant and wellpads to
screen the industrial structures and equipment from view. Planting vegetation
along the roads, pipeline routes, and the southeast property boundaries that
abut the Lanipuna Gardens subdivision are additional mitigation measures under
consideration. The choice of vegetation will take into account the species'
height and camouflaging ability. Native plants will be used to the extent
feasible for compatibility. Almost all of the undeveloped lots in the surroun-
ding subdivisions are densely forested and a vegetation screen can be left when
they are developed.
Facility structures. including pipelines, will either be painted to blend
into the surrounding environment or constructed of such material that they will
blend in with surrounding vegetation since it may take a few years before
plants and trees grow tall enough to screen views. Dark greens or grays are
the best colors to use. depending on background vegetation. Reflective metal
surfaces will be coated or screened with solid fencing.
Site lighting will be mitigated by shielding as needed to conform with all
lighting limits. Such mitigation requirements are specified by regulatory
agencies in various County and State permits required for the project.
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Section 13
RP1.Al'IDHSHIP OF mE PIWPOSED JerIDH TO LARD USE PUIS.
GOVElUIMFlfT POLICIES. JHD REQUIRED PERMITS
This section discusses the project's consistency with State and County land use
and energy plans. policies and controls. A list of required permits throughout
the life of the project is also included.
13.1 STATE PLANS AND POLICIES
HAWAII STATE PLAN
The State of Hawaii enacted the State Plan in 1978 (Chapter 226. Hawaii
Revised Statutes (HRS». The most recent amendment was in 1986. The purpose
of the plan is to improve the State-wide planning process and to articulate
goals. objectives and policies that will guide future development in the State.
This section reviews the State Plan to determine the project's consistency with
the stated goals and objectives.
The plan is divided into several topical areas. The areas that relate to
the Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV) project include:
o Economy (Section 226-10, HRS)
o Physical Environment (Section 226-11 through 226-13, HRS)
o Energy (Section 226-18. HRS)
o Public Safety (Section 226-26, HRS)
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Economy Objectives
The primary economy objective is to develop and diversify Hawaii's economic
base. The PGV project is consistent with this primary objective. The project
supports the following policies stated in the economy functional plan:
o Facilitate investment and employment in economic activities that have the
potential for growth such as .... energy .... [industry]
o Accelerate research and development of new energy-related industries based
on .... underground resources
Physical Environment Objectives
One of the policies of the State Plan is protection of rare or endangered
plants and animal species and habitats native to Hawaii. One endangered plant
(Tetraplasandra hawaiiensis), three rare species of Cyrtanda, and one
endangered bird, (Hawaiian hawk) were found on the project site. In addition,
one candidate endangered plant (Bobea timonioides) was potentially located on
,
site . However, none of the rare or endangered plants occur and no active
Hawaiian hawk nest has been found on the areas that will be disturbed. The hawk
uses the project area as part of its feeding ground. No adverse impact on the
rare native flora or fauna species is anticipated. The PGV project is
consistent with the goal of protecting rare native species.
Another objective of the State Plan in regard to the physical environment
is enhancement of the scenic assets, natural beauty, and multi-cultural histo-
ric resources. The project's location is not a designated historical, archeo-
logical, architectural or unique ecological site. The area is visually
appealing and has natural beauty due to its natural state. Aesthetics were
taken into account in designing the layout of the site and developing the
grading plan. The power plant will be located between two Puus, thereby
minimizing the visual impacts. Only 17 acres of the 5OC-acre site will be
graded. Graded areas will be landscaped to avoid bare, vertical cuts. Native
plants and trees will be planted to landscape the graded areas and to conceal
the wellpads and other equipment.
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To achieve the scenic natural beauty and historic resources objective, one
of the State's policies is to protect special areas, structures, and elements
that are an integral and functional part of Hawaii's ethnic and cultural
heritage. The project is located on the Kilauea Lower East Rift Zone, which is
part of the traditional home of the volcano goddess Pele. The location has not
been designated an integral or functional part of Hawaii's ethnic and
cultural heritage. Some Hawaiians have strong cultural and religious feelings
about traditions of Pele.
A third objective is maintenance and pursuit of improved quality in
Hawaii's land, air and water resources. The primary disposal of the geothermal
fluids is reinjection. This technique is an essentially closed-loop process
where brines, steam condensate and noncondensable gases that come to the
surface with steam are reinjected back into the reservoir, Air, water, and
land pollution is virtually eliminated by this reinjection technique.
Energy Objective
A major goal of the State is to increase energy self-sufficiency. A second
energy goal is to achieve dependable, efficient, and economical statewide
energy systems capable of supporting the needs of the people, To achieve these
goals, the following policies have been adopted:
o Support research and development as well as promote the use of renewable
energy sources
o Ensure a sufficient supply of energy to enable power systems to support the
demands of growth
o Promote prudent use of power and fuel supplies through education,
conservation, and energy-efficient practices
o Ensure that the development or expansion of power systems and sources
adequately consider environmental, public health, and safety concerns, and
resource limitations
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The PGV project supports the State's major energy goal of increasing energy
self-sufficiency. Simultaneously, it is consistent with developing a new
energy source and meeting the energy demands of Hawaii. Although 25 megawatts
small percentage of the State's energy needs, it is significant for the Island
of Hawaii. Construction of the PGV facility is_a step in self-sufficiency for
the Island of Hawaii and for the State. The Hawaii Electric Light Company
(HELCD) has forecast an increase in energy needs for the near term on the
Island of Hawaii. The PGV facHity development is scheduled to meet this
increase in energy demand.
Public Safety
Ensuring public safety and adequate protection of life and'property for all
people is a goal of the State. The design and operation of the PGV facility
has been carefully planned to minimize all health risks, both for employees and
the public.
The most serious potential health risk is from the hydrogen sulfide (H2S)
which naturally occurs in geothermal fluids. During normal operation of the
power plant, H2S emissions are very low at the plant and only in trace amounts
at residences in the vicinity. During certain procedures, H2S emissions are
higher than normal. Such conditions are only temporary and ambient H2S
concentrations will not endanger public health.
Economic Priority Guidelines
The State of Hawaii established Priority Directions to address areas of
State-wide concern (Section 226-101 through 226-107, HRS). Economic priority
guidelines are developed for various industries. The priority guidelines for
energy use and development (Section 226-103(f), HRS) fall into two main
categories: self-sufficiency through alternative energy forms and energy
conservation. The priority guidelines are listed below:
o Encourage the development, demonstration, and commercialization of
renewable energy sources
"
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o Initiate, maintain and improve energy conservation programs aimed at
reducing energy waste and increasing public awareness of the need to
conserve energy
o Provide incentives to encourage the use of energy conserving technology and
appliances in residential. industrial, and other buildings
o Encourage the development and use of energy conserving and cost-efficient
transportation systems
The PGY geothermal plant furthers the goals of attaining energy
self-sufficiency and developing alternate forms of energy. The remaining
priority guidelines concern energy conservation measures, They are not
directly related to the PGY project. However, the project is not in conflict
with the objective of conservation. PGY will develop the wellfield in such a
manner as to conserve the geothermal resource.
STATE ENERGY FUNCTIONAL PLAN
In June 1984, the Department of Planning and Economic Development (DPED)
issued the Hawaii Energy Functional Plan. Functional plans are mandated by the
State Plan. They further define and particularize the State Plan's comprehen-
sive goals. objectives, policies and priority guidelines. They translate the
broad goals and objectives of the State Plan into detailed courses of action in
order to implement the State Plan.
One of the five areas of concern addressed in the State Energy Functional
Plan is alternate energy resource development. The objective is to promote
alternate energy technologies through commercialization in order to shift
demand from petroleum to indigenous renewable resources. The Functional Plan
states:
"Hawaii's near-total dependence on imported petroleum, spiraling oil
prices, the net outflow of dollars for oil payments, and the political
unrest of major oil-producing nations threaten local economic stability and
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the ability to serve energy needs over time. Support and assistance for
private sector activities to develop local energy resources will reduce
dependence on the world oil market, improve the State's balance of
payments, and thus promote economic development, and increase the number
and diversity of employment opportunities."
Four implementing actions are established that directly relate to
geothermal energy:
o Support continued implementation of the State Geothermal Commercialization
Program to address and mitigate legal and institutional concerns
o Designate. as appropriate, geothermal resource subzones within each of the
land use districts to be used for the exploration, development. production
and distribution of electrical energy from geothermal sources
o Continue State-wide alternate energy resource assessment studies, as
appropriate. to supplement private sector investigations. High priority is
given to the completion of resource assessments for geothermal energy on
the islands of Hawaii and Maui
o Continue geothermal research activities, as appropriate, to support
commercialization efforts
STATE LAND USE LAW
The project is located within the Kapoho Section of the Kilauea Lower East
Rift Geothermal Resource Subzone and, therefore, is consistent with Hawaii Land
Use Laws. In 1983, the State Legislature passed the Geothermal Resource
Subzone Act (Act 296-83), which amended Hawaii's Land Use Laws (Chapter 205.
HRS). It mandated the designation of geothermal resource subzones, in which
geothermal exploration and development could occur (Section 205-5.1). The Act
directs the Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR) to designate the sub-
zones. The designated subzones are areas of significant geothermal potential
..
..
..
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where the BLNR has determined that the positive economic and social benefits of
the development outweigh the potential negative environmental and social
impacts.
The project area was designated as a subzone by Hawaiian legislation. Act
151. signed into law on May 25. 1984. established three areas as geothermal
resource subzones since the land owners had obtained State geothermal mining
leases and developers had been issued County special use permits for geothermal
development (DPED. 1986).
13.2 COUNTY PLANS AND POLICIES
THE GENERAL PLAN OF THE COUNTY OF HAWAII
In 1971. the County of Hawaii adopted a General Plan designed to guide the
long-range comprehensive development of the Island of Hawaii. The plan sets
forth the objectives. standards and courses of action for achieving the goals
of a coordinated development of the island. In February 1980. the Plan was
amended to give special emphasis on energy self-sufficiency because of the
heavy dependence on imported fuel (approximately SOX) and the escalating cost
of electricity.
The amended plan contains several goals and policies which relate to the
development of alternate energy resources. The PGY project is consistent with
these goals and policies. Among those goals and policies relating directly to
the PGY project are:
o The County shall strive towards energy self-sufficiency
o The County shall encourage the development of alternative energy resources
o The County shall encourage the expansion of energy research industry
o The County shall ensure a proper balance between the development of
alternate energy resources and the preservation of environmental fitness
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o The County shall strive to ensure a sufficient supply of energy to support
present and future demands
The General Plan is currently being revised and should be implemented by
the end of 1987. Work began in 1982 to update the Plan. The County Planning
Department released a draft plan in May 1987, which incorporates revisions
based on a public review of a previous draft. The review included 17 workshops
and numerous meetings with groups and individuals. The Plan's goals relating
to energy self-sufficiency and alternative energy resources are not expected to
be changed.
13.3 APPLICABLE PERMITS AND APPROVALS
The required permits and approvals for the PGV project are listed in Table
13-1. Permits are needed from the Hawaii Department of Health, State Depart-
ment of Land and Natural Resources, State Department of Labor and Industrial
Relations and from the County. The Authority to Construct application was
submitted to the State Department of Health on September 24, 1987. PGV sub-
mitted a Geothermal Resource Permit application and a Geothermal Plan of
Operations application to the appropriate agencies. However, action on them
has been suspended pending completion of the EIS. PGV will submit additional
materials needed to update the two permit applications. The other permits are
at various stages of preparation and will be submitted when completed.
ii,
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Table 13-1
APPLICABLE PERMITS. LEGISLATION. AND REGULATIONS
Permits and Approvals
State Permits
Department of Health (DOH)
o Authority to Construct or Modify a
Facility; Permit to Operate
o Underground Injection Control Permit-
Approval to Construct: Approval
to Operate
Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR)
o Geothermal Exploration Permit
o Geothermal Well Drilling Permit
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Legislation/Regulation
o Clean Air Amendments of 1977. Title I. Section 165
o 40 CFR 52.21. PSD Regulations
o Hawaii Revised Statutes. Chapter 342
o Administrative Rules of the DOH. Title 11.
Chapters 59 and 60
o 40 CFa 122 and 146. Regulations and Technical
Criteria and Standards; State Underground
Injection Control Programs
o Hawaii Revised Statutes. Chapter 340E
o Administrative Rules of the DOH. Title 11. Chapter 23
o Hawaii Revised Statutes, Chapters 177. 178, and 182
o Administrative Rules of the DLNR. Title 13.
Chapter 183. Subchapter 2
o Hawaii Revised Statutes. Chapters 177, 178. and 182
o Administrative Rules of the DLNR. Title 13.
Chapter 183, Subchapter 8
Table 13-1 (Continued)
Permits and Approvals Legislation/Regulation
State Permits (Cont'd)
o Modification of Geothermal Well for
Injection Use Permit
o Abandonment of Geothermal Well Permit
o Geothermal Mining Lease
o Permit to Drill, Deepen. Redrill. Plug,
or Alter a Water Well and to Install.
Replace, or Modify a Pump
o Geothermal Plan of Operations
o Hawaii Revised Statutes. Chapters 177, 178, and 182
o Administrative Rules of the DLHR, Title 13.
Chapter 183. Subchapters 8 and 9
o Hawaii Revised Statutes. Chapters 177. 178, and 182
o Administrative Rules of the DLHR. Title 13,
Chapter 183. Subchapters 8 and 11
o Hawaii Revised Statutes, Chapter 182
o Administrative Rules of the DLHR, Title 13. Chapter 183
o Hawaii Revised Statutes, Chapters 177 and 178
o Administrative Rules of the DLHR. Title 13.
Chapter 166. Subchapter 8
o Hawaii Revised Statutes, Chapters 177, 178, and 182
o Administrative Rules of the DLHR. Title 13,
Chapter 183, Subchapter 7
Department of Labor and Industrial Relations (DLIR)
o Pressure Vessel/Boiler 0 Hawaii Revised Statutes, Chapter 397
o Administrative Rules. Title 12. Subtitle 8,
Chapters 210. 220-224
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Table 13-1 (Concluded)
Permits and Approvals Legislation/Regulation
County Permits
o Geothermal Resource Permit o Hawaii Revised Statutes, Chapter 206
o Hawaii County Charter. Section 6-4.3. Section 13-7
o Hawaii County Planning Commission, Rule 12
0 Building Permit 0 Hawaii County Code. 1983, Chapter 6
0 Hawaii County Code, 1983, Chapter 14, Article 9
0 Electrical Permit 0 Hawaii County Code. 1983. Chapter 9, Article 6, Division 1
0 Plumbing Permit 0 Hawaii County Code. 1983. Chapter 17, Article 2
0 Grading Permit 0 Hawaii County Code. 1983. Chapter 10, Articles 2 and 3
0 Grubbing Permit 0 Hawaii County Code. 1983, Chapter 10. Articles 2 and 3
0 Stockpiling Permit 0 Hawaii County Code. 1983, Chapter 10. Articles 2 and 3
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Section 14
Alternative energy sources, project sites, and hydrogen sulfide abatement
processes are described and discussed in this section relative to their
technical feasibilities, costs and potential environmental impacts. The
consequences of taking no action or delaying action on the development of a
geothermal power source are also considered.
14.1 ALTERNATIVES TO GEOTHERMAL POWER PRODUCTION
Eleven alternative energy sources are considered relative to the unique
characteristics and specific power requirements of the Big Island of Hawaii.
These sources are:
o Fuel Oil
o Coal
o Nuclear
o Hydroelectric
o Wind
o Biomass
o Municipal Solid Waste
o Solar Thermal
o Photovoltaic
o Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion
o Ocean Wave
The present state of technology for each alternative as well as cost
estimated for future years are also presented.
The key factors discussed for each alternative are summarized in comparison
with geothermal energy in Table 14-1. All of the alternatives are not tech-
nically feasible on a 25 MW scale at the present time. Some alternatives
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Table 14-1
SUMMARY OF ENERGY SOURCE CHARACTERISTICS
(on 26 MW basis)
I Technically Economically Resources Are Baseload I Potential
I Feasible Feasible Indigenous Capacity I Environmental
I To Island I Concerns
I I SOx, NOx, CO,C02'Fuel Oil I YES YES NO YES I and HC emissions.
I I
Coal I YES YES SOX,NOX,CO,COt,HC,
I NO YES and particu ate
I emissions.
I High-level
Nuclear I YES NO NO YES radioactive
I by-products.
I
Hydroelectric I YES YES yES NO Land Use.
Wind YES YES YES NO System stability;
.. land use .
..
I Biomass YES YES YES YES SOx,Nox,CO.CO~,HCI\)
and particula e
emissions; land
use.
Municipal YES YES YES NO SOx,NOX,CO,CO~.HC
Solid Waste and particula e
emissions; haz-
ardous waste.
Solar Thermal YES NO YES NO
PV yES NO YES NO Land use,
OTEC YES NO YES NO
Ocean Wave NO NO YES NO
Geothermal YES YES YES YES H2S emissions.
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are not economically feasible. Ei ther the Bize of the plant or technical
shortcomings preclude them from being cost-competitive. Resources indigenous
to the Island of Hawaii are given special consideration. The intermittent or
inadequate nature of some of the alternatives prevents them from having the
capacity to produce 26 MW of baseload energy. Environmental impact concerns
are outlined as they apply to each alternative.
Figure 14-1 presents cost estimate ranges for nine of the 11 alternatives
between the years 1997 and 2027. The California Energy Commission (CEC)
electrical cost predictions were used for the comparison of alternate
technologies. These predictions are presented in the April 1987 "Relative
Costs of Electricity Production" (CEC. 1987). All values listed are in 1983
dollars. The production costs for geothermal power ranged from $0.04/KWH to
$O.06/KWH. Even though the CEC cost predictions include certain technical and
economic assumptions specific to California. the underlying conclusions on
cost rankings should remain valid. For this reason. the production costs
presented should be used for comparisons and not considered to represent actual
costs in either California or Hawaii.
There were several important reasons involved in the decision to use the
CEC cost predictions.
o The values are generic. no specific plant or utility was used.
o The alternatives were compared by a single organization. using a consistent
set of assumptions and eost basis.
o The CEC has access to a number of different utilities and operating
companies to establish the cost data base.
o The CEC is not a special interest group trying to sell a specific
technology.
o Comparable data for Hawaii was not readily available.
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FIGURE 14-1
COST ESTIMATES FOR 1997 TO 2027
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The emission levels of five criteria pollutants are compared in Table 14-2
for fuel oil, coal. geothermal, biomass (wood), and municipal solid waste (MSW)
energy sources. The five pollutants presented are particulates. sulfur
(represented as S02) , nitrogen (represented as N02). carbon monoxide, and
hydrocarbons. The emission levels shown represent an estimate of the
quantities that would be allowed for the different fuel sources under the
current air emission regulations. Figure 14-2 provides a graphic comparison of
geothermal, fuel oil, coal and biomass (wood) baseload energy sources.
FUEL OIL
Diesel oil and industrial fuel oil are currently the primary sources of
power for the Island of Hawaii. Two oil-burning steam plants and numerous
diesel-driven generation plants are being operated by HELCO. Approximately 60
percent of the Island of Hawaii's annual electrical output has historically
been supplied by fuel oil. In 1979, the Island of Hawaii imported over 500,000
barrels of oil for conversion to electricity.
The consumption rate of fuel oil and the dependency on fuel oil has
increased over the years. causing concern for future availability. Reducing
Hawaii's dependency on imported oil and developing indigenous natural resources
is one of the objectives in both State and County plans (Hawaii State Plan,
1978, Chapter 226, HRS; General Plan. County of Hawaii. as amended). Elec-
trical energy produced from the PGV project will allow Hawaii Electric Light
Company (HELCO) to reduce its use of imported oil by approximately 250,000
barrels per year.
In addition, the cost of fuel oil in the future is uncertain and subject to
rapid increases. The cost of electrical power produced from fuel oil is
subject to wide fluctuations because of the price fluctuations of crude oil.
For example, from 1970 to 1979 the cost of electricity increased an average of
nine percent per year. However, several increases of 15 to 25 percent per year
occurred during that period (DPED. 1980). Based on a conservative estimate,
the residential rate in Hawaii will increase by 25 percent in five years.
Future costs of electrical production, using fuel oil, are conservatively
predicted to range from $0.05/KWH to $0.07/KWH (CEC, 1987).
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Table 14-2
EMISSION LEVELS
H'
EMISSION LEVELS ON A 30 MW BASIS
(LB EMITTED/HR)
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FIGURE 14-2
EMISSION LEVELS ON A 30 MW BASIS
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The combustion of fuel oil causes sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide. and particulates to be emitted into the atmosphere.
As a result, environmental costs are an aspect of fuel oil use that must be
considered as well as monetary costs.
The abundance and relatively low cost of coal on a world-wide basis makes
its use as a source of fuel for generating electricity an attractive alter-
native. Coal-to-energy conversion technology is highly developed and we11-
established. Coal can be directly burned either in a micronized, pulverized.
or slurry form to produce energy. It can also be gasified to methanol which
can then be used as a direct fuel source.
The environmental costs of using coal, however, are extremely high.
Significant amounts of sulfur and nitrogen oxides as well as carbon monoxide
are emitted when coal is burned. Control of these emissions is costly and only
partially effective. In addition. large amounts of nitrogen and sulfur oxide
emissions can cause acid rain which can destroy vegetation, aquatic life. and
buildings. It is formed when the nitrogen and sulfur oxides come in contact
with water vapor in the air. Low-sulfur coal can be used to reduce these
problems. but it is generally more expensive and. thus, the economics are less
attractive.
Coal-to-energy conversion can produce serious health effects. Air
pollution stemming from the combustion of coal has been connected to premature
deaths from lung cancer and other respiratory diseases. Many pollution abate-
ment systems must be utilized to avoid risking the health and welfare of the
population. Pollution abatement systems are expensive to install and maintain
in proper working order. This condition, in turn, increases the price of
electricity that consumers pay.
Coal is not indigenous to Hawaii; therefore. the use of coal as a source of
fuel would not make Hawaii more self-sufficient than it is now with fuel oil.
Coal is more abundant and available than fuel oil. but it would still have to
be imported. In mid-1987 dollars, the cost of producing electricity from coal
••
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is estimated to be between $O.06/KWH and $O.10/KWH. (It should be noted that
these values were taken from an April 1987 Fluor study done for HECO. in which
conversion of the existing Kahe and Waiau power plants to coal-fired plants was
studied. If no plant conversions take place on the Island of Hawaii, the costs
would be higher than the above values.) The cost of producing electricity from
coal was estimated by CEC to be between $O.06/KWH and $O.10/KWH. (CEC, 1987).
NUCLEAR
Nuclear fuel is a viable source of producing energy. Most practical
applications of nuclear energy for electricity production utilize the fission
process which consists of splitting the nucleus of a heavy atom (in most cases.
uranium) into two fragments, each one making a nucleus of a lighter atom. A
considerable amount of energy is then produced along with a chain reaction
causing more fission reactions to occur.
Significant environmental and health considerations are associated with the
transportation. storage. and disposal of high-level radioactive materials.
Currently. State law prohibits the use of nuclear power in Hawaii. Unless the
law is changed, the use of nuclear energy is not a possible option.
Price-per-KWH cost estimates for the use of nuclear energy in generating
electricity are $O.05/KWH to $O.ll/KWH (CEC, 1987). The minimum size at which
a nuclear power plant is economically feasible is approximately 500 MW. The
required power output of the proposed facility is considerably below that
value. Thus, the use of nuclear fuel as a source for generating electricity
would not be cost-effective.
HYDROELECTRICITY
Hydroelectricity is a relatively well-established and mature renewable
energy source that is used throughout the world. It utilizes water set in
perpetual motion by evaporation, rainfall, and the force of gravity. The
energy in flowing streams is harnessed and converted to electricity by water
wheel and turbine devices.
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The" Island of Hawaii does not have any water resources that are adequately
consistent in flow or potentially powerful enough to serve as the primary
source of electric power. Perennial streams and rivers are rare on the Big
Island. The unweathered and highly permeable lavas and well-drained soils
allow much of the rainfall to percolate to the water table. The surface runoff
that does occur fluctuates considerably with the variations in rainfall. The
estimated maximum amount of power that could be generated on the entire island
is less than 20 MW. In future years, the cost could range from $0. 01/KWH to
$0.07/KWH (CEC. 1987). Some plans for hydropower development have been
examined. However, sites presented in the plans are located primarily in
conservation areas and have not been implemented to date.
WIND ENERGY
Wind machines used to generate electricity are becoming more reliable and
less expensive as research and development efforts progress. Large-scale wind
energy projects are being developed in the United States. Canada. Europe. and
the Soviet Union. The machines typically range from 100 KW to over 1000 KW in
power output and have blades up to, and exceeding. 300 feet in diameter. A
wind farm consisting of several wind machines can have a considerably large
power output. Wind farms with 125 MW capacities are being developed. The cost
of wind-generated electricity depends on the size and power output of the wind
machines as well as average wind speed and variability. Predicted costs are
$0.05/KWH to $O.06/KWH for the 1990's and beyond (CEC, 1987).
High winds are a characteristic of the Island of Hawaii. As a result. many
potential wind farm sites exist on the Big Island. The Kahua Ranch in North
Kohala District provides approximately 4 percent of the Big Island's peak
late-afternoon electrical needs. Over 200 wind machines generate up to 4 MW of
power daily on the Kahua Ranch.
Wind energy has major disadvantages as an energy source. The intermittent
nature of wind precludes total reliance on it as a baseload energy source.
Wind power cannot be controlled or matched to load requirements. Electric grid
stability, can be affected adversely by the use of wind energy. especially
considering the small size of Hawaii's electric grid. To ensure system
..
..
..
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stability. wind energy should not comprise more than 20 percent of the total -
generating capacity. and should be reserved to peak power rather than baseload
power generation.
Unresolved safety concerns exist when wind machines operate in high winds.
Noise and television interference can be potential problems. A large area of
land is needed for the requisite number of wind machines in order to generate
any sizeable amount of electricity from wind energy. The aesthetics of the
land, once the wind farm is in place. is significantly affected by the
placement of numerous wind machines.
BIOMASS FUEL
Biomass fuel technology extracts energy from plant life. Direct combustion
of the biomass feedstock provides heat that produces steam to drive electri-
city-generating turbines. The feedstock can also be converted to gaseous and
liquid fuels which can be used as fuel sources. As much as 40 percent of the
Island of Hawaii's electricity in the past has been provided by biomass fuel.
Most of the biomass fuel used in Hawaii has traditionally come from the direct
combustion of bagasse (sugar cane waste).
A decline in the sugar industry was predicted, however. and, in December of
1984. the unprofitable Puna Sugar Company ceased its sugar production opera-
tions. Wood chips have since replaced bagasse as a biomass fuel source.
Productive forest land is plentiful on the Big Island. Eucalyptus tree farms
are being developed specifically for energy purposes.
The continuous use of biomass fuel on a 25 MW scale may not be economically
or environmentally sound. however. A major drawback of biomass fuel technology
is the opportunity costs associated with the biomass sources. Wood chips, for
example, command a market value, as an export commodity in the paper industry,
that is considerably higher than the value that would make it cost-competitive
as a fuel source. Another disadvantage of biomass fuel technology is the
potential for adverse environmental impacts, such as soil erosion and hydraulic
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runoff, due to large-scale use of crops and trees. The use of wood as a fuel
source may cost an estimated $0.04/KWH to $O.06/KWH in future years (CEC.
1987) .
MUNICIPAL SOLID WASTE
The conversion of municipal solid waste to electricity is carried out to a
limited extent in waste-to-energy plants throughout the world. Solid waste
from city dumps is burned. and the resulting thermal energy is used to generate
electric!ty. Honolulu has begun the construction of a 40 MW waste recovery
facility. and Hawaii County has developed plans for a waste-to-energy project.
The contents and nature of the solid waste. however. cause considerable
environmental and economic problems. Plastics, metal foils. coatings. and
chemicals in the waste may produce harmful gases when they are burned. Heavy
metals are released in the residual ash of plants and must be treated as
hazardous waste. In Hawaii. the high moisture content of waste. mainly plant
materials. causes a reduction in the burning efficiency of the materials.
Facilities that burn solid waste typically work at levels far below
capacity when there are no strict municipal solid waste dumping restrictions.
When solid waste dumps include items such as household chemicals and old lawn
mowers. small chemical explosions and the presence of large metal objects in
the municipal waste cause expensive routine repairs on the plant equipment.
The expected cost of providing electricity from solid waste is $O.04/KWH to
$O.05/KWH.
Solid waste combustion is not a realistic alternative primary source of
energy on the Big Island because the scattered communities do not generate the
large and consistent amount of solid waste needed to feed a central municipal
waste-to-energy plant. The entire Island of Hawaii. assuming a population of
92.000. could provide a maximum of 24 MW of power. (These values were
determined assuming a 100 percent conversion efficiency. Actual power output
values would be considerably lower.) Costs of collection and transportation to
a central plant would be high.
...
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SOLAR ENERGY
Electrical energy can be produced using solar heat which is trapped in
solar cell devices. This heat. converted to steam. can be used to operate
turbines which generate electricity. Various types of solar collectors are
being developed to trap the sun's rays for heating purposes. Flat plate
collectors and parabolic trough collectors that track the sun's rays can be
used for this purpose.
Extensive research and development has been done on this renewable energy
source. Nevertheless efficiencies are still too low and costs too high to make
solar-powered energy generation economically feasible on a 25 MW scale. It
will cost an estimated $0.03/KWH to $0.13/KWH (CEC, 19S7) to produce electri-
city from solar heat in the future. The cost depends on which type of solar
collector is used. Parabolic collectors are at the upper half of the cost
scale. The large range of cost values associated with solar energy use indi-
cates the extent to which technological advances could affect electricity
production costs.
PHOTOVOLTAIC
Sunlight can be converted to electricity by means of a device known as the
photovoltaic cell. These cells consist of two different semi-conductor
materials which, by virtue of their opposing properties, set up an internal
electric field. If photovoltaic cell technology continues to progress at the
rate it has in the last decade, this alternative could be very cost-competitive
with conventional energy sources by the mid-to-late 199Q's.
The development of new semi-conductor materials has greatly reduced the
cost of photovoltaic cells. Amorphous silicon is considerably better at
absorbing sunlight than crystalline silicon, the initial material used. As a
result, the semi-conductors can now be manufactured in thin-film form (0.5
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micrometers thick down from 300 micrometers thick). The new thin-film cell
technology amounts to considerable savings due to the smaller amount of
material needed. Cell conversion efficiencies currently range from 14 to 22
percent.
Photovoltaic cell technology is approaching large-scale output capabi-
lities; however. the cost/KWH of photovoltaic systems is still considerably
higher than that of more conventional systems. The CEC has predicted a
$0.08/KWH to $0.16/KWH range within the next ten years. These values assume
certain technological advances; however; actual current costs are considerably
higher. In addition. land availability is an issue. It has been estimated
that approximately 0.6 square miles will be needed for every 26 MW of elec-
tricity produced by photovoltaic cells.
OCEAN THERMAL ENERGY CONVERSION
Ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) technology utilizes the temperature
differential that exists in the ocean between the sun-warmed surface water and
cooler water several hundred meters below. Thermal energy can be converted to
electricity by means of this method. A low-boiling-point fluid such as ammonia
,
is heated by the warm surface water. The resulting vapor drives a gas turbine
which. in turn. powers an electric generator. The ammonia vapor is condensed
by cool ocean water.
A significant amount of research has been done on OTEC in Hawaii and other
coastal locations throughout the world. The National Energy Laboratory of
Hawaii (NELH) laboratory at Keahole is one of the leading research facilities
in this technology. However. OTEC is not technically or economically feasible
on a large-scale basis at the present time. The relatively small temperature
difference that exists in the ocean (40oF) means that the heat transfer area
and the volume of seawater needed are quite large relative to more conventional
systems. The corrosive capabilities of saltwater require that expensive
anti-corrosive materials be used for the piping. Maintenance costs are high
..
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due to the necessary removal of algae and barnacle growth on the equipment.
Further development is also needed to safeguard the system against tropical
storms which have disrupted OTEC research in the past. Insufficient
information exists regarding the specific comparative costs of generating
electricity from OTEC technology.
OCEAN WAVE ENERGY
Research is being done to study ways in which ocean wave energy could be
converted to electricity. Ocean waves are enormously powerful. They contain
both kinetic and potential energy. Wave energy generators that could be placed
in the ocean to absorb and process wave energy into electrical power are being
developed.
The amount of energy present in ocean waves depends on the location of the
coastline and the distance of the waves from the shore. The inherent power of
wave energy varies considerably around the world. Values typically range from
31 leW/meter to 61 leW/meter (measured along the wave crest). Wave energy
increases with distance from the shore. Net efficiencies of the energy
conversion process are expected to be 25 percent at a maximum. This relatively
low efficiency makes actual wave energy potential in the 8-15 KW/meterrange a
more realistic value.
It is conceivable that 25 MW of power could be generated from a few
kilometers of coastline. However. the process is not technically feasible at
the present time. Insufficient information exists on the cost of ocean wave
energy to estimate price per KWH.
14.2 ALTERNATIVE SITES
ISLAND OF HAWAII
Other geothermal resource sites may exist on the Big Island. but the
proposed project site was selected because it is within a designated geothermal
resource subzone and is the only site that has known geothermal resources.
Kilauea Volcano is the most attractive of the five volcanoes' which make up the
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Island of Hawaii, for geothermal purposes because it is the most active. Two
exploration geothermal wells attempted in the Hualalai region of Kona were not
successful in locating a geothermal reservoir.
Figure 14-3 depicts the rift zones for the Island of Hawaii. Two rift
zones. the East and the Southwest Rift Zones, emanate from Kilauea. When
eruptions or magma swelling take place at Kilauea Crater. molten rock often
moves below the surface along these rift zones. It is the existence of this
magma that supplies the heat to the geothermal resource.
The East Rift Zone is the only area on the Big Island where proven
geothermal resources have been discovered. Seven deep geothermal borings have
been carried out in the East Rift Zone, and four of them have confirmed the
existence of a geothermal reservoir in a small area including the proposed
project site. Three wells are specifically within the project site area.
KILAUEA EAST RIFT ZONE
The specific site within the Kilauea Lower East Rift Zone was chosen for a
combination of reasons. The site selected is the one most suitable for making
maximum use of the known geothermal resources. Environmental impact concerns
also played a role in 'the decision-making process. The factors that
contributed to the site selection are outlined below.
Land Use Constraints
The area considered for potential plant sites was limited to property
within the designated S16-acre leasehold area and within the State-designated
geothermal resource subzone. It was assumed that five acres of land would be
needed for the power plant. The area was also limited to within about 0.5
miles of the three existing PGV geothermal wells since proven geothermal
resources were identified at these locations. The PGV project may utilize one
or all of these wells in its operations.
,,;;'
..
...
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Compatibility with land use was a criteria in the site selection process.
Unproductive soils (e.g .• lava cover) and noncultivated areas were preferred.
The selected site is located on aa lava flows. Pahoehoe lava flows. or cinder
land which have a lower productive capability than nearby soils (Keaukaha.
Opihikao. and Malama Series).
Topography
Land in the study area requiring extensive earthwork was excluded. The two
cinder cones at Puu Honuaula were excluded because the steep and erratic
topography would result in higher construction costs. design constraints.
additional grading and site preparation. increased safety risks. and unneces-
sary impacts on the aesthetics of the area. Areas with flat or minimum sloping
terrain (0-6 percent slope) were preferred.
Compatibility with Soils, Geology, and Seismology
Preference was given to sites that were covered with aa lava rather than
Pahoehoe lava which has an increased probability of flow tubes, cavities. etc.,
such openings would cause the foundation to be unstable. Areas most suscep-
tible to lava flow (as determined by a 1981 report by Slemmons. et. al.) were
excluded. Available information on fissures and faults was examined. but it
did not differentiate between potential sites in the study area.
Visual and Noise Impacts
Potential visual and noise impacts were taken into account in choosing the
location of the power plant and wellfield. The area of greatest visual and
noise sensitivity is in the housing developments southwest and southeast of the
study area. Preference was given to sites that would be located between the
Puu Honuaula cinder cones due to the shielding effect of the cones.
I!illi
..
...
...
..
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Potential Air Quality and Ecosystem Impacts
Prevailing daytime winds are from the northeast. and prevailing nighttime
winds are from the west and northwest. Preference was given to areas south and
southeast of the Puu Honuaula cinder cones to avoid any potential plume effects
from the facility.
14.3 ALTERNATIVES WITHIN THE PROPOSED ACTION
Thermal Power Company evaluated several alternative power plant ~S
abatement processes and designs prior to selecting the proposed alternative.
The alternative that provided the Best Available Control Technology (BACT) for
H2S abatement was selected.
A proposed air quality rule (issued by the Hawaii Department of Health in
March 1987) defines BACT as:
"an emissions limitation based upon the maximum degree of reduction for a
pollutant which would be emitted from any proposed stationary source or
modification which the director on a case-by-case basis. taking into
I
account energy. environmental. and economic impacts and other costs.
determines is achievable for that source or modification through appli-
cation of production. processes or available methods. systems and tech-
niques. including techniques for control of each such pollutant. In no
event shall BACT result in emissions which would exceed the emissions
allowed by applicable Standards of Performance for New Stationary Sources
and National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants."
The proposed rule further specifies that the BACT shall not cause H2S
emissions to exceed 8.6 lb/hr or 0.33 lb/gross megawatt, whichever is greater.
This regulation, when applied to the PGV power plant. limits H2S emissions to
9.9 lb/hr or the calculated maximum allowable concentration at ground level
(see Section 5). whichever is less. Dispersion modeling studies have indicated
that H2S emissions which meet 9.9 lb/hr will satisfy the ground level limit
criteria.
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This section discusses the seven alternative H2S control technologies that
were examined. including the selected alternative of reinjection. A full
discussion of each control technology can be found in the Authority to
Construct permit application.
The seven alternatives that were examined to determine the BACT were:
o Burner/Scrubber system
o Stretford Process
oLD-CAT Process
o Claus-SCOT Process (with tail gas treating)
o SelectoxiCI
o Clinsulf Process
o Reinjection system (selected alternative)
A summary of the BACT analyses is presented in Table 14-3. (Further
information on the BACT analyses may be found in the Authority to Construct
Permit). The selected alternative is Reinjection. The Reinjection system
alternative includes the Burner/Scrubber system as a backup abatement system.
All of the processes evaluated in this study are capable of reducing H2S
emissions to below 9.9 lb/hr. The abatement system having the lowest overall
emissions and the lowest primary abatement cost per ton of H2S handled is
Reinjection.
A further advantage of the reinjection process not reflected in Table 14-3
is the cost of disposing of cooling tower blowdown. This water would have to
be reinjected into the geothermal reservoir, probably through a separate well
in all alternatives. The reinjection system makes use of the cooling tower
blowdown to dissolve the NCG; therefore, no additional costs are incurred.
Similarly, the cost of disposing of any sulfur or other by-product of the
process is not reflected in Table 14-3. Reinjection and the Burner/Scrubber
alternative are the only alternatives that would not incur transportation costs
for disposing of large amounts of sulfur. Sulfur could be sold as a product if
the quality were high and a market existed. The market is very volatile,
however, and the remote location of the project probably precludes. recovering
more than transportation costs.
..
'"
..
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Its higher overall reliability is still another advantage to the selected
alternative. While all of the processes evaluated are reliable. Reinjection is
the only alternative that provides a full backup system (i.e .• Burner/
Scrubber). A shutdown of both the Reinjection and Burner/Scrubber systems
would require a shutdown of the power plant as is the case with all the other
alternatives.
The only other process which is cost-competitive with Reinjection is a
Clinsulf unit. Although all of the technological elements of the process have
been used separately. the combination contemplated for this application has not
been used commercially. Therefore. the process is not considered practical
from either an environmental or economic aspect. The Burner-Scrubber process
is not favored for primary abatement because of the large consumption of
chemicals. The Stretford process is not favored for primary abatement because
of the large consumption of chemicals and the need to dispose of hazardous
waste. In addition. the Stretford Unit requires the largest amount of capital.
and the unit' s normalized costs are the second highest of the six control
technologies. The Claus-SCOT unit is not favored for primary abatement because
it emits the largest amount of air emissions of all the alternatives and
generates large amounts of solid sulfur requiring disposal.
DESIGN CRITERIA AND ASSUMPTIONS
Five decision criteria were used to evaluate the alternative control
technologies. They are:
o Emission limitations
o Estimated capital and operating costs
o Disposal of by-products and wastes
o Chemical makeup requirements
o Expected reliability and availability.
The following assumptions were used in evaluating the alternative H2S
abatement technologies:
..
..
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o Power production is 30 MW (Gross).
o 18.000 lb/hr/MW (640.000 lb/hr total) of geothermal steam travels to
the turbines.
o All fluids are reinjected back into the geothermal reservoir.
o The revenues from selling or costs for disposing of any sulfur product
are not considered. (Even the largest quantity of sulfur product
generated by the alternatives is not considered a marketable quantity.)
o The concentration of all noncondensable gases in the geothermal steam
is 3.500 ppm(w) before abatement.
0 Noncondensable gas composition is as follows:
GAS MOL. WT. RATE COMPOSITION PPM (w)
(lb/hr) (Mol ~)
CO2 44.01 514.30 20.56 956
H2S 34.08 1.049.10 54.13 1960
"NH3 17.03 0.08 0.008 0.1
N2 28.01 313.10 19.66 682
H2 2.02 6.60 6.66 12
Total 1.883.08 100.00 3500
0 The calculated partitioning in the condenser is based on a pressure of
3 inches mercury absolute.
o The quantity of cooling tower blowdown water is 118.000 lb/hr.
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BURNER/SCRUBBER SYSTEM
Process Description
Noncondensable gases from the condenser are removed and sent to the
combustor. The noncondensables are incinerated in the combustor, at 20000F
with an excess of air to convert the H2S to S02'
The hot gas is quenched by direct contact with water. Quenching cools the
gas to approximately 180oF. The gas is then contacted with an aqueous sodium
hydroxide solution in a scrubber. The S02 reacts with the sodium hydroxide to
produce a mixture of sodium sulfite (Na2S03) and sodium bisulfite (NaHS03).
Figure 14-4 shows a simplified process flow diagram for the Burner/Scrubber
system.
Anticipated Emissions
"',
••
Approximately 2.2 lb/hr of sulfur is emitted by the Burner/Scrubber system. ~
Of this amount, approximately 0.2 lb/hr is H2S and the remainder is in the form
of S02' ..
..
Estimated Costs
..
Capital costs are expected to be $1,509,600 and annual operating costs are
estimated at $6.885.000. The annual normalized costs of the process are
$7,187,000. Normalized cost is the sum of the annualized capital investment
and the annual operating costs. The annualized capital (capital recovery)
costs are taken as 20 percent of the capital investment, a figure which covers
depreciation, debt service. taxes and insurance. Emission control costs amount
to $1,664 per ton of H2S processed.
..
Products/By-Products
The Burner/Scrubber system does not generate any saleable products. The
sodium sulfite and sodium bisulfite that are produced in the system are
dissolved in blowdown water and reinjected back into the reservoir. No solid
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BURNER SCRUBBER SYSTEM
wastes are generated by the process.
per year (including the 486.000 tons
reinjected.
STRETFORD PROCESS
Process Description
The annual liquid waste is 606.660 tons
per year of blowdown). all of which is
,.
A Stretford unit converts H2S to elemental sulfur. H2S is essentially
oxidized by air to sulfur and water with vanadium as a catalyst. Figure 14-5
shows a simplified process flow diagram of the process. The chemistry involved
in the Stretford process is complex. The Stretford solution composition must
be carefully controlled to the licensor' s specifications or the resulting
sulfur will not be marketable. For example. if the vanadium catalyst used in
the Stretford solution enters the sulfur product. the vanadium makes it
unsuitable for fertilizer use.
Noncondensable gases are fed to large vertical scrubbers. In these
scrubbers. the H2S is selectively absorbed into the alkaline solution. The
absorbed H2S forms a hydrosulfide which reacts with anthroquinone disulfonic
acid (ADA) dissolved in the Stretford solution. The reaction of ADA and
hydrosulfide is slow; therefore. a vanadium catalyst is added. The Stretford
solution then flows into the bottom of an oxidizer tank where air is bubbled
through the solution. Oxygen in the air reacts with the ADA-hydrosulfide to
separate the sulfur from the ADA.
The bubbling air also serves to form a sulfur froth which the froth rises
to the top of the oxidizer tank where it is removed. The regenerated Stretford
solution is removed from below the froth layer and returned to the scrubber.
The air leaves the top of the oxidizer tank. passes through the power plant
cooling tower. and vents to the atmosphere.
The sulfur froth consists of both sulfur and Stretford solution in a slurry
form. The slurry is filtered and washed to separate the sulfur from the
solution which is returned to the process. The sulfur is then melted to drive
off any water. forming the finished product.
••
'"
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STRETFORO PROCESS
The operation of the Stretford unit is affected by high levels of gases
which can change the solution's pH. For example. high levels of CO2 lower the
pH of the sulfur solution and reduce H2S abatement. High levels of ammonia
raise the pH of the steam and increase the solubility of H2S in the steam
condensate, thereby decreasing the H2S abatement.
Anticipated Emissions
16"'"
The Stretford process emits approximately 1 lb/hr of H2S.
contained in the gas which leaves the scrubbers and is vented
cooling towers. H2S emissions are expected to be 8.235 lb/yr.
Estimated Costs
The H2S is
through the
1"'.'
The capital and operating costs for the Stretford unit were calculated by
.'"
Fluor Daniel using data supplied by the licensor (Peabody Holmes). Capital
costs for the Stretford unit are $7.198,200. Annual operating costs for the
Stretford unit are estimated to be $4.086,600. Cooling tower blowdown is not
involved with the sulfur abatement. Capital costs do not include injection
equipment for disposal of the blowdown. The normalized costs of the Stretford
process are $5,527,000 per year. Emission control costs amount to $1,280 per
ton of H2S processed.
Products/By-Products
The Stretford process is sometimes capable of producing a saleable yellow
sulfur with an ash content in the range of 100 to 200 ppm. The sulfur may be
sold as a liquid, or cooled and cast into blocks. The blocks may be shipped
directly or converted to flake or prills prior to shipping.· The sulfur is more
often off-color and contaminated with the vanadium catalyst or other impurities
that make it difficult to sell. The presence of the vanadium makes the sulfur
unsuitable for fertilizer use and classifies it as toxic. Other impurities
which may be present include sodium sulfate and sodium thiosulfate.
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Approximately 3.320 tons per year of liquid waste and 4.320 tons per year
of solid sulfur will be generated by the Stretford process. The solid sulfur
will have to be disposed of in an acceptable manner if it is not saleable.
Liquid waste contaminated with vanadium will have to be disposed of at a
hazardous waste facility. Disposal costs are not included in the estimated
costs; however. because Hawaii has no hazardous waste disposal facility (and is
not expected to have one). these costs could be significant.
LO-CAT PROCESS
Process Description
The LO-CAT Hydrogen Sulfide Oxidation Process is licensed by ARI Technol-
ogies, Inc. Figure 14-6 shows a simplified process flow diagram for the LO-CAT
process. Noncondensable gases are removed from the condenser and sent to the
LO-CAT unit. The gas is bubbled into the bottom of one of the absorber chambers
in the LO-CAT absorber/oxidizer. Specially designed gas spreaders are used to
contact the gas and the LO-CAT solution without plugging. As the gas bubbles
up through the slightly alkaline solution. the H2S is absorbed, ionized and
finally oxidized to sulfur by the ferric (Fe+++) ions.
Small, solid sulfur particles precipitate from the solution and circulate
down and through the absorber section. As the sulfur circulates, the particles
grow to the 10-20 micrometer range. Larger particles settle out of the bulk
solution in the bottom of the absorber/oxidizer. The particles are flushed out
of the cone-bottomed settling area as a slurry containing 10 to 20 percent
sulfur by weight.
The sulfur slurry is pumped by a positive displacement pump through a heat
exchanger where it is heated with steam to approximately 270oF. The slurry,
,
now consisting of aqueous catalyst solution and molten sulfur, passes through a
100 psig separator vessel. Molten sulfur is separated from the catalyst
solution and sent to storage. The catalyst solution is returned to the
absorber/oxidizer.
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LO-CAT PROCESS
, J ~-
The spent LO-CAT solution. with most of the iron converted to the ferrous
++(Fe ) form. flows upward through the oxidizer portion of -the absorber/
oxidizer. Compressed air is bubbled through the LO-CAT solution and the iron
regenerated to Fe+++ with the oxygen. The spent air. mixed with the
noncondensable gases (minus H2S). leaves the top of the oxidizer section of the
absorber/oxidizer and discharges to the atmosphere.
In the oxidation of H2S to sulfur. a side reaction that reduces the pH of
the scrubbing solution takes place. Alkaline salts (e.g .• Na2C03 • KOH. etc.)
must be added to maintain the pH of the solution in the 8-8.5 pH range. A
gradual buildup of water-soluble sulfur-containing salts occurs in the
solution. These salts may cause foaming or salt precipitation at concentra-
tions above 30 percent by weight. For this reason. it may be necessary to
purge some solution from the system after it has been operating for several
months.
The LO-CAT solution composition is maintained at a stable level. by
continuous additions of various chemicals and buffers. Addition rates are
determined by daily or weekly analytical tests.
Anticipated Emissions
The LO-CAT process will vent less than 0.5 lb/hr of H2S. or less than 4.120
lb/yr.
Expected Costs
The capital and operating costs for the LO-CAT unit were obtained from the
licensor. ARI Technologies. Inc. Capital costs are $3.483.900 and annual
operating costs will be $948.000 per year. The normalized costs are $1.645.000
per year. Emission control costs are expected to be $381 per ton of H2S
processed. No costs are included for cooling tower blowdown and liquid waste
injection equipment.
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Products/By-Products
The sulfur produced by the LO-CAT H2S Oxidation Process is available in
either a liquid or solid form. The product sulfur may be suitable for sulfuric
acid or agricultural sulfur production or the 10 to 20 percent sulfur slurry
may be used directly (in small quantities) as a fertilizer. Approximately
4,321 tons/yr of eulfur must be disposed of. either as a product or as a waste.
Disposal costs are not reflected in the expected costs.
The cooling tower blowdown and a small purge stream from the La-CAT unit
will be injected. The cooling tower blowdown is not included in the sulfur
abatement; therefore. the expected capital costs do not include the costs of
injection equipment.
CLAUS-SCOT PROCESS
Process Description
The Claus-SCOT process consists of two processes in series. The SCOT unit
(i.e .• Shell Claus Offgas Treating) removes sulfur from the gas stream exiting
the Claus unit. The Claus process is now available from a number of process
licensors. but the SCOT unit is licensed by the Shell Oil Company.
Noncondensable gases from the steam condenser are fed to the Claus unit.
This gas is fed to a furnace where one-third of the H2S is burned to S02' The
unreacted H2S reacts with the S02 to form elemental sulfur and water.
The gas leaving the furnace is cooled to condense any sulfur that has
formed. The heat removed from the gas stream is used to generate steam that is
added to the geothermal steam.
The cooled gas flows to the first reheater where the gas is heated to
reaction temperature and then it flows to the first catalytic reactor. From
I
the reactor. the gas is cooled to condense the sulfur. The reheating. reactor
and gas cooldown proceeds through three catalytic reactors.
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The gas is routed to the tail gas treatment unit after the third reactor
effluent gas has been cooled to condense sulfur.
The Claus tail gas. containing H2S. S02' nitrogen and sulfur. is first
catalytically reduced (hydrogenated) to convert S02 to H2S in the SCOT
hydrogenation reactor. The hydrogen gas required is supplied by the reducing
gas generator. The hydrogenation reactor effluent is cooled in a waste heat
boiler where steam is generated. It is further cooled by direct contact with
circulating water in a water wash cooling tower. The circulating water is
cooled using cooling water. A small stream of water is removed from the tower
to maintain water balance in the unit.
The cold gas then enters a typical amine absorber system where H2S is
absorbed by an amine solution and then desorbed in a stripper. The treated gas
then flows to a catalytic incinerator prior to venting to the atmosphere. The
gas stripped from the amine solution. containing H2S and CO2, is recycled back
to the Claus sulfur furnace for processing. Figure 14-7 shows a simplified
process flow diagram for the Claus Unit. and Figure 14-8 shows a simplified
process flow diagram for the SCOT unit.
Anticipated Emissions
The combined Claus-SCOT process does not emit
All sulfur that is emitted is in the form of S02'
will be less than 6 Ib/hr (49.600 Ib/yr).
Estimated Costs
any measurable amount of H2S.
The quantity of S02 emitted
The capital and annual operating costs for the combination Claus-SCOT
process is $4.702.700 and $485.600. respectively. The normalized cost for the
Claus/SCOT process is $1.426.000 per year. Emission control costs amount to
$330 per ton of H2S processed.
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SCOT UNIT
Products/By-Products
The Claus/SCOT process produces a sulfur which is saleable. The total
production is approximately 4,311 tons/yr of solid sulfur. In addition to the
disposal of the solid sulfur. the catalyst must be replaced every five years,
resulting in a solid waste of about 9 tons. Liquid process wastes amount to
approximately 2 tons/yr which is mixed with the cooling tower blowdown and
reinjected. Spillage of the absorbant amine may require collection and
disposal offsite.
RECYCLE SELECTOX/CI PROCESS
Process Description
This process is similar to the Claus process but differs in the first stage
combustion process. The Claus process burns a portion of the H2S with air to
form S02 which is then reacted with the remaining H2S to form elemental sulfur .
. The Selectox process accomplishes the combustion step catalytically, which
allows a lower temperature to be used. The Selectox process is capable of
processing gases containing from 0.3 percent to as high as 65 percent H2S by
weight. The high concentration requires the recycling of the first stage
reactor gas to reduce the inlet concentration of H2S.
The Selectox catalysts are selective for the formation of S02 and can
operate at temperatures in the 3000 to 7000F range compared to 20000F for the
Claus process. The Recycle Selectox process is licensed by Unocal.
The noncondensable gases from the steam condenser are fed to the first
stage reactor along with a measured amount of air. A recycle blower is used to
return a portion of the clean gas leaving the sulfur condenser to the inlet of
the first reactor. It is the use of this recycle gas which limits the
temperature in the reactor to 7oooF. Some of the H2S is bypassed around the
reactor and combined with the reactor effluent. The S02 from the reactor
combines with the H2S to form elemental sulfur which is then removed by cooling
in the sulfur condenser.
••
..
..
...
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The gases remaining after the sulfur condenser are processed in two stages
of Claus reactors to remove the remaining H2S. A catal~ic incinerator. using
Selectox catalyst. converts any H2S remaining after the reactors to S02. The
effluent from the incinerator is then scrubbed with sodium hydroxide to further
reduce the emission of H2S and S02' Figure 14-9 shows a simplified process
flow diagram for the Recycle Selectox/CI process.
Anticipated Emissions
The Recycle Selectox/CI process does not emit
H2S. All sulfur emissions are in the form of S02.
than 2 lb/hr (16.500 lb/yr).
Estimated Costs
any measurable amount of
The S02 emitted will be less
The capital and annual operating costs for the Recycle Selectox/CI process
.J
are $5.344.000 and $748.000. respectively. The normalized cost for the process
is $1.187.000 per year. Emission control costs amount to $420 per ton of H2S
processed.
Products/By-products
The Recycle SelectoxlCI process produces a sulfur which is saleable. The
total production is approximately 4.320 tons/yr of solid sulfur. The Selectox
r ,
catalyst must be replaced every five years. resulting in a solid waste of
approximately 5 tons. Liquid process wastes from the caustic scrubber will
amount to approximately 540 tons/yr. which is mixed with the cooling tower
blowdown and reinjected.
CLINSULF PROCESS
Process Description
This process is an adaptation of the Claus process.
Clinsulf process is to operate reactors both above and
The principle of the
below the sulfur dew
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RECYCLE SElECTOX/CI PROCESS
point. Operation below the dew point causes the sulfur to adsorb onto the
surface of the catalyst. The adsorption removes elemental sulfur from the
reaction causing more sulfur to be formed. The catalyst is then heated to
remove the sulfur product. Figure 14-10 shows a simplified process flow
diagram of the Clinsulf process.
Approximately one-third of the H2S is combusted in a special furnace with a
stoichiometric amount of air to produce S02' The remaining two-thirds of the
H2S (which is not combusted) is heated and then combined with the combusted
portion. The combustion of H2S to S02 and subsequent recombination of H2S and
S02 to produce sulfur are refe=ed to as Claus reactions. At this point, the
entire stream is cooled to condense the sulfur that has formed. The sulfur
flows to storage and the gas enters the first of two catalytic reactors.
The first reactor operates adiabatically above the sulfur dew point.
converting more of the sulfur compounds to elemental sulfur through the Claus
reactions. The hot gases then enter a condenser which liquifies the sulfur.
Liquid sulfur is sent to storage and the unreacted gas is sent to the second
reactor.
The second reactor operates below the sulfur dew point of 260oF. The
sulfur formed in this reactor deposits on the catalyst surface. causing a
gradual catalyst deactivation. The two reactors are reversed at a
predetermined catalyst deactivation level.
The second reactor is now heated. The sulfur deposited on the catalyst is
vaporized and sent to the condenser, thereby reactivating the catalyst. The
hot. first reactor must be cooled below the dew point to adsorb the sulfur.
Sulfur recovery is reduced during the reactor reversal and cooldown period.
Unreacted gas from the second reactor is incinerated to convert any residual
H2S to the less toxic S02'
This concept has been used in a number of commercial gas cleanup processes
such as Sulfreen (by SNEA and Lurgi). the Amoco Cold Bed Adsorption (CBA)
process and the MCRC process.
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Anticipated Emissions
The Clinsulf process emits approximately 9 lb/hr of S02 (74.110 lb/yr) and
a trace amount of H2S.
Estimated Costs
The capital expenses of a Clinsulf unit are $3.282.000. Annual operating
costs are estimated to be $241.800. The normalized costs of the Clinsulf
process are $898.200 per year. Emission control costs amount to $208 per ton
of H2S processed. No capital costs are included for injection equipment to
dispose of cooling tower blowdown.
Products/By-Products
The Clinsulf process produces a sulfur which is saleable. The total
production is approximately 4.305 tons/yr of solid sulfur. Liquid process
wastes include only the cooling tower blowdown (not associated with sulfur
abatement) which amounts to 486.000 tons/yr.
REINJECTION SYSTEM (Selected Alternative)
Process Description
The noncondensable gases are removed from the condenser. compressed to
approximately 200 pounds per square inch gauge (psig) and sent to an absorber.
The absorber contacts the noncondensable gases with the blowdown water from the
cooling tower. The H2S and CO2 in the noncondensable gas stream dissolve in
the water while the other components (nitrogen and hydrogen) do not dissolve in
,
the water. The gaseous components which do not dissolve in the water pass
through the absorber and are vented.
The water containing the H2S and CO2 is pumped from the absorber into an
injection well for disposal. Figure 14-11 shows the simplified process flow
diagram for the Reinjection system.
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REINJECTION SYSTEM
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A backup system is provided for the Reinjection system. The selected
backup system is the Burner/Scrubber system and is described in detail in an
earlier subsection. The Burner/Scrubber system would be used in the event of a
malfunction in the Reinjection system.
Anticipated Emissions.
Essentially no emissions result from the reinjection of process fluids.
The amount of H2S which does not dissolve in the absorber is less than 0.5
pounds per hour (less than 4.120 lb/yr). This ~S is directed to the cooling
tower and most. if not all. is oxidized in sulfites. Therefore. H2S air
emissions from the cooling tower are not detectable.
Estimated Costs.
The capital and annual operating costs of a Reinjection system are
$4.212.600 and $183.400. respectively. The operating costs are the lowest of
the alternative control technologies. The normalized costs of the process are
$1.026.000 per year. The emission control costs amount to $238 per ton of H2S
processed. These costs include the costs of the backup Burner/Scrubber system
that will be employed if the Reinjection system temporarily malfunctions.
Products/Byproducts
Absorption of the H2S into the cooling tower blowdown and the subsequent
reinjection of the process fluids produced no solid waste. Approximately 4320
tons/yr of liquid wastes (dissolved H2S) and the cooling tower blowdown
(486.000 tons/yr) are reinjected into the reservoir.
14.4 NO ACTION/DElAYED ACTION ALTERNATIVES
NO ACTION
The "no action" alternative is defined as no geothermal development on this
leasehold. The "no action" alternative requires that the electrical power
needs forecast by HELCO will be met by fossil fuel power plants. This
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alternative is counter to the goal of replacing imported oil with indigenous
renewable resources contained in both the State and County plans (Hawaii State
Plan, 1978. Chapter 226, HRS; General Plan. County of Hawaii as amended).
The reliance on imported oil and petroleum products as the primary energy
source on the Island of Hawaii will continue under this alternative.
Currently, the Island of Hawaii obtains approximately 60 percent of its
electrical energy supply from imported petroleum. Hawaii's dependence on
imported oil is disproportionate compared with that of other states. This
dependency on imported oil costs Hawaiians an excess of $1 billion each year.
The State of Hawaii is rich in alternative renewable energy sources that
are becoming increasingly available through new or improved technologies.
Accordingly. the State and County plans direct the attainment of greater energy
self-sufficiency through replacement of imported petroleum with power generated
from renewable resources. The PGV geothermal power plant's use of an indige-
nous energy source would displace approximately 250,000 barrels of oil per year
and would be in accord with the State and County goals of increased energy
self-sufficiency. The "no action" alternative -- continued reliance on
imported petroleum -- is clearly in conflict with the stated energy goals of
the County and the State.
Positive economic impacts associated with the PGV are eliminated by the
"no action" alternative. These impacts include capital expenditures on goods
and services, increased employment during construction and operations, County
revenue (e.g .• property taxes), and State royalties.
The "no action" alternative eliminates all
impacts associated with the proposed project.
avoided include:
the potential environmental
The impacts that would be ..
o Controlled air emissions during well testing and well venting
o Discharges to geothermal and nonreservoir groundwater (within
regulatory limits)
..
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o Alterations of site topography and vegetation resulting from excavation
and grading
o Temporary noise nuisance
o Alteration of the aesthetic character of the area resulting from visual
and controlled noise impacts.
Costs and environmental impacts of abandonment of the current project would
be high and would not be recoverable if another alternative were pursued.
It should be noted. however, that the "no action" alternative is not a "no
energy" alternative, but one that derives electrical power from other energy
sources, probably fossil fuel. The "no action" alternative has environmental
impacts such as air and water quality deterioration from the combustion of
fossil fuels. Even if these impacts occur elsewhere (i.e., around other power
plants), they must still be considered.
DELAYED ACTION
This project has been designed to accommodate increases in local energy
needs as forecast by HELCO. The consequences of delaying the proposed project
depend on changes in local power needs and the future cost and availability of
fuel oil.
Conservation offers an economically and enVironmentally compatible
opportunity for reducing the demand for power and delaying the need for new
power plants. An active conservation program helps individuals and companies
act in a responsible manner to reduce the amount of energy wasted. The State
currently devotes a significant portion of the annual budget of the Department
of Business and Economic ,Development (DBED) to conservation related activities.
A significant part of the energy consumption is related to the large number of
tourists who visit the island each year. This makes conservation difficult
because persons on vacation tend to be less conscious of the energy used since
they never see the utility bills.
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Conservation also requires that the baseload electricity is available. The
projected increase in population (residents and visitors) from 1985 to the year
2000 is approximately 40 percent. (DBED. 1987). This increase and increases
in the Island' s industrial base may exceed the potential savings from
conservation. requiring additional baseload power generation.
The power needs for the Island of Hawaii have been established by HELCO.
based upon the demonstrated need for more power on the Island. The resulting
question for electrical consumers is how to obtain this needed power in the
most economical and environmentally sound manner. The PGV project meets the
needs for power in an economical and enVironmentally responsible manner.
The actual construction time has been designated as 18 months for each 12.5
MW unit. Including permitting time. wellfield development. equipment fabri-
cation. and construction. the project will take a total of three years to
complete. The first 12.5 MW unit is scheduled to be in commercial operation by
the end of 1989; the second unit will be operating by the end of 1991.
depending on the needs of HELCO's system.
HELCO has forecast a significant increased need for electric energy within
the next three years. In a relatively short period of time. fossil fuels could
become considerably more expensive and considerably less available. as occurred
during the 1973 Middle East oil embargo. The combination of these two factors
and the time lag of construction could delay the operation of the geothermal
facility. possibly resulting in a power shortage for the Big Island at some
point in the near future.
..
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Section 16
IRREVERSIBLE .AHD IRRE'l'RIEVABLE aJMMInIEHT OF RESOURCES.
PROBABLE UHAVOIDABLE ADVERSE D1PACI'S. .AHD
RFl.A.TIOHSHIP BEIWEPlf SHDRT-'IPJlM USE OF 'IHE EHVIROHMEIIT
.AHD MAIB'IEHABCE OF LOHG-'IPJlM PROOOCTIVITY
The Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV) project requires the commitment of land,
geothermal fluids, building materials. labor and private capital. Some of the
building materials, all the labor, and the private capital are considered
irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources.
16.1 IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENT OF RESOURCES
Approximately 17 acres of land are utilized for the project. No actively
cultivated land is disturbed. At the end of the project's life, the site will
be returned to its natural state. Structures and piping will be removed; wells
will be plugged; roadways will be abandoned to the extent agreed upon with the
land owner; the site will be regraded to the approximate original contours; and
the land will be revegetated with native plants. The commitment of land for the
project's duration does not irreversibly curtail the potential future uses of
the land because of the planned restoration.
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE
The performance of geothermal reservoirs over time and the possible
depletion or cooling of the resource are major uncertainties in geothermal
development. It is unknown at this time whether tapping the geothermal
reservoir for steam production is an irreversible or irretrievable commitment
of the resource. Although temperature fluctuations have been observed in
geothermal production wells throughout the world, the variations are attributed
largely to cooler water recharging the reservoir and not to a change in the
heating potential of the reservoir. Cool water recharge can, at least
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temporarily. lower the temperature of a reservoir to the point of being
uneconomical for geothermal power production. However. the PGV project is
located in one of the most active volcanic centers in the world. This high
level of volcanic activity has helped to perpetuate a very high heat regime
within the geothermal reservoir, one of the hottest geothermal systems in the
world. Therefore, it is extremely improbable that removing the relatively
small amount of heat energy needed to meet the requirements of the power plant
will produce a significant cooling effect on the geologic process.
The primary recharge source of the geothermal reservoir is largely unknown.
It is unknown at this time whether the extraction of reservoir fluid will
irreversibly diminish the total volume of fluids contained within the
reservoir. Due to the highly dynamic nature of the reservoir environment,
.'
there is almost certainly some substantial source(s) of reservoir fluid
recharge at depth. Therefore, it is expected that insignificant depletion of
the volume of reservoir fluid will occur as a result of power plant operations.
BUILDING MATERIAL
The facility consists of a power plant and a wellfield. The primary
equipment in the power plant is the generator, turbine, and cooling tower. The
wellfield is comprised of six wellpads and up to 20 wells.
The generator and the turbine are not irreversibly committed to the
project. Both the generator and turbine could be reused in another power plant
at the end of the project's life (or before, if desired). with only minor
alterations.
The building materials used in the cooling tower, piping, wellpads and
wells are considered primarily irreversible and irretrievable commitments of
resources other than the potential reuse of the metal and piping as scrap
material. The geothermal wells are considered irretrievable commitments since
they are not planned to be reused after the project's decommission. The wells
will be properly plugged with cement in accordance with regulatory standards.
~. ;
" -
"
...
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LABOR
The estimated ~umber of full-time employees required for normal operation
and maintenance of the facility is 19. Construction of the wellfield and power
plant employs approximately 23 people. with a peak employment of 100 people for
temporary periods of time. The labor cannot be committed elsewhere since the
labor that is necessary to build and operate the facility is committed to the
project. Hours that have been worked are irretrievable.
PRIVATE CAPITAL
The capital costs needed to build the facHity are estimated at $60
million. The investment is irretrievable during the life of the project.
Annual operating and maintenance costs are calculated to be $3.3 million.
Additional capital investments throughout the life of the project will amount
to $2.2 million per year. These costs are irretrievable and irreversible.
15.2 PROBABLE UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
Most of the potential adverse environmental impacts of the project are
mitigated throughout the life of the project. Planned mitigation measures are
discussed at the end of each section. Some impacts cannot be completely
mitigated or avoided. Most of the unavoidable impacts occur only throughout
the 35-year life of the project. These impacts include:
o Minimal alterations to topography
o Controlled quantities (within regulatory limits) of air emissions
during well drilling. well flow testing. steam stacking. well venting.
construction. and power plant operation
o Controlled discharges (within regulatory limits) to subsurface zones
during well drilling
o Commitment of 17 acres of land for the power plant and associated
wellfield
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o Temporary visual changes in the immediate area of the project
o Controlled noise (within regulatory guidelines) during construction.
well drilling, well testing, steam stacking, well venting, plant
operation. and decommissioning
o Increased traffic during construction/decommissioning
Air emissions. water discharge and noise generation cease when plant
operations cease. The impacts are not completely reversed. Water quality, air
quality and noise impacts during the project are not significant. After
project decommissioning, building~ and piping will be removed. wells will be
sealed. and the land will be regraded to approximate original contours and
planted with native vegetation.
15.3 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOCAL SHORT-TERM USES OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND
"
MAINTENANCE OF LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY
This section addresses the relationship between local short-term uses of
humanity's environment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term produc-
tivity: the extent to which the proposed action involves trade-offs between
short-term losses and long-term losses, or vice versa; and the extent to which
the proposed action forecloses future options, narrows the range of beneficial
uses of the environment. or poses long-term risks to health or safety.
LAND USE
The site is located on fallow fields, scrub vegetation. and abandoned
papaya orchards. There is no actively cultivated land on the site of the power
plant and wellpads. Thus, no short-term agricultural production is foregone.
After decommissioning, structures on the project will be removed and natural
vegetation will be planted. Consequently, there will be no adverse effects on
the long-term productivity of the land.
The project is located on approximately 500 acres of
the Kilauea Lower East Rift Geothermal Resource Subzone.
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the Kapoho Section of
The project area was
..
..
designated a subzone by a 1984 Hawaiian law (Act 151). Geothermal development
and production are encouraged in designated subzones.
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
One candidate endangered plant species was found during the survey -
Tetraplasandra hawaiiensis. A single plant of the Bobea species was also
found. The identity of the species was inconclusive. but could have been Bobea
timonioides because the Bobea species lacked flowers or fruit. Bobea
timonioides is considered a candidate endangered species by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. Three rare species of Cyrtandra were located in the study
area: Cyrtandra paludosa var. integrifolia, Cyrtandra paludosa var.
irrostrata, and Cyrtandra sp., (as yet undescribed). None of these species
occurred on the well or power plant sites. According to Char and Stemmermann
(1984) those native species whiCh did occur on the well and power plant sites
were not considered rare, threatened or endangered. No short-term effects on .
plant productivity are anticipated. No long-term effects are anticipated.
since the site will be landscaped with natural vegetation both during the life
of the project and after decommissioning.
One endangered fauna, the Hawaiian hawk, has been sighted in the vicinity
of the PGV facility. The bird uses the area as foraging ground. No active
nest has been found on the project site during numerous surveys. Therefore, no
adverse short-term or long-term effect on the reproduction of the Hawaiian hawk
is expected.
AESTHETICS
Visual impacts are short-term losses associated with the project. People
living in some residences and vehicle travelers will be able to see construc-
tion activities, wellpads, the power plant and occasional steam plumes. Trees
and other vegetation will be planted around the facility's structure and in the
graded areas. The structures will be much less visible once this vegetation
grows. Steam plumes from wells will be visible periodically. The visibility
of the plumes depends on weather conditions and viewing position. Strong trade
winds will normally di~perse the plumes. The PGV project's pollution abatement
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technology is substantially improved over that of the HGP-A facility. There
are no permanent brine ponds at the PGV facility and the visual impacts are
significantly smaller than at the HGP-A location. There are no long-term
aesthetic impacts. since all structures will be removed at the end of the
expected 3S-year project life, and vegetation will be planted on the site.
HEALTH AND SAFETY
There are some risks associated with any development project. The major
public health concern associated with geothermal power is hydrogen sulfide
(H2S). Health and safety risks at the PGV facility include exposure to low
levels of H2S released from the cooling tower and temporary ,exposure to higher
levels of H2S, resulting from planned venting of wells and upset conditions.
The PGV facility will meet Hawaii's proposed H2S air emission standards as well
as occupational exposure limits recommended by the American Conference of
Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH). No adverse long-term health risks
from H2S are expected.
..
..
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SECTION 16
SlMWlT OF UHRF.SOLVPJ) ISSUES
This section presents a summary of the unresolved issues for the Puna
Geothermal Venture (PGV) project. Unresolved issues are those for which
information is currently pending or' unavailable. Issues identified as
unresolved include the geothermal reservoir characteristics. regulatory
requirements and permits. noise impacts. and the electrical transmission line
issues.
The following paragraphs provide a brief description of the unresolved
issue and the means by which the issue may be.resolved or the overriding
Oreasons for proceeding without fully resolving the issue.
GEOTHERMAL RESERVOIR CHARACTERISTICS
The geothermal reservoir which lies underneath the plant site has a
proven capability as demonstrated by the BGP-A facility. Data presently
available indicate that the reservoir has the potential for providing 30
megawatts of electricity for the PGV project. However. only development of
the reservoir will answer such questions as:
o The structure and physical dimensions of the reservoir
o The total production capability of the reservoir
o The average production rate of wells
I,
o The effect of the decline rate on production
o Long-term chemistry of the reservoir
Most of these points will be resolved with further development.
Sufficient data exist to predict the capability of the reservoir to sustain
the proposed project. but only long-term operation of the project will resolve
the remaining details.
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REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS AND PERMITS
The PGV project. the first commercial geothermal power generation
fadli ty in Hawaii. is establishing the precedents for the geothermal
permitting process. In some cases. controlling regulations are only in the
proposed state. In others. the procedure for approving a geothermal facility
is still being established. There are areas where regulatory responsibility
of agencies overlaps. and the controlling agency has not been clearly identi-
fied. The exact conditions and requirements governing the development of
geothermal facilities in Hawaii are unknown and will be unresolved until this
project has received all necessary approvals to proceed with development.
The three key areas of unresolved regulatory issues include:
,'
o Air Pollution Control
o Underground Injection Control
o Geothermal Resource Permit Procedures
Hawaii Administrative Rules for Ambient Air Quality Standards (Chapter
59. Title 11) and Air Pollution Control (Chapter 60. Title 11) as proposed.
contain substantive changes specifically addressing geothermal development and
setting emission standards. including:
..
....
Thermal Power Company has worked closely with the Hawaii State Department
of Health to participate in the development and promulgation of these rules
and to assure the PGV fadii ty is designed for compliance with proposed
standards. The facility design was modified (changed to a closed-loop
reinjection) to assure that H2S emissions will be well below the proposed
o
o
o
o
Adoption of a hydrogen sulfide (H2S) standard
Limits on time-averaged concentration of H2S
Establishment of emission limitations from geothermal wells.
geothermal power plants. and other geothermal facilities
Requirements for administrative review of geothermal rules before
July 1. 1992.
WI
.,.
..
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emission limit. This primary H2S abatement system and a backup H2S abatement
system (burner/scrubber) were selected based on a Best Available Control
Technology analysis. Thermal Power Company has submitted the application for
an Authority to Construct permit based on estimated H2S emission compliance,
although permit standard conditions have not been established.
Underground Injection Control (UIC) rules (Title II. Chapter 23) have
been approved by the State of Hawaii and are currently in review by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. The PGV reinjection wells (Class V) are
currently mauka of the OlC boundary line: therefore. by definition. the wells
could impinge upon non-exempt aquifers.
Thermal Power Company has submitted a petition to modify the Lower East
Rift Zone UIC Line. which would relocate the UIC line such that the PGV site
would be makai of the OlC line. The petition was based on chemical charac-
terization of the aquifer beneath the PGV site, which indicates significant
geothermal water intrusion into the upper aquifer.
The County of Hawaii Planning Commission adopted administrative rules
(Rule 12) in 1986 covering the issuance of Geothermal Resource Permits,
pursuant to the authority conferred to the Planning Commission by Section
205-5.1 of the Hawaii Revised Statutes. The County rules had a provision for
a contested case hearing on the application, but Act 378, passed by the
Legislature in 1987. specifically excludes such a hearing. Thermal Power
Company has submitted a petition to the County for an amendment to Rule 12,
making it conform to the State regulation. Planning Commission hearings are
in process and a decision is expected early next year.
NOISE IMPACTS
Two activities are identified which are unresolved in terms of compliance
with noise guidelines. The County noise guidelines are not regulations. but
have been successfully applied to previous geothermal well drilling on the
project site. The identified activities are well drilling and well workover
from 7:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.
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Short duration activities. such as well venting. are exempted from the noise
guidelines.
Well drilling is a 24-hour activity. Noise predictions for well drilling
present a worst case and do not account for the probable reductions resulting
from terrain and vegetation. Even under these worst-case conditions.
predicted drilling noise at only three wellpads will slightly exceed the
nighttime noise level guidelines. In addition. drilling noise at all wellpads
will not exceed the daytime guidelines. Extensive mitigation measures have
been taken during the previous drilling of exploratory wells to reduce the
noise generated by this activity. These measures have resulted in a minimal
number of complaints being made about drilling noise.
Well workover activities will not occur for approximately five years
after a well is operational. The well workover operation will last only five
days. 24 hours per day. for each well. Noise predictions for well workover
present a worst-case and do not account for terrain and vegetation noise
attenuation. Not all workover noise will exceed the nighttime guidelines. and
I
well workover noise will not exceed the daytime guidelines. Extensive
mitigation measures. similar to well drilling. will be taken to reduce the
noise generated by well workover activities.
ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION LINE
The transmission line connecting the PGV facility to the Hawaii Electric
Light Company (HELCO) grid is vital to the PGV project. This line is a
separate project. and is not covered by this EIS. The transmission line
project will have its own permits and a separate environmental review.
..
..
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Section 17
ORGAHIZATIDlfS .AND PERSOlfS COHSUL'IED
A listing of persons, organizations and public agencies commenting on the
draft EIS is attached in Table 17-1. Table 17-1 lists the date of each letter
and whether the letter had any comments.
17-1
PUNA GEOTHERMAL VENTURE PROJECT
=ZZ=======2===================================================
I !LETTERS/COMMENTI
1 NAME OF PERSON OR ORGANIZATION COMMENTING 1•••• ••••• ••• ···1
1 ON DRAFT EIS 1 WITN IWITHOUT 1
1············································1·······,·······1
'U.S. AGENCIES I
1············································1·······1·······1
IDEPT. OF AGRICULTURE, SOIL CONSERVATION I , I
1 SERVICE 1 1 1
1 Mr. Richard N. Duncan 1 1OZSEPB7 1
1 1 , 1
'DEPT. OF THE ARMY, U.S. ARMY 1 1 I .
1 ENGINEERING DiSTRICT 1 1 1
I Mr Kisuk Cheung I19AUGB71 1
1 1 , I
IDEPT. OF THE INTERIOR, FISH AND WILDLIFE 1 1 1
! SERVICE 1 1 ,
, Mr. Ernest Kosaka IZZSEPB7 1 1
1 1 1 1
IDEPT. OF THE INTERIOR, U.S. GEOLOGICAL 1 1 I
I SURVEY 1 1 ,
I Mr. William Meyer 1 1Z5AUG87 1
1 I I 1
IDEPT. OF THE NAVY , I I
1 Captain T.L. Ferrier 1 I1BAUG87 1
1 1 1 1
1············································1·······1·······1
ISTATE AGENCIES !
1············································1·······1·······1
1BOARD OF LAND & NATURAL RESOURCES 1 1 1
1 Mr. William W. Paty 1090CT87I 1
I I 1 1
IDEPT. OF AGRICULTURE 1 1 1
1 Ms. Suzanne D. Peterson IZ1SEP871 1
1 1 I 1
IOEPT. OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DEVEl. 1 , I
I Mr. Roger A. Ulveling 117SEPB71 1
1 1 1 I
IDEPT. OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMIC DEVEL., 1 1 1
I HOUSING FINANCE & DEVelOPMENT CORP. 1 , ,
1 Mr. Russell N. Fukunoto 1 1HAUG87 1
I , , 1
IDEPT. OF DEFENSE, OFFICE OF THE ADJUTANT 1 1 1
1 GENERAL , , I
1 Major Jerry M. Matsuda 1 117AUG87 1
I I I 1
IDEPT. OF EDUCATION 1 1 1
I Mr. Charles To Toguchi 1 '17AUGB7I
I 1 1 1
IDEPT. OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES I 1 1
1 Mr. Ralston H. Nagata 111SEPB71 1
1 I I I
IDEPT. OF PUBLIC WORKS 1 1 1
I Teuane Tominaga '11ZAUG871
1 1 1 1
IDEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION 'I 1
I Mr. Edward Y. Hirata 1 11BSEPB71
1············································1·······1·······1
..
...
PUNA GEOTHERMAL VENTURE PROJECT
I 1LETTERS/COMMENT I
1 NAME OF PERSON OR ORGANIZATION COMMENTING 1···············1
I - OM ORAFT EIS I WITH IWITMOUT
1············································1·······, •••••••
IOFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY CONTROL I I
I Mr. Marvin T. Miura I I
1 Ms. Faith Miyamoto 122SEPB71
1············································1·······1 •••••••
ICOUNTY AGENCIES
1············································1·······1 •••••••
ICOUNTY COUNC IL I 1
1 Mr. Russell S. Kokubun 11BSEPB71
I L I
ICOUNTY COUNCIL 1 I
1 S.K. Yamashiro I I19AUGB71
I I I 1
IDEPT. OF PARKS & RECREATION I I 1
I Ms. Patricia Engelhard 1 117SEPB7
I I I
IDEPT. OF PUBLIC WORKS I 1
I Mr. Hugh Y. Ono 119AUGB71
I I I
IDEPT. OF WATER SUPPLY I I
I Mr. H. William Sa.ake I26AUGB71
I I I
IPLANNING DEPARTMENT I I
I Mr. Albert Lona Lyman 122SEPB71
1············································1·······1 •••••••
IORGANIZATIONS/INDIVIDUALS/OTHER
1············································1·······1 •••••••
IAMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION I 1
1 Mr. James W. Morrow I22SEPB71
I I I
ICITIZENS FOR RESPONSIBLE ENERGY DEVELOP. 1 I
I WITH ALDHA AINA I I
I Mr. Earl A. Dunn, Jr. 12'SEPB71
I I I
ICITIZENS FDR RESPDNSIBLE ENERGY DEVELOP. I I
I WITH ALOHA AINA I 1
I Mr. J.T. (Stuart) Marks 12DSEPB71
1 I I
IHAWAII AUDUBON SOCIETY I I
/ Ms. Mae E. Mull 12DSEPB71
I 1 /
IPARADISE PARK HUI HANAlIKE I I
I Ms. Doborah Hay I16SEPB7/
I I I
IPElE DEFENSE FUND I I
I Ms. Lehua Lopez 120SEPB71
I 1 I
ISIERRA CLUS'MOKU LOA GROUP I'
I Mr. Nelson Ho 119SEPB71
I I I
IUNIVERSITY OF HAWAII AT MANOA, I I
1 ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER I I
I Mr. John T. Harrison 121SEPB71
==============================================================
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Section 18
All public comments that were received on the draft Environmental Impact
Statement. and Puna Geothermal Venture' s responses to those comments. are
reproduced in this section. as required by the Department of Health' s
environment impact statement regulations (Title 11. Chapter 200. Section
11-2oo-17(p). Administrative Rules).
455131!02!DP918 18-1
UNITED SUTES
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE
SOIL
CONSERVATION
SERVICE
P. O. BOX
HONOLULU,
9b8~O
50004
HAWAII SEP
,_,VEl;
i~t!1
Mr. Albert Lono ly..n, Director
County of Hawaii Ptanntnlll Depuuent
25 Aupunt Stteet
Hila, HI 96720
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
R.lph Il.. P....._. Jr.
t1a4 .... P"'reC1 ""..nage'
NovelDber 16, 1987
Deu Hr. Lyaan:
Subject: Draft Envlron_ntal 1I1pact Stat:e_nt for Puna Ceother..1
Venture Project
We have no co-.ents to offer at this ti_. but appreciate the opportunity
to review the draft EIS on this project.
Sincerely.
J/i..ld } /,)=.I a_;:Z:j-
RICHARD N. DUNCAN
State Conlervationist
ce e
Hr. Ralph A. Patterson, Theraal Pover Co., 220 $. line St., '1750,
Honolulu. HI 96813
Hr. Richard N. Duncan
State Conservationist
United State Departaent of Agriculture
Soil Conservation Service
P.O. Box 50004
Honolulu. Hawaii 96850
Thank ~ou for ~our letter of Septeaber 2, 1987. acknowled&inl receipt of the
Draft Environ.ental I.pact Statement (EIS) on the Puna Ceothec..l Venture
Project. We are in the process of nvlslnl the EIS in response to the
co.-ents received. The final EIS should be avall.ble by Dece~ber I. 1981.
We thank you for your interest in our project.
9~~
Ralph A. Patteraon. Jr.
Hawaii Project Hanager
RAP:oa
044/0235517
r,..,m.1 Po... Comp.nv. A SuDsod'.'V 01 ()'''mona sr..fnfOCIil
Crn...1PactllC: PlaIa no 5<'''1'' "'''IlJ 5',... ·, S".ll' 17!>O Honolulu tid ...... 968') f'tlO"l' 8H8 !>l~ 89~O
."
'l:l:s':;:':7 Ill"". fO
.,n... ,.o.. 0'
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
u. S. A"MV r:NGINI[II:R DISTRiCT. HONOLULU
'''",-.D'''O 2)1;1
'f. SHA'U"........... " ...~.~ 5 4 40
..
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
RatprI .. PII",,_• .If.
>I.....,. I',ol<:el M.nallC'
Hovember 16. 1987
Hr. Albert Lono Lyman, Director
County of Hawaii
Planning Department
25 Aupuni Street
Hila, Hawaii 96721
Dear Hr. Lyman:
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment
on the draft EIS tor Puna Geothermal Venture Project,
Puna, Hawaii. The following comments are offered:
a. The site development does not require a
Department of the Army permit.
b. According to the Flood InsuranCe R~te Mao, no
panels ace pc ioted for the SUbject project since it. is in
an acea of minimal tsunami inun~ation.
Sincecely,
H~. kJ.uk Cheuns
Chief. Enlineerioa Dlvi5ioo
DepartaeDt of the Ar.y
U.S. A~ Eoaineet Di&trlct. Honolulu
Bulldins 2)0
Ft. Shafter, Havaii 96858-5440
Dear Hr. CheuDg:
Thank you for your letter of August 19. 1987. acknowledslDI receipt of the
Dreft Environmental I.pact State.ent ([IS) on the Puna Geothermal Venture
Project. We au in the process of revtaios the EIS in reaponu to the
comment I received. The ftnal [IS should be availAble by Deceaber I. 1987.
We thank you for your tnterest 1n our project.
Enclosure
~¥.~C~~~~(E~:~~rin9 Division
Slnce,.ly,~
~~.
Ralph A. PattersoD. Jr.
Hawaii Project Hanager
RAP: o Iii
044/02355/5
Theflrnll PO",I' Comp1nv. It ::;uD~Ml'd'1 01 O,aR~"'.:l SI'IlIn>l""'.
CenUill Pac,l,e PlaIa ••..'0 SoUl" ll,n\J 51,,-..1 ~",'" 11'00 HU......"I" HM'''''' 96111) PnOllO 8i.lll ~.'~ tI!UU
._~ 1 I •
;ld4-~-
~~Ernesl Kosaka
Field Supervilor. Environ.ental Services
'acific lslaads Office
Patlerson, Tber.el Power Co.""'Mr. Ralph
DLNP.
OEOC
MLFS
ee:
d. Tne vecetatioD types (closed ano opeD ~!1[!!id![21
foreltai wnere candldat. eDdaa,ered plabtl are found .bould DOt
be disturbed or CODvert.d ioto .,riculturel uaes.
tb~ potential adverse i.pacts assoclated witb tbe ,cotber.al
facility .ay be reduced br appropriate aiti,atioD •••• ur ••.
~i!i'lli9D fi'E9".D~I!i'GI
Sincere))',
c. Bu.an activity near Bawaiiao Bawk De.t ait •• (both
actiwe aDd inactive) Ibould be dllcoura,ed.
a. ~.II veotta, is a oDe-tiae activit, used to flusb tbe
well of dirt and debris. Relatiwaly bi,b DDtl. l.vels Nill occur
witbiD • oDe-.ile radius of tbe well durln. ventin,. fo avoid
t.pacts to n.stin, Hawaiiao aawk. aod newl, fled,ed ,0uoC, the
FWS recoa.ends that well veatiD' occur durio, tb. oOD-breediD,
le•• on fOctober - Februervl. If this ie DOt f.asibl •• IctlYe
nest sites" sbould be clos~l, aonitored by qualified biolo,ists
durio, well veatio, to deler.io. abandon.ent of nelt Ille, ant
loss of fleorlincs.
b. A prorre. to .onitor &.~aiian Bawk populetion. withir.
tbe project area will be conducted duria, the conatruction anc
operation of the ,eother.al facilit,. Ihe _ani tarin, pro,r••
should ev.luele clutch .ize, fled,elin, aucce.s, popu1etion 11ze
(incIudlD' ••a.onal varialion), end di.tribution of De.t. ~ithiD
the project are.. fpe purpo.e of the .0nitoriD' pro,ra. Ibould
be explicitly .tated in lhe Final EIS. lb. re.ult. of tbe
.0nltoriD, pro,ra. aay be confounded by land UI. cha.,e. aD ar•••
lurroubdia, the ,eother•• 1 project or by iDcreased u.e of
pe.ticid.s and rodenlicides io aurroundin, a,ricultural lands.
Tbe .onitorin, pro,ra. ahould account for tbea. potential
confouodiD, factors.
ES
Roo. 63D7
SEF t 2 19.7
.N ...... ,,0.0. ....0000 ........"c
.O.clll,oln
..ONO....,............1•••••0
FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
United Slates Departrneru of the Interior
Hr. Albert Looo Ly.en. Dir.cto~
COUDty or R.waii PlaDolo, DepartaeDt
25 Aupuoi Street
Hilo. Sawaii 9572C
He: Dra't Environ.enlal lapact St.te.eDt. Pun. Geotherael
Vent·ute PrOJect. fune. 8a"el1
We bave reyiewed th~ referenced Draft ED~iron.enlal I.pact
Stateaent (EIS, and orrer the rollowiar coaaent, for your
cOb.tderatlor;.
t<tc.... , c.v
SEP ;/" 1••1
Our pri.ary concern witb tbe proposee proJect is tbe potential
for adverse i.pacta to populatlon. of the enaen,ered R.waiian
Hawk (IY1'i !gll!![i~!1 Iro. iDcre.sed nOla. leyel •• bu•• ~
activitr, end eai •• ioos .s.aciated witb the constructioD .n~
operatioD of tbe ,eolber.al fecility .t Puu SoDuavle.
Speciflc Coa.eDt,
8: Flora. Tbe endeaic obe (J!l[!!!!!!.!D!lrJ b!!!!i119!iI) i.
a caDdIdate endln,ered plaDt .peciel fFederal Re,i'ter. Vol. 50,
)fa. 18S. Septe.be~ 27, 1985). fhe Draft lIS don not ideDltf"
the .pecie. of 122!! fouod in lhe projecl area: for ,ou~ .
iDloraation, tg~!! !i.2!igi~!1 is also considered a candidate
eDden,ered Ipecies by tbe Service. the.e plaDt. were found ie
tbe closed ~$!r2!i~![2! lore.t ip.,e 7-3) end in tbe open
M!![2!i~![!I-r!j~i!! forelt (pa,e 7-5) ve,.taliob types. fhe.e
habitat typel will Dot be directl, affected by l.nd clearin, end
conltruction of the ,eolher•• l facility.
b. rauna. field studi .. conducted for this project
indicate that lhe aawaiien Rawk was aost co ••onlv observed Dea~
Puu Ronuaula and tb. hill to tbe southwest (fabl~ 7-3 aDd Fi,ure
7-1). Bowever, DO Desta were observed at Puu Ronuaula. Tbe
riDel £IS ahould addre.s lhe potential use of 'uu RObuaul. for
De.tia, by H,waiiaa Ra~ks.
Geotber•• 1 developaent al this site is partially coos trained by
the presence of tbe enden,ered Haweiian aa~k. However, aany of
SlI2vr EnrrlY and You S~n'~ Amrr;ca'
Page 2
Diamond Shanvock
Thermal Power Company
••Ipft A.••It ••It4Wl. M.
11a"·i" P'U1~'l:1 t.Uniy...
Hove~ber 16, 1981
Reply '2
Ho nests have been located on Puu Honuaula du~lni several
BUSie.ts that no suitable nestlnl sites exl.t on the Puu.
101111 axa.lna the location of Hawaiian hawk neata.
field stud lea. This
Future field studies
Hr. Ernest ~osaka
Field Supervisor, [nvl~onmental Services
Pacific Islands Office
United States Depart.ent of the loterlor
Fish and Wildlife Service
300 Ala Hoana Boulevard
Post Office Box 50161
Honolulu, Hawaii 96850
Th.nk you for your letter of SepteMber 22. 1981 a.presaina ca.ments on the Puna
Geothermal Venture Project'. Draft [nvlronmental I.pact St.te..nt.
Your concerns are addressed below:
The eode.lc oh~ (Tet~aplasandra h.wailensjs) ia a ~andidate endan.ered plant
species (Federal R~alster, Vol. SO, No. 188. Septe.ber 21, 1985). The Draft
EIS does not identify the .pecles of~ found In the project ar.a; for your
infonaatlon. Bobea tlDlonlojdea is alao considered a candidate endangered
spechi> by the Service. These plants vere found In the closed Hetrosideros
forut (Pase 1-3) and in the open Hetro&1deros-P&1dlum forest (Pase 1-5)
vesetatloo types. These habitat types vUl not be directly affected by land
clearlns and construction of the seothermal facility.
Reply 11
The status of the Tetraplasand~a hawaiiensls h•• been added to the EIS. The
particular~ IiipeCles that v•• found In the study .rea v•• not confirmed,
but could be Bobea tlmonloldes. The status of this species has alao been noted
in the EIS.
COllllllent
Field studies conducted for this p~oject Indicate that the Hawaiian Hawk va,
man cOllllonly observed near Puu Honuauta and the hill to the southwest
(Table 1-3 and Figure 1-1). However. no nests were observed at Puu Honuaul ••
The Fin.l EIS should add res. the potential use of Puu Honuaula for nesting by
P,,~al1.n Hawks.
T.... 'm•• Poo.CI Comp.n". A Subsod'.'r (JI OO;ltllOll(J SllamlOCk
Cenl,;61 Pi'OI.c Plilli 220 So",nl(ono SI'".e1 SUO", 11:,0 Uonolu.... tt....i" 96IlIJ Pnooe 1108 ~4-8940
W.Il ventln& i8 a one-time activity used to flush the well of dl~t and d.brla.
Relatively hlah nol•• levels will occur within a one .11a radius of the vell
durlna vent Ina. To avoid i.pacts to neat Ins Hawaiian Hawke and newly fladled
youna. the FWS reco..end. that well venting occur durinG the aonbreedlna ••••on
(October - February). If this is not tea&1ble, active nut sites should be
closely IIOnltond by quaUfied blololtau during well vent Ina to deter-Ine
abandonaent of nest altes and loss of fledglings.
Reply n
Paae 1-20 of the draft [IS SUted that Puna Geotheraal Venture (PGV) will
.Inlalze or halt drillin& activ1tlu d4rinl the hawk's ne.Una aeaaon if
advers. I.pacta are obaerved. this policy Include. venUPI. Future field
.tudles will be conducted to monitor the hawk.
A proarsm to monitor H.wallan Hawk populations within the project area vill be
conducted dU~lna the construction and operation of the aeother.al facUity.
The aonltorins prolr.. should evaluate clutch ai.e. fled ••I1na .ucc•••• popu-
lation 8ize (Including seasonal va~latlon), and di.trlbutlon of ne.ts within
the project are.. The purpose of the .onltorlng prograa should be explicitly
liitated In the Final [IS. The re su Lts of the .onitoring prosralll Dlay be con-
founded by land use changes In areas surrounding the geothenaal project or by
inc~eased use of pesticides and Todenticldes In sur~oundlna aarlcultural lands.
The monitoring prograa should account for these potential confoundin. factors.
Reply '4
A compreh.nslve study to assess all factors, Including geothenaal development,
that lIIay effect the Havk population In a b~oad sense, should be undertaken by
an appropriate organization. pev vould expect to contribute to thh wider
based study to exa.lne the i.pacts of land use changes. hu.an activities,
resldentin) development. use of pesticides and rodentlcldes in agriculture on
the status of the species.
Human activity near Hawaiian Hawk nest arees (both active and Inactive) should
be discouraged.
Reply 15
We aaree with your comment.
• • 11
Page)
CotIlIIlent
The vegetation types (closed and open Hetrosideros forests) where candidate
endangered plants are found should not be disturbed or converted into agricul-
tural uses.
Reply '6
No rare or endangered plant species exist on the power plant and w.Upad
locations.
We thank you for your interest in our project.
Sincenly,~
<V<~.
'alph A. patteraon. Jr.
Hawaii Project "anaser
RAP;08
044/023558
United States Department of the Interior
~EOlOGICAL :il"KHY
U.t.~ a.source. Division
P.O. lox 5016.
Honolulu, H£wall 96850
AUIlUU; 25. 1987
~~. Alb.r~ Lono Lyman. Direc:or
C~uncy of Ha~ail Planning Dept.
25 nupur.i Ser•• t
"Hila, Ho~all 96720
St:bJec:: Draft (nvitoM_ned I..pact SCat.CllJnC of Thermal Pow.r Call1p ..n:,'.
?u~a ~~ot~~r~~~l V.nture Prnj.~~
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
Hr. Willi•• Heyer
Dhtrlct Chief
United States Departlllent of th_ Interior
Geolo&lcal Survey
~.ter Resource. Division
P.O. Box 50166
Honolulu. Hawaii 96850
Ra./ph.... Palter.on, Jr.
•......" PtOjeCI Man,;lIl}e'
I\ovellber 16, 1987
t,ur lit. Lyman:
The geology and hydrology seccLons of che subJecc tiS scudy have been
rev!a~.d by seleccad personnel from th_ Hawaii Distrlcc Office of the U.S.
G.oio,~cal Sur/ey. principally by Kiyoshi Takasak! and Paul Eyre. ~e have
no CO~4.r.=S on these secclons of the report ac this ci.e.
Stntu-ely.
(/;/,~ IIi;!..
'11111&11 Mayer
Discricc Chief
cc : "#'M:-. Ralph Patterson
1}.ar~.1 Power Co.
219 Souch King St:-eet _17)0
Hor.olulu, Hawaii 9681]
Dear Hr. Heyer:
Thank you for your letter of August 25. 1981, acknouledslnB receipt of the
Drafe Environmental I.pact State.ent (EIS) on the Pune Geothe~el Venture
Project. We are in the process of revising the US In respcnee to the
comments received. The final [IS should be aval1a~le by Dece.ber I, 1981.
We chank you for your interest in our project.
Sincerely,~
<:?~&.
Ralph A. Patterson, Jr.
Hawaii Project Hanager
RAP:os
044/02]55/8
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
CO........NOER
N.. V......III"'SE PfA."'l ........,.1110.,.
1110.110
PE...Rl.- ......"Il1O". ttAW"'W ......!I020
1090
Ser H58/1924
1 BAUG 1987
Mr. Albert lono lyman. Oirector
County of Hawait Planntng Depart.rnt
25 Aupunt Street
Htl0. Hawait 96720
Dear Mr. lyJMn:
ORAFT ENVIRONNENTAl INPACT ITATEMENT (OE\S)
PUNA GEOTNERMAl VENTURE PROJECT
The Draft EIS for the Puna Geothe~1 Venture Project has been reviewed
.nd we have no cu.ments.
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
T. L. Fenter
Captain. U.S. Navy
Chief of Staff
Departaent of the Navy
Comaandu·
Naval Baa. Pearl H.rbor
Box 110
P.arl Harbor. Hawati 96860-S020
".1ptI A. '.tIef_. Jr.
Ita ...... Pt"If'C1 ""-rwo9'"
~ov••ber 16. 1981
Thank you for the opportuntty to rev1ew the Drift.
Stncerely,
T.1. FUP.if.:
COptoin. U,S, No.
OUf 01 $Iolf r
Copy to:
Mr. Ralph A. Patterson ~
Thenmal Power Company
220 S Ktng Street, '1750
Honolulu. HI 96813
Offtee of Envtronmental Qualtty Control
D.ar Captaio Ferrier;
Thank you for your letter of AUBust 18. 1981. acknowledslnl receipt of the
Draft Environ.ental I.pact State.ent (EIS) on the Puna &eother-al Venture
ProJect. We are tn the process of revistng the EIS tn responlle to the
comments received. The final EIS should be available by Dece~er 1. 1981.
We thank you for your interest tn our project.
S.nconTy.~
<V{e$UQ.
Ralph A. Patterson. Jr.
Hawaii Project Hanaser
RAP:os
044/02355/9
ThelnYl Power Comp.nr. 4 Subso(J",~ of Ooa"lUnO S/'Idrrvoc~
0,0111..,11 P.coloe 1'Ia,. 110 Soulfl "'~'9 <;"~...,, 50_ I '!lO. Honolulu tt;r",." 96813 Pnono.' R08 !l]~ 89..0
HonOl.bl, Alb.rt Lono Lyman, Director
'llnning Dlpart.'nt
county of lawaii
15 Aupun~8teet
8i10, H.w.i '6720
Dear Mr L~
DOC. NO.1 1.~.E
- 2 -Honol.bI. Albl't ~no Lyman
• flnll report in tho Dr~ft EJ8 or to identify in the braft 815
the a,chive vher ••uoh • ceport i ••e~e•• lbl. would .1'0 ••ke an
lIS unlcc.ptable. ThUl, to .It, tbi. EIS aeclptlbl., we r_co.-.nd
that tttbir tb. final Ilchaeologieel IUCYey report be append.d or
text in .,ction 11 idlntity the Ircht.IC.) whir. tb. report I,
avatlAble tor pUblic rlvilw. One luch .rchive II our otftOI, the
Hialor!c lite. SeCtiOR.
Ht.torte prl.lrv.t1on lawa do not include review of the
i_Plct of • proSlct on Rlttyt plopl •• ' rellgtaul belief. Ind
practicl., 10 ve hlv, not te.pondld to sectton 11.3. BowI.lr,
place, that have traditional cultural _,gnifieanc,. auch a. bill.,
can be htatoric properti•• and thu. would fall under the bi.torto
pr••ervation review proc.... At thi. tt•• , no evidlnG. bit beeD
prl.ented to OQC ollice thlt 'QCb pllcel .ailt wltbin the pfoject
ar.a.
It applat. tbat the well Vlnting end plpelinl cillnout
proc.dure. ~ill produce noi,. l.vala that will ba tntruilvi to
park Ulera It Llv, Tree State Plrk. Aa tha,' .r' .chedulld
oper.tion. pl •••• notify tho Hawsll Di.t,lct Stlt. ,srk Offlc. In
1110 wh.n you nottfy communi tie. of tha'l event ••
In ca'e of • rupture di.c vant, vell blowout 01 othar
Imltitncy Which .1' '_pact the h.llth an4 ••'at, or park u.er. at
Lavi free 6tlte r.rk, the ailo Di.teJet ollJcI .bould be contactad
and Idvl.cd to tate approprLlte Iction. Ie an i"ldiate tbr.at to
the health .n4 ••tetr of p&rk uSer. ia perceived, .una Ceothermal
ventijre personnel .hou14 yo into tb. park and warn pick vi,ltorl
ol the proble.. An ad4it on, tl .pprOpriate, pl•••• include the
DepartMent of Land and N~tu~.l Rtiource. (DLNR) .1 one 01 the
agenc1 •• contacted II i_It of youe I.a,gencr preplradne•• plln••
Wator and Land Developaent Concern.:
We haVe no ob1ectionl to the Pun. Geothermal V.nture Dratt
115. It I. our un~I,.tan~ln9 that thO ~eYeloper h•••o~lfle4
their aarlier plln. and Will now (11n'.ct the brine., .t••m
cORd.nl.tl, and nonaondeR'lble gale. de.p into the i.othlr_al
raliecvolr. Every effort IhoUld be .ade to tmlyee that tn1.ct.lon
Will. ar. properly clt.d and ceeented fro. thy .urflc. to tho
point ot injlction to providl co_pIeta p(otection of .n~ ground
waU, .quiter••
'I'he dev.. ·p.r hiM further indicated that Illonicor w.U. wUl
not be (equil~d bleld on deep reinjection of efflUent. back into
the 9.other~al r'tervoi(. However, the injection w.ll. ,hou14 be
continuously manitorad tor any Ch4Rql, in the liquid/~" dl,pOSAI
p~occ •••
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'TA'~ 0' HAWAII
OtPARrWr;,..T 0' LAND A~D NATURAL R£5OURCe:.
p,o .0. II.
__U,"U. ""''''''II •••••
.UIJICT: Draft Invironmental ImpAct Stlt.a&nt (EIS), Puna
Geothermal v.nture project, lapabo, 'unl, RIWlil
Thank you tor th, opportuntty to review thl lubject project
and IpoloWize for tb, dllay in our c'.ponse. Me ofCer tb.
following Go'-ents;
ai.torto Sit•• Concern.;
We hav. pr.viou.ly conducted I.vt,w. or thi. proj.ct. In
April, 1987, WI WIre finally able to Obt.in I copy of the
archalological .tudy toe thi. proJect lr.a (I. Roger'-Jourdane ,
I. Nak.aula 1984. Archa801o9'Cll aeeonnlt"lne••nd Hi'torleal
• urvQ~1 at Land. It Kapoho, 'una, Riwlit 111104.). thllltudf
found no hi'toric .itel. We have 'Iviewed the rlport, Ind w.
bell_ve thl project will have 'no .'tect- on hi.torte .it•••
Howlvlr, We do I.e prObllm. with the Drltt EIS in docuaentlng
thi. -no effect- fi~din9. fhl nr~tt EIS' Cultural allouree.
S~ction CSection 11) doe. tndlc~te no litea weel found. But, it
do•• ~ot rarlrence the Itudy (authoc, dati, tltlel, So it il not
idlntlfied. AII0, it doe. not append the atudy or state where it
t. archived for the public, '0 this precludes evaluation of the.cc.p~.bl1itr of the ,~udy by tb. pUblic DC governmentll
4genel,.. The Draft lIS peepararl' .rate~nt of an acel table
Itudr and no alte, h•• to bo Iccepted a, relltble; Ind t~i. ie not
appropriate 81 • general policy in OUf ViIW, partiCUlarly 81nce
th.rt Ire caGI' When acch.lological .urvey. arl not acceptable and
have 1.11e4 to identify .ttel. A r~c.nt Office ot Environmlntal
aual'ty Control d.claratory ruling On incomplete reports boing
~naccept.ble would seem to alao imply that the tailure to include
_.-
-~-
,
."
J , , , ,
Honorabl, Albert Lono Lyman
- 0 - DOC. NO.: 1050!
Honorabl. Albect Lono L~.4n
- 3 - DOC. NO.: 1154£ Page 2-32: Solld waste, (.tudge) to be perlodjcllly covlred
with loll on-eite. How .ucb VI.tt, jn Whit
locition, how often, Ind whit 1. oompo.ition i*
thi. vastea'
rore.ttl and Wildlife Concern.:
The botanic.] ••ction of tbi. Draft tl8 wa, reviewed Ind
found to be laeklnv thl ftema n.c•••• ry to Ivaluate the botanical
i_plot.. Ontil the.e it••, Ire supplied this £]5 .hould not be
approved and cannot b, adequately revlew&d for botanical resource
iMP.ot,. fhl" .am~ iteas wIre reque6ted .arlier this year by
variou. '9Inel•• , i ••• DLNR, "awaiten AudUbon SOCiety, Office of
Hawaiian Affair., U.S. 'l,h and Wlldlife SerVice, Ind the ftawaii
Project Manl91r of the Thlraal power complny c••ponded they would
be in the Drl't 118 (comments/aasponee. leetion, Draft EISI.
fh. following items are ,tl1l needed to properly IvalUlt.
thl. Draft £lS:
1. Map, to inolude locations of:
I. ,ropo.td .1rUcture, sludge ponds, tran,mi,.io"
Une., road., etc. with topoqraphic contour,
b. fota! prOject boundacie.
c. V1ietation types Within the t9tal proj.ct boundatlel
PAge 14-28:
paie 13-2:
Hot_. ),320 tonl/y.ar of 11qujd wI,te IQd 4,320
tona/ye.r of .olid lultur Will need to b. di,poI.d
of. The liqUid WI.t, cont.~ln.t.d with vanediu.
viII hive to b. di,po8ed of at a hllirdou. va,t.
'lo'llty. Our chance. of 8endln9 th.,. WI.t ••
OQUid. BaWd i Ire becolling ,I jmlnle Ind .awli i i.
not ••petted to have on.. The di,po'II ot the ••
va,t., n••de to be addce"ed.
The locltion of the power plant will be
determined. fbi, .hould be decided upon and placed
outlidt nltive Ind ril plant locatlonl prior to III
ICClpUnCe.
Undtr the Physical Environ~ent ObJlotlve. tht DrIft
Its .t.t•• one of the palleSe. of the Stlt. Plan i.
(the) protect ton of rlr. or tndlnvered plant and
animal Ipecje.and h.bitat. nltivi to Hawlii. A
latec .tatemont in tbe 'Ime plrlgraph .tat••••• ·No
advecle l~p.ct on thl rlr' native flor. oc fluna
.pecl•• t, anticipated·. The clre plant 'pect••
localitle, .r' nOt deflned in tbi, Drift Its foe
.nyonl to know which Icel' .hould b. lvolded.
I. Location. of rare .nd endanQ8c,d .pecie•
•1_1l 1."
Th.Au-dIed- botanical repoct Itt aChed II 'n Ippen:Ux of
thie 118, Which include. d.tl11ld m.thodology detailing
th_ percent o( the total ar•• botanicallv lutveyed on
tb. ,round and the width of th ••• tran.actl.
Li.ting of all pl.nt taxI found Within the project
bounded ee , cc: Hr. Ralph A. "ttlr.on, Ther•• l PoWI' Co.
WILLI H W. ,ATI, thalrple,on
Board of Land Ind Nltural ReQoueces
nee rna •Thank you for your c9Q'ideration ofTransect. ,urvey_d on the ground by qUllifiedbotanin.
d.
J.
Specjfic comment. inoludl:
'agl 7-2, Th' number of plant epeele. ehown occurring within
the .tudy area (Table 7-1) 1••mlll ana does nol
lnolu~••any w~e~y .peoie. that WOuld be expected
within the study acaa. rhi, .tudy area ahould be
d.fined by map and comparld to thl total project
ar.,. 8uffer zone, need to be _ddrl.,ed wher.
important resources occur in c10" proxiMity to
.tructure.. For ,_ample thi. becom. important When
de~llQi with potential fires and the Draft ItS (Pi.
2-21) only .tates the fjce protection .y_tlm -••y
include· rathoe than will include.
«
(?,J,(
Diamond Shamrock
Inermat Power Company
R~ .... P.I..,_. Jf.
tia ...,)~ P'o,«-t tAanalJl:'
November 16, 1981
Pagel.
Reply 12
The lIaw.iii Dhtcict Stale Pack Of frce ill IIl10 will be nct i Lted , aJoRg with
other appcopriate public aBendt's and coullunitieli, prior to well venting and
pipeline cleanout evenls.
Hr. WilliaM W. Paly, Chair-peeson
BO.lllrd of Land and Natural Resources
Stolle of Hawai i
DepartMent of Land and Natural Resoucces
Post Office Box 621
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809
Dear tlr. Paty:
Thank you for your letter of October 9, 1981 expressioa co..ents on the Puna
Geothermal Venture Project's Draft Environmental I_pact St,te.ent.
Your couce rns are ..ddressed below:
(oDilent
Tbe Dratt £IS' Cultural Resources Section (Section 11) does not reference the
study (author, date. title). sa it is not identified. To .ake this EIS accept-
able, we recceeend thn either the final archaeologicAl survey report be
appended or text in Sect ton II identify the archivefs) where the report is
evatleb le for public review. One such archive iii our office the Historic
Sites Section. '
Rdt'f~r.Cl· of the site ar cheeo lcg icat survey was inadvertently ce i t t ed froll the
text, hoceve r , it Wit5 included on p. 19-9 of the draft [IS in the Bibliography.
Tbe rete renee is: Rodgcrs-Jourdane, E.K. and B. Nakalluu. Archeological
~t'conn;lissOlnce and lIistorical Surveys of Lands at Kapoho. Puna, Hawali Island.
J ..nudl'"}" 1984. The Historic Sites Section's archive has been l i at.ed as one
pJ4ce ~here the archaeological survey llay be obtilined for public review.
h JlPi"eus that the,well venting. and pipeline deanout procedures will produce
POise levels thal Will be IntrUSIve to park users at LaVA Tree State Park. As
tb..se oue scheduled operations, please notify the Hawaii District State Park
OHln' ill Hilo when you notify consaun rt i es of these events.
TIIe,m_' Po...., CompAny. A Sub~>Il'ot'v oll),afTOOOIl SnaJrl,ock
.~.>fIl'otl f'oJ".I.~ f'loJlot ;','0 SO"... 1('''9 5""<"1 50'1" 11')0 11l>noIol" H.....a" 96a1 J Pnoot' 11011 5?·II!UO
In case of .a rupture disc vent, well blowout or other eMer&Cmcy which May
illpact the heahh and ufely of l'.lTk Users at Lava Tree Slale Park the Hilo
District office should ccmact ed and advised to l<1ke .lppcopdate IIct'ion. H an
i8llledi.ate threat to the health and safely of park users is perceived, PPV
personnel should go into the pack and warn park visitors of the problem. In
addition, if appropriate, please include DLNR as one of the a&encies contacted
as part of your emergency preparedness pj ans .
Reply '3
Analysili of air And nc rse 11lIllacts fro. elllergency events does not indicate that
there is any threat to park vrs rt.crs . The £Ilergency Preparedness Plans for
upsets durin& norlllal operations will be developed and issued prior to that
phase of the projecl. The current approved Ellergency Preparedness Plan
includes DLNR notification.
COllllllent
Every eHort should be made to ensure that injection wells are properly cued
and ceaent.ed frolll the surface to the point of injection to provide ccep lere
protection of i1ny around water aqu i Ie r s .
Reply 114
Strict euherence to geotherul;ll development r egu l at i cns , including State of
Hawaii Department of Health and DLNH: regut at rcns , u well as perllit conditions
for design and operation of pcoJuction and injection wells, will be .aintained.
The reinjection wells use .. hang down string inside the 9-5/8 inch casing to
convey the fluid to the reservoir. There is a 13-3/8 inch casing outside the
9-5/8 incb cning. Any leaks hom thc hang-down st r Ing would be contained in
the casing, thereby protecting the ground water (COlli any contaminiltion.
The deve l ope r has further rud i cated t ha t ecni t or vel rs will not be required
based on deep re mject ton of e tf Iuem s back rut.c the geotherea I reservoir.
However, the injection ve l l s should be cout tuucus ly ecnt rored for allY changes
in the liquid/gas disposal process.
Injec t i on wells will be mon i t o red {or operating paUllleters including pressure,
temperature, flow rate, aunutus pressure, and che.istry of injeclate. This
, I
Page) Page 4
Monitoring procedure ..dll provide [nfo rerat ron 011 the eHiciency of the injec-
tion proce s s as well as early ""arnillg in the event of a malfunction or change
ill reSf'rVOlr paraMeters.
Reply U
A list of all the plant species Found ill the study .area of the botant ca l report
is included as all appendix of the final £IS.
COlllhent
[nc Iude Maps showing locations of:
d. Trallset:ls surveyed on the ground by qUdlified botanists
Table 1-1 listed only select plants that were identified in the text. The
Table has been deleted in the final EIS to avc rd any confusions. A ccep l et.e
list of plant spectes found in the study area is included in the final £IS.
(Page 1·2) The number of plant spec res 5110....11 occurring within the study area
(Table 1-1) is uull and does not include M':IfIY weedy species that would be
expected within the study area. This study arca should be ddined by lIap and
cOMpared to the total project area. Surfer zones need to be addressed where
iMportant resources occur ill close proxillity to structures. for example, this
becoees iMportant when dealing witll potential fires and the Draft £IS
(Page 2-27) only states the fire protection systeM "May include" rather than
wi 11 include.
Sludge .... ill accumulate ill the coc l rng tower basins. The sludge consists of
inorganic sulfites. iron, and bacterial growth. The sludge .... ill be tested for
toxidty, and if found to he nontoxic, will be placed ill one of the ve l l ped
SWllpS. The exact quantities, composition and frequency of relloval lo'il1 not he
knovn until all operating history is l·stablished for the plant but they are
expected to be aini.al and i.nfre4uent.
Reply '10
Reply '9
Page 2-32: Solid wasles (sludge) to ~r periodically covered with soil on-site.
How Much ....ast.e , in Io'hat location. ho.... often, and what is COMposition in this
w,ute?
Buffer zones are 1I0t antidl'att'd to be needed because graded areas and facili-
ties will avoid rare or endangered resource locations.
A vegetation lIap is also included in the final £IS. It delineates the study
IIrea. The study area was approxiMately 2,010 acres, and included a l-et le
radius from the po....er plant. The project site is 500 acres and is delineated
on several maps in the draft and final £lS.
(omm('nt
Proposed structures sludge ponds, tcallsllission lines. roads, etc. with
topographic contours
Total project boundaries
lot:ations of rare and endangered species
Vegetation types within the total project boundaries
b.
e.
c.
a.
Haps sholo'ing proposed structures, roads, transaission line onsite, were
included in the draft [IS (Figures 1-2 and 2~6). ficure 1-2 shows topographi-
cal contours of the area. Figures 8-1 and 5-1 show the project boundaries.
Both were included in the draft EIS. A new figure has been added to the final
£IS that .are fully depicts tile project boundaries on a topographica. Map. The
brine pond has been added to figure 1-2 of the final £IS.
Additional details of till." botanical report have been added to the final ElS.
T~ report is not appendrd. Interested persons .ay review a copy of the report
at the Haloiaii. County Departlllt"nt of Planning or The Office of Environmental
Quality Cont re l .
~~~1!1.
The botan rc a l report should be et t ached as an appendix of this EIS, which
Includes det a r Ied aethodology detaili.ng the percent of the total area
botaoilally surveyed on the ground and the .... idth of these transects.
A vegetat ion .ap .....hich includes locations of rue and endangered plant
species. has been added to tile final £IS. Details on ....hat areas were tran-
sected during tile botanical survey call be found in the report (Char and
Ste.-erlUnn, 1984).
Listulf of all plant taxa found withi.n the project boundaries.
Co_eDl
Page 14-28: Notes 3,320 tOlls/yeH of liclUid vas re and 4,320 tons/year of solid
sulfur .... ill need to be di!OI'0:;c·.1 of. The liquid waste copt.a_illated wilh
vanadiUlll will have to be ,lisIH)So-d of at a hazardous waste facility. Our
chances of sending till'se v.rs t es out s i de lIawaii are becoming slilVl&Cr and Hawaii.
Page 5
i s oot especred Lo have cue . The disposal of these vasres needs to be
addr~Slied.
Thank you for your cceeenr . The envirofl/llellLal prcb lees associated wiLh
disposal of wasLe& were a prille ceus Ide rat Icn and concern in the Belit Available
Control Technology (BACT) analysls. This was one or the reasons tbaL t.he
Heinjection Process was selected as BACT instead of tbe Stretford Process. The
DACT analysis ili discussed in the Alternatives section of the £15.
Page 2-]4; The location of tbe power plant will be deter.ined.
decided upon and placed outside native and T&E plant locations
acceptance.
This should be
prior to EIS
Reply 112
The plot plan of the po~er plant was described in tbe draft £15. The exact
layout of the facility aay change slightly in the flnal deslgn, but not to the
extent of entering areas where rare or endangered spec,ies have been fcwnd.
Page 13-2: Under the Physical Environment Objectives the Dr.ft EIS states one
of the policies of the State Plan is (the) protection of rare or endangered
plant and animal species and habitats native to Hawaii. A later state.ent in
the same paragraph states ... "No adverse impillet on the rare native flora or
fauna species is ant rc ipared;" The rare plant species Icca l i t i es are not
defined in tbis Oralt [IS for anyone to know which areas should be avoided.
A vegetat ron map identifying rbe locations where rare or endangered plant
spe~Jes were found has Leen included in the final £IS.
We thank you for your interest in our project.
Ralph A. Palterson, Jr.
Ha~aii Projecl "anager
RAP:O$.
O,"",02355G
JOH~ WAIHEI
QO"' ....NO..
St.tlolH......
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
IOU So. Klnl Siriot
Honolulu. H...... 96111-2$12
september 21, 1987
M.lIlnf A"dr"I'
P. O. 10. 221S1
Honolu.... H...... 96122-015.
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
R.1ph A. ".t""lon. J,.
Uio......... PIOf€:'c:....i~·1
To:
Subject:
HEHOMNPUK
Hr. A. Lono Lyman, Director
Plannin9 Department, county of Hawaii
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS» tor
Puna Geothe~al Project Wells and 25 HW POWer Plant
Puna Geothermal Venture
THK: 1-.-01: 03, 58, por. 02 and 19 Puna, Hawaii
Acres: 12 of 500
The Department of A9riculture has reviewed the aubject
Draft EIS and has the tollowln9 comments to otter.
Hs. Suzanne D. Peterson
Chairperaon, loerd of Agriculture
Stat. of H.w.H
Departaeot of Agriculture
Post Office 80x 22159
Honolulu, H.w.ii 9t822-01S9
De.r Hs. Peter.on:
Thank you for your letter of Septeaber 21. 1981 expressing com.ent. on the
Pune Geotherael Venture Project'. Draft Environaent.l lap.ct St.te.ent.
Your concerns .r••ddre••ed below:
COlhlllent
The Draft EIS adequately addresses the concern. tound In
our comments on the EIS preparation Notice tor the Subject
project (section 18, Draft EIS). These concerns included the
assessment of the air and noise impacta on surroundin9
agriCUltural activities.
The sentence on page 8-2 of the Draft EIS concernin9
papayas shipped to the aainland is incorrect. The Federal
qover~ent has not restricted papaya ship.ents, provided the
fruits are properly treated for fruit flie••
SUZANNE D. PETERSON
Chairperson, Board of AgriCUlture
~r. Ralph A. Patterson, Thermal Power Company
OEQC
cc:
Thank you tor the o.po~;;~
The sentence on Page 8-2 of the Dr.ft EIS concerning papayas .hlpped to the
mainl.nd is incorrect. The Feder.l government h•• not restricted pap.y.
shIpments, provided the fruit. are properly treated for fruit fl1 •••
Reply 'I
Your co~ent is correct. Crowers .ust treat fruit before .hipping it to the
..inlend bec.use of concern over the pOB.ibl. spread of fruit flies. Thi8
doe••ake it aore difficult and c08tly for grower. to .arket the fruit, but
does not restrict papaya shipOlenu. The flnal EIS haa been changed to
reflect your cOftnent.
We th.nk you for your interest in our project.
Slncerely,~
<\;?~.
Ralph A. Patterson. Jr.
Haw.it Project Hanager
RAP:o.
044/02355/6
Thermt. Povw.r CO~n,. A s.AJ5odl.ill'r, of OtamclfKJ Sha,tlIoctr
Centra. PacdllC: Pa.I,I no 50ulh KIt'tJ ~I(''''I ~111f' 11....1 Ul,lrl(.ltluliu U.Nilli %ftll 'InOl'lol' 808 ~~ 6~UO
AAU/GCL:Stl;
Second parapraph. Although it wasn't the intent.
wrttten sugpests that future. fuel otl prtces will
JOH'-"W'IlI£E
G.r,lVllI~OIl
.OGn_~ll..''[Ll'G
OlIi.:1Cla
\lllUhY E.rowm
OULnOIU.;1'O.
hJUl\JlA t.:J\I n,-'1"O'
PUL1'Y 001l.. .:T01I
September 11, 19S1
Hr. Albert Lana Lyman
Dtrector
Planning Department
County of Hawaii
2S Aupuni Street
HII., H•••II 967Z0
Dear Mr. Lyman:
we have the following comments concerning the Draft Environment.l Imp,ct
State-ent for the Puna GeotheMlll Venture (PGV) Project, August 1987.
The Iddltion of • glosslry to define unfamiliar terms .auld be
ttelpful.
Page 2-22. First parlgrlph. The emergency diesel-9,nerator unit
Should be sized to 11so support emergency HZS abatefflent systems.
Page 2-25. First Dlragr.ph. Quantify the amount of "zS that would
not be removed by the steam relelse f.cllity.
Pipe 2-30. second par.graph. The parlpr.ph ~.y be .tsleadin9. It
IS our understanding that, while liouid reinjection is performed routinely
elsewhere. the liquidS do not regularly include noncondenslble gases.
PIge 2-32. List plrlqraph. AlthouOh explained later in the PElS.
the terM ·rupture disc event- should be defined the first time it is used.
Page .2·33. First para~raph. Well venting will be ltlllited to twa to
four hours per well. The fourth para~rap~ on page 2-38 indicates a
_tnimum vertical venting of foor to eight hours. Whtch is correct?
Page 4.16. Last paragraph. Include the specific Federa~ and State
loenctes who have strinoent reQulations desiQned to prevent dlscharge of
reservoir fluid. . .
P,g! 5-1. Second para9raph. The nelt to last sentence could be
interpreted that H,S emissions fro~ this 2S ~~ power plant will be less
than one-h,lf of tne proposed lim;t from all oeothermal f.cilities. Since
there may be as m~ch as 500 ~W of geothermal develo~~t, thtl sentence
should be clarlfted.
Hr. Albert Lana L~an
P'ge 2
September 1,. 1981
'age 9-3. second paragraph. The equivalent p~(w) should be
shown parenthetically for the Estimated Pe,.issible Concentrltion so
the reader Cln .,ke I comparison to the estt.ated PGV power plant
tflt ss ions.
Page 10-38. First paragraph. The phrase ·well workers will be
executed" should be reworded.
Pige 10-42. List plrlgrlph. The DEIS has underplayed t~e
potential favorable employment impact that .Ight be created by dlrec~
use (non-electric) applications of geother..l. If PGV does not
intend to foster direct use appltcations, the relson(s) Should be
stated.
P.ge l4-7.
the parapraph IS
dec1 ine.
Page 16-3. First paragraph. Cite the specific burner/scrubber
planned for the PGV pl.nt.
Very truly YOU~' I ()
~~4~,
Roger A. UI,ellng ;>
, I , ,
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
".Iph .... P.U.'Mn. "'.
Hawa" P'01CCIl"~,
Novnber 16, 1987
Page 2
Reply 11
The eNtsstons f~o. the steam retease f.ciltty are quantified in the ch.pter on
atr emhsions.
Comment
Hr. ROler A. Vlvelin.
Director
Depart.ent of Bustness and £cono.ic Develop.ent
State of HawaU
Post Office Box 2359
Honolulu. Hawaii 96804
Dear Hr. UlvelinS:
Th.nk you for your letter of Septe.ber 17. 1987 expra•• ing cam-ente on the Puna
Geothenaal Venture Project's Draft Environmental l.pact Statement.
Your concerns are addressed below:
P.ge 2-30. second p8r.graph. The pauluph .a)' be .btudinl. It 15 our
understandtn& that. ",htle ltqutd retnjection Is perfonaed routinely elsewhere,
the liqutds do not reRularty include nonconden.able la••••
Reply 14
After the lases have dissolved in the blowdown (in the absnrhpr), the flutd to
be tnjected h • Illnlle phase Uquid. The operating prenure of both the
absorher and the injection pump wll1 ensure that the flutd reaina stnlle
phue. Ltquid Injection technology .. v-Il establbhed. and although the
Uqulds being reinjected ,enerally do not contain dis.olved I ..... the tech-
nique 18 vhble. Tha Coso Hot Sprtnlls leother.al develo~ent in CaUfornia
utilizes this technology. The EIS has ~e.n chansed to include a refaranca to
thl. p.rticular proj.ct.
COII\IIIent
Repl>' ,~
Page 2-)2, last paultraph. Although up!alned later In the DEIS, the tena
"rupture disk event" should be defined the Urat ti.e it .. uud.
A brief expl.n.tion of rupture disk events has been .dded to the first refer-
ence to these safety devices withtn the subsection on wellp.d ptptng .ub.yate••
COIBent
The additton of a Rlossary to define unf ••iliar t~ras would b. helpful.
Reply II
We alree that a Iloss.ry would be useful. Hovever, ve found It difficult to
co.pile an .dequate slossary In the li.ited ••ount of tiae avallabla. Neither
the HGP-A nor Itahau.lea EnvironDlental Iapact Statellent (US) contain a
Blossar)'. In a nu.ber of cases. unfa.ilt.r tetlls neve been defined vhera the)'
are first used,
COllllent
Pag~ 2-)).
per ",ell.
venting of
ftrst p.ragraph. ~ell venttn~ ~111 be li.ited to t",o to four hours
The fourth paragraph on Pag_ 2-)£1 indlc.tes a .intl'UW1 vertical
four to ei~ht hours. Which i. correct1
PaRe 2-22. first p.ragraph. The e.ugency diesel-generator unit should be
sized to alao support emergency H~S .bate.ent .yate.s.
Reply '2
~ e.ergency Renerator will be sized to support the steam release f.cillty
.b.UMnt ayatell. The paragraph has been changed to reflect thie desisn
detail.
Pace 2-25. fiut paragraph. Quantify the amount of U.S that vould not be
HaIOved by tile ate•• release facil1ty.
T"'flNll Power Camplnr. ASubWl~r~ or o.alll()fl(l Sfl'l'flfoc.
Cf!nllal P.cot.c Pial. 110 Souln 1("'0 St.......1. Suole 11~. HOnuIuIu. Ha...a" 9681:) Pnone /:1011 !l:.'4·8940
Reply 16
Veil venttng may require two events for each well lasting up to four hours each
for a total of up to 8 hours. The errors have been corrected tn the EIS.
Co_ent
Page 4-l6. last paragraph. Include the spectfic Federal .nd St.te agencies who
have stringent reputattons designed to prevent dlscharse of reservoir fluid.
Rcplv 11
The U.S. Environlllental Protection "ltency fa In charge of the Federal Under-
grouod Injection Cor.trol program. The protram uRulate. dJacharges tn
t'age J
injection wella. The Hawaii Depart.ent of H~~lth (DOH) al80 reBulatea injec-
tion. Puna Ceothe ..... l Venture (PCV) wBl 8ub_it an underaround injection
control pe~it application to DOH. as well .& .pplic.tion for injection wella
where nec.saary to the Department of Land and Natural Reaourcea.
aany environmental
are to be pursued.
potential spin off
Pase 4
i.aues that need to be addre.s.d if direct use applications
PaulUph I on Paie 10-42 in the Dr.ft EIS dtscuuu two
activitiea. and why they will not occur at the PCV faciltty.
Pale 5-1. second paraSuph. The next to last aentenc. could be interpreted
th.t H~S eai_siona from this 25 HW power pl.nt will be le._ tban one-half of
tbe proposed Ii_it fro••11 seother.al facilities. Since thera aay be a. auch
•• 500 HW of aeothera.l develop.ent. this aentenca ahould be clarified.
Reply Ie
thank you for point Ina this out. The EIS has been chanaed to nflect your
e.....ee ,
~
Pa.e 9-3. aecond paraaraph. The equivalent ppa(w) should be ahown parentheti-
cally for tbe Eati.ated Pellllhaible Concentution 80 tb.....der can .ak••
ooapariaon to the estiaated PGV power plant eaia.ion••
tba comaent i. 8ssuaed to be for Pale 9-13. aecond paralraph .inea PaSe 9-3 i.
t.ble 9-1. Tha concentration of arsenic in th. coolina tower drift haa been
added to the £IS to allow a direct cOllpartaon to the EsUute4 Perainible
Cor.centration (EPC) value. The undispersed concentration listed is leas than
d .. EPC value.
~
Pace H)-J8. Urn pausraph. The phrase "well workers will be executed" should
be'l"worded.
Reph 110
TbaDk you for poiRtins out thia aistak.. The EIS haa been corrected.
~
Pace 10-42. laat paraSreph. The DEIS has underplayed the potential favorable
e.,loyment i.pact that .ight be cr.ated by direct us. (nonelectric) applica-
tJons of laothe,..l. If pev does not intend to foster direct use applications,
t~ r.8soo(a) should he stat.d.
Rgh '11
n. PGV project plana to build and operate an electric: f;enentins bciltty
oo!,~ The faciHty is not de.ilned to eastIy acco_odate direct uae
antcr.pTi&.s In a lata••easur. to .eet enviroJUllenta) relulationa. there are
I
Page l4-7, second paraaraph. Although it wasn't the intent. the parasraph aa
written aUlsests that future fuel oil pric.s will decline.
Reply 112
The editinl and co.binins of two paragraph. inadveruntly resultd in the
i.pression that the residential charges and production coata were c~pared.
Pase Ib-J. first paragraph. Clte the specific: burner/acrubber planned for the
fCV plant.
Reply' IJ
Procureaent decisions of this type have not b••n .ade y.t. Saveral co.paniea
aake burner/scrubber ayste.s suitable for geothe~al operatlon••
We thank you for your interest in our project.
Ralph A. Patteraon. Jr.
Hawali Project HanaSer
RAP:os
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""$lU~ ......."_'0
Acting Executive Director
_........
STATE OF HAWAII
Department of Business and Economic Development
Housing Flnance'and Development Corporation
".0,1101 ....,
August ll, 1987
AUG I 9 ,".,
............1'1
81:PLNG/3477
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
Rill'" A. Plln.,lIOn. J,.
lia ..."", P'UIt'Ct MitnA\le.
Nove.ber 16. 1987
Mr. Albert Lono Lyaan, Director
County ot Hawaii Planning Department
25 Aupuni Street
Hi10, Hawaii 96720
Dear 'Mr.. Lyaan:
Thank you tor the opportunity to review and comment on the
draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Puna Geotheraal
Venture Project.
We do not have any comments regarding the EIS at this time.
eincerely.
~ .. tU/d-4"/~USSELL N. FUKUMOTO
Acting Executive Director
cc: ~. Ralph A. Patterson
Hr. Russell N. Fukumoto
Actins Executive Director
State of Hawaii
Department of lusine•• and ECODa.lc DeveloPMent
Housing Finance and Development Corporation
P.O. Box 17907
HOholulu, Hawaii 96817
Thank you for your letter of August 13. 1987. acknowledglns receipt of th_
Draft Environaental I.pact State.eDt (EIS) on the Puna Geothermal Venture
Project. We au in the process of revising the [IS tn response to the
comments received. The final [IS should be available by Dece.ber I. 1987.
We thank you for your interest in our project.
Ralph A. Patterson. Jr.
Hawatl Project Han_ger
KAP:05
044/02355/10
'he""111 Pow., Company. A Sut>slfl."Y 01Ooamortll' sn,fTIOOCk
Cenlr.l Pitcofoc Pia" 120 !'Ioutn I\~og St'et'l St..1t" 1150. HOnOIul" 11.....' 9681) f'I'oootI" eoa 514·89.IQ
SfAllOf .......
[)[PoliftJ"iNT Of OEFlNSt:
OfflC~ Of Ilotf: 'ON""" G(NIJIIoI,.
n~ J ~,AM.:)foO "(AO .10.0". "O"CUAU, "A ..... "'1~U"
RECEIVED
AU6 1 9 rub'
\U1'lst 17. 1')31
~. \l~rt ~nQ L~q, )irect~r
'A.,nti' 'J( b..nil ?h:ml:q Je;l'lrt:¥.!at
2S\lJ'lu:li itc'!!!t
tu», ,b'.FIit ),.12")
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
Jerry H. Hat.uda
Hajor. Hawaii Atr National Guacd
SUt. of Hawaii
Depart.ent of Def.ns.
Office of the Adjutant General
3949 Dia.ond H.ad Road
Honolulu. Havail 96816-4495
Dear Major Hatsuda:
R.lpfI .to....U,,_, Jr,
H.*a. P">tecl l,4.n,ge,
Novellbee 16. 1987
T!u:l': 70'1 (ee .,r~'l'JUf; as :~e 1)'?Ort~:lltr t'l r'lVi1'" r'ie ,~,tJ :lubj'!Ct
:n-aJ~t.
3lncer':!h.
Thank you for your letter of AUBuat .,. 1987. acknovl.dClna receipt of the
Draft Envico~ental I.pact State_ent (EIS) on the Puna C.oth.r.al Venture
Proj.ct. We aC' In the proceS5 of revlsina the [IS In re.pon•• to the comment.
recetved. The final £IS ahould be availabl. by D.cember I. 1981.
We thank you for your lnterest In our project.
:.::
JCrr'1'1. 'bt:;l\l1il
"tajcr , :l"lwaU .He
'lati')I1011 ~!l3r1
'AlAtr 1 ::''l1r lff1c~r
Sln,nol"~
9~&.
Ralph A. Patterson. Jr.
Hawail Project Hanaaer
RAP:os
044/023:)5/11
lhe,m.1 Powe' COmpany, '" 5"os,o, ..,w DI O,amono SFl..mlO'~
U'n"ill ".r..h( P' ..a 2?O So"II' I<.,,~ !'.ut'''1 5..."" l'~ Ho.n.'llul" t ......... \ltlIU) f'rI(JI"I(' !lutl ~2~·lIg~O
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Reply '11
The CORMllent is correct. and the emissions tigures for the alternatives in
Table 14-2 have been adjusted to IlOre accurately reflect thOliC at a facility
that would be perllitted under current regulations.
Page 14-39. What is the buis for the projected efficiency for tbe H2S
absorber unit?
R..ply 1118
Dr. J.H. Prausnitz at U.C. Berkeley developed a ca.puter prolrall based on the
tbermodynamic model developed at Pitzer. Therllal Power Companyls consultant.
fluor Corporatioll. adapted rhe prolram (na.ed TIDES) and used tbis program to
estimate the efficiency of the absorber unit. An allowance bas been included;
however, a pilot demonstration would be useful in contir.inl these results.
Such a de.onstration has been approved for fund in. by the DepartllleDt of Busi-
ness and Economic Development.
The Air Quality Section of above document (Chapter 5) was prepared using
strictly EPA recceeended models and wind data from a site near the project.
The discussion of local weather is liberally borrowed frolll a somewhat dated
puhlication 011 clillates of the United States. There are no indications the
prepa re r s have .loy in situ knowledge of the c l iea te near their development
sileo They evidently think that inserting wind data into an EPA recommended
model is all that is required, assuming that the .odel covers all site and
weather conditions. They fail to realize that the EPA Illodels are only
recommended ecde l s for ~~ra8! conditions and si.ple re ....ain (even though the
model used is called COHPLEX) and that the models are Dot a substitute for a
professional survey of actual meteorological conditions.
I f the preparers had conducted such a survey. they would have found that the
1I0st adverse condition frolll a diffusion point of view is a staanation of the
night lime drainage flow durinl eode r at.e to strong trade winds. Such a stagna-
tion is re lat Ive COIlllllOIi and can, at the site in question. last for four to
eight hours. The air stratification under this condition is very stable and
the air ecveeent very weak. Obviously. the EPA ecde I used does not cover this
situation. If. e.I .• steam sta("kina was to occur during this condition lasting
for four hours with a lIean wind speed of 0.5 mph, the concentrations one mile
away would be about 600 ppb as co.pared with the preparers esti.ate of 24 ppb.
for production the corresponding value is about 125 ppb c~pared to the [IS
e s t j aat e of 6 ppb. The proposed Hawaii AQS is 25 ppb .
There are several other erroneous stateeents in the report, hut we do not
elaborate on thell here as obviously the whole air quality section is totally
inadequate and must not be approved. Higher abatement pe ecent ages lIight well
be requi red.
hge a
Reply 119
The use of air dj spe rs Icn ecdel s for estimating po l l ut ant coocentratioas is
addressed in the Hawaii Air Pollution Control Rules (Hawaii Adainistr.ltiv~
Rules. Section 11-60~17). The rule states that all required estimates of
a.bient ccncent ret tcns shall be based on the applicable air quality models.
data bases and other requirelDcnts specified in the "Guideline on Air Quality
Hodels" (U.S. EPA. Office of Ai .. Quality Plannina and Standards. Reseacch
Trianale Park. N.C. 21111. No. EPA-450/2-18~021R. Revised July 1986).
As atat ed on page 5-5 of the OEIS, Ileteorology and air quality IlOnitorin&
studies have been conducted in the Pun... rea ion since 1981. Tables sUUllarizinJ
recent .onthly average observations at the Woods Site have been included in the
final ElS.
The EPA approved models are designed to produce typically ccnservat Ive results;
therefore. the predicted around level concentrations for the PGV project should
be higher than actual concentrations fro. the operatina facility. A valid aDd
adequate discussion of the envt rcneenra l sellina. analysis of air quality
impacts. and deter.ination of mitigation measures is included in tbe EIS.
We thank you for your interest in our project.
<?~~
Ralph A. Patterson. Jr.
Hawaii Project Hanaler
RAP:os
044/02355J
Page 5
• • •
eode l i ng would be very helpful in understanding how often _axiIDUGl concentra-
tions are likely to occur. ehere they are likely to occur, and whether addi-
tional considerations or eet hods could be applied to .inimhe the Jepact s on
the cOllllllunity.
The discussion on Page 5-24 "..as only trying to luke the point that emissions
froll the project durinR normal operation and steaM stacking meet the incre-
Mental standards. Noraat operation and steala stacking also .eet the background
aMbient standard even when the highest recorded background observation is
included. The text of the final EIS has been simplified.
PGV and its consultant, Fluor Corporation, have tried to present the assump-
tions used throughout the document as clearly and accurately as possible. Air
.odding is very cOllplex, and a wide variety of assumptions Ilust be eade for
Alany different events. Fur rberaore , the regul at.Icns for events can vary. In
stllllllary, one years worth of site weather data was used as input to U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) approved pollution dispersion models.
The results for noreat operation and Itrall stacking are below the I-hour
incremental and allbient H2S standards in the proposed regulations. The Icca-
tions of maxi.u. "25 ground level concentrations during nor.al operation and
steam stacking art' presented in the final EIS.
A BACT analysis was performed to deter.ine the lIoSt effective way to minimize
"lS emissions fro.. the facility. The selected process, reinjection, was the
only alternative which prOVided a full backup syste.. (i.e., the burner/scrubber).
Therefore, the selected HlS abatement system is considered the best method to
minimize "2S impacts on the community.
CO/lWllent
Page S-28. Calculations of the radon concentrations should be presented; this
is especialty true since the radon concentrations are presented in pCi/1 for
both liquHI and gas phases and it is not clear whether the conversion of one to
the other was done properly. Does the concentration of radon at the cooling
tower refer to intake or output?
The parameters used in the calculation of radon concentrations have been
included in Section S of the final £IS. The concentration in the geothermal
fluids is ill picocuries per liter- of steall condensate, while the eeu s s t on in
lhe cooling tower plume is in picocuries per liter of air.
Page S-31. The caustiC effluent froll the S02 scrubber will be sodios bisulfite
and sulfite, not bisulfate and sulfate.
Thank you for catching this error. It has been corrected in the final ElS.
Page 5-32. Radon.:n .-onitoring at the ,,"oods Site "..ilJ be UpwiDd of tho:
facilitYi if radon ~niloring is going to be done, it should be done JownwiGd"
The state has made a commitment to Tre to decommission HGP-~ when the TPC pla.t
got's on-line; bow will this affect the f enee li ne illS .oRitoring station?
Reply '14
The location of the radon .unit~r was incorrectly identified. It is locat~ .t
the Schroeder site and there are no plans to eove it at this t ree . It is
difficull to speculate at this time on the future of the Ieecef me .onitur ~t
IIGP-A. It could re .. ain there after decollllllissioninl, it could be relocated. 01:
it could be replaced.
Comment
Page 6-43. What are the predicted noise contours for ...e l I venhRI? Tht"st'
should be included if other contours are presented.
Noise contours were only presented for long duration events bec~usr residents
are lIore significantly i.pacted by rhee , Although well ve:ntinl is .. particu-
larly noisy operation, residents ..n l I be nct t t ted in adv6Rce of tbis short
duration event. Therefore, noise contours for ~ell venting were not included.
COIllllt'nt
Pale 6-46. Can the discharge line for rupture disk events be vented to the
rock .uffler so that the noist' levels fro. these events can be reduced?
Reply 116
The rupture disks on the main steamline will have the lowest set point li.e.,
will be 1I0St likely to rupture first) and discharge to the plant rock _lffler.
However. it is not practic .. l to p ipe every rupture disk at each wellpad and
from each pressure vessel to a rock _uffler.
COllllllent
Page 14-3. The cOlnparisoll of pot lut aru eef ss rcns for leother_al ve r sus other
Itrneralion technologies (Table 14~2) is userut , but the stateMent that the
numhU!i listed for pollutants represent coud i t rcns for which no pollution
control equiplRl'nt is IIst'd is Inccr rect : "2S eef ss Icns frOIl gt"othenl.I, given
as S02, would be lIIuch hi~her if this were the cast'. In our opinion, eef ss icns
rates for all Lechno l ngl es should be presented Oil the basis of those that would
be per.itted under (urrt'nt regulalions,
Page 3
Geysers. Until .ore information is available, PGV will continue to include
peroxide ill the devetcpecnt plans.
Pagt' 4-13.
brine to be
t tve data.
COhllt.'lIl:> regarding the re Lat i ve Yolullles of recharge and ceoth~r-al
d i sposed of at the surface should be backed up with SOlie qUilntit.. -
Page 2-28. The gas ebateeent syste. that is proposed has not been tested or
proven in cOlllllercial application. Hore data are necessary to validate the
reliability and the H2S removal efficiency of thili desian.
P..ge 2-30, Ho,", "unlikely" an event is the malfunction of the primary system,
and 011 \o'hat data is that asses silent based?
The process of absorption has been dellonstrated in .any different industries,
and the reinjection of noncondeosable cases ili the instdled "2S abate.ent
syste. it the r-ecently coepfet.ed Coso "ot Sprinls leothermal facility in
(alifor-Ilia. The proposed design for Puna is sOlllewhat different tban Coso, but
the concept is basicdly tbe same. PG\' would like to build a pilot absorber
demonstration model to verify the theoretical modelliR& results and has been
ava rded fund ilia hOIl The DeputlAent of Business snd Economic Development to
conduct such a test,
The reliability of the absorption/reinjection system is prillar-ily a function of
de s i gu , Equiv-ent de s i gn , matedals selection, and .echanicd equipment
cedulldancy are key components influencing r-eliability of the syste., and good
ellgiueering judgeeent can pr-oduce a syste. that is unlikely to hil. Quantify-
lUg the term "unlikely" is difficult without opeuting experience ...hicb is why
PG\' has chosen to install the back-up burner SCrubber. The reliability of the
backed up PGV facility rc effectively ebare Hl5 emissions is therefore very
high.
COlllllenL
Page 2~31. Abate.ent of "lS in the cooling tower ...ould be much aGre effective
if the (Ill control of tbe circulating water- were lIaintained .t pH 8 or above.
Com rc l of VH in the ccc l mg tower should also be a norlllal design requt reeenr
of the l"OoJina to...e r in order to Ilini.ize corrosion,
Page 5-1. Control of pH of the coohng tower should be able to reduce the "2S
emissions levels ~ell belo~ those llsted (preliumlng that the primary system
ope rat es according to their projected efficiencies). BACT would seee to
r eqn i re the use of such control since it is oil proven eethod of abatellent and
r r s costs au' 1I0t excessive.
CO"I'uter ..ode l i ng of "lS in the condensate af t e r adjust ing for pll indi.cales
that ccuvec t rcn .ass transfer dominate-s the solubility equili.brium and re Ie ases
IItS to the envt rcneenr . There are methods to chcllically tr-eat the HlS in the
cOIl,ll'llsatl", llllt the BACT analysis ccnc l udcd that a surface ccndense r witli
ll'llural oxidatioll is the BACT.
Reply '8
The statellent on Page 4·13 concerning the relative Yoluae of brine dischugea
during a flow test compared to the lUKe vc luae of existing degraded arouwi-
water should be sufficient. The average recharge infiltrating the groundwatet
is quantified on Pale 4-~ as ',440 acre-fl/yr/ai l. The brine (10... rate fro.
the full 30 tlW facility is listed as 280 spill on Page 2·31. Tbe flow ot one
...ell over 10 days is insignificant.
Page 4·13. Although there is ample ev ideuce that the graund\o'olter in tht" basal
Jens alooa the east ~ift zone is heavily contaminated ,",ith natural leother.al
dt s charges , it vculd help to make tbe case if around\o'iiter data wer-e presentee
to val tdare contention" that no fresh ...at.e r exists beueath or- do...nlcadient g(
the project site.
Reply fi9
The groundwater ddta is contained in the referenced report (lovenitti, 1':186)
and is br-iefly sUftllarized on Page 4-10. Tile cone Ius Ions of the report are dSG
presented graphic.})y in Figure 4·). It is 1Il0re appropriate to confine the
detailed analysis of local ground\o'iiter to the report and only sunwarize the
conclusions ill the EI5, p.rticularly since ther-e is very little dispute con-
cernina the conclusions,
CommenL
Page 5-12. The listed Ii_itation on lIl.3ximum aeb rent HlS levels is only put ot
the proposed DOH s t andar ds ; an incremental standard also li.itli the Increase ia
"l5 to less than 35 ug/.1 above prevailing hackgroulld which WOUld be less than
••axi.u.. of about 40 ug/.1.
Reply 1110
The comment is correct; hovever , in the context of the di scuss Icn on Page S·12,
only, the maximum ambient l eve l is app rnpr i afe. The discussion relevant to the
incremental standard is ccnr a mcd on Pagl' 5-24 of the drafl tiS.
COll/llent
!'age 5-24, 'Ilu- COlllllll'uh r ega rd i ng tht, h;tckgrouuJ ccucem rar icns of sulfide and
the inc reeent s as scriated ...i t h preduct i ou an' not c lec r . The entire sect Ion on
llll>dl'ling of illS emissions and impal"ls SCI'IIIS contused and is not p.l"ticuhrly
infoClllative, A r l ra r e r present ••lion of t he dl>sumlltions and conditions fOI" the
"
I I i
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
Hr. John T. Harrison
Environmental Coordinator
Environmental Center
University of Ha\.1aii at r1anoa
Cra.... ford 317
25)0 Campus Road
Houc lulu , "alo'aii 96822
Dear Mr. Harrison:
Allph .... Pltt.,_. Jr.
Ha_i" P'oteC1 MaflilQ'"
Novemher 16, 1987
hge Z
to calculate P':: 'ial silica scaling rates at the Puna Geotherllal 'fe-Dlure
(PGV) site sug.,.-::,. that a maximum buildup uf about 2 .ilU.elers per year
could occur. TIlls equates to about 0.5 inches ill a six year period, ..hi.::"
vcu l d not threaten the opera lions of the PGV plant. Should silica scale
progress to the point of significantly restricting pi.lling dialleters. pipes
vou l d be cleaned periodically by chemical or eechemca l eeens . An additi.onal
discussion of .ilica has been included in the final [IS.
Page 1·4 tndt cares the acreage for the Kepcbo Geotherllal Resource Subzone u
6,800 and on Page 13-1 acreage IS lIsted at 8.600.
Reply U
The discrepancy noted is a typographical e r ro r that should have been 6,80ii
acres.
COlMlent
Thank you for your letter of September 21. 1987 expressing comments on the Puna
Geothermal Venture Project's Draft Environmental Impact State.ent.
Your concerns are addressed below:
COllU1lent
The Execut Ive SUIIDary should include broader discussions of anticipated
impacts. mitigation plans and irreversible commitment of resources, In addi-
t Icn, the sUlmlary could be Ieproved with inclusion of some assessment of
coepa rat Ive impacts of the considered alternatives.
The Executive Suamary of the final EnviroRmt>ntal Impact Statement (EIS) will
i nc lude it breeder discussion of the environmental setting. anticipated i.pacts.
and lIitigation -.rasures that are detailed in the body of the document. Other
significant details froll the report have been be included in the Executive
Summary.
Conllllent
We Iec l that tbe Draft [IS has not adequately addressed the impacts of silica
precipitation occurrina in the systell. Further discussion of silica precipita-
tion in the separator and in the lines, including estiaates of the quantity of
prec ip i t ete and expected effects on injection, should be provided.
Page 2-5. The steam condensate compOSitions given reilect the a~unt of brlne
carry-o~e~ frOIll the stea./brine separator and hence will only be a function of
the ef Hc iency of the power plant separator des tgu. As such, the nonvolatile
elements or ions should be included in the stea. condensate analysis or should
not be included only Io'ith an appropriate exp l anat i on or design require..enr .
Reply 114
The data presented in Table 2-1 is a composite chemiul nalysis of stea.
condensate samples collected dOlo'nstrea. of the sepe earors of four di £fereot
wells. All separators have some carryover of the liquid phase to the stea.
....hic~ contributes to nonvo l at i le COMponents in the stu. co.position, but
particulate carryover is also a factor. It would be inappropriate to exclude
this COMposition data, and somewhat confusing. to Ident i Iy the reasons that
nonvolatile cOlllponents are found in the stea. phase. Steam utilized in the
facility is expect.ed to have a composition similar to the data presented.
CORIDt'lIt
Page 2-25. hl'eriencf' at the HGP-A faril ity tmtt cares that the use of a
caustic/pf>roxidt' abat eeent system is not warranted for reecva l of H2S trOll the
sleall phase; the iuc rease in s crubh Iug elficirncy is .. ini.al, less than
5 percent. and the increase in the personnel hazard associated with the
t renspcrt at ion , storagf' and use of pe roxj de is substantial.
Page 2-38. Same CORIIn('lll as above rt"~.ardillg C'austic/l1etoxide abatement syste•.
Kindle, et al .• in Geothermal !!!.jection.Trt'atmcnl:
~'~0.!!I_~~~..l---.!nd Desi&!!.....!T.l1olls. 198~ deve Ioped II
~Ilica prer ip ttat Icn rates-rscaling) in aboveground
Process CheMistry. Field
methodology to calCUT~
piping. Using this metha.1
f'GV could prefer not to use hydrogen peros rde for t.he reasons noted in the
cORlncnt; however. at lhis tiMe it is felt that inlorMation is mccnr lus ive on
till' scrubbing elficil'lH:y. Olhrr cOlflJlculors feel the ~ percent decrease would
be significallt. 31111 thr lise 01 Ilt'roxidt' is slandard in Bany parts of the
T....,..... Power Comp...,. " 500$11:1-.,) 01~<nond Sh.IYIfOO;;~
(enl'" ".de "~l'_ 120 So"''' K""'9 SI'l"E'1 ""Ie 1150.Honolulu H~ ...." 96813 PIlone 808 S14-S940
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Relph A. P,tter$On, Therm.l Power Co.
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fllO;\l: Environmental Ccnt~r
SUBJECT: Drah Environmental Im?a,=t5 tatement
Pun. Geothermal v entare Project
Puna. U.~>.ii
Pteese Include the anclosed u\'iew \)C air
~uallty by .\r.ders Oanle:1 and Thomas Schroeder to our letter
oC September 21. 1981 to 'fr.."-1bert Lono Lyme, rei.r~ing
the Pun. Geothermal venture PNJ':Cl OEIS. Than.. you.
University of Hawaii at Manoa
Dep.rl...., Df M.I ........,
26Z3i Corrl' Ro.,d. Hnnolulu, H,w.ii V6IllJ
TciephoDeltolJ ....·I1',.C.bl. Add,e..: UNIHAW
Reyiew 0' Air Quallt' Section 0'
Drart £nYlro~.ntal I~p.ct St.t~.nt
Ther•• l Pawer CORpan1
Puna aeother_.l Venture Project
Andere Oan181., Ph. O.
Thom•• Schroeder. 'h. D.
Th. Air Qu.llt, Sectlon of .Dove 40CUMent C Chapter ~ ) we.
prepared u.lnl etrlctl, ~P4 recomAended _od.l. and wlnd d.Ce
Ir~ a alt. n••r tb. proJ.ct. The dlacu•• lon 01 local
weath.r 1. 11~.r.l1y borrowed Ir~ a .~.wbat dat.d
pUblication on cll~at.a 01 ~he United Statee. There .ra no
lndic.tione tbe preparar. haYa any 1n ,1ty kRoHled,e 01 the
cli.at. n.ar tbelr deyelop-ant elta. Tbay aV1dently ~blnk
tbat In••rtlnl wlnd data lnto an EPA rec~andad ~od.l le
,II that 1. requlrad •••~lnl that the ~od.1 Cov.r. ,II
alte .nd Maathar condltlona. They '.11 to reallza that tha
EP. _odele ara onl, rac~ended ~od.l. lor Iv,r",
conditione end ~ terreln« avan thoulh the Aod.l uaed
i, called CO"PLI. ) end that the Aod.1, ar. not a aub'tltute
lor e prol••• lon.l eurvaY 01 .ctual A,teoroloclcal
concUtlon••
II the preparare had conducted auch a aurvey they would have
lound that the .oat edvar., condition .Iroot • d11lu.lon point
01 vlaw 1- • .t'lnetlon 01 the nllht t1., draln•• , Ilow
durlnl Aod.r,te to .tronl trada w1nda. Such a at.cnatlon la
r.latlve cammon end can. at the elta ln qu ••tlon, 1•• t lor
lour to .l.ht houra. Th. air atratl'lcatlon under thl.
COndltion 1. v.ry .t.bl. .nd the alr ~oY~.nt vary weak.
Obvloual, the EPA ~od.l u••d do •• not cov.r tbl_ altu_tlQn.
" •• 1. .t.~ atackln. w•• to occur durln, ~hl. condltlon
la.tlne lor lour hour. wlth a .aan wind .p••d of O.~ .ph the
concentration. on. .11. aHay would b. about 600 PPb ••
c~p.rad with tha prep_rare ••tl"_t. 01 24 ppb. For
production the corr••pondln. valua 1••bout t2S ppb COMpared
to the EIS ••tl~at. of 6 ppb. The propo.ad Hawall AQS 1. 25
ppb.
Th.re .ra ••var.l other .rron.ou. at.·. ·~.nt. In the r.port
but w. do not .1.bora'e on th~ h.re •• obvloualy the whola
air quallty a.etlon 1* totally In.daqu.t••nd ~u.t not ba
.pproYed. Ml.ber .b.t.~.nt p.rc.nt•••• _llht wall be
r.quired.
:J it z, t iI. i ii I • i I ~ • iii it 1,
Mr.· Albert Lono Lyman -J- September 21, 1987 -4- September 21, 1987
Page 5-12. The listed 1.1Jaitation on aaximull allbient H2S levels is onlypart or the proposed DoH standards; an in,relllental standard also U.its
the increase in "25 to less than 35ug/. above prevailing background
which would be less than •••xi.uII ot .bout 40 ug/1I 3•
Page 5-24. The comments reqardinq the background concentrations ot
lIUlfid. And the increments assoc1ated with prOOuttion are not clear. The
entire~ an .cd~ of H25 emissions and impacts seems contused
and Is not particularly intormative. A clearer presentation of the
assullptions and conditions for the lIadeling would be very helpful in
tmderst.Anclinq· how otten llaxiJau. concentrations are likely to occur, where
they are Ukely to occur, and whether additional considerations or methods
could be applied to .ini.he the impacts on the cOIII.unity.
Page 5-28. Calculations of the radon ceacentrat.ian. should be presented;
this is especially txue since the radon concentrations are presented in
pCJ/l for both liquid and gas phases and it 1& not clear whether the
cx:rwen1on of one to the ether was done properly. Does the concentration
of radon at the cooling tower reters to intake or output?
PacJe 5-31. The caustic effluent froll the S02 scrubber will be sodiulII
bisulfite and sUlfite, not bisulfAte and sulfAte.
Page 5-32. Raden 222 lIlonJtor..ng at the Woods Site will be upwind of the
facUity: it radon monitoring is going to be done it should be don.
downwind. '!he state has made a OOPlitJllent to TPC to decollllission HGP-A
when the TPC plant goes en-line; how will this affect the fenceUne H2S
aonitoring atation?
Page 6-43. What are the predicted noise contalrs for wl!l1 venting? These
should be included it other contours are presented.
Page 6-46. Can the di.schaltJe line for rupture disk events be vented to
the rock mUffler so that the noise levels frail these events can be
.reduced?
Page 14-3. The comparison of pollutant emissions tor geothermal versus
ether generation technologies (Table 14-2) Is usetul, but the statement
that the numbers ~ed tor pollutants represent conditions for which no
pollution control equiplllent is used is incorrect: H~S emissions from
geothermal, given as S02' would be much higher it thu were the case.
III Q1r opinion, emissions rates for aU technolOC1ies should be presented
Q'\ the basis of those that waJ.1d be peI'lllitted under current regulations.
Page 14-39. "hat is the basis for the projected efficiency for the H2S
absorber unit?
Thank you tor the c:pportunity to oonunent at this Draft EIS. We hope
our <x>mments and questions will help in preparing the final document.
Yours truly,
__\.Ct tf~~..-··-
, Jdhn T. Harrison
Environmental coordinator
cc: L. Stephen Lau
Ralph A. Patteraon,
Thermal Power company
OEQC
Anders Dani.ls
Henry Ge.
P. 810n Griffin
r.s, Fok
Edwin Hurabayaahi
Thomas Schroeder
Roy Takekawa
Donald Thoa.s
Steven Ar••nn
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Mr. Albert Lono tyaan -,- Septelllber 21, 1987
University of Hawaii at Manoa
E.yiro_me..... ec.lcr
Crawford 317. 2550 Camp... ROid
HOAolul.., Hi~",ii 86I2Z
Telephone '8081 941·7361
September 21, 1987
RE:0471
Hr. Albert Lona Lyman, Director
Planning Department
County of Hawaii
25 Aupuni Street
Hl10, Hawaii 96720
Dear Hr. Lyman:
Draft Environmental I.pact Stat••ent (EIS)
Puna Geoth.raal Venture Project
Puna, HawaIi
This project proposes the building of a 25 .ecJawatt gectilermal electric
plant in the Puna District near the Lower East Ritt Zone of the lCilauea
volcano. The proposed project is located on approximately 500 acres within
the Kapoho Geothenaal Resource Subzone. Legislation passed in 1983,
directed the Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLHR) to desi9nate
subacnes, In areas designated as ge~thermal subzones, the BLUR has
determined that the positive econollic and social benefits of the
development outweigh the potential neqaUve environmental and social
iIIlpacts. This review was conducted with the assistance of Anders Daniels
and. Thomas scnrcecer, Meteorology: P. Bian Griffin, Anthropology; Edwin
Hunbayashi,. Henry Gee, and Y.S. Fok, Water Resources and Research Center;
Roy Takekawll, Environmental Health and Safety: Donald Thomas, Hawal'..
Institute ot Geophysics; and Steven Armann, Environmental Center.
General Comments
OUr reviewers noted both general and. specific o::noerns in a variety of
areas. The Executive Summary should include broader discussions of
anticipated impacts, lIitigation plans and irreversible commitment of
rasaurces. L~ additicn, the &lJ1Ullary COJld be iJIlproved with inclusion of
seae assessment or ccaparatfve impacts of the considered alternatives.
w. feel that the Draft El5 has noc adequately addres~ the im"acts of
silica precipitation occurring in the system. Further discussion of
silica preCipitation rn the s eparator and in the lines, inclUding
estimates ot the quantity of precipitate and expected effects on
injection, should be provided.
AN EQI'Al OPPORTUNITY EMPLOVt;R
Please. nete that a review of the air quality section of the Draft EIS
was conducted at our request by the un Heteorology Department, and is
attachad •• an addandu. to this review.
Specific Comments
The following COllments and questions relate to specitic page
reterenc•• in the Draft EIS:
Page 1-4 .1ndicates the acreage for the Kapc:ho Geot:heraal Resc:urce Subzone
a. 6,800 and on pag_ 13-7 acreag_ Is listed at 8,600.
Pil98 2-5. The ste.ul COIll1ansata COIllp06itions qiven reflect the amount of
brine cany-OU'&r troa the &teaJlVbrine separator and hence will only be a
function of the efficiency of the power plant separator desiqn. Aa such,
the non-volatUe elements or ions should be inclUded in the ste._
concIensate analysis or should not be included only with an appropriate
explanation or design require.ent.
Page 2-25. Experiance at the HGP-A facllity indicate. that the use of a
caustictperoxide abat••ent system is not warranted for removal of H:lS
from the steam pMse: the increase in &CIUbbing efficiency is .miau,
less than 5 percent, and the increase. in the personnel hazard associAted
with the transportation, ..torage and use of peroxide is substantial.
Page 2-28. The gas abatement systell that .is proposec1 has not been tested
or proven in commercial appUcation. Hore data ara necessary to validate
the reliability and the H 25 reaoval efficiency of this design.
Page 2-30. How .unUJc.ely" an event is the lIaltunction of the primary
system, and on what data is that assess.ent based?
Page 2-31. Abat••ent of H25 in the cooling tower would be much Dore
effective it the pH ceecrea of the circulating water wera maintained at
pH8 or above. cm.Utl1 of pH in the c::ool.ing tower liheuld also be a nor:mal
design requireaent of the cocling tower in order to .inimiz. eereeeacn.
Page 2-38. Same caaJlent AS above re: caust:.ic/peroxide abatement system.
Page 4-13. COllment. regarding the relative voluaes of recharqa and
geothennal brine to be disposed of at the surface &hwld be backed up with
some quantitative data.
Page 4-15. AlthclJgh there is ample evidence that the groundwater in the
basal lens along the east ritt zone is heavily contaminated with natural
geot:hlil1'1llA1 cUsc:harqu, it would help to make the case U groudwater data.
were presented to validate oontent.ial. that no fresh water exists beneath
or downgradient of the project site.
Page 5-1. Control of pH of the~ tower should 1". able to reduce the
H S emissions levels well below those listed (presum.. J that the primary
~stem operates aCO)rdirIg to their projected efficiencies). BACT would
seem to requira the use of such control liinc:e it is a proven lIethad of
abatement and its costs are not exceSSIve.
,Page 19
COlllllenl
While the DEIS states that there will be 40 foot hiBh cooling towers (Page 2-]7)
near the top of PUll "onuauJa (which stands 150 feel above tbe surround iDa land),
OEIS doll'S not disclose that stea. plulIles can oil en reach 200 feet above the
cooline lowers. (Contested Case Teslimony Kahaualea's Geother•• l Project.)
Reply IS7
Steam plumes produced by operation of the facility will nol nor-ally be visible
due to the warm te_peralures and average huaidity conditions that exist in the
Puna relion. Visibility increases as the ambient tempeuture declines and
humidity increases. It is highly unlikely that stealll phllles would reach 200
feel above the cooling towers, but under certain weather conditions this is
possible.
We thank you Icr your interest in our project.
Ralph A. Patterson, Jr.
Hawaii Project KanaBer
RAI':os
044/023551
.... Kt> 2-41 lit .. res that only
a ..Imenance of hdlity. We
(or l ec a I people to gl't SOlII'
Pale 11
19 e_'lloyeel> ""ill be needed for cperet tcn .and
call for w..ys to start and (und a training prolraa
of rnese jobli.
We are relieved
foresLS of Puna.
far Ire.ater.
Reply '52
Page 18
that this project is not cccur r Ing in the ullil,UI' Hawaiian raiD
The disruption to native habit.ats and species would have been
tlany local workers already posst'ss the necessary skills to be hired for the
project. Trainins will be provided "n an as-needed basis, but the need for a
_ore coaprehellSi\le l'roRul. is not apparent at this time.
C"....ent
P<lge 16-3 - Transaissioll Lme Concerns· The DHH Consultants corridor recce-
eeneat tcns werl" ullsatishctury to subdivision co_unities. What effect will •
delayed/contested corridor decision bave on project?
Reply '49
An electrical transaissioll systea is required by the project to deliver power
to the utility. If a suitable systea were 1I0t avilihble, the hcility would be
Ullallll" to operate.
COIlllle!!!:.
Project secudty lilhts should be shielded to prevent sine fro. botherin&
neighbors. iI a.jor sore point with residents of Cobb, <11 s.illI town in Lake
County, CA.
Reply ,~O
Site lightinl will be Mitigated by shielding as needed to confora with all
Ii&htill& reluJations.
Colllltf'nt
The bleak picture pr eseuted in the nc tse impacts sections sugsests that the
Hawaiian 1'0 will not stay in the viCinity of industrial noises that persist
over 35 years.
I'GV bl'lievf'!> thdt tlie 1I.....aiian hilwk will not be adversely .efected by the
facility. A Itonilotlllg progta. of the ha ...k will continue throushout the life
of till: project. If adve r se affects ilre cbse rved , ildditional Ititigation
mc..sures ...ill be promptly taken.
Your com.t:nt is noted.
We are concerned thilt the nest ina and hunting hawks will relocate due to the
constant industrial noises tbat will occur during the 3~ year life of the
project.
Reply '~l
See Reply '51.
There is need for independent verification ot industrial impacts upon bird
benavter , Are t he assurances slated on Page 1-20 enforceable nov by County or
Stilte personnel?
Reply '54
See Reply 151.
tlininl fr~ Section 14 is any discussion of "ene r gy ccnse rvat tcn" as a cIeen
e Irernat tve to buildinl new gene r a t i ng capac rt y. Every seotheClllal developer
should discuss this environmentally benign a l te ruat Ive .
Reply 155
A discussion of enerlY ccnse rv .. t i on has been added to Section 14 of the final
[IS.
Section 12 Aesthetics analY2es visual ilPpiICt, but does not live heights or
elevations of rovecs , buildings. llei.ghl 01 buildins turbine 1S not yet Set,
but lIlust accoeecdat.e 30 foot interior ce i l i ng , Pale 2-36.
The Li na l [IS has uecn Ilodi(il'd to i ncu rpo rat e this l·OIlllPl'rlt.
• i!
,
, i e
Page: .6
Noise contours were Dilly prt'scntcl! for l ong duration events because residents
are 1I0U' significantly ifllp,lded by them. ucveve r , pipe impact noise was
a ss uaed to occur lot of the Lipl(' during well drilling and well workover opera-
lions as noted on pages 6-12 and 6-16 of the DEIS. The contours were developed
based 011 this .ssumillioli.
Conllllenl
Jnccep l e t.e noise di sclosures - \.lei I Pad E is especially troublesome because of
ils noise i_pacls all lhe highway and the c Ioses t residences. II was disap-
pointing to see lhal rigure~ 6·3 lo 14 do not disclose the true noise impacts
on the surrounding res ident s and env i ronmem . Page 6-43 states that no shorL
rere noise sources ce-re inc luded for any of t he above figures.
The stareeenr 011 page 6·4) has been clarified lo indicate that well casing
placement and cementing ope ra t t on noise levels are not included in Figures 6-3
through 6-14. It is nol appropr tat e to include short~ter_ operalions in the
norse cont.oues . Pipe i_l,acl noise levels are included in these figures, as
noted on pages 6-11 and 6-16 of the 0[15.
Incomplete noise impa~l disclosures - Lava Tree Slate park nor.al impacts and
~orst case is given at 38-42 dba at soutbern boundary of Park, but also say
that pipe i.lpact noises will be higher; he.... much higher?
Pipe impact noise was assu~ed to occur lOt of the time for well drilling and
ve l I vc r kove r cpe r.at t ous , as staled on pages 6-12 and 6-16 of the OEIS. This
assumption ....as used to develop the noise contours and t'sti.ated noise levels at
Lava Tree Slale Park.
Permit conditions should Inc l ude phone person (not an answering lIlaehinr) to
contact for nc i s e comIJl.:unts. Could "'ork with County compliance officer.
T}'I'ic.llly, a Iwist" comlilaint handling procedure ftlUst he submitted to the County
Planning Df>IJarlMf'nt or the 0011 prior to cous t ruct Ion. This procedure will
jllt'lude the n..ee s and phone numbers of pee-sons respous Ibj e for handling
complainLs,
Native Hawaiian values • The phone poll discusses on Pale 10-)2 included data
that Hawaiians were rvtce as inclined to be "strongly unfevoeabte" to the
undersea lraos.ission cable as any other ethnic group. This lIay rerlect tbe
controversy sun-cundiol leolher.at development and the Pe Ie practitioner's
lelal efforts to stop the desecration or their religion.
Rf'ply '44
Your conment is noted.
filure 8-3 LocaLion of Residences is .isleadina. DEIS indicates that noise and
air pollution impacts can be felt one .ile and more away. Scale ~f 1/2 mile is
insufficient; it should include a one .ile radius and possibly a one and 1/2
.ile radius ring.
ReplY ,4S
figure 8-3 was designed to identify the proxi.ity of residences to tile power
plant and wellpads. A I·.ile radius has been added to the figure.
~
Traffic congestion - We feel pev unde rest teares the aillount of traffic ccngea-
tion that already exists on the overcro....ded Pahoa Highlo'ay and e l sc ende rest t-
.ates the hazards generated by .ore industrial traffic.
Reply '46
Existing tratric infor.ation at the intersect ion of High",ay 132 and 130 has
been added to the final ElS. We feel the poLential hazards of the additional
traffic associated with the project are adequately desc r Ibed ill the draft [IS.
COllllent
Workers training needed - Only a c rew of 36 ",ill be needed Lo drill vel l If e Id ,
and up to 100 construction jobs. How many are estim3ted to be Iillrd by
Iepe r t ed labor?
Reply '41
I~, is diUicult Lo kncv ho,,' Many jobs "'ill be f i l Ied by importf'll l ahc r . It is
likely that .ost or all of till' drilling and construction j ohs ,,'ill be filled
with local (Big Island) lahor. If local workers have skills Li s t cd ill
TablE' 10·14, t,lley ~ill be e l i g rb Ie . AssUllling skill levels are tht· UIRt.", 3
local worker Will have pr('ferrufr over an illpurted l abore r .
Paae 13
.onitorina ve l l s per l i qu i d or Bas injection well. In consultation with DOH,
PCV should dec i de on factors mvc lved ill locatina IAOnitorina wells.
DOH recceeended Ilonitoring ve t ts vhen noncondensable lues were to be injected
into the aeotheulally-coillalllillilled croundwater aquifer. PCV has since changed
its injection des i gu , Nouccedensab le lases and iill liquids will be injected
Im.o the It-other.al reservoir benealll the cap rock. No .ooitodoa wells are
deeeed necessary due to rne relatively sea l l votuee of mject.ate , the "c Icsed
system" nature of the i nj er t i cn l oop, and the natural leoth,r.al fluid leakaae
which has ccru aai nat.ed tht· overlying aquifer to the point of beina unusable as
a drinking \o'iter source . The injection well \o'ill be protected with a hanadown
string inside the lj-~/8-illch casing, The cperat ing panllleteca of the injection
process, such as inj~ct<1te chellistry, pressure, teuperature and flowrate will
lie closely eomt ored . This procedure "'ill provide an early warning in the
event of a ea l Iunc t rcn as ve l I as inforMation on the efficiency of the process.
SC concurs with DOli that "a geotherAlal slanature to groundwater
necessari lv render the vat.er unfit (or huean consuept ten;" Ibid.
could be used for agricultur~ or livestock.
Reply #36
does not
Aho, it
Uuidlt into the aeothenaal reservoir envi rcneenr beneath tilt vel'"lyina seal to
be reincorporated into the resource should have no si8Uifi •.. ,.n~ on overlyib&
aquifer systeMS. Natural le~kaBe of leother.a! fluids is u~~urrinl and will
continue to occur durinB and after operalion of the PCV facility. This leakale
has and will continue to nelatively i_pact aroundwater quality of th~ ~quifer
ltysteM. No additional .onitorina of this natunl occurrence rs or will be
necessary.
COIllment
~hlle PCV should be co.-ended for its noise abatelDent proer.. develop~d durina
its explontion phase. the DEIS indicates that 100S tena industrial noise
pollution will accompany this industrial project.
Reply 138
The DEIS concluded that noise generated by the project. toaether ~ith planned
.itigation measures, will not sianificantly i.pact nearby residents, r~crea·
tional areas. or biological resources (p, 6·49). Durina norMal plant
operation, noise levels will not be significantly hisher than Illeasured back·
around noise levels at residences. Some short ter. operations \o'i II gene rete
louder noise levels thin during ncrea l cpe rat rcns ; however, these illpacts
cannot be construed as "lona terlll industrial noise pollution."
A geother_al signature to the ground\o'ater does not necessarily render the water
unfit (or human consuepr icn , but the strength of the silnature dereretnes
vhe t he r the water is JIIargilial or unsuitable for any use. Host of the ground·
water sallples to dale fall closer to the ~econd classification than the first.
This ccnt rast s sharply ,,'ith the very fresh aroundwater that can be found
outside the LERZ and is consistent with the reliance on catchlllent water by
residents in the area. In a few cases the lIarginal water can be used in a8ri-
cu l t ure , but the hi-gta chlc r i de and other eune-re l content of the water generally
rutes out this application iIS well. As geother.al fluid leakage occurs fr08l
the reservoiT, the area immediately ahove the leakaae point(s) are the .ost
contallinatrd and are Rl'ner;tlly unusable for any purpose. As this water .iantes
and .. i xcs ,,'ith frf'sllt'r water, the "geothe rea l signaturc" be cows less mrens r-
f i ed . No fresh ,,·~tl'f h.:..s bt:'efl found ill the project s i t e area or hydnuliully
dO\o'1l gradient.
Woller 'luality lIIOuitoring after decOllllhissionin& is illportant. \Je suggest an
es c rcv OtCCOUlit be created so thal Ilunito..-illg can be funded ror five or tcn
yee r s af re r derollllllissioning.
No sper If Lc 1Il0llitorillg proj(ra$ of otl site ""ater quality is pf anned or is
necessary under tfu- rnj cct Ion s cena r rc as pr opc sed by PCV. As previously
discussed, Llu- reinjt:'l'tioll 01 lilt· r e l a t rve Iy slll.lli vof uee of brine and process
Table 9·4 SUIlIIIIary of Noise Levels is Inccep let.e . Rupture disk evenrs and
pipeline clean ina events are lIiuing. \Jorse yet, the text on Pace 9-11
indicate that "Opentions which are conducted 24 hours per day such as ...ell
drilling or well workovers .ay sometilles slightly exceed the night time levels
as sho\o'n in Table 9·4. The true impacts of noise are beinl concealed fro. the
public and the decision _akers. This deficiency should be corrected in the
revised ElS.
Reply 139
Pipeline c leancur and rupture disk event ncf se levels are included in Table 9·).
These events aenerate noise levels si_ilar to well venting which is included in
Table 9-4. The noise levels presented in the EIS are conservative since no
attenuation was assu.ed for vegetation and terrain effects. The OEIS clearly
identified and discussed noise aellerating activities hOIl the project. PCV's
experience and studies have indicated that noise lias not and will not be a
prcb l ee .
The series of figures frail 6-) to 6-14 should be revised to include short rere
nc i ses . They are intrusive illlllaC'ts and people do hear the•.
Page II
Reply 132
I •
Toxicity tests of drilling I l u i ds prev i ous Iy p l ar ed in the Wellpad A sump
shov no EPA eatab l i shcd toxicity leve l s . Arsenic, lead, and aercury were among
the Metals lIIt'a~urt"d in these 1985 rest s . Neilhn ve l lbore Cluid losses vhf Ie
drilling nor dr i l l ing slimp residues an' indicated to approach toxic levels or
to inll'ac-l the exi st tug gl'otherllally contaemared groundwater.
CODlm~llt
Whal addt t ives au' there for Hava i I 's lIuds? Of specific concern in California
wert' nagcobar Foa.. 1144, Nagccge I , bentonite clay, tannithin, and lignite.
Geyser dccueent s state t hat ttagcoge l vas Found toxic to trout at concentrations
of 10 ppm, and the other centaemant s proved to also be toxic rc fish life,
No additives to he ust'll ill any drilling fluid at the PGV site are indicated to
be tox!c at the levels ""hic" ":ill be utilized.
Besides the f resh vat e r and clays (Bentonite and sep i c l i t.e} used to lIlake the
drilling muJ, there ",'ill be a uuehe r of specialty additives used. These
additives are used for viscosity, pH, flocculation and foa. control. All of
these Ilaterials art' nom ox i c.
CClllnent
What kind of testing e i l I tot' dUlll' to show that gas and brine reinjection is
physically and ecceoetca l ly Iees ib le for the PG\' project?
The plant vt l l be started in phases while all aboveground pipes and structures
arc tested. During this tes t period, injection of brines and noncondensable
gases v il I COlflllellce. Throughout the initial start·up procedure, lines and
injection ve l l s vt l I be eon i t c red for flow rate, pressure, temperature, inject-
abl e chee t s t ry , .11111 annulus pressure to ensure that the SySll"1ll is working
prope r l y and e f f i r i ent l y . Monitoring of injection wells will be lIaintained
throughout the lift' of tilt, project to detect possible llaUunctions and/or
changing r ese rvo i r paraee tcr s .
Commellt
Controversy "'hether there is cont aeuna t i on or existing groundwater - ElS
preseut s an "upvell ing" eode! invoking t'xisting pollution of groundvat e e ,
tbcrcfcre not n('edina monitoring wells, and at the same tille saying that there
is an "Iepenet r ab le seal 01 capreck" that wi l I keep injected gases and brines
IrOin working thf'ir ""ay back up into t hc vate r table. I'age 4-19.
The Puna geother.al reservoir is cbarecrer i zed by a very III.:,h temperature Ua
exress of 600°f) and high pressure (2,000 pounds per square inch gauge PSI&).
Such thermodyRa.llie conditions ace considered UTt' among gf'olherllal systellS
throughout the world. In order to .aintain lhis reservoir Slale the reservoir
Ilust be "eHeclively" sea led by a low permeability zone which is' refe r red to as
a caprock or seal. The ter_ "eHectively" is used because it is also kuowo
that the leother.al reservoir is leakinc fluids into the overlyinc inter.edi.t~
and shallow aroundwater syste. (Jovenitti, 1986; tlctturtry er .... 1977; Th<*as.
1981). The caprock .ust be broken to allow leakaae rr~ the reservoir. How-
ever, because of the Puna gecrheree l reservoir's ther.odyna.ic state the bre."
in the caprock is considered to be 5.all or very local in extent. These l~cal
breaks in the seal are sufficient to cause the therMal and che.ical conta.in.-
tion of the overlying Iroundwater system but are not extensive enough to calise
a reduction in the te.perature and pressure conditions of the reservoir.
(olMlent
At what depth is PGV getting "conreamared" vat.e r of 2,000 tds'? An" there
viable potable water aqe i Ie r s ahove this "ccntaemated" ""att'd
Reply fJ3
Groundwater of 2,000 ppm Total Dissolved Soiids (TOS) or worse occurs at ~ deptb
of approxilJlatf'ly 600 feet below ground surface in the vicinity of the PGV
project site. There are no viable pOlable water aquirers above this conta_i·
nated zone in the vicinity of thl" site.
Cooling tower siudle on-site disposal - S( is concerned about this concentrated
sludae beina put in the well pad sup for evapcrat Icn and percolation (with the
solids being covered over with soil). There is potential for pollution plue
in the 120 inches of rainfall a year area.
Reply '34
Siudae will .ccumulate in the cooling tower basins. The sludXt' consists of
inorganic sul If res , iron, and bacterial grol..'th. The sludge will be tested for
toxicity, and if found La be nontoxic, will be placed in one of the wellpad
sua!,s. The exact quantities, composition and frequency of reecva l will not be
known untd an operating history is established for the plant, but are expected
to be small and infrequent. No sianificant i.pacts fro. slud,t' are expected.
Co_ent
PGV overlooks conteetnat Ion possi.bilities froll reinjection wells· Arc" there
absolutely 110 scenarios cf re inject Ien ve l l casing breakagf' or leakage? SC
f ee Ls there should be aonHoring and concurs with OepoHt.cnt of Hea l t h (letter
Irom Levm to Patterson 4/3/81) stating that tbere should he a .inilllu. of J
Page 9
~~IIIIlt!lIt
Aho lacking is the des cr Ipt i ou of the ""idth of ZOIlt' liable to fissuring and
Ilullber used for frequcllcy of occurrence. Decision .akers don't know if it is
6'1 or 60'1 and therefore can nor condition the perlllit properly without this
mtoreat ion. Tbey lIay ",ant to have autoQlatic shut·off valves at the wellhead
if the probabilities are very high.
According to till" risk study of SlelMlons, et 011. (1981), the width of the zone
l i abf e to fissurillg i.s 3,000 eete rs , and a conservative eet Ieat.e of the fre-
quency of occurrence is I in 40 years. The average width of the fissures used
in the calculations is I meter.
figure ]-4 mcceptere ill that it does not have pri.ary and linear structures
depicted 011 it. Is it accurate to suref se that liIva flows could cut both
access roads and isolate project?
figure ]-4 of tbe DEIS does not depict the orientation or layout of priaary or
linear structures because the scale used is too 51110111. Details and even large
scale objects would loe poc r l y rvpre semed. Res t r i ct iun or sburdcvn of surface
access to the site frOlll l av .. flo ..' Incur s ion is extremely unlikely due to
deflection and otber early \.'arning and protective .easures which would be
utilized as part of the elllergellcy response plan. Hcveve r , should surface
access to the site be cut off frolll lava f l ov , helicopter access would be
employed to shut down and evacuate tbe facility.
Lava flow vulnerability ~ We note tbat lava f Icvs could inundate Wellpads [
and A, and tha~ fissuring or graben forllation could sever brine and steam lines
to Wellp.:rds .. and D.
In genc re l , lu\.'t"rlyiIlK st ruct ures (including ve Ll pads and pipelines) are at
greater ri.sk 01 inundation from ullcift Java sources. l1ethodo)OIY that can be
used to prevent se r icus dalJlagl' aud/or personal danger include te.ponry diver-
s tcu bar r re r s , ..urul of relevant s r ruct us es in cinders and enclosed wellheads.
If all iIWllinent threat of lava flo ..' Inundat ron of project structures were to
ar rse , 11roduction wells could be shut in and the plant shut down while eee r-
gl'(lCy response procedures were euactert . Pipelines could be shut down and
depressurized wi.thill one hour.
If fi~surillg or grahen forlll;ltioll ve re to occur directly beneath any main
s t ruc t ur e , dillll.l~t" would ocrur . 1'lIl' kl'y eleR'ent to ccncenr r at.e on is the
probability 01 ;lIIy surt. event occu r r iug through the life of the project. 1'hl're
Pag~ It,)
have been no distinct graben deve tcpeenr in the project ., Iroad. sinusoicbl
uplifts or shallow subsidence has. bee II recorded by 1eVc1I"6 Haes which ltaD..
sect the aiddle and lower East Ihlt Zone. Ihese have gellerally been associlltell
with therlllal contraction or wilhdralo'al of .ag_a fro. deep parts of the dib
sy5te. (Slelllllons I et al., 1981). The closest aapped subell lies to the ease of
the project site and ends at the junction of the Puu ~ii and 19S~ flow5. Total
.ov~.ent has been less than 2 meters. for these reasons, graben formation as a
serious cause for cencem is not justified. 8uildinS and pipinS des rgn will
acca.modate the IIOre broad and lower aagoitude uplifts and subsidence wbieb
lenerally characterize aovements in the project area.
The probability of sround rupture affecting pipinS, especially longer seemeots
oriented perpendicular to the trend of the rift zone', is luge enough to
require special planning, des rgu , and .itigalion eea surea . Pipelines will be
built to withstand a larae theraa l expansion flex, striel seislllic standards.
and average fissure openings as defined by Slemmons et al. (1981).
(ollment
What is the thickness of lava flo ..-s in the area'! There is data frOID all It
previous drillings.
Reply 127
The average thickness of previous Lava I lovs in the project area has beeu t ound
to be 18 feet with a range 01 j to 37 feel (Slellllllons et aI., 1981). The
detailed evaluation of eud lugs .llld/vr rock cut t ings (ro. the (our previously
drilled wells at the site necessary to define the thickness of local lava f Iccs
has not been done. The data needed to evaluate these tbicknesses may not exist
(i.e., rock cUllinas .ay no longer be available for study). In addition,
existing lava flow infor.ation is believed to be of high quality and therefore
no further data is deemed ne(essary.
hud discarded on surface of property - Mud drilling can last up to two'months
per well, 24 hours a day. What is the quantity of spent d r illin~ muds that is
being proposed to dUllp at the P~V site" Pagt' 4-13.
Reply 128
Approximately 1,200 barrels of drilling fluids lIay be placed in the un l i ned
sumll on each ve l Ipad during the drilling and coeptet Icn of earh Puna geotherlul
ve l l .
f2~~IICII!:
Circulaling'llud in the ve l lho le ent r a i ns cout eeuuaet s likt· arsemc dud hc.lvy
eetal s in Ceysers, a loug "'jlb mud add i t ives , these cont aemant s cause it to he
cl as s if ied a toxi(" ,",dsh' .11 Gt'\'sers, vitb spec i a l disJlo~.l1 rt'llulrt'ml'flts,
mc Iudmg l im-d sumps t o kt'I'P It Irom It'<iching int o till' vat e r t ab le .
, ',ji, , 1: I i. t ~
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0.003 pClII of air. The location of the IlUilllU/Q GLC has been included in the
final US.
CO/MIC!!!.
Table 2-2 does 1101 list r adcn or its vo luee . Why?
~~
The [IS t reat s radon separately troll the noncondensab le gases (Table 2-2)
because the testing, .(',lsuremenl and reporting for radon is substantially
different froM nonradioactive etenenls. A paragraph explaining the radon con-
cent r at i cn has been added to Section 2 of the final [IS.
COlllDenl
ThE' continuous ambient eeasureeent s or Radon-222 would be conducted at the site
most likely lo be downwind (and instream) of the project's pollution plUMe, not
~pwind. Page 5-32.
Reply 1119
The location or the radon monitor "'.IS incorrectly identified in the DEIS. It
is located at the Schroeder Sile and there are no plans to 1II0ve it at this
tillle.
DEIS states that locations of ve l Jpads and s i t es are not fixed Page 2-7. Six
ve l l pads in 35 year life of project could be drilled anywhere, including closer
to residences and public highways, thus production even greater impacts than
disclosed in lhis DEIS.
Reply 1120
Two ,wellpads exist now and art' fixed. rour possible new wellpads, proposed at
specific siles as shown on Sile Plan, rigure 1~2, are based upon current knowl-
edge of res~rvoir extent, E'xpected reach of directional drilling and higher
ground etevat ion to protecl against lava £lows. Actual results of future
drilliug and production trlay force minor relocations in the proposed C, D, E,
and r Wellpads. In 110 event vou l d \.Iellpads E and r be ecved closer to lease
boundaries or existing residences because the topography at these proposed
ve llpads is f avo r abfe to reductions of noise and visual impacts.
Closest re-s i denceu o ve llpad F is 1,000 feet southeast. Page 12-18. Wellpad E
R1<1y nut be allowed if this project was being rcvi eved in Lake County.
5,,(" Reid y '20. lIal.',li i dues 1I0t have a simi I.H rl'glilat i on .
Actual findings of se rsenc and vclcamc nsk assessment study rudderl tu...
public - What are the actual rerc....endat i ons and fIndings of the study d01l1!' 1M
TP? "Full c tt.at i ons" vere not provided in the DEIS. There IS inco.plete
disclosure of &eoloBic hazards to the Project as delineated ill DElS.
Reply 122
Pertinent conclusions and findings of the seiS_it and volc3nic risk .ssess~at
perforeed by Slemons, et al., (1981) were provided in the DEIS ,and will be
somewhat expounded upon in the EIS. The report can he reviewed in detail by
interested parties at the County Planning Department or the Office of Envieo.-
lIlental Quality Control. The full citation follows:
SIellllDons, o.B., Bergantz, G.W., Whitlley, R.A., "cBirney, A.R., Baker, 1.1,..
19B1!. SeiSMic Volcanic Risk Assessment, Puna Geoth~~~l_PraJect Area,
HawaII, Prepared for Then-al lower Company, DiiTIhiha&, ARl·AC. 104 p.
The .ain conclusions of the report are that seislIlic and volcanic risks ~re bleb
and diverse, but the risk to eng ineered structures and installations can be
mitigated through proper procedures, siting, and dE'sign. The study rec~nded
methods and factors that should be considered to mitigate risks: Avoid instal-
lation in 10\0,' areas, utilize dive rs i cn uar r iers , orient buildings sudl thd
their longest dimensions are not nornul l(l the rirL trend, and coordinate with
Hawai i Volcano Observator~ and lIiJI',di i Insli rure. of Geophysics.
Incoepfere disclosure on pipeline vulnerability· Page 3·10 drscf oses that
there is a 51 probability or damage to primary structures ""Hhin a '0 year
period based on average width of fissures, the width of zone liable to fissur-
ing, frequency of occurrence and dimensions of engineered structure. Pipelines
are very illporhnt, yet lacking in this discussion is the numerical probability
of linear structures subject to surface dalllage.
Reply 123
According to the Risk Study of SleMons, et . al., (1981', there is an apprcxt-
.ately 60 percent probability of a linear fissure of average width I.eter
intersecting a 2,OOO·foot length of p ipe l Inc trending ncreat to the rift zone
within a 'O-year period. Several lactors cOlllhine to llIitigJte dny threat of
damage to pipelines: Pipelines are hUilt to withstand a wide unit- of thent.lll
expens ton resulting in a large e Ieecnt of built-in fl('M; pipelines and other
st ructures ,,'ill be built to strict se rsetc standards of safety, ptpe l mes will
be designed to accollllllodale projcct ed average fissurt" ...idths as def i ned by
Slellllllons et a l . (1981) wilh 110 damagt'. Should any sudden se rsetc event exceed
piping design resu l t Ing ill da..age , t'lIICrgt'nry response preceuures would include
shuttlo...n and depressurization 01 I'illf:'linl's "'ithin 011(' hour. Repairs will be
cOlltluctf'd ill a tinleiy and t'ftl(-ient mallllt.'r whenever needt-d ,
Page 5
Reilly 1111
Dallt's and hccre i deut i f i es that a sute~of-lhe-arl rock Iluffler, incorporating
buth hydroten pf'roltide and caustic, is designed to remove 98'7. of the HlS eet s-
s tcne . (Page 6-(,1.) This inror.ation is supported by observations made on
operating abatellent syst ees .
COlllllent
Lava Tree State Part "IS ccnt ae i nat Ien inadequately drsc lcsed > DEIS states
that during nOUlid operations, the air ccnraemat tcn of Lava Tree Park would be
less than 25 ppb . There is inadequate disclosure of pollution levels lit less
tllan ideal s rtuat Icns . Could it be as bigh as 534 ppb?
tiaximull II~S ccncent rat ions and associated locations dudng noree l operation
have been included in the final £15. tlaxi... GLCs
typicdlly occur south to soutbwest of the pev site. Lava Tree State Park is
located west-northwest of the site; therefore, the park will not experience
signi f i cant concentrations of "IS frOIll the pev project. H2S concentrations
wall not reach es high as S](, puts per billion (ppb) in the vicinity of the
si t e .
COll1lllent
Page 2-25 Rock lIuUler used 3'1. of year or 263 hours. Will this result in
263 hours of greater than 25 ppb alllbient ccnd i t i onsj Add on time for
unscheduled start·u(1 prcb l ees and outages. We urge that the neighborhood alert
syste. be ilJlplelllellteli for those potentially putrid t Iees .
Reply IHJ
T11t~ emissions frolll the rock .uffler are identified in Sectioo 5 of the EIS.
Recent Air dispersion modeling indicates that these eerss rcns will not exceed
0.013 lllllllv (13 (Ipb). A very slight odor .ay be detected at the location of the
.altimum grouod level concentration; ho~ever. IIOst locations wlil be at or below
till' odor threshold.
COlMleot
Why is it that full t urbme bypass flow can only be handled for 24 hours? Is
it an econcau r- conSideration or a aaechanical/design prcb l ee?
Till' length of full lurbinc bypass is determined by rbe vare r requt reeeur for
t Iu- cco l Ing syst.e•. The stored vet er supply is intended to provide at least
2(,-hours of IaYilass rrOIl both rurtunes . This is a very unlikely situation since
11(,sl hYllass ope rat i ons \"'ill only lasl a few hours.
~
"A relief we.!l can be drf l Ied to penet r ate the Cluid source and te re rnate th~
blowout.... . Letter fro. Patterson to Dorn ~ 1/20/81. DEIS states that.
noraill pro~uctlon well would tilkl' 60, days to ddll. 110101 hst ccutd iI relief
well be drIlled and would PGV be venting unilbatl'd during those days?
Reply '15
Well blo~outs are. considere~ to be very unlikely due to the many conservative
faclors Included In the des~gn. As was discussed in the letter to tis. Dorn.th~re are a nUllber of techniques slich as weighted eud injection and ce.entinl
WblCh .ay be ~sed to control a well in the event of a blowout. The cause of
the blowout Will Ireatly mf luence the length of tille to shutoff the flow .lad
the .••ount of Hl5 e.ission ailigation which lIay be achieved. In the extr;.ely~nllkely event tbat a relief well ~as required, it could be drilled io approx-
I.~telr 40. days. The extent of "lS alJatelllent. which could be achieved durinl
thiS t1me IS dependent upon the nature of the Incident.
COllllent
~nade~uate di scuss icn, dr sc l csure on radon - Page 5-28 states radon at lIIaXI.va
In br-Ine at 149 to 3.010 prcccur re s pe r Iller EaLi fo rn i a off i c i a Is expressed
concern when ambient air levels vere at 1.4 pt cccur res per liter at Geysers
power plants. June 16, 1985 Press Deecc rat , "Stare Hulls Probe of Geysers
Toxic Gas,"
Reply '16
All pareeerers used to calculate the radoll~222 concentration at the cooling
tower plu.e were not included in Section 5 of the DEIS. This has been cor.
recred ~nd the complete bases for the calculation is included in the final ElS.
The est reared quantities of radon-222 in the geothenlill fluids ranle fro. 149
to 3,010 picocuries .per . liter (rCi/1) .01 steall condensate (liquid). Ther~don-22~ concentr.atlon In the air l eaving the Cooling to\,,'er is 0.11 pCill of
~H. ThIS value ~s lu~ther re~uced when the cooling tower p luse is dispersed
Into. the surrounding ,lit.. EnvHoDlllentaJ Protection Agency (EPA) guidelines
conSider levels below 4 pCIII to be insignificant.
Comment
Page 5-28 states that 0.11 picocuries per liter will be rele~sed al the coolinl
~~~er, lout ~owlaere _is there anackno~ledg81ent of 3,010 prcocur res per liter
Ifl& re leasec dUtlng open vem mg , unscheduled venr tngs and events using rock
lIuffler ("steam release f ac i l i ty"}. ~'lat will be the ambient ccnceru rar ions of
radon then and where will the llIaxilllUfIl coucent r at i ons hll'!
Reply 111
An estimate of maXlllum Gte 01 rdJuu-222 for ellissions (rom the steee release
iacility has been included in t he Li ua l [IS. Modeling results indicate that
the llIall.illUfll GLC or radoll~222 during stt"i1m starklng will he less than
Page 3
Conlll('nt
Need to clarify a.lbient background levels of HZS ~ The D[IS still distorts the
data aud incorrectly asserts that background ambient conditions reach 48 ppb.
future to buyout scee of the property ovne r s that ar ,
the air pollution.
Reply '8
PaKe 4
Ivnsely affected by
The Drafl EIS (OEIS) did not attempt to distort data or assert a misleading or
inaccurate figure for the background concentration of H2 S . Table 5·4 in the
EIS presents a summary of the data collected at the four Ilonitodng stations.
A background ccncent r at i on of O.M8 ppev was used as a maxim. in calculating
the maximulIl GlCs because this yre l ds the highest anticipated GtC for the
facility - a more conservative approach. The EIS notes that the background
concentrations are be lov 0.010 ppmv aboul 98 percent of t~e t Iee ,
COllMllefll
Table 9-2 [st. Perenss . Concen. Values for H2 S continues to assert misleading
information as 10 ,,-hat constitutes background levels of 82S . Footnote "c"
references allbienl lM'asurelllents. defined in Section 6. Section 6 refers to
nc i se pollution.
Background levels of HlS have been deleted from Table 9·2 to avoid confusion.
Thank you for your cceeent on footnote "c". The deletion of the background
levels e l ie inated the need for this footnote, which should have read "Sec-
tion 5" in the DEIS.
COlllllenl
Pale 14·39 vs. Page 2-31 - O.S Ibs. H2S per hour normally is e.itted (r~ the
cooling tower. lJhat is the worst case condition that will cause the tower to
emit 4 Ibs. per bour?
There is no "vcrs t case" when the H2S concentration changes (rOl. 0.5 to 4.0
l'OUIllls pcr hour (Ib/hr) 01 H"j!S, The 0.5 Ib/hr figure refers to the t'Stilllated
ailiount of Ilis which lIight pa s s through the absorber along with the insoluble
m t rogcu and hy,lrogt'n gases. The se geses Makeup one component of the gases
vnt ch atl' vented through t he cooling tower. The MaximUM cooling tower eers-
sions during all norea I operations is 4.0 Ih/hr of 82S. Section 2 of the EIS
i dcnti Lies some of the other sources which are vented through the cooling lower.
"Hes i dent s within a I .ill' radius of the site would be exposed to H2S emissions
ul' to 24 hours a day. 1 days a wl'l'k." Page 9-1. This is an unacceptable
suhsidy that lilt" peop te around i udus t r ra I gt"othetlnal deve lcpeent. should nol
have to he l,ur,It'lIe,l with. Puna Gt'othenul vemures should be prepared in the
Section 8 of the draft [IS describes the land value study that was undertaken
to determine the potential effects cf the project on housing values. The
conclusion was that no significant effect is anticipated since the facility
will use injection technology. There are no plans to buyout property owners
in the are...
Connent
Petlllit conditions related to air pollution - A continuous Monitoring station,
including radon, should be placed at the site identified as the worst case
locationo
Reply 19
"eteorological and ...bient air quality moniloring will be conducted cent in-
uously during the life of the project. The details of the air Illonitoring
prograM will be established by the Department of Health (OOH). It would be
inappropriate to speculate all the p l an of OOH to monitor air qual ity from
geerherea l hcilities at this tinle.
Co..ent
Rellotely controlled valves (RCV) at the steaM release facility are a load idea.
Pale 2-41. RCV valves should be required at the ~ellheaJs producing steam for
the power plant as well.
Reply '10
Remotely controlled valves were considered for the wellheads, but a decision
was lIade not to include theM in the design. During norMal operation, [low frc.
the wells is relatively constant and requires minimal flow control adjust.ent.
SteaM flow is autOMatically diverted to the steam release facility during plant
upsets. Flow control at the wellhead is net required for this situation.
Initiating or discontinuing well flow is t he only c t ecuest.ance where eajor
adjustmeuts are made to wellhead control valves. These ope rat tens are very
rare and ItOre safely perfor.ed at the ve l lpad ~hrre "'ell response can be
directly .onitored.
Co...ent
The Dalles and Hoare 1984 Report on IIYllroxell Su l f i de Best Availabl .. Control
j'echuo lcgtes slates on Page 4-5 that the caust ic soda injection abatement
ee t hed echteves only 90"L-9~t ab.ltellltOnt. Whl'n' IS there evidence lhat rGV's
caustic soda abare..ent gt'ts 98'%, effit"it,lIt·jf·s·!
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
...... .t. ".II.,aon. M.
H....;tI, f,OJcCI Manager
1I00ilorioi procedure will provide Inforerat i cn 011 L1.
tion process as well as early warning ill the event
in re5ervoir parameters.
I ficieney of the iOJec-
I .altuoet 1011 or chADlt
He. Nt:1so11 "0
tloku Loa Group
Sierra Club Hawaii Ch~pter
Post Office BOK 1131
Ililo, Haca i I 96121
Dear Nr . Ho:
Thauk you (Of your l e t te r of Septelllbu 19, 1987, expreuin& cOlllllents on the
l'UIl;1 Geotherlllal venture Project '5 Draft Envt rcneenra l Ilipact Statellenl.
Your concerns are addresst'tl betov:
We are conce riled hovcve r , because the reinjection eetbcd is novel in Hawaii,
and our understanding of the Geysers' reinjection experience is that it is done
aore for reservoir recharge than hydrogen sulfide abate.ent reasons, We would
like this eXlu~rilll'IlL to proceed wi Lh caution and insist thal responsible eom-
toring be a condition lo prove lbis technique.
Heinjection procedures to be used at the Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV) site are
to serve two purposes: to aid in the recharge and thereby extend the life of
the rese rvter ; arul to abate potentially harMful HzS eMissions. Reinjection cf
I iquids is routinrly perCorlit'd at the Geysers and other leother_al areas
throughout tilt' ","orld ""itll the I,rillary purpose of reservoir recharge. In the
concept prolltlSt'd by PGV for hydrogen su l Li de (HlS) abatement, the HlS and
carbon dioxidt· (CO:) art' dt sso lvcd in the cooling lo\o't'C blowdown water prior to
rl'illjrclioll so th;lt oil liquid, alit! not a &.5, is returned to the reservoir.
Pressure coudi t i cns I.,ithin the reservoir are such that if a au is dissolved at
the sudan", it should not COUle out cf solution within the reservoir. AdiJi-
tiuually all lIuids are being reaurned to the environment rra. wbi("h they
or i g i nat ed. This ccncept is not unproven" At Coso Hot Sprioas geothermal
I.lCiJiLy ill California, a siail.ar systeDl is ewployed for ncnccndensab le gas
al,atl'all'lIt (includilllC IlzS); t es t s have also been ccnducted at the Geysers t hat.
llt'mollstrate inject ron 01 liquids containing gases is feasible.
IItJt'nioll vel l s will In- .ollitort,t! for cpe rat ing pan,wters including pressure,
ll'alj'I'raLurf', 110'" rat e , anne Ius pre s surv , and density of tnjectat e . This
The' 1Po""",, Comp.ny. ,. S"lJ~,a,..,y l,r fj'd''''''l<l Stod.r"n••
C""",,, ,I" "'~:" ;';'(1 ~,..m "'"..,. ~11(:.'t ~ ..,"-, Il~ I,,,,,,,,,,,,, tl"wi" 9(61) Phone 60ti ~1.a·69.aO
~ailu~e to disclose ~ocalion of air pollution ilillans - No eaps or vrsua l .ids
l~cnl1fy wnere the hlshesl concentrations of "25 vcuf d be ulider var icus ccuda-
tlons, nor who would be affected.
Reply '2
Locations of .axilllWl .ir pollutant ground leve l i.pauli hdvr been included ,Ill
the final Environmental IGpaCl Stale.enl (£IS).
Table 9~3 "2S and n~ise elliuion sUIllllIary is very illpc'rli.llll and should have a
aap equivalent. Estillated duration cf event (or a ve H blo"'oot cculu have bteD
36 hours, which Wali the length of tilllt.' It took PGy to ccm rc l the October 1982.
blowout incident,
Reply 13
Tab~e 9-3 repr~senls rbe lIaxillluDl,anticipated een s s rcns lor a variety of evenrs .
It 15 not pcas ib Ie t.o present rhi s inforl\.ltloll all a .ap. Details reguding the
H2S and ROlSe esuss rcns are presented ill Sect 10115 Sand (, of the [IS respec-
lively. A duration is not included for the well b lovcur event beea~se the
natu~e o( this. u~lik~ly event will cause the response time to vary. Section 9
outlines the IIltlgatlon seasures taken to avoid well blowouts. TtlI' likelibood
of a failure is considered to be very remote due to these Measures.
COlllQlent
Table 9-2 est Iaet ed peratss rb le concentration (EPC) values for HlS IS averaged
over 8 hours. One bour averages 15 thl' standard aleaSIIU"lIent used In the
proposed state H2S regulations. Table shouliJ be revised.
Reply 1J4
Hor.a} operations .eait a continuous, Ill'" teve l aeounr of H~S. The t-hour li.it
10.10 parts per allllon-voluM (PVIIlV}) is used for rhcse ope-rations because of
the long tera exposure to residents in the area. Short duration events do 1I0t
pose th.e same risk to residents. These event s are mott' closely re Iated to
eccupar rcnal exposures than till" residential expcsures . Concent r at i on lillits
have been determin.ed. for workers \0'110 arc cxpos ed for 8 houn per day, S dolyl>
per week. T1~ese 11.lts are tht, IllolXiamlll ccnrent r at i cn vorke rs lIay be repeah'dly
exposed to Without adverse e-He-ct . The [PC for short It'UI exposure is there-
fore based, on the Ameru:an COli ft' rt.'II<"L' of liovcnult'lllal Industrial HygeRists'
Thr~shoJd Li~lIt, Value, l0l'(lliv (or ,III 8 IWllr ,lVt'r;ltcr. Tahir 9-2 has been
reV1SL'd to i nd i cate apllroprliltl' I hcu r 41111 tI j,OIH t:!,( and Ground l.evel
Ecncent rat i on (Gle) values.
• I I
Thank you for prOViding ua a copy of the DEIS. We look forward to
reviewing the Final lIS.
~
Nelson Ho
for the Cons.rvation Co..itt••
Si.rra Club
IMPACT BUT DOIS NOT GIV:
Height of building
30 foot Interior cellin,
AIS!HI! ICS
551 SECTION 12 AESTHETHICS ANALYZES VISUAL
HEIGHTS OR ELEVATIONS OF TOWERS. BUILDINGS.
turbine ia not yet .et but auet acco..odate
Pg. 2-36.
56} Whll. the DEIS .tat•• that th.re will be 40 foot high cooling
towers (Pg. 2-311 ne.r the top of Puu Honuaula (which atand. 150
feet above the surrounding landi, OIlS DaIS HOT DISCLOSE THAT STEAM
PLUKES CAN OFTEN RIACH 200 FEET ABOVE THI COOLING tOWERS. (cont•• t.,
Ca•• T••tlaony Kahaualeta G.other•• l project.
Sierra Club Co••ents 2~ Hw DEIS
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481 PAGE 16-3 - TRANSMISSION LIN! CONCERNS - The DHH Consultant.
corridor recommendations were unsatisfactory to subdivi.ion
co __ unitie.. What effect will a delayed/conte.t.d corridor deci.ion
have on project?
Sierra Club Coaments 25 Hw DEIS
Page "
44) Figure 8-3 Location of R•• idenc•• 1. atale.ding. DEIS
Jndicates that nol•• and air pollution tapacts can be felt one aile
and aore away. Seal. of 1/2 at1. 1. insuffIcient, it should include
• one all. radius and possibly. one and 1/2 atl. radius ring.
4~) TRAFFIC CONGESTION - W. f.el PGV under.att•• t •• the ••aunt of
traffic conge.tion that already exists on the overcrowded P.hoa
Highway and also underestJ•• t •• the hazards generated by aore
lndu.trJ~l traffic.
48) WORKERS TRAINING NEEDED - only a crew of 36 will b. needed to
drill w811fle1d. and up to 100 construction jobs. How aany are
••tt•• ted to b. fl11ad by i.ported l.bor?
41) Page 2-41 etat.s that only 19 ••ploya.s will be needed for
operation and •• intenanc. of facility. We call for way. to atart
and fund a training progra. for local people to get so•• of these
jobs.
491 Project security lights should be shielded to prevent glare
fro. bothering neighbors, ••ajor sore point with re.idents of Cobb,
a s••11 town in Lak. County, Ca.
BIOLOGICAL IMPACT CONCERNS
501 The bleak picture presented in the nois. i_pacts .ection.
sugg.st. that the Hawaiian 1'0 will not .tay in the vicinity of
industrial noises that persi.t over 35 years.
51) W. are relieved that this project is not occurring in the
unique Hawaiian raInforest. of Puna. The disruption to native
habitat. and speeies would have been far greater.
52) We are concerned that the nesting and hunting hawks will
relocate due to the constant industrial nolses that will occur
during the 35 year life of the project.
53) There i. need for independent verification of indu.trlal
i_pact. upon bird behavior. Are the .ssurances stated on Pg. 7-20
enforceabl. now by County or Stat. personnel?
54) Hi.sing fro. Section 14 is any discu•• ion of "ENERGY
CONSERVATION" as a clean alternative to bUilding new generating
capacity. Every geotheraal developer should discuss this
environmentally benign alternative.
Sierra Club Co..ente 25 Mw DEIS
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HYPROLOGICAL CONCERNS
21) MUD DISCARDED ON SURFACE 0' PROPERTY - Mud drilling can la.t up
to two Month. per well. 2t hour. a day. What la the quantity ot
apent drilling auda that i. being propo.ed to duap at the PGY alte?
Page t-13.
21) Circulating aud in the wellhole entrains conta.inant. like
arsenic and heavy aetal. in G.y.ers. along with aud additiv•• , the••
conta.inanta cau•• it to be cla•• lfied a toxic wa.te at Gey••r ••
with apecial dlspo.al requlre.ent.. including lined auap. to keep it
troa leaching into the water table.
What additive. are there for Hawaii'. auds? Of .pecific concern in
California were Magcobar 'oa••••• Magcogel. bentonite clay.
tannithin. and lignite. Gey••r docuaent••tate that Magcogel wa.
found toxic to trout at concentrationa of 10 pp•• and the other
cont..inant. proved to aleo be toxic to ftahlite.
301 What ktnd of teating wtll be dona to ehow that ga. and brine
reinjection te physically and econo.ically feasible for the PGY
project?
311 CONTROVERSY WHETHER THERE IS CONTAMINATION OF EXISTING
GROUNDWATER - EIS presenta an -upwelling- aodel invoklngexiating
pollution of groundwater. therefore not ne.ding aonitoring wella.
and at the sa.. ti.e ••ying that there ia an -iapenetrable ••al of
caprock- that will keep injected gases and brinea frOM working there
way back up into the water table. Page t-ll.
321 At what depth i. PGV getting -conta.inated- water of 2.000
td.? Are there viable potable water aquif.r. above this
·conta.inated· water?
331 COOLING TOWER SLUDGE ON-SITE DISPOSAL - SC 1. concerned about
this concentrated 81udge b.ing put in the well pad au.p for
evaporation and percolation ( with the solid. being covered over
with aoi1). There i. potential for pollution plume in the 120
lnehe. of raintall a year area.
3tl PGV OVERLOOKS CONTAMINATION POSSIBILITIES rROM REINJECTION
WELLS - Are there absolutely no scenarios of reinejction well casing
bre.kage or l.akage? SC teels there should be .onitoring .nd
concura with D.pt. of H.alth (Letter froa Lewin to Patterson t/3/81)
atating that thers should be a ainiaum of 3 .onltoring well. per
liquid or gas injection well. In consultation with DOH. PGV should
decide on tactors involved in locating monitoring wells.
Sierra Club Co..ent. 25 Hw DEIS
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351 SC concura with DOH that ". geother•• l aignature to groundwate
doe. not nece••erily render the water unfit tor huaan consumption."
Ibid. Al.o it could be uaed tor .griculture or live.tock.
36) Water quality monitoring after decomai.aioning 1. i.port.nt.
We augge.t an .acrow account be cre.ted so that .onitoring c.n be
funded for live or tan yeara .fter deco••i ••ioning.
NOISE POLLUTION CONCERNS
371 While paV ahould be eo..ended lor ita nolse abate.ent progr••
developed during it. exploratIon ph.... the OilS indicate. that lon,
term induatri.l noi.e pollution will acco.pany this induatrial
project.
381 Tabl. $-. SUMMARY OF NOISE LEVELS IS IHCOMPLETE. Rupture d1.k
event. and pIpeline cleaning event. are .is.ing. Wor.e yet. the
text on Page 1-11 indIcate that "Operationa which .re conducted 24-
hour. per day auch .a wall drilling or well workovera aay .o.eti.e.
81ightly exeeed the nigh ti•• levela a. ahown in Tabl. I-t. THE TRU:
IMPACTS OF NOISE ARE BEING CONCEALED FROM THE PUBLIC AND THE
DECISION MAkERS. THIS DEFICIENCY SHOULD BE CORRECTED IN THE Revi.e'
£15.
31) THE SERIES or FIGURES rROM 6-3 TO 6-1. SHOULD 8E REVISED TO
INCLUDE SHORT TERM NOISES. They are intru.ive iapacts and people dl
hear the••
40) INCOMPLETE HOISE DISCLOSURES - W.II Pad I 1s ••pecially
troubl••oae because of it. noi •• iapact. on the highway and the
cio.e.t r.sidences. It waa diaappointing to .e. that figure. 6-3 t.
14 do NOT diaclo.e the true noise iapact. on the .urrounding
resident. and .nviron.snt. Page 6-.3 atatea that no ahort t.ra noia.
aourcea were included tor any of tbe above figurea.
t1) INCOMPLETE NOISE IMPACT DISCLOSURES - tav. Tree Stat. Park
noraal l.pact. and worst case ia given at 38-t2 dba at southern
boundary at Park. but alao .ay th.t pipe iapact nolae. wIll b.
higher. how auch higher?
421 Perait conditions should include phone person (not a answering
.achine) to contact tor nois. coaplainta. Could work with County
co.pli.nce officer.
SOCIOECONOMIC CONCERNS
t3) NATIVE HAWAIIAN VALUES - the phone poll discussed on page 10-3
included data that Hawaiians were twice .a inclined to be "strongly
unfavorable" to the undersea transmission eable ,j any other ethnic
group. Thi. aay reflect the controversy .urrounding geothermal
development and the Pele practitioner's legal .tforts to stop the
desecration of their religion.
~ 1 I i ~ i
18) Table 2-2 does not list radon or its volu.e. Why?
it that full turbine bypass flow can only be handled for
I. it an eeono.ie consideration or a .echanical/design
Sierra Club Coa-ent. 2~ Hw DE IS
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11' Th. D•••• and Moore 198. ~eport on Hydrogen Sulfide Best
Availabl. Control Technologiea state. on ,age 4-5 that the caustic
.od. injection abate.ent .ethod achieve. only 90' - 95' abate.ent.
Where i. there evidence that PGVls caustic .oda abate.ent gets 98'
etfieS.nele.?
12) LAVA TREE STATE PARK H2S CONTAMINATION INADEQUATELY DISCLOSED -
DEIS atate. that during nor.al operation. the air contamination of
Lava Tree Park would be 1••• than 25 ppb. There i. INADEQUATE
DISCLOSURE or POLLUTION LEVILS AT LESS THAN IDEAL SITUATIONS. Could
it·be a. high a. 53. ppb?
13) Page 2-25 Rock auffler used 3' at year or 263 hour.. Will this
result in 213 hour. of greater than 25ppb .abient conditions? Add
on ti•• for unscheduled start-up problem. and outage.. We urge that
the neighborhood alert syste. be iapleaented for those potentially
putrid ti•••.
14' Why 1.
2. hour.?
proble.'
15) ·A r.llef well can be drIlled to penetrate the fluid .ource and
ter.lnate the blowout ... •. Letter fro. Patterson to Darn - 7/20/81.
DEIS atate. that • nor.al production well would take 50 days to
drill. How fa.t could a relief well be drilled and would PGV be
venting unabated durIng those days?
11) INADEQUATE DISCUSSION, DISCLOSURE ON RADON - Page 5-28 states
radon at .axi.UM in brine at 149 to 3,010 pica curies per liter.
CalIfornIa officialsexpressed concern when .abient air levels were
at 1 •• pica curiea per liter at Geysers power plants. 3une IS, 1985
Pr••• De.ocrat. ·State Hull. Probe of Gey.ers Toxic G•••.
11) Pg. 5-28 st.t•• that 0.11 pica curi•• per lit.r will b.
r.leased at the cooling tower. but nowhere is there an
acknowledg.ent of 3,010 pica curIes per liter being released during
open venting. unscheduled ventings and events using rock muffler
I·.t.a. release facility·). WHAT WILL BE THE AMBIENT CONCENTRATIONS
OP RADON THEN AND WHERE WILL THE MAXIMUM CONCENTRATIONS FALL?
III The continuous ••bient aeasurement. of Radon-222 ahould be
conducted at the site most lik.ly to b. downwind land in.tre••• of
the project-. pollution pluae, not upWind. Page 5-32.
Sierra Club Co••ent. 25 Hw OEIS
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GEOLOGICAL HAZARDS CONCIRNS
20t OIlS STAT!S THAT LOCATIONS or WELL PADS AND SITES ARE NOT PIXEl
Pg. 2-7•• well pads in 35 year life at project could b. drilled
anywh.r•• including clo.er to r •• idenc•• and public highway. thus
producing even gre.ter lapact. than dl.clo.ed In thi. DEIS.
21) clo•••t re.id.nce to well pad. i. i.ooo f.et .outhaa.t. Pg. 1:
II. Well pad E .ay not be allowed if thia project wa. ~.ing
reviewed In Lake County. In Lake Coun~yla Zoning Code, Article·
XXV. Section 21-73.' .tate.~
1. No geother.al well ahall be drill.d wIthin one-half all. 01
any populated area (d.fined as aore than ten.dwelling unite
establl.h.d within a quarter-aile dia.eter ar.a) or within on.
halt _il. of any recorded .ubdivI8ion. wIthout the wrItten
consent of at l.a.t 15' of the owner••
221 ACTUAL FINDINGS OF SEISMIC AND VOLCANIC RISK ASSESSMENT STUDY
HIDDEN FROM PUBLIC - What are the actual r.co•••ndations and
finding. of the .tudy done for TP? ·Pull cltation.- were not
provided in the DEIS. Ther. i. inco.pl.te di.closure of geologic
hazards to the proj.ct a. delin.ated in DEIS.
231 INCOMPLETE DISCLOSURE ON PIPELINE VULNERABILITY - Page 3-10
disclo.es th.t there ia • 5. probability of da.age to pri.ary
.tructures within a .0 y.ar period ba.ed on average width of
tissur•• , the width of zan. liabl. to fi ••urlng. frequency of
occurrence and di.en.iona of engine.red .tructure. PIPELINES ARE
VERY IMPORTANT • yet lacking in this dI.cu•• ion ia the nuaerical
probability of linear structure. aubject to aurface da.age.
241 Alao lacking I. the descrIptIon ot the width of zone liable to
fls.uring and nu.ber u.ed for trequency ot occurrence. DECISION
MAXERS DONIT KNOW IF ITS I' OR 10' AND THEREPORE CAN NOT CONDITION
THE PERMIT 'ROPERLY WITHOUT THIS INFORMATION. THEY MAY WANT TO HA~
AUTOMATIC SHUT-OFF VALVES AT THE WELLHEAD IP THE PROBABILITIES ARE
VERY HIGH.
251 Pigor! 3-4 tncompl.te in that it doea not have pri.ary and
lInear structures depleted on it. Is it accurate to aur.is. th.t
lava tlow. could cut both acc••• roads and I.olate project?
211 LAVA PLOW VULNERABILITY - We note that lava flows could Inundat
Well pads E and A. and that flasuring or graben tor.ation could
sever brine and .tea. lines to Well p.ds r and D.
21) What i. the thickne•• at lava flowa in the area' There i. data
fro. all' previoua drillings.
KEWVW
.SEP, :I:: 1981
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3) Table i-3 H2S AND NotSE EMISSION SUHHARY 1. very important and
should have ••ap equivalent. ESTIMATED DURATION OF EVENT tor.
well blowout could have be.n 36 hours, which wa. the length at tJ••
it took PGV to control the October 1982 blowout incident.
VALUES rOR
standard
Tabl.
4) Tabl. 9-2 ESTIMATED PERMISSIBLE CONCENTRATION (EPe)
H2S 1. averaged over 8 hours. One hour averag•• 1. the
ae.aur••ent us.d 1n the proposed State H2S regulation•.
should b. revised.
5)· NEED TO CLARIFY AMBIENT BACKGROUND LEVELS or HZS - The DEIS
still distort. the data and incorr.c~ly a ••ert. that background
ambient conditions reach 48 ppb. Th. D•••• and Moore 1984 report.
which this .ection'. data w•• taken fro. atat•• :
", .at the Schroeder .ite. the .axi.ua concentration .fter March
1982 was 1 parts per billion which occurred In Jun•• 1983.
Thi. is about on.-third the .axi.ua concentration for the ye.r
(4Bppb) which occurred in M.rch. THE SOURCE or THESE
CONCENTRATIONS COULD NOT BE DETERMINED WITH AVAILABLE DATA.
[Emphasis added) However. CONCENTRATIONS MEASURED IN 1883 ARE
AT THE LOW END or THE PERCEPTIBILITY RANGE INDICATING tHERE
DOES Not APPEAR to BE AN HZS RELATED ODOR PROBLEM AT THESE
SITES [E.pha.is add.d)." P.ge '-5.
6) Table 9-2 Est. P.reiss. Concen. Values For HZS continue. to
••••rt .ialeading intor.ation as to wh.t constitute. background
level. of H2S, Footnote n c " reference. a.bient .easurements,
defined in Section 6. Section 6 refer. to Noi •• pollution.
MOKU· LOA· GROUP
SIERIA au.' HAWAIl CHAPTER
DRAFT lIS COMHENTS ON THERMAL POWER'S 25 MEGAWATT
GEOTHERMAL PROJECT ADJACENT TO THE EXISTING HGP-A FACILITY
Dear Mr. Patter.on:
Sierra Club i_ i.pr••••d witb the great iaprove.ente .ad. to the
proj.ct that re.ult in .uch low.r r.l••••• of the putrid ••elling
hydrogen suIt ide ga. during noraal oper.tion. at ~he geotheraal
power plant.
However. despite the bulk at this two inch dr.ft lIS. rel.vant
i ••ues raised .t the prep.r.tion notice .t.g. r ••ain unanswer.d. and
potentially .ignificant environ••ntal iepact and g.ologic hazard
concerns are inadequ.tely discu••ed.
In .ddition. there are .ssertion•••de which are unsupported by
textual discus. ion or appended report ••
It i. ·our beli.f that it Is the ti•• to begin discussion on partial
or full industry funding tor a county -Environ••ntal Compliance
Oftic.r n a. is the ca.e in L.ke County. California.
Ralph Patter.on
Ther••l Power Co.pany
220 South King Street, Suite. 11~O
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
HYDROGEN SULFIDE/AIR POLLUTION CONCERNS
1) PGVI. decision to atte.pt • "elosed loop· hydrogen suIt ide
abat••ent .yste. du~ing normal plant operation. should be
.pplauded. We are concerned however. becauee the reinjection •• thod
i. nov.l in Hawaii. and our understanding of the Geysers'
reinjection experience i. that it 1. done aore for reservoir
recharge than hydrogen sultide abatement reason••
We would like this experiment to proceed with caution .nd insist
th.t responsible .onitoring be • condition to prove this technique.
2) FAILURE TO DISCLOSE LOCATION OF AIR POLLUTION IMPACTS - No ••ps
or visual eids identity where the highest concentration. ot H2S
would be under various condit10ns nor who would be affected.
1) Page 14-39 vs. Page 2-31 - 0.5 lb•• H2S per hour no~.ally i •
• mitted from the cooling tower. WHAT IS THE WORST CASE CONDITION
THAT WILL CAUSE THE TOWER TO EMIT 4 lb•• PER HOUR?
8) "RESIDENTS WITHIN A I HILE RADIUS or THE SITE woULD BE EXPOSED TO
H2S EMISSIONS UP TO 2. HOURS A DAY. 1 DAYS A WEEK." PAGE 9-1. Thi.
i5 an unacceptable subsidy that the people around indu.trial
geotherea) development should not have to be burdened with. Pun.
Geotherma) Ventures should be prepared in the tutur. to buyout Some
at the property owners that are adversely affected by the air
po) Jut ion.
9) PERMIT CONDITIONS ~ELATED TO AIR POLLUTION - A continuous
eonitoring station. including r.don. should be placed at the .ite
identified •• the worst case location.
10) Reaote)y controlled valves (ReV) at the atea. release facility
are a good idea. Page 2-61. ReV VALVES SHOULD BE REQUIRED AT THE
WELL HEADS PRODUCING STEAM for the power plant as well.
P.O.8OX1137'HllO·HAWAII·i8721
:;
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Pale 2
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
........ A. ' ••""0", Jr.
HlI"lI~ PtOteCi~~
Nove.ber 16, 1987
The Cultural Resources section h~b been expanded to .ore fully discuss your
COmMents by addihl information p~esented at the Boa~d of Land and Natural
R~sourc~s.hearings on the Hi~dle East Rift Zone and Ca.pbell [state/True/
Hld-~aClhc Development heanDls. This inforllation is closely r-elated to
the lssue of leother.a) development and native Hawaiian concer-ns.
We thank you for your inte~est in our project.
tis. Lehua Lopez
The Pe le Defense funtl
Posl Office Box 404
Volcano, Hawaii 9618S
Dear tis. lopez:
Thank you for your letter of Septe.ber 20, 1981 express ina co..ents on the
Puna Geother.al Venture Project's Draft Environmental I_pact Stale.ent.
Your concerns are addressed below:
COll'lJlenl
lIavilll carefully reviewed the eight-page section on Cultun) Resources.
including the subsect Icns on Histodcal Survey, Archeological Resources
and Native Ha....aiian ReLig i ous Beliefs and Practices, we find this section
woefully inadequate in addressinl the issues and concerns we are .05t
interested in.
To wi t:
1. There is no acknowledgment, recolnition. resea~ch o~ discussion of Pele
as a goddess in her body forlls of lava, magma, heat and steam.
2. There is no acknowledg.ent, research or discussion of the i~po~tance of
PeIe and the hula in the Puna District, nor any discussion of the
importance of Pele and the Puna Dist~ict and Hawaii's Island in Hawaiian
cbants (.el~ and oli).
3. There is aillost no acknowledgment, re se ar ch or discussion of the
nume~ous places (particula~ly those places visited by Pele) i.portant
to Pele and Hawaiian beliefs and customs throughout the Puna District
conlained in Pele stories, chants and legends.
4. There is no lIention of access or d~hial of access for Hawaiian reliEious
and cultural purposes in accordance with our beliefs and tcaditions.
' .....m.1 PO""t', COfn9'"~." 5ullw."y 01 0.._ ~m'OCk
(",,,,1 P,nllC: Pilla 220 Soul" k"'ll 51'1't'1 SUI!e 11~ IlollOlulu Ha",a" 96813 PhoIle 808 524-8940
RAP;os
044'02355K
9~~
Ralph A. Patter-son, Jr.
Ha"'aii hoject flan.ger
RECEIVED
tl.q 2., 100'
.ou 0I11C1 lOa ... • <fOl.c.uoo, .... _ .....
September 20. 1981
Hr••alph A. Patter.on. Jr.
Hawaii Project Hanager
Ther.al Power Company
Central Pacific Plaza
220 South King Street, Suite 1750
Honolulu. Hawat'! 96813
O.ar Hr. Patter.on,
The folloWing are comment. on your Draft Environmental Impact
Statement:
Having carefully reviewed the eight-page section on Cultural
a.sources, including the subsections on Historical Survey,
Archeological Resources and Native Hawaiian Religious Beliefs and
Practices, we find this .ection woefully inadequate in addressing
the issues and concerns we are most interested in.
To wit:
1. There is no acknowledgment, recognition, research or
discussion of Pele as a goddess in her body forms of lava, magma,
heat, and STEAH.
2. There is no acknowledgment, research or discussion
of the importance of Pele and the hula in the Puna District, nor
any discussion of the i~portance of Pele and the Puna Di.trict and
Hawaiol t.land In Hawaiian chants (mele and ali).
3. There 15 almost no acknowledgment, research or
discussion of the numerous places (particularly those places
visited by Pele) important to Pele and Hawaiian beliefs and customs
throughout the Puna District contained in Pele .tories. chants and
legends.
40 There i. no mention of access or denial of access
for Hawaiian religious and cultural purposes in accordance with our
beli.fs and traditions.
The paucity of acknowledgment and discussion of the above
concerns in your DEIS are only part of the .any i.sues of
importance \0 Pele Practitioners. We are gratified that you have
at least recognized Kilauea's East Rift Zone as part of Pele's
Comments on DEIS. Thermal Power Co.peny
traditional hOOle and that "Some vonhippera of the Goddesl Pel.
beliave that withdrawing at••• from the volcano would desecrate the
body of the loddeu and d•• troy her." But we &1:'8 deeply diaturbed
by the lup_rElet.lity and .hal1ovne•• of rea•• rch contained in your
.action on Cultural lesource••
He ka 'oia '1'0.
~¥rY
Pele Defenle Fund
• • i
Page J
Your commenl is appreciated. Mr. Phillips has been contacted with a request
that he provide the information eent Jened so that enaineerin& evaluation can
occur.
All brine holding ponds and well pad sumps for solid waste should he lined to
prevent seepage of geother.al effluent tnro the aroundwater. and to prevent
cn-sf re accueu l a t i on of toxins in the substrate. Such considerations are
necessary for land use reclamation following decommissioning of the plant.
Reply IS
Toxicity lests of drilling fluids previously placed in the Wellpad A s~p show
no Envf rcneenra l Protecti.on Agency (EPA) established toxicity levels. Arsenic,
lead, and .ercury were among the .etals measured in these 1985 tests. Neither
wellbore fluid losses while drilling nor drilliol sump residues are indicated
to approach toxic levels or to impact the existinl non potable Iroundwater in
the project area.
~ellpad sumps [or solid wastes will be utilized for disposal of cooling tower
sludge which has been shown to be nontoxic in analyses perfor.ed on sludges
taken frog the HGP-A facility. The .ain constituents of this sludle are iron,
sulfur, and biological .aterials. None of the solid wastes that will e.inate
from the new facility will be toxic. Repeated testina will be perfor_ed to
ensure that nontoxic conditions are .aintained.
Brine ponds are only intended for injection syste. upsets and eatnt.enance
activities. The volumes discharled to the ponds, therefore, will be limited
and infrequent. The constituents in the brine are not toxic and the quality
of the underlying groundwater is already contaminated with naturally leakine
geothermal fluids. As the temperature of the brine decreases, silica precipi-
tation makes handline of contained fluids very difficult posina .any problems
for disposal.
The contents of drilling .ud, coolinl tower sludee, and brine are not expected
to be tax ie, and rhe i r di spa sa I in unlined seeps or ponds wi11, therefore,
1I0t cause a Significant i_pact to the envt reneent . Land use rec Iaeat i cn
following decommissioning of the facility can be accomplished without the use
of linings.
We thank you for your interest in our project.
Ralph A. Patterson, Jr.
Hawaii Project Manager
KA"'; os
044/023SStl
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
~ A. , ....,.on. Jr.
IU ...~ P,qecl I.4n4lgli!'
Nllveaber 16, 1981
Reply 12
Before wellpads are const ruct r the County vr Ll review the location 411:nd
grading details. The Departlll'llt of Land and Natural Resources, ud the
Depart.enl of Health wi11 revie\,' ve I l Iccar ions prior to drilliD&. Peraits
must be issued prior to these activities.
Project boundaries and a I~mile radius fro~ the po~er plant have beeD added to
Figure 8-3.
COlllRlent
tls. Deborah Hay, Vice-Chair.an
Political Action Couillee
Paradise Park Hui Hanalike
SR 11000
Keaau, Hawaii 96149
Dear tls. Hay:
Thank you for your letter of Septeaber 16. 1981 expressing co.ments on the Puna
Geother.al Venture Project's Draft Environaental I.pact State.eDt.
Your concerns are addressed below:
COlMlent
figure 8-3 shows all well pads to be situated. in t~e east~~e~t~al secti~n of
the project area aostly placed away frOIll res idem tal subdivf s ions and Lava
t ree State Park .• HOlo'ever, as stated on Page 2-1, first paracraph, "the wellpad
locations aay be revised ... to obtain an optimal well field Io'ith a low surf.Jce
area requt reeent.. II
Reply II
Two wellpads exist now and are fixed. Four possible new wellpads, proposed at
svecilic sites as shown on Site Plan, Figure 1-2~ are. based uron. curre.nt
kno~ledge of reservoir extent. expected reach of dlrectl~n~l drilling, higher
ground elevation to protect against lava f lcvs , and proXlllllty to power p'lants:
Actual results of future drilling and production lIay force alnor relocations In
the proposed C, D, E, and F Wellpads. In no event would Wellpads E and F be
moved closer to lease boundaries or existing residences because the topoerapby
at these proposed wellpads is favorable to reductions of noise, land distur-
bance and visual i_pacts.
~C?~ent
If, dUelilC well field development. any well pad change is, necessary bringing.
well pads closer to residential, recreational or conserva~lon areas, ne~ p~r.lt
and driJling applic.Jtions should be required. because nOISe a.od HtS eeuss icns
to residences and park visitors aay be increased by changes 1~ wellpad loca-
lion. Additionally, in Figure 8·3, the Project Area bcundar ies should be
delineated, and 1/2~aile radii indicated Ior each planned production ve l lpad ,
s mce most of the noise and air quality impacts are expected to be greatest
within the 1/2-.ile radius.
TN;,mal Po....e' Compa"" It SuDWI""~ of Do;omond &>'m,ocII
Cl?nllill PilC~'{ PIa'il, 120 Soul" Koog Sllelll, Suo'"11~ tiunolulu, HiI"'iI" 96813~ IlOlI~4'8940
The DEIS states (Page ~~l6) thal each "..ell aust be vented directly to the
atllosphere after drillinB to cle4n dirl and debris fro. the well prior to veil
testing and that H2S ee tss ions cannot be controlled. Therllal Power contends
that unabated venting is necessary for proper, unhindered clean-out, especially
of corrosive particulate malter. Has Thermal Power consulted other engineeria,
firllls for abatement systems that coul d alJow efficient clean-out without
damaginc the wells?
Reply '3
In the first f Iovtng event at a necty ccep let.ed gectbe rea l ce l l , a Il.lll:i.u.
number of natural, sharp-edeed rock particulates are Iloved out of the ~allrock
surround inc the new production interval of the wellbore. The only efficient
way to complete tbis process is to open the well to a full flow condition, i.n
continuous flow mode until the effluent is dear. The ecst vigorous flow,
obtained by safely verticallY discb~rging tbe well to atmosphere, ~Iso provides
a sborter clean up interval with its attendant H2S esuas rcns and noise. All
mechanical metbods of constrainin~ these highly erosive (not corrosive) lnitial
flows .alte it a lancer, less ef f i c i ent and riskrecpro:cess. Vertical venting
is a safely controllable process that has allowed PGV to .Jllain dean flow
~ithin a '-bour tiae interval. Tbis allows an earlier and safer initiation of
fhw tests.
Therllal Power Company has consu l red lIIany di Iferenr sources in selecting abate~
eent systeas for the PG\' project. There is an ongoing effort to assess
developinc technoloeies froll Ihe geotherllal industry and to consider applying
new technologies froll other industries. Any information that aay expand the
data base a l ready ccep i led would he apprec i at ed .
Comment
As part of the per.it process, all tndependenr company "hould be- consulted to
give .J tecbmce l evaluation of t.be syste_ proposed by Theraal power, and other
future geothermal developers, to ascertain Ih.Jt the aost effective abateaent
processes .Jnd lIiligation eeasures vi l I be used. tlr. Ronald C. Phillips, a
senior staff engineer for TRW-DSSG Advanl-ed Technology Division, resides in
Hawaii County and advises that THw IHedondo Beach, CAl has worked with large
aecunt s of corrosive .uterials and effluents at their San Juan Capistrano test
site. He indical,.d that <l technology ex rst s which lIlay be adapted to the well
cleau-cur process, therehy abalill~ open vent i ng , but aHowing effective,
nOliJalllaging c lean-out .
•• : Coe•••l. to the Pu.. 8.otha~•• 1 Ve.tur. Project
Draft Eftvlron••nt.1 I.p.ct Itat•••nt
•1I
of ~orrD.'ve p.rtlcul.te •• tter. H.. Ther•• 1 POMe'·
~oft.ull•• other .ft"ft.er'"' f •••• fu_· abat ••e.t .,ate••
th.t ~oul. allow .fflc ••• l cW••n-out _.thoul ••••'1.'
th. ~.II."
A. part.. the p.re.t pr.c•••• an ••4.p••4e.t c ••panr
.h•••• b. con.ult.. to ,.v. • techn.cal .valuat ••n of
the .p.t•• prapo••• bp Th.r••1 P.war ••ft••th.r future
9.oth.r... ..ve'.p.r., t. ..c.rt.ln t~at the .oat
effectlv. aba'•••• ' proc••••• a•••1'I,a'lo•••••ur••
••• 1 b. u.... Mr •••nal. C. Phll.lp•••••• 'or ataff
.n,lft••r for TRy·e... ..vance. T.chnolo,p .'.' •• Oft.
r •• ' ••• 'ft " ••••• Cou.tp .n•••v •••• that TRW ••••••••
••ach. CA' h.. work•••• th .ar,. a.ount. of corroa'v •
•• t.r.al •••4 afflu.n'a at thalr la. Ju.. Cap •• tranD
te.t alt.. H. In.lc.t •• lh.t a 'echnolD,r •• Iata ~h'ch
.ay b ••••pt.. to th. .e •• cl ••• ·ou! proc.... th.reby
abatln, Dp.n .e.tln, but allo.I., .ffecllve.
nD.· ••••'I.' cl •••out.
RECEIVEU
SfP :2" I.~I
'L
SEP z4 I~",
the Dr.ft Eftvlron••nt.1 lepact
bp Th.r•• 1 Po••r CDep.np for th.lr
po•• r plant In Pohalkl an~ Maul'
- fDlla.ln, co.....t. for your
& ~ ~ i 1
'Pa~abi~e 'Pa~k #Ui j/4f4alike
SR 11000
Keaau. Hawaii 96749
W. have racelv••
Stal••• rit .ub.ltt.d
propoa.d 25 ••••••tt
Ilk. to off.r tha
coftald.r.tlan.
Mr. Albert Lana Lpe•• _ Director
Countp of ".w••• r'.nn'n, D.pt.
2S Aupun' It.
H.ID. H•••• I .6720
FI~ur. 8-3 .h••• all .ell·p.'. to b. altu.t.' In the
e •• l-centr.1 .actlan of tha project .r••••a.tlp.pl.ce.
••• y frae r •• I.entlal .ub,lvl.lon. an. L.va Trea Stat.
Park. Ha ••v.r ••• at.l.d on p.,. 2-7. f.r.t p.ra,raph.
-the .ellp.' location•••y b. r.vl •••••• to obt_ln _n
optl •• 1 •• llfl.l •• Ith aiD••urf.c. ar•• r.qul r e ••nt - .
All brln. hol.I'" pan'. aft••allp•••u.pa for aall'
••• l ••haul' b. lin•• to pr.v... ' •••p.,. of ,.oth.r.al
efflu•• t Into the ,roun••• ter. an. to praw... t on-alt •
.ccuaulatlo.. of to_In. I. the aub.trate. .uch
conaI4.r.tlo c ••••r., for la u.e recl ••all ..
followln, '.co•• I •• lonln, of the pl ... t.
lJ. durin, .ellf'.I' ••Y.lope.nl, a.y •• llpa' ch••,a ••
~.c••••ry brln,ln, •• llpa'. cla•• r to r •• I, ... tlal.
rj~~tIDn.1 or cana.ry.tlo.. .r.... ••• p.r.lt .n'
.rlll'n, .ppllcatlon••hau'. b. r.qulr... b.c.u•• nol ••
• n. H~ •• I •• lona to r •• I'.ftc•••n' p.rk vl.ltor•••y be
Incr••••• by chan••• In •• llp.' loc.tlan. A"ltIDn.lly •
• ft fl,ur. 8-3, the proJ.ct Ar •• boun'.rl.a ahaul. ba
,.lln•• t.d, .n. I1Z-.II. r •• 11 In,lc.t.4 for ••ch
pl.nn•• pro'uctla.... II-pa'. alnca a.at of the nola. an'
air quality lap.ct••re ••p.ct •• to b. ,ra.t.at .athln
the 112-.11. ".dlua.
Tha D£I••tat •• Ip.,. S·.61 th.t aach .all _u.t ba
vanta' " ...ct.y to the .te.aphar. afl.r .r.llln, to
cl ••n .I"t an4 'abrla fro. tha •• 11 prlo.. to •• 11
t •• lln, _n. that "as •• I •• lona c .....ot b. cantrall •••
Th.r•• ' Po••" cont.n,. th.t un·.b.ta. v.ntln, I.
n.e •••• ry for propar. u.hlnd .... d cle.n·out. a.p.clally
A careful analysis of the potential i_pacts and Mitiaation .easures has con-
cluded that the PGV facility is not likely to affect the breedina of the
Hawaiian hawk. The exact effect is unknown. Section 16 i. Dot a listip8 of
all the unknown envf rcneenra l effects. rather it discusses unresolved issues
for which inforMation is currently pending or unavailable.
We thank you for your interest in our project.
~~~
Ralph A. Patterson, Jr.
Hawaii Project Hanager
RAP:os
M4/02355F
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• Z. I ,I, 'j il I
local qualified field botanists should be noted also - not just those in state
of federal categories.
vegetation Ilaps because th,
.ajor feeding and breeding
Reply '12
house native plants and invertebrates and previa
~ t'S (or the "awai ian H.n,'k or '10.
Char and Stenaermann's botanical survey identified the status of each of the
plant species found. A copy of the plant species list has been included in the
final [IS.
~~~ent
The [IS needs to reverse the short shrift liven to native plant cOllll'Dunities.
It is not acceptable to treat rare plants with such faint regard - to not
furnish their full scientific na.es and to not even list the. on the table of
plant species occurring in the study area.
((eply 19
The [IS has been expanded to more fully describe the plant species that were
found within the study area.
Rare native plants .ust be included in "the prillary species of concern"
(Page 7~6), along with the endangered Hawaiian Hawk or '10. A concOllft.nt
cOMmit~nt should be Made to a sensitive .anitorinl procraM for rare plants in
order to detect deleterious illlpacts and provide for appropriate Mitigation
practices. The monitorinl and mitiaation schedule should be published in the
final statement.
Reply 110
The sentence that is referred to on page 1-6 of the draft EIS Wal under the
section of fauna. not flora. Biological IIOnitoring is currently planned to
assess the effects of the project on surroundinl vegetation.
In Thetlllal Power Company's July 20 replies to the fWS and to the Society, Ralph
Patterson prolllised that " Map indicating the nine vegetation types found in the
study area would be included. No such Map is in the [IS, but it should be
there.
Reply 'II
The Blap has been included in the final EIS.
~~("nt
TIlt' earure , diversified tletrosideros ('ohi'a) forest COMmunities at Pu'u
1l0llu;I-'ula, and nearby pu'u and kipuka should be distinctly delineated on
The "etrosideros forests are identified on the vegetation aap that has beet
included in the final [IS.
~o invertebrate survey was conducted. even though the Society requested one h.
its April 12 letter to Thermal Power Co.pany. Such a survey should still be-
aade by competent biologists. particularly in the 'ohi'a forest cam.uniti~s••0
tbat a .ore ccep lere and accurate baseline biological record hi establish"
before construction starts.
Reply 113
~s discussed in our prevteus letter to the Audubon Society, we be l teve an
Inveerebrare sur-vey 15 not necessary for this project because of the sull
acreage (approxiMately 17 acres) that will be disturbed by the facility.
Co_ent
The statement thal the endangered species status of the Hawaiian Hawk or '10
"has been questioned" by tI. Scott should be expunged frOll the text (Page 7-6).
Reply '14
The statement has been deleted.
COInent
It is essential that '10 be closely Monitored so that the hazards of construc-
tion activity, noise and e.issions to their reproductive health can be pra-ptl,
.itilated if need be. The monitoring prograM should be described in detail to
cover the annual cycle of the lies tins and feeding population in the area.
Reply '15
pev has, Monitored the Hawai.jan hawk for several years. and phns to continue to
do so In the future. Detuls of the future IIOnitorillR plan will be worked out
with the organization conducting the Monitoring progra.. The MonitorinR
prograM should be part of a coeprehens tve study assessinl all factors that
threaten the '10 like mcreesed use of pest Ictdes in agriculture.
Co_ent
Section 16, SWAmary of Unresolved Issues, is incolllplete. The unknown effects
of the project 011 rare nat Ive plants and 011 the breeding success of the '10
should be added as unresolved issues,
Page 2
The 1984 biological survey is not included u an appendix for reviewers to
exalline - u is custollary in an £IS. In the absence of the coep l ete report.
the fraamentary data liven in the texl are insufficient in reveal ina the exlent
~nd quality of the native biota to be i.pacted. The 1984 report and a new 1981
survey sllould be incorporated into the final stateeent .
Reilly 12
The biological section of the EIS has been significantly expanded. Individuals
seeking additional details are referred to the study it5eH. whieb Is filed al
tile County Planning Departlaent and the Office of Environaental Quality Control.
COllllllent
Significant errors concerning native plants occur io the text. Table 1-1 (Page
1-2), titled "Plant Species in the Study Area," lius only 19 plants. Yet the
text reports that "a total of 240 pilot speciu ViIS found durina the course of
the botanical field survey" (Page 1-)). The text aoes on to say tbat 6S of
these were native species, but tbe plant list in Table 1-1 contains only 1 o~ 8
listings that can be identified as native species. What are the additional
S1-58 native spec ie s t The rationale for lIaking .. list of only 19 of the 250
species located on the study site is not explained. This list is so rife with
errors in both COmMOn and scientific names that it could not have been prepared
by a competent botanist.
Reply 13
Table 1-1 in the draft EIS listed only those plants that were called out in the
text. It was not meant to be an exhaustive list. The table bas been reecved
froOl the final EIS to e l iemare any confusion. A ccep l et.e list of the 240
plant species is appended in the final EIS. Scientific nalles and co.mon na.es
have been proofed.
(olMlent
The complete plant list of the area 5hould be presented accurately in the EIS,
and all 65 native species should be naMed and their con5ervation status noted.
The coeplete list of 240 species is included in the find £IS. All native
spec Ies , and the frequency in which they we re found. are included in the list.
lucoIJplete and conflictin& statements are eade about rare native piant species:
AU' there ..ctually~ rare native species on the sile? Or More? It is
illlpossible to know correctly fr~ the text since species' nages are not identi-
fied for three phnh in the genus Cyrtandra and since the one or eore Bobea
Sllj'oes af sc is not flil.ed.
Pa~ J
Reply '5
Thre~. rar~ species of ~YrtalhJrii. and the candidate endanlered Tetraplauodn.
hawallensls wer~ fouod In the study area (I-Mile r~dius around the power pl.at).
The three species of Cyrtandra are: £r!"tandra ealudou var. intearifoUa.
Cyrtandra paludosa var . irrostrata. and Cyrtandra~s yet undescribrd).
One rare species of~ was also identified in the study area. It is
pOSSible that the~ species was Bobea tillonioides. which is a candidate
endanlered species because the plant lacked flowers or fruit. The [IS has bee_
corrected to clarify the nu.ber and identification of rare plants.
~
COMplete and accurate infor0l3tion on the ccnservet tcn status of fully-lloute"
rare native plant species should be 5upplied to reviewers.
Reply 16
The EIS has been revised to include more ccep lere inforMation.
The 1984 botaniul survey could ve l I be outdated no\," <IS ]-1/2 yurs h..ve
elapsed since it was conducted. because the EIS is Meant to pre~ent current.
up-to-d.. te baseline infor.ation on the enviro~ent before developMent iMpacts
occur, a fresh. io-depth survey should be undertaken for publication in tbe
final aret.eeent • before physical ccndi t i ons in the project area are altered by
construction. Since the whole parcel could be affected in the lon& run, the
survey should cover all 500 ~cres, not jU5t the 11 acres pl<loned for i..ediate
construction. Biolo&ical surveys conducted now of the whole parcel will
provide nece5sary baseline data {or future use. Then changes in the environ-
.ent can be appropriately 1I0nitored and Miti&ation Measures applied duriog the
projectls life time; that may include expansion of drill sites, roads. power
pl ..nts and other construction in years to come.
Reply '7
PGY believes the 1984 botanical survey was adequate to e5tablish .. ba5rline of
the euvf rcneenr ncar the project site. Changes in the area have not been
significant enough to warrant all updated 5tudy. The study area of the survey
covered 2.010 acres around th~ power plant. not just the 11 acres planned for
construction. The 5tudy area included all of t he 500 acres of the project area
and gave 5pecial attention to the Puus.
Another consideration 15 tbat the botanical survey needs to be updated in order
to adequately research the status of native species. The US fish and Wildlife
Se rv i ce (fWS) review of plant taxa {or l i s t rng as endangered or threatened
species. including categories J. 2 alld ] (published 1985). should be applied to
spec res found in the project area. Species considered rare or uncoeaon by
, ~ • •i l • i • • II
Puna Geothermal
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Thank you for your letter of Septe.ber 20, 1981 expressing comments on the Puoa
Geothermal Venture Project's Draft [nvirol~ental I-pact State.ent.
Your concerns are addressed below:
Hs. "aile A. Stellllller.ann has a B.S. in Biology frOM HcGill University "ontrealCanad~. She was working tcv d h H S . ••p ar er .. In zoology when she was retained by
°CV. She h~s worke~ as all. ornith.ologist since 1976. Ste-.enllann is a ...ber
f the. A.enca~ Oro.thologUlS umcu , the ~rican Society cf Naturalists tbeEoco~oglcal.Society. of America, thl' Pacific Seabird Group and the Wils~n
rnllhologlCal SOCiety. '
Inforrnat~on on t~e duration of t he I tel d survcy and Methodology has been added
lo the final Envlronlllenlal l"llact Statement (EIS).
The authors of the 1984 biological study on the project W. Char and
H. Ste~er~ann. are not identified by title, affiliation, ed~cation and area of
;xpertlSe as. are ot~er persons listed in the addendum who contributed to the
IS. !hat ln~crlllatlcn, and inforlll3tion on the alMlunt of tirae both authors
spent In the faeld on the 1984 survey, should be given to reviewers.
Reply 'I
H W· p.... ChS5: anona 1. ani. ar was enrolled in the Hasters Degree prolra. in Botanical
c ieeces at the UnIVersity of Hawaii-Hanca, during the ti. the survey wascon~ucted..~er speci.liution "as plant taxonOlllY with special elllphasis on the
:a~lVe ~awallan flora. Her B.A. was in Botanical Sc Iences fro. the same
naverslty. When she was retained by Pun~ CrothrrMal Venlure (PCV) she was a
:otanical c~~sultant. and had been self-~.ployed sinCe 1976. Char is a MeMber
L
f the- HawaIIan Bot.anica) Society, Bishop Huseu. Association and the H3"'aii
eague of Conservation Voters. '
...... -- ...-.-.,
Ha.o~.~I~
Nove.ber lb, 1911
Diamond Shamrock
Thermat Power Company
Hs. Hat' E. Hull
Island of Hawaii Representative
Hawaii Audubon Society
Post Office Box 275
Volcano, Hawaii 96785
Dear "so Mull:
~ f;. Mde
"ae E. Hull
I,land of Hawali Representative
Hawaii Audubon Society
Sincerely yours,
12) The mature, diver,ified Metroslderos (IObi t . ) forest communities
at Pu'u Honua.'ula. and nearby puiu ~d klpUka should b. distinctly
delineated on ••getation mlps because they hou•• nattv. plant. and
invertebrates and provide m.Jor Ceedlng and bre.ding alt•• tor the
Hawaiian Hawk o~ '10.
1) .0 invertebrate lurvey w&! conducted,e••n thoueh the Society
requested one In tt, April 12 letter to Thermal Power Co~any. Such.
aurvey Should ,ttll be mad. by competent biologists, particularly In the
'ohi'. forest communities, so that. more c~l.t. and, accurate baseline
bloloRlcal record Is established betore construction start••
14) The statement that the endangered specIes status oC the Hawaiian
Hawk or tIo "has been questioned" by M. Scott should be expunged trom
the text (p. 7-6). No request or petition to remoVe '10 tram the endan-
gered specie, list ha, been made by Scott or ~yonl el,l. '10 Is treated
a, a fully endangered ,pecles by the tederal and state governments, and
development Is not permjtted that would har.m the ,peele,. It is irre,pon-
,lble for Scott to ca,ually question the endangered status or 110 without
sUbmJtting a petition to the YJS containing compelling arguments tor its
deli,ting. No such ar~ents can be mad. rationally. Areas where trees
grow on the Big Island are the only breeding habitat· tor '10 and that
make' up a small total ran~e ro~~~ wide-renElng bird as • hawk species.
Its re,tricted range limit, its numbers to too CeV Cor comfort, estimated
at 1500-2500 indiViduals, Biologi,ts say the population apoears to ~e
healthy, but the increasing use of pesticides is potentially a serious
threat to the Ipecie,. .
It '10 did not have real I1ndting rae tors or .ame sort to contend
with, young of the year would be expected to colonl&e and establish .
breedin~ populat1olUJ on the islands or Plaut, Moloka1, Oahu and laual. But
this has not bappened In historic times.
15) It Is essential that '10 be closely monitored .0 that the hazards
at con,truction activity, noise and ~ssions to their reproductive health
can be promptly mitigated it need be. The monitoring progr~ Ihould be
described in detail to·cover the annual cycle of ~. neltins and reeding
pOfulation in the area.
16) Section 16. Summary ot unrelolved Ilsue•• il incomplete. The
unknown .rrectl or the project on rare nativ. plantl and on the breeding
SUcce,s of the '10 should be added al unresolved iSlue••
we will appreciate your carelUl conlideration or the ISlues railed
h.re.
lher",., Power Comp.nr... Sub~,,;.. w "I ()W'oond 5h.ImllKk
c~"".t Pac,lor:Ptilla 110 Soul" IC~JlI Sl..... ' Su,ll' 1'!IlI ltoo..._..... Ii"",,, .. 96I1IJ ,.......... tlIltI ~.'. "~IJ,'
- 2 -J'\:...a Goothennal
third, on p. 7-S: "All three Cyrtandra .pec1e. a. well as Tetra-
plasL~dra ha~ailensls and Bobea .pecl•• Vere tound In this ve~i£itTon
type. N
tourth. on p. l$-S: "Three rare nat1ve plant apecies occur 1n the
v1c1nity ot the proJ.ct ,ite ••••-
So. are there actually .....n rare natlv. specie. on the slte' Or IIlOre
It Is Impose1ble to know correctly tram ~e text 11nce .pecle.' name. are
not 1dentitled for three plants In the ,enu. Cyrtandra and .1nce the one
or MOre~ .pecle. also 1. not named. .
6) Complete and accurat. information on tne cons.rvation statu. of
tully-named rare natt.e plant spacle, should b. suppl1ed to reviewer••
7) The 1964 botanJcal aurvey could W81l be outdated now aa Ji y.ar.
ba.e elapsed .ince 1t was conducted. Because the ~s is meant to present
current. up-tO-date baseline Information on the environment betore develop
ment Im?act. oocur. a fresh, 1n-depth survey ahould be undertaken ror
publlcat10n in the t1nal stateMent -- betore physical conditions In the
project area are altered by con~tructlqn. Slnce the whole parcel could
be arrected In the long run. the survey ahould cover all $00 acres, not
Just the 17 acre. planned tor immediate construction. Biological survey•
conducted nov or tba whole parcel will prOVide necessary baseline data
for tuture use. Then chanp•• in the env1ronment can be appropriately
monitored and miti~at1on aeasure. applied during the proJect', life.~1rne;
that .ay 1nclude expans10n ot drill ,1tel. roads. power plants and other
construct1on in year. to came. .
8) Another consideration ls that the botanical survey needs to b.
upcated in order to adequately research the status ot nat1ve specie••
The US Fish and '~lldl1re Service (NS) review ot plant taxa for llstlll&
a. endan~ered or threatened specie•• 1ncluding catetor1e. 1, 2 and )
(publhhed 198$), shoulcl be applied to apech. tOWl.d 1n the project area.
Species considered rare or uncommon by local qualitied tield botanists
.bould be noted also -- not J~t those in .tate or federal categorie••
9) The £IS needs to reverse the abort shritt given to native plant
communities. It is not ecceptable to treat rare plants with such taint
regard -- to not furnish their tull scientit1c names and to not even li.t
theM on the table ot plant .pecle. occ~ng in tbe .tudy aree.
10) Rare native plants .ust be Included in Wthe primary species ot
concern· (p. 1-6), along with the endan6ered HawaJian Hawk or '10. A
concomitant commltroent should be aade to a sensitive monitoring program
tor rare plant. in ord.r to detect deleterious impact. and provide for
appropriate mitigation practlce.. The monitoring and mitipat10n schedule
ahould be publ1shed In the tlnal .tatement.
11) In Thennal Power Camnany~. July 20 repl1es to the FWS and to the
Soctety, Ralph Patt.rson proro1sed that a map 1ndicating the nine vegeta-
tion types found 1n the study area would be included. No such map is 1n
the £IS, but It should be th.re.
.0- IQIIMUHllNlLU.u t\4w.. _~
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HAWAD AUDUBON SOCIETY
111'. "'lberi L.oIIO t.Pa1l. Dir.e:t~r
Cout,. or KawaU PlaMln, J)e,pan••llc
25 ......plili Stre.t
Kilo. HawaU 96720
I.: Dratt Environa.ntal .IApae:t Stat'.,nt (EIS) rol' t~. Puna O.~th,.... l V.nt ...r' ProJ.e:t
Dear .r. lJ-A*
RECBVEO
SEP 2:i WUI
For 1M ProI«liM qf H._Ii., MIt;., W"1Id/1/.
Ve -,v. r.vl.wed the dr.tt ElS and pr•••nt tb, r~llowill. comm.nt. QA ••p.e:t.
~r .p.e:ial conc.rll to tbe Soeiet1. Seeii~n 7 all .i~loCical B,.oure•• i. llle:oepl., ••
It rail. t~ ad.~at.11 d••criO. tb. native biota or tb. pr~J.et area and tb. p~t,nt1.1
i.pact. or th. propo••d ..oib .....l developm.nt.
1) Tb.....'hor. at tb. 1964 ol010(lC&1 ,t...~ on th, proJect. W. Char an4 l.
St........nn, are 1I0t idelltlr1e4 bf title. ,triliatioll, ,4...catioll aDd area or .%p.rtl"
•• are otb.r per&on. li.t,d ill the .4d,nd~ who contributad io·the EIS. That ill(o~._
tloll. and iDfo....tion all the amollDt or ti., botb author••pent in tbe 'i,14 on tba
1984 aurvll. &bo1.l14 b, liven to revi'wer••
2). The 1184 biololica1 ....rv.,. ia not inel...4ed .a an app.ndu r~r r.·.i.,,,,.r,- t~
ex-ine - •• h CIl'to~ ift an ElS. III tb, ao..ne. ~( the coephta report, tb.
frapantary clata (lven io the tut are in....rUelant ill reveaUnl tb. uUnt aD4
~lit,. ot tb. native biota to b. lApaeted. Tb, 1~ r.port and • new 1961 ....rv.y
ahould be iAcorporated illto tbe liDal atate.,nt.
) SilDiricant error. conc,rninl native plant. occur ill tb. tt:rt. Tabl. 7-1
(p. 1-2). ~itled -Plant Speei" ill the St ...~ jr•••• lilt, OAl1 19 pl.nta. ret tbe
tan report. ,-'t -a total or 240 plant ,p.ciea lIiiI.. rolllld. durill& tbe co....... or tht
botanical tield survey· (p. 7-1). The text ~oes on to .ay that 6$ or
these were nat1ve .pecies, but the plant list in rable 7-1 contal~
only 7 or 8 1lstin~s that can be Identltied as natiVe ,pec1es. ~~at
are the addltonal $7-~8 natiVe specie" The rationale for making a list
of only 19 ot the 2$0 speCie. located on the study site I. not explained.
Tb1. lilt 11m rlre with errors in both cOlr.l1lon and scientitic nllJlles that
It could not have been prepared by a cORpetent botanist.
~) The complete plant list of the area should be presented accurately
in tbe EXS, and all 6$ nat1Ye species should be nllJlled and their conser-
.atlon status noted. .
SJ Incomplete and contllctlng .tatements are m.de about rare natiVe
pl-.nt .pecie.:
tlrat, on p. 7-1:-rnre. rare endemic .peete. were round in the
atudyarea: Cyr~-.ndra spp., retraplasandra hawaiien,ls, and~ spp.w
second, on p. 7-): ·SeYeral rare or uncommon native species such
a3 the three Cyrtandra spp•• Tetra~lasandra hawailen,is, and the deli-
cate tl~1 terns Mecodium recurvum and Gonocormus minutus occur ~~ the
d~ cracks and creyices or the closed torest."
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
Hr. J. T. (Stuart) Harks
Spokesperson for C.R.t.D.A.A.
CREDAA
Post Office Box 57~
Hto View, Hawaii 96171
Riliptl A, P,..."on, J,.
tq",a" P'oteCI M.naIiW'
November 16, 1981
Dear Hr. Harks:
Thank you for your letter of September 20, 1981 expressing comments on the Pun.
Geothermal Ventura Project'. Praft Environmental Impact Statement.
Your concerns are addressed below;
~
While Section I) -.kes reference to the State's loals and cites policies that
have been adopted, apecifically "Pro_ote prudent use of power .nd fuel .uppltes
through education, con.ervation. and eneq,,;y-efficient pr.cticee ;" Section 14 is
deficient in any discussion of energy conservation 8S a clean alternativa to
building new generatin, capacity.
In short, no empirical basis whatever haa e.erged for the es~entially theologi-
cal argumant•••• pu!'ent(ed) for rapid Irowth in electric dellland. To the
contrary. thera .ra _any persuasive reasons to belteve that electricity and
economic activity will continue to decouple, just aa they h.ve gradually been
doing for the past three decades. This would be even faster under truthful
prices -- for ex...p Ie , in the absence of electric utilities $JO billion in
FYl98~ Federal subsidies.
CREDAA feel. that the above discussion is vital to the island'. economy and
lifestyle. Therefore, the .b~ve issues should be .ddressed in the final EIS.
Reph 11
Your comment i. correct. conservation is an important part of the State energy
progra_. A discussion of conservation has been added to Section 14 of the
final E~vironment.l Impact Statelllent.
~e thank you for your interest in our project.
~~&~
Ralph A. Patterson, Jr.
"awaii Project Hanager
RAP:oli
044/02J55/l
The'''''. Powe, Camp.n,.... 5.,osw'r al O,.mono~m,ocl<
C~.... P.c~!{ Plaa 'dO c;.",." k,ng 51'",1 5 ...." 17~ HoflOlukJ H....a" 96813 ""one 808:.148940
•••0<,"" .... _ ..... _ ••
STATE OF HAWAII
DEPAAT1IIENT 01' llDUCATION
,. o. O(U _
_ .... U......N_
August 11. 1981
;lu" rlt! if 7
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
R-'PI' A....I....on. Jr.
H......... "'oreelMaI\l9f'"
November 16••987
Mr. Albert lono lyman, Director
County of Hawait Planning Depart_ent
25 Aupunt Street
Hilo, Hawatl 96720
Dear Hr. lyman:
SUBJECT: Puna'Geothermal Venture Project
Our review of yourgeothe....l project indicates that it will
have no enrollment Impact on Pahoa High/Elementary School.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely.
. 11 1.1e.~ J. .:.J~t,'
Charles T. Tog~hi
Superintendent
crru 1 (HR1)
cc £. 1...1. OBS
A. Garson. Hawalt Dist.
vR. Patterson. Thermal Power Co.
AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Hr. Charles T. TOluchl
Superintendent
State of Ha",a"
Depart_ent of Education
P.O. Box 2)60
Honolulu. Hawaii 96804
Dear Hr. Toguchl:
Thank you for your l.tter of August 17. 1981. acknowledlin, r.c.lpt of the
Draft Environmental I.pact State.ent (£IS) on the Puna Ceoth.rmal V.ntur.
Project. We are In the process of rev"ln, the lIS tn rupon•• to the
coaments received. Th. final lIS should be available by Dec••b.r I. 1981.
We thank you for your Interest In our p~oject.
~;:;~~
.alph A. Patterson, Jr.
Hawalt Pr~ject Hana,.r
RAP:os
041,102J55/12
'~,m.' Pow., Camp.",. A S"l>sotJl<1'¥ U' 0"""-1<\0 Sn..m,oc_
C.-n"al "ilC,'o( Pla,Oil :O:'U S<'uHl lI.,ng S,,,,.,, Su"" I l!lfl H"",~ulu Ha.... " 96111J f'nurll' 808 514·8'U(I
We bave previou.ly conducted review. of thl. project. In April,
1"7. we were finAlly able to obtAin a copy of the archaeological
.tudy for thl. project ar.a (E. Bogerl-Jourdane , B. Nlka.ura
l"t. Archaeological B.connal ••ance an4 Hi.torlcal survey. of
~nd. At KapOho, Puna. Hawaii I.land,). Thl ••tudy found no
hi.torlc .it•• ~ We have reviewed. the report. and we believe the
projece viII bave -no effect- on hi.torlc alte••
However. w. do .ee proble•• vltb tb. Draft EIS In documenting thl.
-no effect- flndiag. The Draft EIS' Cultural Belource' Section
(Section 11) doe. indicate no .ite. vere found. But. it doe. not
reference tbe Itudy (author. date. title)••0 It ia not
Id.nelfled. Al.o. it doe. DOt .ppend tb. Itudy or Itate Where it
I •• rchlved for tbe public••0 tbi, preclude. evaluation of tbe
acc.ptabillty of tbe Itudy by the pUblic or govern.ental
avencle.. The Draft ElS preparer.' .tatl.ent of an acceptable
.tudy and no .lte' b•• to be accepted at reliable; and thl. 1. not
apprroprlate a. a general polley in our view. particularly .ince
there are c•••• vhea arch.eological lurvey' are not acceptable and
have failed to identify litel. A ,ecent OEOC declarAtory rUling
00 inco.plete report. being unacceptable would .eea to al.o imply
tbat the failure to InclUde a final report In the Draft ItS or to
Identify In ehe Draft EIS the arcb've Where lucb a report i.
acc.allble would AIIO Dake an liS unacceptable. Thu•• to .ake
thl. EIS acceptabl., we recoa••nd that either the final
archaeological eurvey report be appended or text in Section 11
identify the archive(.) Where the report i ••v.ll.ble for pUblic
review~ One .ucb archive 1. our Office, the Hi.toric Site,
Sect Ion.
september 11. 1"7
Hr. Albert Lono Lyaaa, Director
PlanDlal Depart••nt. County of Hawaii2' Aupunl Strait
Hila. Hawaii 16720
Dear Mr. LyaaD:
SUBJECT: Draft EIS. PunA Oeotb.raal V.nt~re .roject
Kapobo,. ryna, Hawatt
"";.,/,
~STON H. NAGATA
.'
Mr. Albert Lono Lym.n. D'rector
September 11. 1"7
p.oe Tva
Hietoric pre.ervarion law. do not include review of the impact of
a projece on naelve people.' religlou. billef' And practice., 10
we have noe re.ponded to SletloD 11.1. However. place. tbat have
traditional euleural .lgnifleanca, luch a. bill •• can be hl.torlc
propertle. And tbu. would fall under the hi.torlc pre•• rvition
review proce... At tbi. ei••• DO evidence ba. been pre.ented Co
our office tnat .ucb place. exi.t within- the project are•.
RECREATION CONCERNS;
It appear. that ehe well venting and pipeline cllanout procedure.
w1l1 .produce noi.e level. tbat w1l1 be Intru.ive to park u.er. at
Lava Tree State Park. A. these are scbeduled operatioR' plea.e
notify tbe Hawaii Di.trlct State Park Office in Hila whan you
notify nearby communities of tbeae eveot ••
10 ;a.e of a rupture di.c vent. well blowout or other e.lrgaDCY
Which .~y Impact tbe healtb and .aflty of plrk uler. at LAva Tre.
State 'ark, the Hila Di.trlce office .hould be contActed and
advi.ed to take Appropriate ~ction. If an la.edlAte tbre~t Co tbe
bealtb And .~f.ty of p~rk u.er. I. perceived. PPV per.onnel .hould
go into tbe park and watn park vi.ltor. of the proble.. An
addition. If appropriate. pleale inclUde DLNR A' one of the
agencle. contacted AI part of your e•• rgency preparedne•• plana,
....,..; 0_..•
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Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
Hr. Ralston N. Nagata
State o[ Haw.ll i i
Departaent of Land and Natural Resources
Division of State Parks
Post Office Box 621
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809
.......... Pell.r_OII.....
ttawa" f'fote~. t.A.~\lI"
Nove.ber 16, 1~81
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The Hawaii District State Park Office in Hilo will be notified. along with
other appropriate' public agencies end co.... unrt Ies , prior to well venting and
ptpe l rne c leenour events.
COlhlllent
In case of a rupt.ure di.sc vent, well blowout or other eller!ency which .ay
illpact the health and safety of park users al Lava Tree St.llte Park. the Hilo
District office should contacted and .lIdvised to take appropriate action. If an
i_edi.llte threat to the health and safety of park usen is perceived. PPV
personnel should &0 into the (lark and warn park visitors of the proble.. In
addition. if .lIIppropriate. please include DLHR as one of the agencies C'ontacted
as part of your eaersency preparedness plans.
Reply n
Dear fir. Hagata:
Thank you for your letter of September lit 1981 expressin! c~ents on the Puna
Geotheraal Venture ProjeC't's Draft Environmental Impact Stateaent.
Your concerns are addressed below:
Tbe Draft EIS' Cultural Resources Section (Section II) does indicate no sites
were found. But, it does not reference the study (author, date. t tt Ie}, 50 it
is not identified. To .ake this EIS acceptable. we recceeend that either the
find archaeoloaical survey report be appended or text in Section 11 identify
the archive(s) ""here the report is available for public review. One such
archive is ou~ G[(ice. the Historic Sites Section.
Reference of the site archaeoiocicai survey was inadvertently oBitted (ro. the
text, however. it was included on p. 19-9 o( the draft EIS in the Bibliography.
The reference is: Rodgers-Jourdane, E.H. and 8. Nakallura t Archeological
Reconnaissance and Historical Surve s of Lands at Ka oho Puna Hawaii Island,
January 1984. The Historic Sites Section's arc Ive has been listed as one
place where the archaeological survey may be obtained [or public review.
It appears tbat the well venting and pipeline cleanout procedures will produce
Daise levels that will be intrusive to park users at Lava Tree State Park. As
these are scheduled operations. please notify the Hawaii .District State Park
Office iD Hilo when you nolify nearby communities of these events.
The...... Power Campen)'. II Subs"""y 01 Doamol"ll Shaml(l(~
Ceo"'. P,cltlr PLaZ, ;<'70 SO....h "''''9 Street Suole 11~ Ho01Olulu Haw"" 9(81) Pt\one 80B !>?·8940
Analysis of air and noise impacts fraa eacrgency events does not indicate that
there is any threat to park visitors. The E.eraency Preparedness Phos for
upsets durin! nor.at operations will be developed and issued prior to that
phase of the project. The current lIIpproved ElIeraency Preparedness Phn
includes DLNR notification.
We thank you for your interest in our project.
~~~
Ralph A. Patterson. Jr.
Hawaii Project flanager
RAt': os
044/023SSH
RECEIVEO
AUG 15 ",,1
(P1l661. 7
Diamond Shamrocl<
Thermal Power Company
Ra/pIl .... P8'''"on. Jr.
H4*.~ P'''It!C1 lAiI.... ~ef
Dear Hr. Lyman:
Mr. I 2 1001
Hr. Albert Lono Lyman
Director
Planning Department
County of Hawaii
25 Aupuni Street
Hilo, Hawaii 96720
Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Puna Geothermal Venture Project
Hr. Teuane TomlnaS4
State Public Works Engineer
Stau of KawaU
Department of Accounting and General Services
Division of Publ1c Works
Post office Box 119
Honolulu, Hawaii 96810
Dear Hr. Tomlna.a:
Thank you for your letter of August 12. 1981. acknowled&lna racelpt of the
Draft Envlronaental Impact State.ent (£15) on the Puna Ceotha~al Venture
Project. We are In the process of revifiina the £IS 1n response to the
comments received. The final tiS should be available by December I, 1981.
We have reviewed the subject document and have no
comments to offer.
Very truly yours.
~
State Public Works Engineer
fildk
w/cc: Mr. Ralph A. Patterson
We thank you for your interest In our project.
Ralph A. Patterson, Jr.
Hawaii Project Hanaaer
RAP:os
044/02nS/IJ
Thermal Po ...e. Cornp.nr. A S"bsod,"'y 'II Q,.mond !it\jnuoc.
Ct!nl... 1Panh( Pl.la 220 Su"," ""ng Su"el S",le 11!lO Huno!u1Ol Ka ....." 96llIJ VnOf\C 608 ~'4 8"'40
, t I •,
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~J.f':h \!I8/ 19. Din .li(8)
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E:rr s , 2:!5o
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
...... A. p,n,,,,,,,, Jf.
H;I...~ P'U!l."C1 ~n;oget
roc. Al~ort Lono L1Aan, Dir.etor
Pl~nning o~?art~Gnt
County of Havaii
25 Aupunl Str•• t
11110, 8awa1i "'720
Dear Me. Lr-an:
Draft Environmental lapact ·Stat.~ent
. tuna Ge9therll&1 .Ventue. Project
puna, lawalt
since the r••ponSe to. our comnents on,the £IS Preparation
Motlea for the aubjeet project va••att.factory, we bav.:Do
further co~nta to offar.
~. appreciate tbi. opportunity to provide cOllUlent.~
ver)/tr:~~:,:r·hL_,h~~~~'b
Hr. Edward Y. Hirata
Director of Transportation
State of Havdl
869 Punchbowl Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Dear Hr. Hirata:
Thank you for your letter of Sept.aber 18. 1981. acknovledalnl receipt of
the Duft Envlron••ntel Impact State.ent ([IS) on the Puna C.oche.... l
Venture Project. We ar. in the procesa of revising the [IS In respona. to
the cotll1llenu eeee tved, The final ElS should be avan.ble by Dece.ber 1.
1987.
We thank you for your interest in our project.
~~&~
Ralph A. Patterson. Jr.
Hawai! Project Manager
..-", .~ .
"'I
DT:ll.o
ec: HWY, STPldt)
~. Ralph Patterson,
Thee••l 'ower Co•
Edward Y. Hirata
Director of Tren.portation
;. . ...
RAP:OB
044/02355/4
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STATE OF HAWAII
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September 22, It.7
Mr. Albert Lona LymAn, Director
County of Hawaii Planning Department
25 Aupunt Street
Hl10, Hawlii 9'720
Del' Hr. Lyman:
Subject: DrIft Environmental Impact Statement for the
Puna Geothermal Venture Project
We. hive reviewed the .ubject document focusing on its
compliance with the content requirements set forth in
Section 11-200-17, Environmental Impact Statement (EI5)
Rules.
Although the document does contain In executive summary.
the summary ahouleS also include I concise dhcussion of
the significant adverse impacts, proposed mitigation
lDea.ures, alternatives ccnsfde red, unresolved hsues and
compatibility wlth land US8 plafts and policies Ind a
listing of permits or approvals. The summary merely notes
that these issues are covered in detail in other sections
of the document.
A listing of permits or approvals appell's in the document
as Table 13-1, Applicable Permits, Legislation, and
Regulltions. However, there ia no indication II to the
atatus of these approvals IS required by Section
11-200-17(bl. EIS Rules.
fll'~1 "'Cl
......,.
,
Hr. Albert Lono Lyman
September 22, It,7
Pige 2
Should you have any questions reglrding the.e comment.,
plel•• contlct faith MiYlmoto It 541-6915.
Very truly your.,
~~T~
Mlrvin T. Miura, Ph.D.
Director
~ rv..:.., rl..
Faltb Hl~
Pllnner
cc: ~r. Ralph A. Pltte~lon
Thermal Power Co.
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
Dr. Huvin T. thura
Director
Orfice or Environ-ental Quality Control
~65 South King Street, Room IO~
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Dear Dr. Hiura:
"atph A. ".".'Mn. M.
t~...a" P'OIKt M.."age<
PaRt' 2
A listinl or per.its or approvals appears in the docullt'nt as Table IJ~I,
Allpl icable Perett s , Legislation, and Regulations. However, there is no
indication as to the status or these approvals as required by Section
11-200~11(h). [IS Rules.
The sUtus of applicable per.its, legislation and regulations have been
provided in the final £IS.
Thank you for your letter or September 22, 1987 expressiol ca.ments on the
Puna Geother.al Venture Project's Draft [nviro~ntal IMP.ct State.ent.
Your concerns are addressed below:
Althoulh the docu.ent does contain an executive summary, the su..ary should
.lsu include a coocise discussion of the significant adverse impacts, pro-
pcsed .itigation eea sures , alternatives considered, unresolved issues and
coapattbility with hnd .use plans and policies and I Hstinc of pemits or
approvals. The sumnary .erely notes that these issues are covered in detail
lD other sections of tbe document.
lbe Eaecutive S~ary in the Final Environmental Impact State.ent ([IS) has
beea eKpaoded to include a concise discussion of the environmental setting.
sisnihcant beneficial and adverse illpacts, proposed .itigation eeesures ,
and other important issues discussed in eore detail within the body of the
trs,
1N'..... Po_, Comp.n, A SulISo(J.a,) (II (hamond ShamrOCk
Ce<>l'" P,( ,I.. J' ..la ;>;:'0 s.,,,11t 1("'9 Sl'l"~1 s.",t 11!lO llotdolu H....aN 9681] Pl\one IlO8 S148940
We thank you for your interest in our project.
Ralph A. Patterson, Jr.
Hawaii Project Hanager
IUP:os
044/02355£
RECEIVED
Sf/' 3 ~ IllUI
COlJ/ll'fYCOU/llCIL
e-.,,,"""
....-e-,~
lS A..,....Sm..
HJe. tt-.ii 96120
September 18. 1987
Mr. Albert Lona lyman, Director
Planning Department
CQunty of Hawaii
2' Aupun1 St.
H110, H•••11 96720
Dear Nr. lyman:
1 have reviewed the Or.tt·Environaental Impact State.ent (DE1S)
tor the Puna Geotheraal Venture project and would lIke to otfer
the followlng comments.
During the .stablish.tnt of the Planning Co••tlsion's Rule 12,
relating to geothermal resource per.its, I persistently stressed
the need to require geother•• l developers to address nu.erous
concerns relating to: air quality; nolsl; wlter quality;
archaeological and biological resources; securitYi emergencies,
aesthetics; construction. clearing. erosion and drainage;
lighting; wells; sumps and ponds. soil and water conservation; and
co.pliance with other applicable federal. State and County
regulations. I am pleased to see that each of these areas has
been addressed by Puna Geother~al Venture io their OEIS. In
addition to the informatIon already provided I see the need for
additional infor.ation on three items. 1) impacts on catchment
water syste~s. 2) noise impacts froa night drilling and
II aon1todng.
Fi~st. the impact of air eaissions on catchment water has been of
great concern to many Puna residents. I understand that Puna
Geothermal Venture has conducted periodic testing of water
catchment Iystems in the area surrounding the exploration activity
and to date no impact from venting has been found. Their findings
clearly Iddress In Irea of environmental concern and as such
should be inclUded as a part of the OEIS. I would further
recommend that PGV be required to continue monitorIng water
catchment systems as their project progresses which would allow,
tor a more accurate analysis of impacts due to the increasing
aagnitude of geotheraal development activities.
COU/Il'fY COU/IlOL
Co-I,./iii_
"-,i '-", &..uilot
...... KII" ,,'m
~r. Albert Lona Lyman
page 2
September 18, 1987
Second I 1m concerned that the County noise guidelines for
night-time noi •• will not be met during night drilling at welipids
A. B. E and F. Additional .itigative measures must be taken to
ensure conformanci to thele standards or w.llpad lites aay need to
be relocated.
Third it is not clear how noise. lir. and water quality will be
mcnit~red. who will be responsible for the .onitoring and how thIs
data will be reported and _ade Ivai lab Ie tor inspection. These
issues need to be addressed.
I look forward to reviewing the final environmental i~pact
statement upon 1ts completion e
~J. k£L-
Kokubun.
xc: Hr. Ralph Patterson. Jr •• Hawaii Project Manager. Thermal
Power Company
, I I I I •
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
Hr. Rua.ell S. ~okubun
Council..n
Coullty Coune11
County of HawaU
Havall County Bul1dlnl
Hila, Hawaii 96720
Dear Ht". lokubun:
".!ph A. P.I..,_. Jr.
11....~ p,O!~ttMan.'
Noveaber 16, 1987
.... ge 2
Reply 12
Drilling haa already been done on pads A and 8 without ca.plainti thus, current
mitJgatlon measurea are effective. Te.porary noise barriers .ay be constructed
around equlp.ent used in well drillinR activitiea if additional noi•• attenua-
tion is required to .eet the community noise luidelin... The ooi •• ~del uaed
to predict noiae levels durinl well drillln& operation. did not lnclude nolae
attenuation due to terrain (foliale and natural barriers) .ffect.; therefore,
the additional llIan-lIlade barrlers .a, not b. required to .et the luideUna
noise 11111ta.
third, It i. not cl.ar how noise, air. and water quality viii ba .onitored. vho
viii be reaponalble for the .onitorlog and how this data viII be reported and
.ade available for inapectl~n. Thes. ia.u•• need to be .ddr••••d.
Reply Il
TbaDk JOU for your latter of Septeaber 18, 1981 e.pre•• ing ca.ment. on the Puna
c.oth.~l Venture Project'. Draft Environaental Iapact St.teaent.
tour concern. are addtes.ed below:
~
ftr.t. the i.pact of air e.issions on Catchaent vatet ha. been of Ireat concern
tD ...y Puna resident.. ] underatand that Puna Ceothenaal Venture has con-
duceed periodic testing of vater catch.ent ayatea. in the area surrounding the
eKPloratlon activtty and to data no i.pact froa ventinl ha. been found. Their
fl..inla clearly addreas an area of enviro~ental concern and as auch .hould be
1acluded as a part of the DEIS. 1 vould furthar reco~end that PCV be required
u conthue .0Ditorinl vater cauh.ent .y.tea. a. their project progre.u.
Uhich would allow for a aore accurate anelyais of i.pacte due to the increasing
aagnitude of .eotherael development activiti•••
~ter catct.ent .yste•• haYe been analyzed for .etala and .ulfide concentra-
nODI before aDd after previous unabated Beothellllal discharg•• to the
~sphera. These analyses indicated that no significant i.pact on catch.ent
....ter quaUty occurred due to geotheraal emissiona. Periodic '."PUng and
...ly.1s of vater catchment systems viII be conducted throughout the life of
~ project. The final EIS has been reviaed to incorporate a .ore detailed
ilscussjon of catchaent vater.
~
Second. 1 .. cancerned that the County noise ,uidellnes for nilht ti.e noise
·will Rot be aet durin. night dril1iol at vellp_de A, B, £ and F. Additional
~ti8.ti.e ..asures .ust be taken to ensure confo~ance to these standard. or
-.... llflad dtes aa, Deed to be relocated •
.......... "-Coo'nC*l•. " SuOSoO'.I'f ol [),amon/J Stlamroct<
(:eonto.1 PI(.I.~ .pial. no Suurn 1(,,'9 Sueer SUlk' 11!>O, Honolulu 11...... 96lI13 Phor1e 808 ~14-89~{'
Typically. envlron.ental monitoring proRra•• are included aa .pecific condi-
tions in varioua conatruction and operattn, penaita that muat be obtatned by
Puna Ceothellllal Venture before construction and operaUon can belin. for
exaaple, the detatls of the air 1lI0nitorini proara. viiI be established by the
Department of Health. At this ti.e, it vould b. inappropriate to .peculat. on
the plans that the reaponsible alencies viII require for aonitorin, .nviron-
mental para.eters.
Ue thank you for your interest in our project.
~~
Ralph A. Patterson. Jr.
Havaii Project Han,ger
RAP:os
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Diamond Shamrock
Thelmal Power Company
Raiptl A....lIenon. J,.
'1."'.1" P'OJ!!CI '.l.n.ye.
Nove.ber 16, 1987
This is to acknowledge receipt of the EIS Draft for the Puna
Geothermal Venture 25 MW Plant.
Your submission (Co 7) has been referred to our
Committee on PIa. 9 w 1 be deliberated upon at its
Monday, August 2 1,. tnee7'
Should you wisH t exp~n this report, you are invited to
do so at this meeting.
Very truly yours,
~5~e9hen K. Yamashiro
c:C:wNcIL CHAIR.~
Mr. Ralph A. Patterson, Jr.
Hawaii project Manager
Thermal Power Company
Central Pacific Plaza
220 SO~KiStreet, Suite
80no1u , waii 96813
Dear M terson:
RAP:os
044/02355/15
We thank you for your interest In our project.
SincerelY,~
<V?~.
Ralph A. Patterson. Jr.
Hawaii Project Hanager
Thank you for your letter of Auaust 19. 1987, acknowhdalna rec~ipt of the
Duft Envlron.ental lapact Statellent (US) on the Puna Ceothe...at Vanture
Project. We ara in the proce.8 of revising the EIS in respon•• to the comments
received. The final EIS should be available by Dace.bar I. 1987.
Dear Hr. Yallashiro:
Hr. S~epheQ ~. Y...shlro
Council Chalr.an
County Council
County of Havall
Ha~ali County Bul1dln&
25 Aupuni Street
HIlo, Havaii 96720
In R,pl, R4"
ill' C-12l7
1750
August 19, 1987
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Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
II."", 4. ,.1..._, J"
HI_all p,otK1 MilnAQt'f
November 16. 1987
September 17. 1987
Hr. Albert Lyman. Planning Director
County of H.~all
25 Aupuni Street
Hll0. HI 96720
Subjeet. Puna Geothermal Venture Project - EIS
Dear Hr. Lyman:
Ve bave Tevie~ed the draft EIS and have no adverse comment.
to offer.
Thank you for the opportunity to revi~ the docu=ent.
Sincerely.
Iti~/!:;.~ar.Dire~;;':it
PE:CHlal
Jcc: Hr. Ralph A. ratterson ~rmal Power Co.)
" •• Patricia [n8elhard
Director
Department of Parks , Recreation
County of Hawaii
25 Aupunt Street
Hilo. Hawaii 96120
Dear Hs. En8elhard:
Thank you for your letter of Septeaber 17. 1987, acknovledginl receipt of
the 'Draft Envi rORllenul Impact Stateaent (ElS) on the Puna Geotheraal
Venture Project. We are in the proceas of reviain8 the EIS in reaponaa to
the coaments received. The final ElS should be avaUable by December I,
1981.
We thank you for your interest in our project.
Sincerely,~
~~&.
Ralph A. Patterson, Jr.
Hawsii Projecc Hans8er
RAP:os
044/02155/2
Thefm.ll Power Comp.n,. f4 SIob$I(f,,,·, 011 D-artlQrlO ~"",oc. ..
C4:'nhat Pilcd,e PliIl.1 2'XJ S(llJlh II.lrlQ S"'l'"'l"1 'SuI1e .'~ HOhOhll ..... t.1W~1I 9bd')I~ 80S :",;'.1-t1~U(l
DATE " uguS[ 20, 1957
-PARTMENT OF PUBLIC wor ';
COUNTY OF HAWAII
HILO. HAWAII
rc
RECEIVE!}
AU62 I I~~.
A..g..se 19• 1987
Chiei Enginee~
P~~A GfOTHf~~~ VENTURE PROJECT - DE1S
Puna, HawaU
HR RALPH A PATTERSON
THERHAL POWEll. COMPANY
210 S KING STREET .11S0
HONOLUlU HI 9681)
SUBJECT: PUNA GEOTHEII.KAL YENTUII.E PII.OJECT - DEIS
r ..na , HawaU
~e have reviewed the s ..bject DEIS and our comments are as follows:
I. Kapoho 1I.0ad is a Co..nty not a Stata ~oad.
The Pohoik~ Road has sOme sharp ~ends in the vicinity of this project.
Safaty ic?rovements may have to be made by the applicant. Suomit
layout of project with driveways and interior roads.
Th1s 15 to acknowledge ~eceipt of the DEIS.
b. aent to yo.. via o..r Planning Depa~tment.
O.. r comments will
HVGH Y. O~O, P.E.
Chiei Engineer
~U-llJONO' P.E.f cb;fn~in•• r
DHH:u
ec: Planning Department
~ , ~
." 1lt
~ f !
fra. Kapoho Road
A preU.inary
figure 1·2 of the
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
Pl~ A. P.II.,nn, ..r.
lla..... Ph'I'"0 M..n..~,
November 16, 1981
Page 2
Neely 1/2
for reasons of safety, the entrance to the project will be
with a right turn lane installed to further reduce risks.
layout of the drivt'~ay and interior roads ~as included in
Hr. HUlh Y. Ono. P.E.
Chid Enaineer
Depart.ent of Public Works
County of Hawaii
25 Aupuni Street
Hilo, Hawaii 96120
Dear HI". Ono:
Thank you for your letter of Aucust 19, 1981 expressinc comments OR the Puna
Geother-al Venture Project's Draft Environmental Impact Statement.
Your concern! are addressed below:
Kapoho Road is a County. not a State road.
ne correction hu been .ade to the final Envirol1llent Illlpact St at eeent
(ElS).
draft EIS. GTading plans and other sl,ecific infoT.ation concerning roads
".-ill be sub.itted to your DepilTl..eut prior to construction.
We thank you for your- Interest in our project.
<?:;M~
Ralph A. Patterson, Jr.
Havaii Project "anaaer
RAP:os
044/023IIP
The "ohoiki Road has some sbarp bends in the vicinity of
Safety improve....nts .ay have to be .ade by the applicant.
tbe project with dr-ive~ays and interior roads.
this project.
Sub.it layout at
, ........ flowe, Contp.n~_ A Subsrdla'~ 01D.amond St>.m'ock
C_.I f'ar;d.:: f>liI: .. :!20 50",,1'1 11"'9 SUN" St..le 11~ t1(lnolulu. 1-1...... 96111 J f>I>onto 808 !I2~ ·8'J~O
"I
.< .
DEPARTMENT OF WATER SUPPLY. COUNTY OF HAWAII
August 26. 1981
~r. Alb~rt lono l~n. Otr~ctor
C:lIIl'ty 'If Haw.U Pla'!ntng L\<!ll.rt~n'.
25 Au pUnt Str~.t
Htlc. HI 91'17.0
;>1J'~1. 5£OTHElllfAl '1~!fTU~f Jl~/)·IECT
£HVIRON~£NrAl IMPACT ST.TE~EHT
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
Hr. H. William Sewake
Hanager
Department of Water Supply
County of "awaii
2~ Aupuni Street
Hflo. lIawaH 96120
Dear Hr. Sewaka:
A.lpft A. ",U.'I•. Jt.
fii"'lilliiil" PIOJCCI Uanil\;lt:t
We htv~ revi~d th~ sub!.ct £nvtrc~r.t~l I~~ct Stlt~r~nt ar.d Ire
s~~t~¥le~ w1t~ tts ~t5cussl~n cf the p't~r.tlal I~lc~s tt our ~~PC~Q trftl-
tr~tt~n 9111~ry.
ijcwe~er. w-. ask that th~ cising d~si9n ~nd drtlllnq .eth~d fer I typlc~1
product Inn w~ll b~ sub~ttted to our ~~p.rL?ert f~r r~vtp,w. Also. we WQuld
appr~ctat~ In~ water qual tty ddtl v~rsus ~fct~ t~Jt ~v be obtatned durtng
the ..11 drilltr.g p~ftss.
H. Willi.- Sew•• '
It.1,r.I S ''!T
11
CC -~.T. Ralph A. Pltterson
I
Thank you for your letter of AuguSt 26, 1987 Ixpre.s1n& comment. 00 the Puna
Geothermal Ventura Project's Draft Envlro~ental I.pact Statl.eot.
Your concern. ar. addrassed below:
I./e ask that the using desisn and drfll1nll lIIethod fo~ a typical production
well be submitted to our D.partment for review. Also, we would appreciate any
water quality data versus depth that may be obtained during the well drill1nll
p~o~ess.
aeply II
The details of casinll design and dt1llinll procedures for each Ileothermal well
are submitted to the Department of Land and Natural aesource. (DLNa) in the
d~illfnll p..... tt appUNt ion. An~' request to review these ."tutah should be
coordinated with DL~R to insure consistency of the rellulatory process.
The only water sampla obtained durins drilling has been from a depth equivalent
to sea level. The sa1llple was taken at the request of DLNR and aamplins may
continue in the future. Data that is available will be IIlade public.
I./e thank you Cor your interest in our proje~t.
~4Utll~
aalph A. Patteraon, Jr.
Hawaii Project Hanalle~
RAI':os
O~~fO~]5~{)
T,..,mal Pow., CompilnV' .... Sub:SI01i!'V 04 ().a1'llOOf] StL.trtJoc""
Cenl.il Poi.c,:Io1( Plaia 22'0 SOu"'" K.ng Sneer Sl.I••e 11~ HOIl04ui;) tt,,"'<l11 96ttO Pt.lll\l· tlllB ~~J" 6~,1(l
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COUNTYOP
HAWAII
RECEIVED
PLANNING DEPARTMENT .SEP 2" 1.81
:as....UruNt S1'1t1!8T • Ha..Q, HAWiUleeno
...._'oUM DIJrfJ"I L CARPEN"I'D
--ALBERTLOHOLYMAN
-'11M LUI-KWAH
--
September 23, 1987
COUNTYOp
HAWAII
RECEIVED
.SEP,2 C. i.o,
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
DANTE K. CARPENTDl
_.-
ALBERTLONG LTMAIt
-11M UR·J[WIJrf._.......
September 22, 1981
Mr. Ralph A. Patterson, Jr.
Diamond Shamrock
Ther•• t Power Company
Central Pacific Plaza
220 South King Street, Suite 1750
Honolulu, HI 96813
Thermal Power Co.pany
Central pacific Plaza
220 S. KIng St., Ste 1750
Honolulu, 81 96813
Gentlemen:
Dear Hr. Patteraonl
Comments - Draft EIS
Puna Geothermal Venture project
For your information and appropriate action, enclosed are
comments on the subject Draft EIS froa the State Parks DiVision of
the Department of Land and Natural Resources, and the Department of
8usine•• and Econo.l0 Development.
Pl•••• be advised that these comments were received by our
office before or on the Septe.ber 22, 1987, deadline date and
therefore should be responded to.
_ ycere1YJ~~-t.~__
(r- ALBERT LONO LYMAN
Planning Din.; t'Ol
AI:aeb
encll.
1)
2)
3)
Com.ents Draft BIS
Puna Geeth.r•• l Venture Project
We have reviewed the draft EIS and .ub~lt the following comments:
We note that the technical documents and reports of various
surveys conducted for this project were not submitted to our
office till September 15, thus our comment. are based on the
draft EIB alone. Information which may be included in the
consultants· reports are not part of the considerations hece.
These reports should be included within the Final EIS or
alternatively filed with the Office of Environmental Quality
Control and the Planning Department as part of the official
record which should also then be available for public review.
Filing locations under this alternative should be noted within
the £15.
The disclaimer statement on the front.piece is disconcerting and
presents 80me limitations in the reviev of the document.
Project description: Locational details of the project need to
se-lncluded in the E15, identifying the location of the
re-injection velles), monitoring welles), if any, potential
other locations for ••ke-up weIll, location of the pand(s) to
backup the brine injection vells. We assu.e that the EIS vill
be USed as an infor.ationa1 document for the geother•• l per.it
application (au1e 12) and, as such, there should also be
descriptions of bottom hole locations and Behematic/elevation
drawings of all structures.
Thermal Power Company
September ~~, 1981
Page ~ Thermal Power CompanySepte~er ~Z, 1987
Page 3
VKG:aeb
-.11---
ER UlNa LYMAN
Planning Director
7)
Health and Safetyl On page 9-15, paragraph 2 stat•• that there
will be less than a 0.5 percent increase over existing traffic
levels at the intersection of Highway 130 and Highway l)~. The
existing traffic levels should be presented to show that todays
traffic level is between 2000 and 3600 vehicles per day.
On page 9-lf and 9-18 trips and transport routes for sodium
hydroxide and hydrogen peroxide are discussed. pav states that
routes and schedules will be carefully selected to .inimize
effects on the local population. At the present time there is
little option in trucking NaOH and B~02 from Hila through leaau
and Pahoa to the site. The number of truck deliveries of these
hazardous compounds has not been estimates and presented. These
truck trips should be scheduled when traffic is at a minimum but
also during periods when the population could be quickly moved
in case of accidents in transit.
Alternativel The cost analysis of alternative fuel-sources did
not include information on the costs for geothermal energy, thus
an overall evaluation of the alternative is difficult. Also,
most of the estimates were based on california costs. Hawaii
based costs should be used inst.ad.
Other alternatives which should be •••essed are alternative
on-site wellpad locations.
Should you have any questions or wish to discuss any of these
comments, please do not hesitate to contact us again.
6)
Land Use: The geothermal sub%one in which the PGV site is
located was established through the legislature and not through
Board of Land and Natural Resources' action.
We note that the Department of Health has asked that there be
monitoring wells around the re-injection well, however that Puna
Geothermal Ventures disagrees with the need for monitoring. The
rational. foc not including monitoring wells should be discussed.
Description of the Environmentl Air quality - NWS climatic data
tram tne General Lyman AirfIeld station is not necessarily
fairly representative of the PGV site since the predominant wind
pattern is not typical of the trades. Since meteorological data
has been collected for the PGV aite and surrounding area, it may
not be necessary to include the Bilo data and inclUde the Puna
data instead. Additionally, since concerns have been raised
over the effect on the water catchments and data has been
collected, this should be included in the EIS.
Biology: The plant species list for the study acea is not
complete, e.g., lama, kolea lau hui and Hala are missing.
Spellings, the Sawaiian and scientific nomenclature notations
should be checked. A map locating the vegetation types as are
described on pages 1-3 to 1-6 should be included. Also. Gap or
description of the location of active and inactive nesting areas
for the Hawaiian hawk should be included.
The preparation notice elsa called for a discussion of the
critical distances between wellhead and power plant and the
effective distance between wellhead and slant drilling (if this
i. used). These discussions were not included in the draft EI5
and should be included.
Figure 8-1 might be less confusing if the lot size definitions
.~ described on page 8-5 were also included in the legend.
especially as the classification is not co-terminus with either
State Land Use or zoning classifications.
Residential data inclUded on page 8-5 should be updated in light
of population growth in the Puna district over the past decade.
Bawaiian Beaches, Parks and Shores subdivisions have still been
placed within the State Land Ose Urban district.
The last paragraph on page 8-18 notes that more effective
pollution control measures have been learned from the HGP-A
experience. Perhaps an expansion on this statement should be
included.
f)
5)
~. J
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
Rliph A. PIUI'lon. h.
,.a",." P'Oi'<'r~ "',.nag."
November 16, 1981
Page 2
Project description: Locational details of the project need to be included in
the [IS, .identifying the location of the reinjection weiHs). aonitoring
ve l lf s ) , if any, potential other locations for Make-up wells, Iccet tcn of the
pond(s) to back up the br ine injection wells. We ~SSIlMe that the US will be
used as an infor.ation~1 doculllent for the leother.al per.it application
(Rule 12) and, as such, there should also be descriptions of bottOM hole loca-
tions and sche.atic/elev~tion draWings of all structures.
Hr. Albert Lono Lyaan
PI~nnina Director
PI~nnina Depart~nt
County of Haw~ii
2i Aupuni Street
Hilo, hw~ii 96120
(808) 961-8288
De~r Hr. Lvaan:
Thank you for your letter of Septeaber 221 1981 expressioa comments on the Puna
Geotheraal Venture Project'. Draft Environmental lapact Statement.
Your concerns are addressed below:
~
Technical doc~nts and reports of various surveys conducted for this project
should be included within the final [IS or alt~roatively filed with the Office
of Environaental Quality Control and the Planninc DepartMent as part of the
official record which should also then be available for public r~vi~w. filioC
locatioDs under this alternative should be noted ~ithin the £15.
Docu.ents and reports that are not accessible through nor.al channels have been
filed with your office and tbe Office of Environ-ental Quality Control. filing
locations are noted in tbe Introduction of the final EIS.
The disclalMer stat~nt on the frontpiece is disconcerting and presents some
]i_it.tions in tbe revie~ of the document.
The disclai~r is necessary for our protection against soaeone Misconstruing
l~ contents of the £IS. It is also a requirellent of the consulting firm that
prepued tbe tIS. PUR" GeotherMal Venture (PGV) stands behind the i nf c remt i cn
presented and feels it accuutely assesses the impacts of the projt"("t all the
phfsic~l aDd social ~nviron-ent of the area.
l~~ Crmopan,. A ~"bS>lloal, 01l)oamond snam'"rk
"""'1'1' PII:~"'; PIIa :'2tl SolA" II,n9 S1""f!1 Su'lI' 11!>O.tlOroolulu ~ .... " 9681] Pee...... 808 !J:'~ 8'l~(I
Reply in
All production, injection, and lIake-up wells are located on the six ve l lpeds
shown. Specifically identifying the injection wells is not realistic ~t this
time. There will likely be marginal production wells that will be converted to
injection wells. It is illpossible to dereretne which wells will be aarainal
producers. No .onitorinl wells are planned.
All bottoll hole locations are within the 500 acre project area. Specific
bo~to. hole locations for the wells will be deterllined on • well-by-well basis,
uSlna the reservoir parameters learned as a result of previous drillina
proaraMS. Tarlet loc~tions will be specified in The Departaent of L~nd and
Natural Resource well perllit applications.
A separate Geotheraal Resourc~ Penait application will be su~itted. Host of
th~ info~ation in that application will be frolll the [IS, however, the applica-
tion will include additional details as required by Rule 12.
(oRlllent
The prepa rat tcn notice also called for a discussion of the critical distances
between wellhead and power plant and th~ effective distance between wellhead
and slant drilling (if this is used). These discussions were not included in
the draft EIS and should b~ included.
Minillizing the distance between wellheads and pove r plant is critical to
minilllize heat loss, land disturbance, and pipeline coet . Tllis vas discussed in
the draft [IS. The use of directional drillina and effective distances between
ve l lhead and hot t oe hole l ocat ion has been added to the final EIS.
COlMIellt
We note thnt the Department of Health has ~sked that there be IIOnitoring wells
around the- re mj ect ton \/('lli however, that Puna GeotherlUl Ventures disagrees
with the need for laOoitorillg. The rationale for not including Monitorina wells
should be discussed.
Page j
~~
Prior to PGV's decision to est.Jblish • "dosed loop" by reinjecting brine and
noncondenuble gases (NCG) into the geother.al eeservorr , lice was to be
ipjected into the Iroundwater which overlies the leother.al reservoir. The
Depart.ent of Health wanted .onitorinl wells to 1I0nitor NCe effects on the
aquifer systell which wali to d~re~tl~ ~eceive the NCG. Ho~i~ori~g i~ no longer
necessary. however, dU~ to the Illsllnlhcant l.pact that remjeccrcn IlltO rnc
lteotherRlal r eservevr Will have on the overlyinl aquifer systell.
~
De5uiption of the Environaent: Air quality - NWS climatic dat. froll the
Gt!nenl Ly.an Airfidd station is not necessarily fairly representative of the
PGV site since the predo.inant wind pattern is not typical of the trades.
Siace .eteoroloaical data has been collected for the PGV site .nd surroundinl
areil. it .ay not be oecesury to include the Hilo data and include the Puna
4ata instead. Additionally, sioce concerns have been raised over the effect on
the water catduaenl$ and dau has been collected. thili sbould be included in
tloe EIS.
I1<PIy '6
E.teasive .eteorological observations includinl upper air data are available
fro. Hilo wbicb aake it an iaportant source of data. In .ddition, tables
suaarizlDl recent .ant.hly eeteorc log rce l observations at the Woods Sile have
t.eea included in the final EIS. Results of varer catclwlent systeas analyses
have also been s~rized in the final EIS. Periodic ,aaplio& of water catCh-
Ilent syste.$ will b~ conducted throughout the life of the project.
IlololY: The plaut species list for the 5tudy area is not complete. 1.".1 .•
1.... kolea la~ b~l and Hala are .i,sinl_ Spelliocs, the Hawaiian and scien-
tific aOllenclature aotations should be checked. A map locating the vegetation
.•~s as are described on. Paaes 1-3 to 1~6 should be included. Also, a map or
4e-script.iOD of the lCKauon of ect tve and inactive nestinl areas (or the
Bawaiiaa bawk should be included.
A ca.plcte listinc of plant species found in I~e stUdy area has been appended
~o tbe fiaal [IS. Tbe biology section has been revised to correct errors. A
..p locatiol tbe "egetalion types has ilso been included. ".ap of nesting
..ees hu Dot beea induded to avoid poss ib le disturbance to these nests by
calliD, aUelltion 18 specific Iccat i ons . General descriptions of the nest
JllUlio,DS are iucl ..c6ed in the final EIS.
Page 4
Land Use: The leotherllal subzone in "'hich the PGV site is located was
establi:lihed through the Ieg i s l e t ure and not throuall Baud of Land and Natural
Resources' action.
Reply '8
The co.... ent is correct. The EIS has been changed to reflect the cceeenr .
Figure 8-1 might be less confusinc if the lot size de(initions as described on
Page 8-5 were also included in the legend. e5pecially ~s the classification is
not co-terernus with either State Land Use or zonina classificatiolls.
Reply 119
The lot size definitions have been added to Fi&ure 8-1.
Kesidential data included on Page 8-5 should be updated in light of population
growth in the Puna district over the past decade.
Reply MIO
Data for 1970, J980, and 1985. ",ere obtained fro. tbe County Planning Depart.ent.
This data has been included in Section 8 of the final [IS.
COlMlent
Hal.'aiian Beaches, Parks and Shores subdivisions have still been placed within
the Stale Land Use urban district.
The text of the EIS has been corrected. Figure 8-1 of the duft EIS correctly
identified these subdivisiolls as urban districts.
The last paragr.1ph 011 Pale 8-18 notes that more effective pollution control
measures have been learned fro.. the HGP-A experience. Perhaps an expansion on
this statement should be included .
Espaus Icn of the statePlcnt ccnce entng lessons learned at the HGP-A facility is
inappropriate within the ecru ext of the discussion on page 8-18. The st areeenr
h.rs been modified to .ore clearly .ake the point that was tmendec , That point
was th.ll technological improveJlents in tbe aeother.al industry in general hal>
, f • • 11
~ ~ ;;;.~ ~.. ! ~ 11 , •
"
allo,,"'ed eug ruee r s to develop
systeas than HGI'-A's syste•.
process selection, equiptlf'lIl
redundancy.
Page S
alOn' re l Lab Ie and ~crective pollution ccnt ro I
hiprovelllcols have been eade in the areas of
design, .aterials selection, and systems
a consistent set of assumptions and data base. A
ava i l ab le for Hawaii. As explained in Section 14,
in a relative manner, not as absolute cost values.
Page 6
siaihr dala base is not
these values are considered
~
Hulth and Safety: On Page 9-15, Paragraph 2 slates thal thne will be less
tban a 0.5 percent increase over existing traffic levels at the intersection of
Highway 130 and Hi&h~ay 1)2. The exist ii'll traffic levels should be presented
to show that today's traffiC level is between 2000 and 3600 vehicles per day.
Reply ,n
Thall" you for this infor.alian. It has been included in the final [IS.
~
On Page 9-14 and 9-18 trips ud transport routes for sodiUli hydroxide and
hydrogeo peroxide are discussed. PGV states that roules and scbedul~s will be
carefully select~d to mini.iz~ effects on the local population. At tbe present
ti.e there is little option in truckina NaOH and "202 fro. Hilo throuch k~aau
nd Pahoa to the site. The nUlllber of trud de l i ver i es of these hazardous
c~unds bas not been estimates and presented. These truck trips should be
scbeduled when traffic is at a mini.um, but also during periods when the
p~lation could be quickly .aved in case of accidents in transit.
I«pl' n4
UDder nonaal operations, the reinjection proc~ss will be used to abate the H:S.
Tbr .ajor user of NaO" is the backup H:S system. The sleam release facility
~ill use both NaOH and "20:' Due to the infrequent use of tbese sysleas, the
n_bel" of delivery trips cannot be identified precisely. During continuous
ope~atio. of the bumer/scrubber syst~. or steam release facility approximately
t.wo 4,000 ."llon truck deliveries per day would be required. The scheduling of
drJiveries to _ioimize the exposure to the public will be considered when the
~rre.CY preparedness plans are prepared.
f~
Alldnative: The cost analysis of alternative Iuef-scurces did not" include
niomalion on the costs for aeothermal energy, thus an overall evaluation of
tbt ahemalive is difficult. Also, .ost of the eat teares vere based 011
Cali"fL.mia ccste. Hn..aii based costs should be used instead.
Tile nh1.ive cost of geotht'flll.al energy is included in Figure 14-1 for coepar r-
son 'o,"iit.b tile other alternatives. The California [Ilergy Co.aissioll (CEe) cos t s
fv leothe.-.al raugy were included in the final [IS along with an explanation
01 tile use of California based ccst s . Briefly, the rea SOliS for USl' of CEe data
&1.~ tha:t t.he valUf'S were prepared by a single, nonspecial interesl group, using
ut.he r alternatives which should be assessed are alternative en-s rt.e wellpad
locations.
Neply 116
Two wellpads exist currently. Four possible new wellpads, proposed at specific
siles, are based upon current knowledge of reservoir extent, expected reach of
directional drilling and higher Iround elevation to protect aaainst lava flows.
Actual results of future drilling may require ainor relocations in the proposed
C, D, E, and F wellpads. However, PGV believes that the wellpad locations
chosen provide a realistic basis to evaluate the iapacts of this product.
Wellpads [ and r .igM be located closer to the power phnt or .iaht not be
used at all. These "alternatives" Ife not quantifbble with the exiltina
information because they were selected from an optimization process.
We tbank you for your interest in our project.
9::iM~
Ralpb A. Patterson, Jr.
Hawaii Project Hanaaer
RAP:os
044/02J55N
Id NDI1h KukuJ Slnol, Honolulu. Haw.U 96117,Telephone 1808)537·5Q60
Septe.ber 22, 1981
AMERICANTLUNG ASSOCIATION ofHawaii
TtwChnIllNS s...~
.
RECEIVED
.~~r" a.;. 1>101
Mr. Albert Lono Lyaan
September 22, 1981
Page 5-28. -This value is significantly le.s than the federal
atandard of 3 pei/liter for an a-hour exposure.-
Comment; Is this an occupational standard? 18 comparison with
an a-hour standard appropriate when dealing with the general
public which aay have longer exposures?
Sincerely yours,
8r. Albert Lana Lyman, Director
County of aaw.ii PlannIng Departaent
25 Aupunl Street
Sl10, Sewell 96820
Dea, Mr. Lyman;
Subject. Draft EIS for Puna Geother.al Venture Project
We have reviewed the subject EIS with particular attention to the
aeccion addressing air quality iapacta and have the following
co..ents to offer.
PAge 5-1. -Total 825 ••i.8ionl froa the project are anticipated
to be at or below 4 lb/hr. This quantity il le88 than one-half
of the propoled State H2S Ii.it fra. geothera.l facilities.-
Comment; The State bas proposed emi8sion limits based on a
Beat Available Technology (BACT) approach. The -proposed
State a2S llqit- of 8 lb/hr wa. intended only as A -backstop·
and not AI a desired .ais810n li.it. The 4 Ib/hr 825
e.is8iona cited .ay be equal to, les8 than or .ore than the
BACT deter.ination which will be made by the State Department
of Health a. part of the air permitting procesi.
Plae 5-)2. -Thele PH values can be compared to the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS); 260 ug/m3 primary
standard and 150 ug/m3 secondary standard.-
Comment; Note tbat theae standards no longer exist. The EPA
promulgated final PH-lO standards for particulate .atter on
July 1, 1987 (52 fa 24634). future analyses will have to
address inhalable partiCUlates instead of total suspended
particulates (TSP). At the present time, however, the State
of aawaii still haa TSP standards.
OuUtmu Seab F1Bht TH. Asduna.. Emphysema. Air PoUuUon
James W. Morrow
Di rector
Environmental aealth
JWM:ct
L87H
ce: Mr. Ralph A. Patteraon
OEQC
DO-Environmental Center
f II • '"
•
Your concerns are addressed below:
Thank you for your letter of SepteMber 22, 1981 express ina comments on the Puna
Geothermal Venture Project's Draft Environmental I_pact StateMent.
Dlamoncl Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
Hr. Jaaes W. Harrow
Director
Enviro~ental Health
A.erican Lung Association of Hawaii
24~ Nortb ~ukui Street
Honolulu, "avaii 96811
Deu Hr. Harrow:
R••pl'l A. 1'.11.,__.JI.
11....a" Ptl¥'Cl "".nilQC'
Novellber 16. 1981
Page l
Your cOlMlent is correct . Th~ refe reace to EPA standards has beea changed to
State of Hawaii standards. future particulate analyses will include particu~
late size distributions.
~o.....ent
(Page 5·28) Is 3 peilliter for an 8-hour exposure an occupational standard? Is
cO_llarison with an 8·hour standard appropriate when de.lina with the aeneral
public which .ay have 10nler exposures?
Reply 13
The 3 pCi/1 value in the draft Environmenlill IMpact Statellent ([(S) was an
8 hour exposure value. This value has been deleted fro. the EIS in preference
of the current EPA residential auideline for radon. 4 pCi/l of air. tile
estillaled radon·222 concentrations presented in the final EIS (0.11 pCil1 of
air in coolina tower p luee , and 0.003 pCi/t of air as the around level concen-
tration for steall stuking) are several erdere of .aanitude below the EPA
auidelines. Radon concentrations below 4 pCil1 are not sianificaat Iccordina
to the luidelines. so the radon e.issions frca the leotber.al project will not
pose any health risk to the surroundina community. An expanded dileussion of
radon has been included in the final £IS.
C<*Ient
(Page ~.I) The State has proposed ellission Ii.its based on a Best Available
TechDol0aY (BACT) approach. The "proposed State "zS Ii.it" of 8 Ib/hr was
i.tended only lIS a "bilckstop" and not as a desired mission lillit. The 4 Ib/hr
HIS ellissions cited Ilay be equal to, less than or 1I0re than the BACT deter-
.ieation which will be ..de by the State Departllent of Health as part of the
aif perllittioa process.
Reply 'I
Your co_ent is correct. A BACT Analysis was included in tbe Authority to
COBStruct perllit application submitted by Puna Geother.ai Venture (PGV) to the
Depart.ent of Health. The 4 lb/br HIS e.ission level is the value deterllined
for the abateMent systea identified as BACT which is the reinjection process
described.
Ca.ent
(Page ~-12) Note that these standards no longer exist. The EPA pro.ulgated
final PH-IO standards fur particulate .atter on July I, 1987 (52 FR 24634).
Future analyses will have to address inhalable particulates instead of total
suspended particulates (TSP). At the present tille. however. the State of
H.~aii still has TSP standards.
T~IINI.~ Co~n"l'."Subsl(J",~ot OIamood $IllfTIfOC~
(ent'''! Pill:~O( r,.,. ~~o Souln Il.''''ll !>l.tH Suo1e 11!1C1, HonOlul",H....... 9681J PIlon!:' 808 !Jo;>t 8940
~e thank you for your interest in our project.
Sincerely,
~~~
Ralph A. Patterson. Jr.
Hawaii Project Hanagtr
Rt\p:os
044/02]~~L
Hr. Ralph Patteraon
Ther.al Power Co.
220 South King Street
Roo. 1150
Honolulu. Kawaii. 86813
Thank you one. again for the opportunity to coa••nt on your project.
Thi. l.tt.r i. 1n additJon to the l.tter by Hr. 3. T. Hark. of Sept.
20. li81. under our lett.rhead. which ie incorporated by referenc•.
While we te.l that your draft EIS (DEIS) i. in ••ny respect. a good
docuaent. we do not. nu.erou. are.s which "'. t.el are als1••dlng
and/or .deflcient. Her.with i. a compllation of our ae.bera
co_ent••
Our aajor concern i. the reinjection concept proposed as your
priaary H2S abate.ent ayate.. The .tat•••nt that "LIquid
relnj.ction i. p.rtormed routin.ly ••. in California and
••••l.ewh.r•••• • l.pli•• it. u•• a. an abate.ent technology.
Accord1ng to Lak. County Pollution Control Di.trict officials.
reinjection in California is u••d pr1.arily as a .ean8 to recharge
the r ••ervoir. not •• an abat.ment t.chnology per .e. Further. they
atated that .ffici.ncJee are typically in the 85-80_ range. not the
Ig•• you are clai.ing. Thus. clarificatlon of the ••ana used to
arrive at your .figur•• are ne.ded. Related to th1s. you .tate
throughout the body ot the paper that H2S e.is.Jon. will be • pounds
per hour or l ••s: yet In your BACT, Deter.ination••ent to the
HaMail Depart.ent of H••lth (DOH) (ae. Section 14). you cl.lm <0.5
pounds p.r hour 82S ••i •• ions. Again. clarification of· the
di.crepancy i. needed.
Al.o aD reinjection. on the one hand you propose .n iaper.eabl. cap
rock a.aling the injectat. Jnto the re.ervoir; on the other.
eontinual leakage fro. the res.rvolr through fault cracks in that
cap polluting the groundwater in the project ar.a. Given thJ.
unc.rtainty in the .odele and the fact that the 12S concentration i.
inerea.lng in the vJcJnity of Calltornia's injection wella we .uat
CQDcur wlth DOBI. r.quire.ent of. .1nt.u. of three .onit~r wells
p~r Jnj.ction well (.ee letter. Lewln to Patterson. 3 April. liel).
Pav. 2-1 - Sine. well pad locattona are not yet ftxed. we would
suggest that well pad ! be moved to be further fro. surroundlng
residenc•••• Aa a point at intor.atlon. Lake County requir.s a
aini.na of one-half .il. between any well and a surrounding
subdivislon without the concurrence of 15' of the owners ln that
subdivision. Since this r.gulation reflect. the experience ln
Callfornia wlth geotheraa) develop.ent, follOWing lt here would be a
good public relations aove on your part.
Page 2-11. Plgure 2-3 and di.cu•• lon of •••• on page 2-1 ~ You show
a 20" c•• ing •• part of the well _ak.-up but fail to dlacu•• it. W.
presu•• thi_ to b. an ov.rsight on the author'. part.
Page 2-21 - You atat. you will us. the at.rt up turbine (at••_
power.d) tor ••ergeney u... If the •••rg.ncy Inc Iud•• loa. of
.t.... la the 41e.el back-Up unit larg. enough for .11 e.ergeney
ne.d.?
Page 2-2•• 25 - You atat. the ste•• r.l•••• f.cillty will be u.ed
wh.n th_ condenser ia not aval1abl •• but do not detail when this
wl11 occur. Al.o. the state.ent that the HaOH. 8202 ~b.t•••nt u••d
in the relea•• facility will "re.ove a .ajorlty of the 825· 1. too
gen.ral; perc.ntage abate••nt .nd a.ount of H2S ealtted ia need.d.
Page 2-32 - Solid Waste - We feel that the an.lysi. of the aludg.
should be a part of the public record of this project and .hould be
preferably conducted by the DOH or an indep.ndent lab .elected by
the•.
Page 2-32 - Noia. - Since nolse levela ·could range •• , to 10 db_ at
one .11•.•• •• the .aps rel.ting to noia. lev.l. (Section 6) ne.d to
be .xpanded to a one ail. ·r.diu•• ahowing the r.sidences to be
impacted. ~ather than tbe one-half ail. radius of the DEIS maps.
Chapter 4 - Water Quality - Relat.d to the conc.rna .xpr.ssed
previously regarding reinjection. we t.el that aonitoring after
decommi.sioning 1_ necesaary to insure that l ••kage to th•
groundwater through well ahaft. or natural upw.lling doe. not occur.
especially in the vicinity of inj.ction w.ll. wh.re H2S bUild-up
will occur.
Chapt.r 5 _ Heteorology and Air Quality - On page 5-2. you .tate you
used the ISCST _ode 1 (tlat terrain) tor ao•••ai.aion. while uaing
COMPLEX 1 (hilly terrain) for others. Plea•• give the ju.tlflcatlon
for thia. In addition. you tall to identify the wor.t-~a.e .it••
predict.d by the aodels. This infor.ation 1a vital and .hould be
given.
Page 5-32 - Mor. aonitoring ait•• ar. needed. esp.cially at the
identified worst-ca•••ites. Radon 222 aonitor. ahould al.o be
included at all .onltoring slt••• not just at the Wood••ite whl~h.
belng upwind ot your project. will give no data regarding po.slble
e.l•• ion. fro. the project alt.1
We al.o fe.l that .tack aonitoring i. nec~e.s.ry in order to
identlty .ource. of ••1s.ion. when background a.bi.nt H2S
~oncentrations ar. high.
-2-
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Thank you for your letter of Septeaber 21, 1981 expressing cc..ents on the Puna
Geothermal Venture Project's Draft Environmental Impact Statement.
Your concerns are addressed beio~:
,'
Finally. we teel that .any of the concerna expressed in the letters
to you have not be.n adequately .ddr••••d. Exeepl•• follow:
Letter fro. Paty. 7 Apr. ltal. concern. regarding potential
tapacta at Lava Tree Stat a Park are not adequately addressed In
their DEIS. nor are the concerns regarding catch.ent ayst••s, ••
data In the HGP-A fll. at the county of Hawali'a Planning Depart.ent
ahows • po••ibl. connect ton between open venting and Incr••••d
concentration of pollutants In the water of ••veral catch.ent
.y.t•••.
Letter tro. Hiller. 2. Apr. lt81. concern. regarding inaccurate
figure. tor H2S background concentration. and the questions
regarding sJllca bUild-Up In the longest lin•••
Letter fro. Ro. 19 Har. 1911, ••ction on Cultural and Social
Concerne. your -re.pon.e- in the introduction or the DEIS regarding
XJng Kalakaua le teellng. on geother•• l u•• 1•• in ••••nee•••lap in
the face to the Hawatian people, ignoring their non-de.tructive uae
at the geother••l reaource throughout their hietory.
We are looking forward to review!ng the rlnal EIS.
Diamond Shamrock
Thermal Power Company
Mr. Earl A. Dunn, Jr.
CREOM
Post Office 80x Sl~
Ht. vtev , Hn.·aii 96111
Dear Hr. Dunn:
fblptl ... ".11.'_. Jr.
t'.... ~,. p,otl·<:, 'JI... o.a9<"
Novuber 16. 1981
For CREDAA/1n~~~U
-.-
Our eaj or concern is the reinjection concept proposed as your primary HzS
abateeent system. The statement that "Liquid reinjection is perforlled
routinely ... in California and ... e l sevhere ... " implies its use as an abate-
..ent technology. According to Lake County Pollution Control District officials,
re mj ect tcn in CaHfornia is used primarily as a means to recharge the reser-
voir, not as an abatellent technology per se . Further, they stated that
efficiencies are typically in the 8S-90\ range. not the 99+\ you ace claiming.
Thus, clarification of the means used to arrive at your fi.ures are needed.
Th('C(' ICe tvo Inj evt i cn systems which ~ill be eep lcyed at the project sill': a
prcres s fluids injection system containing dissolved hydrogen sulfide (H,?S) and
carbon dioxidt' (C0 2 ) ill cooling tower blowdo,"'n water. and a brine Inject Icn
system. Both return extracted constituents back to the gecrberea l reservoir
from vb i ch they c r i g inat ed , thus prodUCing a "closed loop." Reinjection of
l i qu i ds ,,'i II help prolong the life ef the project by replenishing part of the
pot enti e ll y exhaus t Ib le resource. Rf'injedion of liquids is routinely pe r-
formed at the Geyser-s anll otlter geothermal areas throughout the world vr th the
Itrimaey purpose of re\:haeging the reservoir. In the concept proposed by Puna
Gl'otheCluJ venture (PG\') for HIS abatement. the H2S and ·C02 are dissolved ill
the hlowdo"'11 prior to illj('ctioll so that a liquid, rather than a gas, is
i nj ec t ed into the well. This concept is not unproven, At Coso Hot Springs
gt'othermal lacility ill CalHornia, a siailar syste. is employed (or 1I0nCOII-
dl·II~ ..bl e gas abate_rllt; tests have a l so been conducted at rbc Geysers that
..h-euns t r at.e injection of liqUids containing gases is [eas ib le .
The,m•• Power C~n)'. A S"""1l<a'1 ot O'oI">UO<l Sna""OI;.
Ce'"'''1 P.. L,I........Wi ~Xl So"lto "''''lJ SI... l"l Su.1t! 11SQ ttont~"lu U..~ .... 96/11.1 p.. .,..... tjo,)" ~,.'~ 8'HU
C~eJ&l
You state throughout the boJy of the paper that "zS eei ss icus will be 4 pounds
per hour or Iess ; yet in ~our BACT Deterlll~nalion, sent to tht' lIa""OIii Departllenl
of Healtll (DOH) (see Section 14), you clalll <O.~ pounds per hour KzS ee t s s rcns .
Again, ~larification of the discrepancy is needed.
~lLE
Thert" is not a discrepancy in .the "2S earss tcn allounts. The 0.5 Ib/hr figure
refers to the esti.ated a~unt of "2S which Ilight vent fr~ the absorber along
witb the insoluble nitrolen and hydrogen gases. This HzS is one source of "zS
whicb iii vented through the cooling tower. The IUxillua cool ing tower elllission
duriog noraal opentions is 4.0 Ib/hr of "zS. Sect i cu 2 of the final US
identifies soae of the other sources which contribute to the 4.0 Ib/hr vented
t~rough the cooling tower.
~
Also OD reinjection, on the one hand you propose an iMperMeable cap rock
sellina the ioject,te into the reservoir; on the other, continual leakage frOM
tbe reservoir throuah fault crads in that cap polluting the aroundwater in the
project Uri. _ Given this uncertainty in the Models and the fact that the "zS
CODceDtr-.tion IS incre,sing in the vicinity of California's injection wells, we
aust concur "..itb DOH's requrreeenr of a aini.Ull of three scmt.or wells per
injection ve l I (see letter, Lewin to Patterson, 3 April, 1981).
1k Puna leother.1Il reserve! r is charecte r i zed by a very hixh reeperarure (ill
e"lce5S of 600°f) IDd hlgh pressure (2,000 pounds per square inch aauge Ipsigll.
S\M.1l tberllOdyna.ic conditions are considered rue among georheree l systems
t~rougbout the world. 10 order to Maintain this r-eservoir state, the reservoir-
'IlU5t be "effe<tively" sealed by a lo\,,' permeability zone ",hich is referred to as
• caprock or seal. The tera "effectively" is used because it is also kno\,,'n
wt tbe Irotht'rall reservoir is leaking fluids into the overlying interraediate
•ad sb.llCHo' groundw.ter systell (lovenitti, 1986; tlcl'lurtry, 1971; Ihceas , 1981)
Tbt capro," IlUst be broken to al1o"" leakage froll the reservoir. Hcveve r ,
btcl~5e of tbe PuQ. leother.al reservoir-'s ther~dynamic state, the break in
lobe c.prod. is cODsidued to be saa l I or very local in extent. These local
bruls iD tbe 'Se,1 are sufficient to cause the therea l end cneer ce l ccnt.eeuua-
ti4Jll.of the overlyin! aroundwater systell but arc not extensive enough to cause
II rdutllOn in the teeperature and pressure conditions of the reservoir.
1'br referenced Iet rer wal> DOli's recceeendar icn prior to PG\"s dec r s i on to
1"t!lljefl ipto the •• in aeotherllJl reservoir, thereby avoiding till' porem ra l
fl;.-oUJld,,'.ilter cDfth.iMlion peob l ees assoc rated "'ilh direct ..qut te r injection.
1''-1;1' 2-1 - S1DN ",'C'1l p..d locations art' not yet f i xed , we ','Quid suggest that
wtU p.ad £ be ..wed to be {unher frOlD surrounding residences. As a poillt of
JIIltir••llon.,l.ake Ceunly requires a Minillum of one-half Aide between .ilny ....ell
and a surrounding subdtv rs i ou ""ithout the concurrence of 15'1 of the owners ill
that subdivision. Since th i s rcgulation ref tect s the experience in California
With gect.herea l development, follo"'ing it here would be it good public re tat tcns
Move on your part.
Wellilad Iccar icus are not fixed because of the lilliled inforlllation available 011
the reservoir. The wellpad locations sllo"'n provide a realistic basis to
eva lua te the i."acts of tlu s pr-oject. Before wellpads are constr-ucted, the
County "'ill revree the location and grading details. The Deparlilent of Land
and Natural Resources (DLNR) and DOH vt l I review well locations pr ror to
drilling. Permits aust be issued prior to these activities.
Page 2-11, Figure 2~) and discussion of sallie on Page 2-8. you snov e 20" casing
as part of the well aake~up, but fail to discuss it. We preSUMe this to be an
oversight on the author's part.
Reply ,~
The 20 inch cas ina is .. part of the well design. This information h.s been
added to the final £IS.
COlllllent
Page 2-21 - You state you \olill U5e the start up turbine (steall powered} for
emeraellcy use. If the ellergency includes loss of st.eae , is the diesel back-up
uni t large enough for all emergency needs?
The eee r gency diesel gene r atc r is sized to provide essential emergency servrces .
Section 2 of till' Lina l EIS i deut i t i es 50111" of the syarees vhs ch c i l I be pove r ed
L~' the d iese l geuera t or .
ConUllt'llt
Page 2-24, 2~ - You st.at e the sleam release facility "'ill be used vhen the
condeuse r is not ava i l ab l e , but do 1I0t detail vheu this will occur. Also, the
sLlteQlt'nl that the NaOll, II~Oz abareeeru used in the release facility wi l I
"remove a Ilajority 01 the HlS" is too general. percentage .ilbdtealent and amount
01 II,S ce i t t ed is needed,
~:p11",~
The Draft £IS (DEJS) i dent i f i ed that the st.eee release facility .... ill be used
durlllg uoscheuuleu outages. The cause of these outages .... 5 Ideut i f i ed on
Page 2-2~ of the DEIS as mill functions in either the cooling system, concensers ;"
ccn.ten s at e s uhs ys t.em, or noncondens ab l e gas r eeova l sy5tell. Til" II~S ahat eraem
IwC\:eutat;e (98%) has been adde d to the flnal £IS. Ee i s s ron quantities a re
present ed ill Sect ron 5 of both the DUS and the final tiS.
11' I
CO~!I~
Paae ;,1:-32 - Solid Waste - We (eel that tile analysis or the sludge should he a
part of the public r eco rd cf this project and should be prert"rably conducted b)'
the 0011 or an independent lab selected by thelll.
The cooling tower sludae analysis will be conducted by all independent labora-
tory. Records of analysis results vt l l be available tor public inspecti.on at
the 'eency that requested the analysis in the first place.
~!
Pale 2-32 - Noise - Since noise levels "could range ... to 80 dba at one .ile
•••• n the .aps relating to noise levels (Section 6) need to be expanded to a
eee .ile radius, showing the residences to be iMpacted, rather than the one-
half .ile radius of the DEIS .aps.
Noise cent.curs were only presented Ior long duration events because residents
are .ore silnifieantly i.pacted by theM. Well venting, pipeline cleanout, and
rupture disk events are of short duration; therefo~e, noise contours were not
iDeluded for these events. In addition, res i dent.s will be notified prior to
pl'Dn~d short te~. events (i.e., well ventinl and pipeline cleanout).
~
CIIlapteT 4 - Water Quality • Related to the concerns expressed previously
ftearding remject ion, we (pel that Ilonitoring after decoeet ss tcmng is neces -
saTy to insure that leakage to the g~oundwater through well shafts or natural
upwellinl does not occur. especially in the vicinity of injection wells where
tbS build-up will occur.
lit spenhc ItOnito~ing proecalll cf vater quality is p l anned or necessary under
t:'k iajection scenario as proposod hy PGV. As prevtcus ly discussed, the
rl'i_jectioD o( tbe re lat ive ly 51110111 volume of hr rne and process fluids into the
Il'otbetwlal reservoir envf reneent beneath the overlying seal to be reincorporated
iato tM resource should have no sj gnrf i cauce on overlying aquifer syste.. s.
N..tuu) leakaae of geotbenul fluids is cccur r i ng and ""ill continue to occur
dariDI aDd a.fte~ operat Icn ot the PGV facility. This leakage bas and vt l l
cnatioue to neg.niv~Iy iMpact gr oundvat.e r qual it)' of the aquifer system. No
.Llditiulial .onitoring cf this natural occurrence is necessary.
CII.apt~. S - neteorolocy and Air Qualily - On Page 5-2~ you state you used the
J5CST _del (flat terrain) Ior 50111(" emissions while using COMPLEX I (hilly
.una.in) for otbfon. Please Xiv(' t hc j us t Lf i rat i on for this. In addition, you
lai I to idt"lItlly the wor s t case s i tes predicted by the -.odeh. Thls
i nforeat Ion is vilal and should be aivell.
The use cf air dr spe r s i on ecde Is (or estilllating pollutant concentrations is
addressed in the Have i i an Air Pollution Control Rules (Halolaii Adllinistrative
Nulcs, Section 11-60-11). The rule states that all ~equired est teares o(
alllhient concentrations shall be based on the applicable air quality Models.
data bases, and other requt reeent.s specified in the "Guidelines on Air Quality
ncce rs" (U.S. EPA. OUice o( Air Quality Illannine and Standards. Research
Trianele Pa~k, N.C .• 27711, No. EPA-450/2-78-027R. Revised July 1986).
These guidelines recceeend that COUPLEX I be used u a second-level screening
Ilodt"I (or ru~al locations in ceeptex (billy) terrain. COnPLEX I is esseu-
tially, the tlPTER ecde l (a recceeended flat teruin MOdel) with ..n option to
mcorporet e the plullle i.paction all0rith. of the Valley nodel (tbe recoeeended
initial sc~eenin& MOdel for c~plex terrain). COMPLEX I also includes options
for esti.atinl tht!' five biahest around level concentrations (GLC) "t e.acb
receptor (or I, 3, 8. and 24-hour averalina periods as well as the "nnual
average GLC f~o. point source eMissions. The luidelines also rec~end to run
COtIPLEX I in conjunction with flat terrain ecde I (e.I., nPT[~). reporting
COtlPLEX I results for receptors at elevations hieher than the pluae height,
reporting flu t e r r a tn ecde l results (or receptors at elevations belo\" the
point source emission height, and comparina COMPLEX I and flat terrain eode l
~esults fo~ receptors at elevations between the e.ission beiaht aod the plUMe
he t ght. - r epor r ina the g~eater results. These luidelines were Ic l Icved in
estilllating PG\' poinl source eet ss rcns (or which ..erodynaJlic dOlo'n"'ash was net
ccns rdered a significant factor. The operating conditions MOdeled this way
inc luded:
flo", test ina
\o't·ll vcrkcve r
NOtllul product ten • cooling rover elllissions
Ruptur~ disk events
COtIl'I.H I is not ccns Idcred all appropriate Model for estillatins GLCs when
aerodynamic dovnvasb frOM nearby st rectures is a silllificant hctor or eet s-
s rons are not accurately modeled as point sources. The EPA guidelines
H'CO'lIIlt'ud using ISCST to model complicated sources or conditions ""ith dcvncash
e t rect s . HDdt·1 ill~ cerss rons .1S area sources or ..ccounting (or aerodynaeu c
dccnvash l!'pically illlilacts the nearf'r receptors to a greater extent than the
furtht"r recept ors . The tcrrain elevations near the PGV site are not as high as
th(' terrain e levat Icns lurther from lhe site; rherefore , lerrain e levat Icn
c t t ect s ve re nor cous i de r cd as i.portant as a~ea source and dcvnvash effects in
estinl3ting GLCs (~Oll complicated operations. The ISCS! Model vas used to
I.'stimate Ilaxi_um GLes (or the follOWing openting conditions:
Steam stal'king - rock Muffler eerss rcns (do"'nwasb)
Fugitive e.issions (area source)
Su~gt' pend emissiolls (a~ea source)
Tln- lovar rou of .;lxiJlIlHl GLes "'i11 be idt"nlified in the final EIS.
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P'II:~ 5-32 • "o~e aoniloring sites are needed, especially at the identified
worst-case sf res . Radon 222 .onitors should also be included at iIll .onitoriol
sites, not just .t the Woods sile wllicb, being upei nd of your project, will
aive no d.ta ~elardi.n& pcss ib!e ears s rcns rr~ the projecl sitel
aeply 112
The lontion of the udoo-222 eom tor WiU incorrectly identified in the nElS.
Tbe ~nito~ is located at the Schroede~ Site and there are nO plans to .ove it
.It tbis ti.e. .
~
wr also feel that st.ck .anitoring is necessary in order to identify sources of
e-issions when b.ckaround a.hient HzS concentrations are hiah.
Reply III
Hete~ololical .nd ••bient .ir quality aonitoring will be conducted continuously
luriol the life of the project. The details of the .i~ .onitoriol prolrall will
~ established by the DOH. It would be inappropriate to speculate on the plan
01 DOH to IIOnitor air qudHy fr(»l leother.ill fac Ll i t res at this ti.e. No
tr&uhtions have currently been adopted by Ha"'aii for HzS eerss tcns or
CQacentratlons.
~
utter fra. Paty, 7 Apri I 1987, concerns reguding potenlial impilcts at Lava
Tree Sute Park .Ire not adequ.tely addressed in t he i r nElS, nor UfO the con-
cems reluding catchllent systells, as data ill the HGP-A file at the county of
Itwaii's Pl.iInniog Deput.eot shows a possible connection between open venting
." increued coocentration of pollutants io the varer of several catcheenr
-5~_ste.~.
.plv '14
~••i~ I-bour iocrellent~l "zS concentrations aod .ssociated locations ~ill be
i~luded in the final EIS. Haxi.um ground level concentrations typic.lly occur
$CN&Ut to sout....'est of the P!iV s rre . Lava Tree Slate Park is located west-
:DUtbwest of the site, therefore, the park will not experience significant
4:,gcentntions of "tS frOIl the I'GV project.
W.lec catcUaent systells have been analyzed for Iletals and sulfide concenr re -
1ioltos before oind after previous unabated geotherlllal discharges to the
.-:L-.ospbere. These .an.lyses indicated th.t no significant illpact on carcbeent
"".ter quollity occurred due to georner•.l1 eetss Ices . Periodic sampling end
....Iysh of water CoItet_ent systellls wi II be conducted throughout the life of
"ttll' project. Tbe fin.l [IS has been revtsed to incorporate these colJllltents.
Pilge 7
Lert er fro. tliller, 24 April '987, concerns reguding inaccurate figuru for
HtS backg~ound ccncent ear rcn, .nd the questions reluding silic.a build-up in
the lonlest lines.
Reply 115
The DEIS does Rot atte.pt to distort data or asse~t a Ilisleading or inaccurate
filure for the background HzS concentration. A SWlllaary of all "zS concentra-
tions collected froll the four .ooitoring st.tions is p~esented in T~ble 5-3 of
the nEls. No conclusion is drawn within tbe docWlent on the boickground "zS
concentration.
Kindle. et .II., in Geol~rmal Injection Tre.tllent: Procen Chemistry, Field
Ex eriences aod Desi nOtions. have developed .ethodololY to calcul.te sillc.
precipitation rates scaling in aboveground piping. Usin. these Methods to
c.lculate potential silica scaling rates at the Puna site luglests that a Ilax-
illWII build up of about 2 Ildlilleten per year could occur. Tbis equates to
about O.S inches in a six-year pfOriod, which would not threaten the operations
of the plant. Should silica scaling progreliS to tbe point of silnificantly
rest~icling pipinl dia.eters, pipes ~ould be cleaned periodically by che.ieal
or lIechanical .eans.
Comment
Letter fro. Ho, 19 Harch 1987. section on Cultural and Social Concerns, your
"respcnse'' in the int rcduct i cu of the nElS regarding King ICalakaua's Ieet tngs
on geotherllal use is, io essence, a slap in the face to the HawaHan people,
ignoring their nondestructive use of the geother.al resource throughout thei~
history.
Reply "16
The reference to Killg Kdakau.....s not .. eant to offend the H.",aHan people. II
",as provide4 to us by a recognized leader of the "a~~ii~n co.-unity. The point
that vas trying to be .ade vas thal the i de a of using leothermoll resources for
electricity is not nev and that the Hava i i aus had lhought of it over 100 years
ago. We recognize the Iac t th.l native lIa...at ians have eep leyed geotherlld
steall for non-electrical pu rpos e s throughout their history.
We thank you for your interest io our project.
9~~
kalph A. Patterson, J~ .
lIawaii Project tlan3ger
KAP:os
044/02311A
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TRESE COMMENTS ARE SPECIFIC to SECTION 13 AND 1. IN THE DEIS.
DRAFT EIS COMMENTS ON THERMAL POWER'S 25 MEGAWATT
GEOTHERMAL PROJECT IN LOWER PUNA, HAWAII ISLAND
Whil. SectIon 13 .ake. reference to the State'. goal. and cit••
polici•• that have be.n adopted, apecitically ·Pro.ote prudent u••
of power and fuel supplies through educatton, con ••rvation. and
energy-efficient practic••-; Sect ton 1. 1_ deficient 1n any
discu••Son of energy conservation a•• cl.an alternattve to
building new generating capacity.
Ciiixats for Hesvonsihte- Energy IJe:rdoymen:t- Witlz.:n,~~haj[ina
~~ •.l:"lVO~ l~ CJ{EDJl/l RECEIVED
't1W Y?liP -PO Box 574 ,SEP.2 :: ~.,
R1P }(j;; View} :J{awaii 9(,77.1
F-~E/~
To illustrate what I mean by -extre.ely ch••p,- the beat
electricity-.aving hardware now In U.S .•••• production typically
per.it., for .xa.pl.,
saving >80' at co••ercial lighting energy on retrotit, via
high-frequency tunable ballasts. tristiaulu8-pho.phor la.ps, and
specul.r refl.ctor•••..
••ving 10' of typical co••erclal-building ventilation
energy at <.OI/kW-h:
saving 15-30' at typic.l proce••-lndu8try driv.power
(nearer 50' tor all Industrial drivel by 11 ••••ur•• costing
<.OI/kW-h;
.aving>eO' of co••ercial lighting energy in new
construction, by tho.e ae.sures plus daylighting and ta.klighting,
at negative net .arginal cost:
.aving 85' of su.mer peak and 90' of annual load. by .iapl.
redesign of .upposedly utility-optiaized Las Vega. house .t roughly
zero ••rginal co.t;
before. otten better convenience .nd reli.bility. Hoat of these
technologies are very new: 1Il0st of the be.t ones were not av.ilable
• year ago ••.•
Sept••ber 20. 1987
near Mr. Patteraon:
Ralph Patterson
Ther••1 Power Co.pany
220 South King Street. Sutte. 11S0
Honolulu. HawaSi 16113
Itls appropriate to cite intern.tional Energy An.lyst Aaory
Lovin.-. In an addre•• entitled MEGAWATTS: A PRACTICAL REMEDY FOR
MEGAGOOFS, given to the Energy Conservation Pan.1. 17th Annual
Convention at the National Association ot Regulatory Utility
co..is.ioners in Hew York, 20 Nov. 1185, Lovin. said; -The electric
utility indu.try••• ha. begun Its greate.t transition in at lea.t a
balf-century••••change. aore profound have got to occur,
becau.e:
it i. now cheaper to .ave electricity than to .ake it, even
in exi.ting plant.;
Since 1119. the U.S. h.s gott.n aore than 100 tieea a. auch new
energy frOID savings a. froa all net .xp.nsion. ot energy 8upply
cOlDbined •.•
In short , no empirical bast. whatever h.s e.erged tor the
e.sentially theological argulDents •.• pre.ent(ed) for rapid growth in
electrle de.and. To the contr.ry, there are ••ny per.ua.ive
rea.ons to believe th.t .lectricity and .conoaic activity will
continue to decouple, just as they have gradually been doing for
-negawatt.- IkW-h .aved and hence available tor resale) can
be produced aore quickly and .urely than aegawatt.;
proven hardware and i.ple.ent.tion aethoda, on the aost
transparently orthodox coat analysis. now perait such outcoaes a.
writing ott abandoned plant. While lowering rate., turning rate-
spJraling utiliti•• into coepetitive declining-cost enterprises.
virtu.lly eli.in.tlng utility torec••ting and planning riek.,
a~ting acid rain at negative net co.t, rejuvenating distressed
local acono.ia•• and paying oft the N.tional Debt by·2000.
The.e conclusions .r•••• the economic re.litie••... th.t are already
atarting to reshapa util1ty .an.geaent and regul.tion.
It is now extree.ly cheap to .ave electricity through new end us.
technologies which give the cueto.er exactly the •••e ser~ice as
• Amory 8. Lovin. ie the Director at Research at the Rocky Hountain
Institute. -He ie a consultant experi.ental physicist educat.d at
Harvard and Oxford, received an Oxford MA by Special R.solution and
five honor.ry doctorat•• ; h•• held 8 v.riety at visiting acadeaic
chairs: and .hared with hi. wife .nd colle.gue Hunter a 1982
Mitchell Prize and a 1183 Right Livelihood Aw.rd (otten c.lled the
-alternative Nobel Prize-). He ha. published a dozen books and
over 8 hundred papers, chiefly on anergy policy~ Mr. Lovin. ha.
been active 1n energy policy in 15 countries, briefed tiv. h.ad. of
etate, testitied betore Co•• i.slone in a dozen etates and worked
with Co.-l •• ionere and utiliti•• In nearly two dozen eore, and
consulted exten.ively for electric utilitie•• international
organization., national and .tate governaent. (including regulatory
bodies). public interest groups. utility cu.to••ra and .uppliers,
and other priv.te-.ector client•. -
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the past three decades. Thi. would be even taster under truthful
priees--tor exaaple. In the absence ot electrIc utllitie. $30
billion In FY19S. Federal subsidie•.
Strategic I.plications
The eftlciency revolution --In hardware,. iaple.entation and
tinancing a.thod•• and e.pirieal experience of what worka--has
profound iaplications still unperceived by.aany utility a.nagera.
For ex••ple:
- It .1••11 right for. utility's .al•• to taU, •• long ••
coat~ -t.ll by even aore th.n it. revenue.. Savings which cost less
than .arginal operating coat will alw.y. achieve this. De.and
• hrinkage Is nothing to b. afraid of; a utility can ••ke aore .oney
at 1••• ri.k .elling 1••• electricity, aiaply by .aving it ch.aper
than .aking it.
The power--aarketing r.flex is thus otten ex.ctly the wrong
thing to do. Not only doe. it generally cost aore to aake the
extra power than it would coat to .ave it. but the hoped-tor net
ayate. benefit. aay not even be realized .•.
- Forec.ating load and building to .eet it is an obsolete and
dangerous doctrine. becau.e it i. financially too risky. Building
decade-Iead-ti.e••ulti-billion dollar plants a.ans playing You a.t
Your Coapany that the ten-year foreca.t will be about right. In
fact. deaand i. highly uncertain. and two tactor., especiarly in
co.bination. aake It even aore unc.rtain: the efticiency
revolution. and costly new power plants. which raia. rate. and
hence drive custo.ers even fa.ter towards efficiency..
Today. the average U.S. utility i. spending about. dollar per
household per day to buIld power plant. it won't need, can't
afford. and .ay not be able to pay ~for.
Econoaic Implications
O.S. energy billa--roughly $420 billion in 19Sc--are about $150
billion lower than they would have been at 1913 levels of and use
efficiency. But if wa were as efficient as Our competitors in
western Europe are we would save an additional $200 billion per
ye.r--enough to balance the rederal budget. And it we bought the
cheapest option. first tor the next 1~ year•• the cumulative net
.avings by the year 2000 would be .everal trillion 198. dollars--
enough to pay of the National Debt.
The contribution which electrical efficiency can .ake to this
nation'. proaperity and .ecurity •.. (can be best illustrated in a
aicroco.a). Osage. Iowa h.s a population of about 3.800 •..• progra••
- 3 -
have given that littl. utility three tinancial advantage.:
- It ha. retired it. debt.
- It ha. cut it. rate. four tia•• 1n the pa.t two and a halt
yeara. (Not counting fuel-coat pa••through•• real rate. have fallen
by halt ainc. 1876.1
- Host important. aora than 81.6 aillion per y.ar which
tormerly l.ft Osage to buy al.ctricity and gas troa out-of-stata,
now atay. in the local econoay. That'. aore than $1,000 per
household per year. Moat ot it Ja apant and r ••pent locally,
supporting local jobs and creating aultipliers.-
CREDAA feels that the above discu•• ion i. vital to the i.land' •
economy and 1ite.tyle. Theretore the above is.ua. should b.
.ddr••••d in the tinal lIS.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft lIS.
Sincerely.
/-T~
3.T. (Stuart) Harks
Spokesperson for C.H.E.D.A.A.
- .-
" •
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APPENDIX A
10ISE MDlfITlJRIIG IIS'IRIJMEHTAl'IOI AID PROCEIXJRE
INSTRUMENTATION
The noise monitoring systems consisted of Metrosonics, Model dB-604,
programmable sound level analyzers, each equipped with an Electret condenser
microphone, microphone preamplifier, microphone windscreen, and an anemometer
wind sensor. A portable digital printer was used to retrieve the data from
the monitor after each 24-hour measurement period. An octave band sound level
analyzer was also used to sample the ambient noise levels during each test
period. Each measuring system was calibrated daily. Instrumentation is listed
in Table A-i.
PROCEDURE
A functional check was performed on all measuring systems prior to the
start of the noise monitoring survey. A field calibration, using a Cen Rad
1986 sound level calibrator set to 94 dB at 1,000 Hz, was performed on each
monitoring system before and after each monitoring period.
After the monitors were programmed and positioned at the selected
monitoring locations, the microphones and preamplifiers were weatherproofed
for protection against adverse weather conditions, and a windscreen was placed
on each microphone to reduce the effects of wind on the noise measurements.
The wind anemometer was set to inhibit data collection when the wind speed
exceeded 12 mph. The microphone systems and anemometers were placed between
6 and 7 feet above ground on either a tripod or a post.
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Table A-l
INSTRUMENTATION
Noise Monitoring Systems
,.
Quantity
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
Quantity
1
1
1
Description
Metrosonics Model dB-604 Sound Level Analyzer SiN 1068 and
SiN 1071
Gen &ad 1961-9610 1-inch Electret Condenser Microphone
SiN 10311 and SiN 10207
Gen &ad 1560-P42 Microphone Preamplifier SiN 5886 and SiN 4450
Metrosonics WS 603 Anemometer Wind Sensor
Gen &ad 1560-7553 Microphone Wind Screen
Metrosonics dB-421 Portable Digital Printer
Gen &ad 1986 Omnical Sound Level Calibrator SiN 00108
Octave Band Sound Level System
Description
Bruel &Kjaer 2215 Precision Sound Level MeterlOctave Analyzer
SiN 726052
Bruel &Kjaer 4165 1/2 in. Condenser Microphone SiN 682550
Bruel &Kjaer UA 0237 Microphone Wind Screen
,.
Mill
..
w·
..
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DATE RESEARCHER.
APPENDIX B
MAJOR JRaIEDLOGlCAL STUDIES
OF THE PUHJ. DISI'RICT
DESCRIPTION
1906
1907
1930-
1932
1959
1965
J. F. G. Stokes
T. G. Thrum
A. E. Hudson
K. P. Emory
C. Smart
A survey of the religious structures of
Hawaii. Stokes recorded two heiau in
the Puna District.
Description of Kukii Heiau. in Kapoho
and its construction.
Conducted archeological reconnaissance
survey on the east coast of Hawaii.
Hudson's record provides good general
information on the Puna area and was
the most comprehensive survey of Puna
at that time.
Staff of the Bishop Museum conducted
research on the natural and cultural
history of the Kalapana extension of
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park.
Although the report does not cover the
Kapoho area, it does provide good
information on the land and traditional
history of the Puna District.
Staff of the Bishop Museum conducted
further archeological research for the
Hawaii Volcanoes National Park. south
of the study area.
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APPENDIX B (continued)
DATE RESEARCHER DESCRIPTION
'"'
1965 E. J. Ladd Conducted salvage archeology along the
Chain of Craters right-of-way. Hawaii ..
Volcanoes National Park.
1966- V. Hansen Conducted archeological surveys in the
1968 Puna area. and recorded. mapped. and
located numerous sites for the
district.
~.
1970 V. Loo and W. Bank Compiled inventory of historical sites
'f!!;'
in the northern portion of the Island
of Hawaii. with a good review of the
Puna District.
1971 N. Crozier and Staff of the Bishop Museum conducted
D. Barrere archeological and historical surveys
of Pualaa. Puna.
1971 W. Barrera and Staff of Bishop Museum conducted
D. Barrere archeological and historical surveys
of Kapahua. Puna.
1972 R. Bevacqua and Staff of Bishop Museum conducted
"""T. Dye archeological reconnaissance of the
proposed Kapoho to Kalapana Highway. A
good description of the known sites of
Kapoho.
".
..
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DATE
1973
1974
1976
1982
1982
RESEARCHER
N. Ewart and
M. Luscomb
F. Ching
S. Palama
M. Yent
J. Kennedy
APPENDIX B (concluded)
DESCRIPTION
Staff of Bishop Museum conducted
archeological reconnaissance of the
proposed Kapoho to Keaukaha Highway. A
listing of sites to the north of
Kapoho.
Archeological Research Center Hawaii
conducted archeological reconnaissance
south of Kapoho at Kaiml1. Puna.
Archeological Research Center Hawaii
conducted further research in Kaiml1 and
Kalapana. Puna.
Conducted archeological reconnaissance
of part of the Nanawale Forest Reserve
(makai portion) north of Kapoho.
Conducted literature search for known
sites in Kahaualea. Puna.
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C .. Common .. generally distributed throughout a given vegetation type
in large numbers.
L .. locally common .. found only or principally in one or more
restricted areas, although within that area it may occur in large
numbers.
o .. occasional .. generally distributed throughout a major portion of a
given vegetation type, but in small numbers.
U .. uncommon" observed infrequently but more than 10 times in a given
vegetation type.
R .. rare" observed 1 to 10 times in a given vegetation type.
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TAXA C(JI.INON IIN1E STATUS I 2 3 4 !l 6 7 8 9
FERNS AND FERN ALLIES
ADIANTACEAE
Adiantum raddianum Presl ~Iaiden-hair fern X - - R - - - R - -
ASPLENIACEAE
Asplenium falcatum Thunb. I U - - - -
Asplenium nidus L. 'Ekaha. bird's-nest-fern I - - U - - R U U -
AIHYRIACEAE
Athyrium sandwichianum Presl Hoio E - - 0 - - R U R R
0
I
~
BLECHNACEAE
Blechnum occidentale L Blechnum X U - - - U - -
Sadleria cyatheoides Kaulf. 'Ama'uma'u E - 0 U R 0 U R
DENNSTAEDTIACEAE
Microlepia strigosa CThunb. )
Presl Palapalai. palai I - - R - - - U - -
DICKSONIACEAE
Cibotium chamissoi Kaulf. hapu 'u 'i 'i E 0 U - 0 0 - R
Cibotium glaucum (J.Sm.) H. & A. Hapu'u E - - C IJ - C C 0 R
, , •
APPENDIX C
PLART SP£CIF.S CHECKLIST
Puna Geothermal Ventures Studies. Char and Stemmermann. 1984
Families are arranged within each of three groups: Ferns and Fern Allies.
Monocotyledons. and Dicotyledons. Taxonomy and nomenclature of Ferns and Fern
Allies follow Lamoureaux's unpublished checklist of Hawaiian ferns; taxonomy
and nomenclature of the flowering plants (Monocotyledons and Dicotyledons)
follow St. John (1973).
For each species the following information is provided:
1. Scientific name with author citation.
2 . Common English or Hawaiian name. when known.
3. Biographic status of the species. The following symbols are employed:
E = endemic = native to the Hawaiian Islands only. not occurring
naturally elsewhere.
I = indigenous • native to the Hawaiian Islands and also to one or more
other geographic areas.
P • Polynesian • plants of Polynesian introduction; all those plants
brought by the Polynesian immigrants prior to contact with the
Western world.
x • exotic or introduced = not native to the Hawaiian Islands; brought
here by man accidentally or deliberately after Western contact.
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4. Vegetation types. Nine major vegetation types are recognized within
the study area. The number heading each of the columns refers to the
following vegetation types:
1 • Cultivated Areas
2 =Fallow Fields
3 • Closed Metrosideros Forest
4 • Open Metrosideros Forest
6 • Open Metrosideros-Lichen Forest
6 • Open Metrosideros-Diospyros Forest
7 • Open Metrosideros-Psidium Forest
8 = Mixed Forest
9 =Scrub
Within each of the vegetation type columns the relative abundance of
each species (or absence) is given. These ratings are based entirely
upon a comparison of the frequency with which a species occurs, as
compared to all other species. within the study area. It does not
necessarily denote the abundance of that particular species in the
Hawaiian Islands. The following symbols for relative abundance are
used:
A • abundant· generally the major or dominant species in a given
vegetation type.
..
.-
..
....
..
..
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TAXA COImON NPJ.IE SlAWS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9
PSIlOTACEAE
Psilotum complanatum Sw. ~Ioa I R
- U
Psilotum nudum (l.) Beauv. Noa I - - 0 R R - 0 0 -
PlER IDACEAE
Pterf s vittata L Kfl au-o-pueo X - - - - U - - - U
SElAGINEllACEAE
Selaginalla arbuscula (Kaulf.)
Spring lepe1epa -a-moa E - - U - - R U - -
0
I THELYPTERIDACEAE.....
Christella cyatheofdes
(Kaulf.) Holtt. Kfkawafo E U - - - -
Chrfstella dentata (Forsk.)
Brownsey & Jerl1\Y Oak fern X - 0 0 R - 0 C 0 0
Christella parasftica (L.)
Levl. Oak fern X
- - - -
0
Macrothelypterf s torresfana
(Gaud.) Ching U - - - - - -
VITTAR IACEAE
Vfttarfa elongata Sw. (s.1.) 'Ohe'ohe I - - 0 - - R 0 U -
TAXA COMNON NAME STATUS I 2 3 4 5 6 7 II 9
MONOCOTYLEDONS
ARACEAE
Co1ocasia escu1enta var.
antiquorum (Schott) Hubb. & Rehd. Iaro , kalo P U - R - - - - R R
Monstera deliciosa Liebm. Monstera x
- - - - - - -
R
-
Scindapsus aureus (Lind. ex
Andre') Engl. laro vine X - - - - - - R R -
Syngonium auritum (L.) Schott Syngonium X - - - - - - R
BROMELIACEAE
Ananas comosus [St] ckm.) Merr. Pineapple. hala-kahiki X R
- - - - - - - -0
I
co
COMMELI NACEAE
Commelina di ffusa Burm. f. Iionohono X - 0 - - - - 0 0 0
CYPERACEAE
Cyperus brevifo1ius IRottb , ) Hassk. I<yll i nqa , kili 'o'opu X 0 U - R - - 0
Cyperus haspan L. X - - - - - - - - U
Cyperus javanicus Houtt. 'Ahu'awa. 'ehu'awa I? R
- - - - - - - -
Cyperus po1ystachyus var.
texensis (Torr.) Fern I - - - - - - - - R
Fimbristylis dichotoma (L.) Vahl Tall fringe rush I 0 - - - - - - - 0
, ' ,
TAXA COI·l~lON IlAl-IE STATUS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
ELAPHOGLOSSACEAE
Elaphoglossum crassifolium
(Gaud.) Ander. &Crosby I Ekaha E
- - U - - R 0 - -
GLEICHENIACEAE
Dicranopteris emarginata
(8rack.) W.J. Robin. 'Uluhe. false staghorn fern E - - o A R 0 0 0 C
GRAM~1ITACEAE
Adenophorus tamarisci nus
(Kaulf.) H. &Grev. Wahine-noho-mauna E
- - R - - - R - -
0
I
(JI
HEM ION IT IDACEAE
Pityrogramma calomelanos
(L) Link Go Id fern. s i1 ver fern X 0 0
- - R - U - 0
HYMENOPHYLLACEAE
Gonocormus minutus (Bl ume )
V.D. Bosh I - - R - - - - - -
Mecodium recurvum (Gaud.) Copel. 'Ohi I a-ku E R
- - -
R
Vandenboschia cyrtotheca (Hbd.)
Copel. Kilau E - - 0 - - R 0 - -
TAXA CO/I/-ION NAHE SlAlUS I 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9
LINDSAEACEAE
Sphenomeris chinensis (L.) Naxon Pah'a I - - R U R 0 0 0 U
LYCOPODIACEAE
Lycopodium cernuum L. Wawae-iole I - 0
-
R 0 0 U
Lycopodium phyllanthum H. & A. Wawae-iole I - - U - R R U
NEPHROLEPIDACE~E
Nephrolepis cordifolia (L.) Presl 'Ol<upul<upu I U R
- -
0
Nephrolepis exaltata (l.) Schott Pamoho I - - 0 U - - 0 0 -
Nephrolepis multiflora (Roxb.)
Jarrett ex Morton Ha i ry swordfern X - - - U A - C 0 0
o
I
0)
OPH IOGLOSSACEAE
Ophioglossum pendulum L. lau-I<ahi I - - 0 R - 0 0 0 -
POlYPODIACEAE
Phymatosorus scolopendria
(Burm.) Pichi Sermolli lau I ae X R - R - 0 U U
Pleopeltis thunbergiana Kaulf. 'El<aha-'al<olea I - - 0 - R 0 0 0 -
Polypodium pellucidum var.
volcanicum Sl<ottsb. A'e E. - - - - 0 - - - -
, ''t •
TAXA COIINON NA/1E STATUS 1 2 :1 4 !i 6 7 B 9
CYPERACEAE (continued)
Machaerina ~~gustifolia
(Gaud.) Koyama 'Uld I - - - U R - U
Machaerina mariscoides (Gaud.)
Kern 'Uld , 'aha-ni u I - - 0 0 0 - U 0 -
Rhynchospora lavarum Gaud. Kuolohia, pu'uko'a I R - - - - - R
Sclerfa testacea Nees E - - - - - - - R '-
DIOSCOIlEACEAE
Dfoscorea pentaphyl1a r. Pi' fa P - - R - - - U - -
0 GRAMINEAE
I Andropogon glomeratus (Walt.) BSP. Bush beardgrass X - - - U 0 - R 0 0(0
Andropogon virginicus L. Broomsedge x 0 0 C
-
R 0 A
Axonopus affinis Chase Narrow-leaved carpetgrass X - - - - - - - - U
Axonopus compressus (Sw.) Beauv. Broad-leaved carpetgrass x - - - - - - U
Bambusa sp. 1 Bamboo X L
-
L - L
Bambusa sp. 2 Bamboo X L - - - - - - L L
Brachiaria mutica (Forsk.) Stapf Paragrass, Californiagrass X - A - C C
Brachiaria reptans (L.) Gard.
& C. E. Hubb. X - - - - - - L
Chloris radiata (L.) Sw. Radiate fingergrass X U - - - - - -
TAXA C()t.I/~ON NAI·IE STA1US I 2 J 4 5 6 7 B 9
GRAMINEAE (continued)
Coix lachryma-jobi l. Job's tears, 'ohe pu'ohe'ohe X U - - - - - U
Digitaria adscendens (HBK.) Henr. Henry's crabgrass X - - - - - - - - U
Digitaria eriantha Steud. x - - - - - - - - l
Digitaria pruriens (fisch. ex
Trin.) Buse Itchy crabgrass X 0 0 - - - - - U
Digitaria violascens link Kukaipua'a-uka X - - - - - - - U 0
Eleusine indica (L. ) Gaertn. Goosegrass, manienie-ali 'i X U - - R 0
EragrostfS sp, X
-
U 0
Hyparrhenia rufa (Nees) Stapf 1hatchinggrass, jaragua X - - - - - - - R
:l Melinis minutiflora Beauv. 110lassesgrass X 0 C 0 U R - 0 C C
I Oplismenus hirtellus (l.).... Beauv. Basketgrass, honohono-kukui X - - 0 - - 0 C C U~
Panicum maximum Jacq. Guinea grass X - - - - - U -
Paspalum conjugatum Berg. Hilo grass, mau'u-hilo X 0 - 0 - - C C C C
Paspalum orbicu1are forst. f. Ricegrass, mau'u-laiki X 0 - - R - - R U 0
Paspalum urvillie Steud. Vaseygrass X - - U
Pennisetum purpureum Schumach. Elephantgrass, napiergrass X - C - - - C 0
Poa annua l. Annual bluegrass X - U
Saccharum officinarum l. Sugar cane, ko P 0 0 - - R U 0
Sacci01epis indica (L.) Chase Glenwoodgrass X - R U - - - C 0 0
Schizostachyum glaucifolium
(Rupr.) Munro Ohe P - l - - - l l R
Setaria genicul ata (Poir.) Beauv. Perennial fox ta i1 )( - - - - 0 0 0
TAXA COM~lON NAME STATUS 1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9
GRAMINEAE (contfnuedl
Setarfa glauca (l.1 Beauv. Ye 11 ow foxta f1 X 0 - 0 - - 0 -
Setarfa palmaefolia (Koen. I Stapf Palmgrass X - - - - - - R
Sporobolus afrfcanus [Potr , l
Robyns &Tournay African dropseed X - - - - - - - U U
LILIACEAE
Cordy11ne teniJina11 s (L. I Kunth n , ki P 0 R U U
- 0 0 0 0
Cordyline terminalis var. ferrea (L.I
J. G. Baker Red ti X
- - - - - - - R R0
I
...
... MARANTACEAE
Calathea ornata (lem. I Koern. X
- - - - - -
R - -
MUSACEAE
Musa X nana lour. Chinese banana X 0 U - - - - -
Musa X paradisfaca L. Banana, maf 'a P 0 U R - R - R
ORCHIDACEAE
Arundfna bambusaefolfa
(Roxb. I U ndl • Bamboo orchid X U 0 0 0 0 0 C
Phaius tankervfl1fae (Banks
ex l'He'r.1 B1. X - - R - - R R - -
o
I
~
I\)
TAXA
ORCHIDACEAE (contfnued)
Spathoglottfs plfcata 81.
Vanda teres Lfndl. X V.
hookerfana Refchb. f.
PALMAE
Cocos nucffera L.
PANDANACEAE
Freycfnetfa arborea Gaud.
Pandanus odoratfssfmus L. f.
CO/·1MON NAI~E
Chinese orchid
Yanda "~1i ss Joaquim"
Coconut, niu
Ie' f e
Ha lei, pandauus
STA1US
X
X
P
E
I
1 234 ~ 6 789
- - U 000 0 0 0
U - - - - - - - -
- U - - - - - U U
C 0 - 0 0 - -
- - - U - 0 - U -
ZINGI8ERACEAE
Alpinfa purpurata (Vieill.)
1<. Schum.
Hedychium flavescens Carey
Zingfber zerumbet (L.) Roscoe
DICOTYLEDONS
Red ginger, 'awapuhi-'ula'ula X
Yellow ginger; 'awapuhf-melemele X
'Awapuhi kua hiwf P
- R
R----OU
- - U - - 0 U
ACANTHACEAE
Odontonema strictum (Nees) Ktze.
Thunbergia fragrans Roxb.
Odontonema
White thunbergia
X
X
- - - - - R -
o C U - - - 0 U U
-"!
o
I
...
Co)
lAXA
ANACAROIACEAE
Mangffera fndfca L.
Schfnus terebfnthffolius Raddf
APOCYNACEAE
Alyxfa olfvaeformfs Gaud.
AQU IFOLIACEAE
Ilex anomala H. &A.
ARALIACEAE
Brassafa actfnophylla Endl.
Tetraplasandra hawaffensfs
Gray
ASCLEPIAOACEAE
Asclepfas curassavfca L.
BALSAMINACEAE
Impatfens sultanf Hook. f.
BEGONIACEAE
Begonia sp.
CDtIMON 1lN1[
Mango, manako
Chrfstmas berry, nanf-o-Hflo
Mafle
Kawa'u, ka'awa'u
Octopus tree
'Ohe
Butterflyweed, lau-lele
Impa tf ens
Begonfa
SlATUS
x
X
X
E
X
X
X
I 234 5 6 789
- - - R - - - 0 0
- U -
- - U - - R -
- - - - - U - - -
- - R -
- - U - - U - - -
---R--R--
--R---RUR
-UU---OUU
TAXA COItION NAME STATUS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
BIGNONIACEAE
Spathodea campanulata Beauv. Afrfcan tulip tree X
- R - - - - R - -
BIXACEAE
Bfxa orellana L. Arnotto. lipstfck plant X R - - - - - - - -
CAR ICACEAE
Carica papaya L. Papaya. mf kana X A - - - - - R U -
CARYOPHYLlACEAE
Drymarfa cordata (l.)
0 Willd. ex R. & S. Drymaria. pipili X U 0I - - - - - - -
..
....
CASUARINACEAE
Casuarfna equfsetffolia Stfckm. Ironwood X - - - R - - - - -
CElASTRACEAE
Perrottetia sandwicensis Gray 01omea. pua'a olomea E - - - - - - U - -
COMPOSITAE
Ageratum conyzofdes L. Ageratum X 0 0 - R R - U U 0
Bidens pflosa L. Beggar's tick, Spanish needle X - R - R U
Crepfs sp. X - - R - - - -
~. , III if , r !!I '0
"
l' , ! 11 ! , l' , •
"
,
"
~' • • ; , • !
"
'l)!! !' •
TAXA CO~n'ION NAI1E STATUS I 2 3 4 !> 6 7 6 9
COMPOSITAE (continued)
Eclipta alba (lo) Hassk. False daisy X R R
- - - - -
Emilia fosbergii Nicolson Pua-lele X 0 - - - R - - - 0
Emil fa sonch itol t a (L.) DC. lilac pua-lele X 0 -
- - - -
U
Erechtites hieracifolia (l.) Raf. Fireweed X 0 0 0 - U U - 0 0
Erigeron canadensis l. Canada fleabane, il ioha X R R R
- 0
Eupatorium riparium Regel Pamakani X - - - R - - R - 0
Pluchea odorata (l.) Casso Pluchea, shrubby fleabane X C C 0 0 U U U 0 C
Sonchus oleraceus l. Sow thistle, pua-lele X - - R - R - R
Vernonia cinerea (l.) less. Ironweed X - U - - R - R
0 Wedelia trilobata (l.) Hitchc. Wedel fa X - - - - - - - R U
I
... Youngia japonica (l.) DC. Oriental hawksbeard X R - R R R U(II
CONVOlVUlACEAE
Ipomoea batatas (L.) Poir. 'Uala, sweet potato P U R
-
Ipomoea congesta R. Br. Koali -' awani a I - R - - -
Ipomoea triloba l. li ttle bell X - - - - R
Ipomoea sp. X - R - - - -
Merremia tuberosa (L.) Rendle Wood rose X
- - - - - - - R -
CRASSUlACEAE
Kalanchoe pinnata (lam.) Pers. Air plant, 'oliwa-ku-kahakai X - - - - - - - - R
:l
I
....
J)
TAXA
CRUCIFERAE
Cardamtne flexuosa f. umbrosa
(Gren. &Godr.) O.E. Schulz
Nasturtium sarmentosum (DC.)
Schinz &Guillaumin
CUCURBITACEAE
Momordica charantia var.
paval Crantz
EBENACEAE
Diospyros ferrea subsp.
sandwicensis (A. DC.) Fosb.
EPACRIDACEAE
Styphelia tameiameiae (Cham.)
F. Muell.
EUPHORBIACEAE
Aleurites moluccana (l.) Willd.
Antidesma platyphyllum Mann
Euphorbia glomerifera (Millsp.)
l. C. Wheeler
CO~1I1CN NAI·IE
Bttter-cress
Pa 'f ht , 'ihi -ku-kepau
Balsam apple, peria
lama
Puk iawe. maiel e
Kukui, tutui, candlenut tree
Harne
SlATUS
X
P
X
E
I
P
E
X
I 2 J 4 5 6 789
R - - - - - - - -
U--------
R - - - - - - - -
- - 0 C - A 0 0 -
- - - U 0 - - - U
--UU--O-O
- - U - - R U
o - - - - - - - 0
• 11 111 ~. I ~'
. .
TAXA COMHON IIAM~ STATUS I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0~
EUPHORBIACEAE (continued)
Euphorbia hirta L. Garden spurge, hairy spurge X 0 0 - - R - - U 0
Euphorbia prostrata Ait. Prostrate spurge X 0 -
- - - II 0
E4phorbia thymifolia L. Thyme-leaved spurge X U
- -
Euphorbia sp. X 0 - - - - - - - -
Manihot esculenta Crantz Cassava, manioka, tapioca X - - - - - - - R -
Manihot glaziovii Muell.-Arg. Ceara' rubber X - - - - - - - U -
Phyllanthus debilis Klein ex Willd. Phyllanthus weed X - - - - R - - R -
Ricinus communis L. Castor bean, koli X
- R - - - - -
0 GESNERIACEAE
I Cyrtandra paludosa var ....
.....
integrifolia Hbd. E R R R
Cyrtandra paludosa var.
irrostrata St. John E
- - R - - R R - -
Cyrtandra sp. E
- - R - - - R - -
GOODENIACEAE
Scaevola taccada IGaertn.) Roxb. Naupaka-kahakai I - - - R - - - - -
LABIATAE
Coleus blumei Benth. Coleus, weleweka X - - - - - - - U -
Hyptis pectinata (L.) Poft. Comb hyptis X 0 0 R - R - R 0 0
- R U
U l
o
I
~
CIl
TAXA
lAURACEAE
Cassytha f11 fformis l.
Persea amerfcana Mill.
LEGUM INOSAE
Albizfa falcataria (l.) fosb.
Canavalfa ensfformis (l.) DC.
Cassia alata l.
Cassfa leschenaultfana DC.
Crotalarfa fncana l.
Crotalarfa mucronata Desv.
Crotalarfa retusa l.
Crotalarfasp.
Desmondium cajanifolium (HBK.) DC.
Desmodium canum (Gmel.) Schinz
& Thell.
Desmodfum trfflorum (l. I DC.
Desmodium uncinatum (Jacq.) DC.
Desmodium sp.
Indigofera suffruticosa Mill.
leucaena leucocephala (lam. I
de Wit
C0I1NOti NANE
Kaunoa'oa, kaua'oa-pehu
Avocado
Albizia
Jack bean
Candlebush
Pa rtri dge pea, I auk i
fuzzy rattle-pod, kukai-hoki
Mucronate crotalaria
Rattle-box, sauni
lall desmodium
Ka 'imf
lhree-flowered beggarweed
Spanish clover
Indigo, 'fniko
Koa-haole
SlATUS
I
X
X
X
X
X
x
x
X
X
X
x
x
X
X
X
x
l234!l678!1
- U
o - R R - - - 0 R
-U-RU--CO
- R - - - - - - -
- - - - R
o - - R R - - U 0
- - - - - - R 0
- R - - - - - - U
R
- - - - U -
C A - - k
- 0 - - - - - - 0
- - - - - - -
U 0
0 C - 0 R 0 0 0 C
C A - - - - - 0 0
U U - - R - - - 0
- U U
Mimosa pudica var.
unijuga (Ouchass. & Walp.) Cr i seb . Sensitive plant, pua-hilahila x OC-RR--Ol
• • •
TAXA CO~lMON NAME STAlUS 1 2 3 4 s b 7 6 9
lEGUMINOSAE (continued)
Mucuna gigantea (Willd.) DC. Ka'e'e, sea bean I - - - - R -
Phaseolus atropurpureus DC. Siratro X - - - - - - - - 0
Phaseolus vUlgaris l. String bean X U
- - - -
Samanea saman (Jacq.) Herr. Monkeypod X - - - U R
lOGAN IAC.EAE
Buddleja asiatica lour. Asiatic butterfly bush X 0 C R - 0 - U 0 0
lYTHRACEAE
0 Cuphea carthagenensisI
.... (Jacq.) Macbride Columbian cuphea,(l) puakamoli X R R 0
lythrum maritimum HBK. Puakamole X - - - - - - - R -
Indet. X R
- - - -
MAlVACEAE
Hibiscus esculentus l. Okra, gumbo X R - - - - - - - -
Hibiscus rosa-senensis l. Red hibiscus X - - - - - - - - R
Hibiscus youngianus Gaud.
ex H. & A. Ilau-hele, I ek iohal a E
-
R
- - -
- -
Sida rhombifolia l. Cuba jute X - R - R U
TAXA COMMON NI>J1l STATUS I 2 3 4 5 6 7 e S
MElASTOOATACEAE
Clidemfa hfrta (l.) D. Don Koster's curse, clfdemia X - - R - - - - - Ii
Dfssotfs plumosa Hook. f. lJfssotfs X R - - - - - R
Melastoma ma~abathrfcum l. Malabar mel as tome x 0 c - 0 0 c C
Pterolepfs sp. X - Ii R - - - U
MENISPERMACEAE
Cocculus ferrandf anus Gaud. Huehue, hue 'ie E - - 0 U - - - 0 U
MORACEAE
0 Cannabis sativa l. ~larijuana, pot, pakalolo X - R R - - -
I
I\) Cecropia obtusffolfa Bertol. Guarumo X 0 U - - U 0 -0
Ficus mfcrocarpa l. f. Chinese banyan x - - R -
MORINGACEAE
Moringa oleifera lam. Horseradish tree X - R - - - - - - -
MYRSINACEAE
Myrsine lessertiana A. DC. Kolea-lau-nui l - 0 0 - 0 0 - .-
MYRTACEAE
Eugen fa cumf ni i n.. ) Druce Java plum, palama X - - - - R
Eugenia jambos l. Rose apple, 'ohi 'a-lake X - - R - - - C -
,
"
, , ,
• I
, i/!' , f ~ , , ! , ~
"
~<' , , ! ~ ,l;!!
TAXA STATUS 123456769
MYRTACEAE (contfnued)
Metrosfderos polymorpha Gaud.
Psfdfum cattlefanum f. cattleianum
Sabine
Psfdfum cattlefanum f. lucidum
Degener
Psfdfum guajava L.
'Ohi'a, 'ohf 'a-lehua [ - R A A A A A C 0
Strawberry guava X
-
R C
- - 0 A C C
Yellow strawberry guava, wa fawi X
- -
U
Guava, kuawa X - U 0 0 - 0 C C 0
O.
I
I\)
...&
NYCTAGINACEAE
Pfsonfa umbellffera (J.R. &G.
Forst.) Seem.
ONAGRACEAE
Ludwfgfa octfvalvfs (Jacq.) Raven
Papa1a-kepau
Prfmrose willow, kamole
[
I
- - - - - - R - -
k R - - - - - - -
OXAL IDACEAE
Oxalfs corniculata L.
Oxalfs marftiana Zucco
Yellow wood sorrel, 'ihi
pfnk wood sorrel, 'fhi pehu
I
X
o -
o
- U -
- - R - - U
PASSIFLORACEAE
passfflora edulfs f. flavicarpa
Degener
Passiflora foetida L.
Yellow liliko'i
Scarlet-fruited passionflower
X
X
----RUR
U - R - - R - U -
lAXA (o~IN!JN NA/oIE SlAllJS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 s
PIPERACEAE
Peperomia leptostachya H. & A. Kupali'i I - - U - - - U - -
PlANTAGINACEAE
Plantago major l. Common plantain, lau-kahi X - - - R - - - U -
POlYGAlACEAE
Polygala paniculata l. Polygala X C 0 - R R - - U 0
POlYGONACEAE
Polygonum capitatum Ham. ex Don Polygonum X - - - - - - - - U
C)
I
,\) PROTEACEAE,\)
Macadamia ternifolia var.
integrifolia (Maiden & Betchel
~laiden & Betche Macadamia nut X 0
- - - - - - - -
ROSACEAE
Rubus rosaefolius Sm. lhimb1eberry X - R U - - 0 0 !J U
RUBIACEAE
Bobea sp. I Ahakea E - - - - - - R - -
Borreri a 1aevfs (lam. I Grf seb. Buttonweed, spermacoce x U - - - - R -
:~
